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ABSTRACr 

The success of marketing physical products has led many 
scholars to suggest that marketing is a universal activity which 

can be applied with equal success to the sale of services. 

The purpose of this research is to examine the relevance and 

contribution of marketing to the tourism sectors in general, and 
the extent to which marketing concepts and modern marketing 

practices have been accepted and implemented by the Egyptian 

Tourism Bodies, and the British and Irish tour operators in 

pranoting Egypt as a tourist destination in Britain and Ireland 

in the particular. 

A thorough examination of the literature regarding the 

applicability of marketing concepts and techniques to all tourism 

related sectors as well as the similarities and/or differences 

between goods marketing and services (tourism) marketing was 

carried out, based upon which sp. cific hypotheses have been formal- 

ised and tested. 

The empirical investigation was carried out in the period 
between May and the end of October, 1984. Two studies were 

conducted in order to verify the existence of the so-called market- 
ing oriented philosophy in the Egyptian tourism related sectors, 
and the British and Irish tour operating canpanies offering Egypt 

as a tourist destination in Britain and Ireland. The first study 
was conducted with the British and Irish tour operators. Two 

questionnaires were distributed to all 34 British and Irish tour 

operators pranoting visits to Egypt. The first questionnaire 
aimed at investigating their familiarity with Egypt as a tourist 
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destination from which it was hoped to assess the marketing 

efforts of the Egyptian Tourism Bodies. The second one aimed 

at examining the marketing activities undertaken by tour operators 
to promote Egypt as a tourist destination. Another study was 

conducted with the actual British tourist customer of Egypt. 
A pre-tour questionnaire was distributed to 750 visitors who were 

going to Egypt in order to determine what image and expectations 

they have about the country. A post-tour questionnaire was 
distributed to another 750 visitors who were caning back fran 

Egypt in order to assess their level of satisfaction with the 

country as a tourist destination. 

The findings of the field work reveal that the Egyptian 

Tourism Bodies are far from becoming marketing oriented and they 

have a long way to go to make effective use of marketing concepts 

and techniques. Thus, the marketing concept, with its total 

integration of business activities designed to provide customer 

satisfaction at a profit, is not wholly adopted and implemented 

by the British and Irish tour operators in promoting Egypt as a 

tourist destination. 'In addition, there is still room for 

possible improvement in many areas in order to fulfil the 

existing/potential customers' needs and maintain their satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION: THE PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

The growth of the service sector in the economy is perhaps 

one of the most important features of modern society. From a study 
of the growing volume of services, it appears that as people grow 
more affluent, they have a greater need or desire for services [1]. 

Most of the advanced countries are living now in this stage of 
econanic growth. The United States is now pioneering this new 
stage of economic development and Britain and Western Europe are 
following the US pattern. More people-are, now employed in services 
than manufacturing firms, and the service industry's share accounts 
for more than 60% of the total output of Britain [2]. 

However, consumer and industrial products have provided the 

major focus for enquiry and research by both academics and 
researchers, and little attention has been given to the problems 
involved in marketing services, and until the early 1970s the 
literature of services marketing was very limited. 

In the last decade, the debate concerning whether the 

marketing of products is similar to or different from the 

marketing of services has resulted in three different views. 
These views will be extensively discussed in chapter two. The 
first view stresses that there is no difference between products 
and services, so the same concepts and techniques discussed under 
products apply as well to the marketing of services. The work of 
Levitt [3], Ornstein [4), Enis and Roering [5], Wyckham et al. [6) 
and Bonoma and Mills [7] support this view. 
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The second view emphasises that unique features do exist for 

different kinds of services, and that these unique features have to 
be recognised in order to develop an appropriate service marketing 
theory. Wilson [8], Eiglier et al. [9], Bosscm [10], Shostack [11], 

Guinesson (12], among others [13], tried to develop concepts and 
approaches that suit the service sector and differ at the same time 
fran the traditional one. 

The third one is a balanced perspective between the two 

preceding viewpoints. This perspective, of which Baker [14], 

Gronroos [15], and Cowell [16] are representatives, argues that 

although there are similarities in both marketing of products and 

services, especially at the strategic level, there are some 
differences in characteristics for many services which require new 

marketing elements and/or more emphasis on some of the existing 

elements in addition to the popular marketing activities. 

This controversy over the similarities and/or differences 
between product and services marketing encourages many authors 
to examine the applicability of marketing concepts and tools to 

a wide range of service activities. Coverage in the literature 
includes the application of marketing, or specific aspects of it, 

to service situations like transport services [17], insurance [18], 
family planning [19], banking [20], building societies [21], 

professional services [22], career services [23], recreation and 
leisure services [24], and tourism services [25]. 

In an ever shrinking interrelated world society, few 
industries have as much impact on the economy of a nation as 
tourism. Statistics relative to this are revealing. Tourism 

accounts for 30 per cent or more of the Gross National Product of 
countries such as Tunisia and Morocco [26]. In 1980 the tourism 
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industry in Canada generated an estimated revenue of $13 billion 

including over $3 billion in foreign exchange earnings contributed 
by travellers from foreign countries [27]. The share of inter- 

national tourists receipts in exports of goods and services is of 

considerable proportions in European countries like Austria (21.4 

per cent), Greece (20.5 per cent), Portugal (16.2 per cent), and 
Spain (23.1 per cent) [28]. In Spain in 1978, there were more 
visitor arrivals (40 million) than the actual population of the 

country (36 million) [29]. Incasing tourism is the fifth 

largest revenue earner of all UK exporters, providing almost £3,800 

million per annum in revenue, while accounting for 16 per cent of 
invisible exports per annum [30]. In Finland, tourism ranks 

among the leading industries and has turned the Finnish balance 

of trade from a deficit of $31.1 million in 1963 to a surplus of 
$34 million in 1970 [31]. Newly emerging nations in such areas 
as the Caribbean depend very heavily on tourist incase, which 

often represents the major part of the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP). The tourism industry continues to provide jobs to many 

people in both developed and developing nations. 

In Egypt, with which this study is concerned, tourism 

represents one of the four reliable workhorses of the country's 
hard currency earnings, i. e. workers' remittances (amounted to 
$3 billion in 1980 - 1981); Oil (reached $2.75 billion in 1980 - 
1981); tourism (brought in $700 million in 1980 - 1981); and 
the Suez Canal ($900 million in 1980 - 1981) [32]. 

Vhile such economic benefits attract much attention, 
international tourism also contributes to non-economic goals, by 
providing the greatest single opportunity for cultural, social and 
political exchanges among people all over the world [33]. 
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In short, tourism has long been recognised as a desirable means 
of stimulating the growth of the national economy. It is also 
the largest single item in the world's foreign trade, and for 

sane countries, is already the most important export industry and 
earner of foreign exchange. For other countries, tourism 

represents a promising new resource for economic development. 
The importance of tourism was formally recognised when the twenty 
frist United Nations General Assembly designated 1967 as the 

International Tourist Year with a unanimous resolution 

acknowledging that "tourism is a basic and most desirable human 

activity deserving the praise and encouragement of all peoples 

and all Governments. " When travelling away fran hare, tourists 

care in contact with the places they visit and with their 
inhabitants, and social exchange takes place. 

Recognising such economic and non-economic potentials, public 
agencies and tourism related organisations throughout the world 
continuously strive to attract more tourists to their countries. 
As a consequence, pressures are mounting on all tourism bodies 
for effective marketing management of the tourist services and 
attractions offered by these bodies,. i. e. national tourist organ- 
isations, suppliers of tourism services (hotels, airlines, 
transport firms, etc. ), tour operators,, travel agents, etc., 
and recently there has developed an increasing interest in 

applying marketing concepts and tools in the field of tourism 
industry. 

Based upon the above, the present study aims at examining the 
relevance and contribution of marketing to all tourism sectors in 
general, and the extent to which marketing concepts and modern 
marketing practices have been accepted and implemented by the 
Egyptian Tourism bodies, and the British and Irish tour operators 
in marketing Egypt as a tourist destination in Britain and Ireland 
in the particular. 
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Importance of the Study 

The present study is considered important for the following 

reasons: 

Firstly : The academic importance 

(a) Despite the importance of tourism and its increased 
influence on the nations' economy, the literature on marketing in 
developed and underdeveloped countries has neglected the tourist 
industry as most of the literature focuses on the marketing of 
physical products. Thus, very little has been written about the 

marketing of tourism. This is due to the fact that mass tourism is 

a relatively recent phenomenon. It is hoped that this study will 
contribute towards a better understanding of the marketing of 
tourism by all tourism related sectors, and cover partly that gap 
in the literature. 

(b) In Egypt, the researcher's home country, marketing 

studies in general are very limited indeed, one can count them on 
the fingers of two hands, while the literature on marketing of 
tourism is almost absent. Hence, in addition to the body of 
literature, the study is an attempt to provide useful information 

to the Egyptian Government, Egyptian higher education institutions, 

and to dcmestic and foreign companies operating in tourism. 

(c) Since this kind of exploratory research in the field 
of marketing of tourism has not been widely examined in the English 
literature of the emerging nations, the findings could serve as raw 
material for further research in future. 
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Secondly : Practical importance 

(a) To Egypt, this study was undertaken in the hope that it 

would help the policy makers at State level. It would provide 

valuable information about all Egyptian Tourism Bodies i. e. hotels, 

Egypt Air, tourist firms, tourist office in London, transport, 

administrators of attractions, etc, their strategies and policies, 
their pitfalls and deficiencies. The study as well, will highlight 

the problems which tourists meet, their needs and wants, their 
image and expectations about the country, and the reasons for their 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Also, the study will examine how 

Egypt is marketed as a tourist destination by the British and Irish 

tour operators in Britain and Ireland. All this information would 
help the policy makers at State level to develop their strategies 
for the tourist sector and to solve its problems, and to overcome 
its difficulties. 

(b) To the British and Irish tour operators, the study 

provides useful information which can enable them to see certain 

areas for possible improvement in promoting Egypt or any other 
destination country. More specifically, this study hopes to provide 

and suggest ways by which these tour operators can benefit from 

applying the marketing concept in their business in order to satisfy 
their customers' needs and wants. 

Organisation of the Study 

The study is organised in eight chapters, the first of which 
is the introduction. 

Chapter two is devoted to provide a marketing approach in 
tourism as a service industry. It begins by discussing briefly the 
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nature and scope of marketing and its relevance to the services 

area. This is followed by an extensive investigation of the 

nature and scope of the marketing of services in general. It then 

proceeds to examine the definitions, characteristics and 

classifications of tourism. Next, it reviews the literature which 

outlines the nature of marketing in tourisn, its markets, Egypt's 

market share, and the nature and scope of tourism in Egypt. 

Chapter three is an attempt to establish a marketing strategy 
for tourism. It begins by discussing the nature of marketing 

planning and the role of marketing research in the whole planning 

process. It then asks three basic questions. The first is: Where 

are we now? To answer this question, the tourist market in terms 

of demand and supply is examined with particular emphasis on the 

tourist behaviour i. e. motivation, image and attitude, life style, 

and customs and habits. Then, market segmentation is thoroughly 
discussed. The second question is: Where do we want to be ? To 

answer this question, the objectives of tourism marketing in general, 

and the objectives of the Tourism Develognent Plan in Egypt are 
touched upon. The answering of the third question: How do we get 
from where we are to where we want to be is left to be the subject of 
the next chapter where the elements of the marketing mix are 
examined. 

Chapter four examines the application of the marketing mix 
elements in the tourism industry. In this respect, it begins by 
discussing the nature and scope of the marketing mix its 
definitions, composition, deveopment, application and its problems. 
Then, the aspects pertaining to each element of the marketing mix, 
i. e. product, price, distribution, and promotion, and their 

applicability to the tourism industry, together with the extent to 
which these are similar to or different from their application in 
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product marketing are emphasised in the light of the 

characteristics of the tourist product. 

Chapter five discusses the design of the field study, and 
is a bridge between the theoretical framework and the empirical 
findings. It includes the identification of the problem areas and 

objectives, formulation of hypotheses, identification of the sample 

and the development of the questionnaires. 

Chapter six is devoted to presenting a discussion of the tour 

operators survey findings together with the statistical methods used 
in the analysis of the data. 

Chapter seven presents a discussion of the customer survey 
findings together with the statistical methods used in the analysis 

of the data. 

Chapter eight presents the contributions of the study, 
discusses its limitations and, where possible, makes recccrrmend- 

ations and suggestions for further research to be undertaken. 
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CHAPTER RWU 

MARKETING APPROACH IN TOURISM 

Introduction 

The objective of this chapter is to present a marketing 
approach in tourism as a service. To achieve this objective, a very 
brief discussion will be made to explore the nature and scope of 

marketing in order to determine its relevance to the services area. 
Next, an extensive investigation will be made on the nature and scope 

of the marketing of services in general in order to determine the 

extent to which marketing concepts and practices can be applied in 

tourism as a specific service. To do so, this chapter will be 

organised as follows: 

Section A: 

The Nature and Scope of Marketing 

- The nature of marketing 

- Marketing definition in the light of its scope 

The Nature and Scope of Services Marketing 

- Definition of "services" 

- The importance and scope of services 

- The extent and importance of marketing in the service sector. 

The Marketing of Services 

Section B: 

The Nature and Scope of Tourism 

- Definition of tourism 

- Character of the tourist industry 
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- Forms of tourism 

- The scope of tourism 

The Nature of Marketing in Tourism 

- Lack of literature 

- Definition of marketing in tourism 

The Tourist Markets 

- International market 

- Middle East market 

The Nature and Scope of Tourism in Egypt 

- Tourist fields in Egypt 

- The tourist custcmer in Egypt 

- Egypt market share 

- Future potential of tourism in Egypt 
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Section A 

The Nature and Scope of Marketing 

The nature of marketing 

It is a well established fact that the nature of marketing has 

necessitated a wide variety of interpretations and so encompassed 

many different viewpoints. The following arguments may represent 

this lack of agreement on the nature of marketing and stress that 

the answer to the question "what is marketing? " is very canplicated 

and somewhat confusing. 

"Marketing is not easy to define. No one has yet been able to 

formulate a clear, concise definition that finds universal 

acceptance" [1]. 

Baker [2] illustrates this view best when he indicated that 

marketing is an enigma. He argued that "at the same time, it is 

both simple and cci lex, straightforward and intricate, a philosophy 

or state of mind and a dynamic business function; it is new and it is 

old as time itself". 

Kelly [3] supports this view. He noted that marketing can be 

perceived as a field of management practice, as a social discipline, 

or as a developing science. As a field of business practice, 

marketing consists of the activities involved in the generation of 

markets and consumers and in the development and distribution of 

customer-satisfying goods and services. As a socio-management 

activity, marketing includes all tasks involved in the development 

and delivery of a flow of goods and services from production to 

consumption. , 
As a social discipline, marketing is the study of the 

economic and social instrumentality through which a standard of 
living is delivered to consumers. 
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With regard to the many diverse views of marketing Baker [4] 

suggests that uncertainty, confusion or misunderstanding as to the 

scope and nature of this exchange relationship (marketing) would semen 
to stem frcm the fact that all of us have participated in such inter- 

change and have formulated our own interpretation of its nature. 
He argues that consensus is possible by distinguishing between 

marketing as a philosophy of exchange between persons and/or 
organisations, and marketing as it has emerged as a business function. 

Marketing definition in the light of its scope 

It is worth mentioning that the many approaches to classifying 

various stages in the development of marketing thought suggest that 

the general trend in the evolution is a general expansion of the scope 

of marketing. 

The idea of the marketing concept emphasises to begin with, the 

study of the custaner's wants and needs, of products and services 

and working back from that point to organise the enterprise and its 

activities in a way that allows for the satisfaction of these wants 

and needs. However, in other interpretations, the marketing concept 
is a customer orientation philosophy which counteracts the production 

orientation where the stress is on producing good products but 

marketing these products is seen as a secondary function. 

The marketing concept differs also from the selling concept which 
assumes that the company's products will not achieve a high volume of 
sales unless a considerable prcmotional effort has been undertaken by 
the company. This difference between the marketing concept and the 
selling concept was highlighted by Levitt [51: "Marketing focuses 
on the need of the buyer, selling focuses on the need of the seller. 
Selling is preoccupied with the seller's need to convert his product 
into cash, marketing with the idea of satisfying the needs of the 
custaner by means of the product and a whole cluster of things 
associated with creating, delivering and finally consuming it". 
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A review of the literature indicates that there is a host of 
definitions concerning the marketing concept; some have concentrated 
only on consumer satisfaction [6], others on the relationship 
between consumer satisfaction and the firm's profits [7], while 
others take an integrative point of view. For the purpose of our study 
is is enough to stress the integrative perspective because it is 

attributed to a recognition of the broader meaning of the marketing 

concept. 

Kotler [81 among others, defines the marketing concept as "a 

customer-orientation backed by integrated marketing aimed at generating 
customer-satisfaction as the key to satisfying organisational goals". 

Consistent with this view, Bell and Emory [91 suggest that the 

marketing concept should have three elements: 

1. Consumer concern by making him the focus of marketing 
decisions through a service that delivers a high level 

of satisfaction per consumer dollar spent. 
2. Integrated operations, a view that the entire business 

is a total operational system with consumer and social 

problems taking precedence over operational considerations 
in all functional areas. 

3. Profit reward as the residual that results from efficiently 

supplying consumer satisfaction in the marketplace. 

To put the marketing concept into action, Baker [1] identifies 
the following basic steps: 

1. Identification of a need which can be satisfied profitably 
within the constraints and opportunities represented by the 
potential supplier's portfolios of resources, and which is 

consistent with the organisation's declared objectives. 
2. Definition of a particular segment or segments of the total 

demand which offer the best match with the producer's supply 
capabilities (the target audience). 
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3. DeveloFment of a specific product or service tailored to 

the particular requirements of the target audience. 
4. Preparation of a marketing plan specifying the strategy 

to be followed in bringing the new offering to the attention 

of the target audience in a way which will differentiate it 

from competitive alternatives. (The main elements of such 

a plan will comprise pricing, promotion, selling and 
distribution policies). 

5. Execution of the plan. 
6. Monitoring of the results and adjustment as necessary to 

achieve the predetermined objectives. 

He concludes that "It is these steps which constitute the 

marketing function and translate the concept or philosophy into a 

practical managerial activity". 

Theoretically the marketing concept has been accepted as a 

successful business philosophy by most of the marketing writers. 

Practically, although the results of the empirical studies which 
had been conducted in that respect in the United States in the mid 

1960's [11] and in the early 1970's [12] had revealed that most of 

the big manufacturing firms have adopted the marketing concept, it 

has been observed that many other firms have rejected this concept [13]. 

Today the concept is regarded as inadequate because it ignores the 

non-profit sector and wider social responsibility issues. In 

addition, social objectives may be changing. Consequently, Kotler 

and Levy [14] in 1969 suggested that the concept of marketing be 

broadened to include non-business organisations. Although they 
did not specifically propose a new definition of marketing, they 

observed that churches, police departments, and public schools have 

products and consumers, and that they use the normal tools of the 
marketing mix. Therefore, Kotler and Levy conclude that these 

organisations perform marketing, or at least marketing-like 
activities. 
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Despite the sharp issue f ich Luck [15] took with Kotler and 

Levy by insisting that marketing be limited to those business 

processes and activities that ultimately result in a market trans- 

action, Ferber [16] and Lavidge [17] began to espouse the dual thesis 

that (i) marketing be broadened to include non-business organisations, 

and (ii) marketing's societal dimensions deserve scrutiny. 

Empirical evidence indicates that, at least among marketing 

educators, the broadened concept of marketing represents a fait 

acccxnpli. A study by Nichols [18] showed that 95% of marketing 

educators believed that the scope of marketing should be broadened 

to include non-business organisations. Similarly 93% agreed that 

marketing goes beyond just economic goods and services, and 83% 

favoured including in the domain of marketing activities whose 

ultimate result is not a market transaction. 

The movement to expand the concept of marketing probably became 

irreversible. Kotler and Zaltman [19] coined the term "social 

marketing" which they defined as "the design, implementation and 

control of programs calculated to influence the acceptability of 

social ideas and involving considerations of product planning, 

pricing, ccmrmunication, distribution and marketing research". 

Such additions both extend the boundaries of marketing and 

recognise marketing's changing role within a changing system. 

Marketing's evolution has been summed up by Kotler [20] in his 

generic approach, which shows how marketing developed frcm a branch 

of applied economics devoted to the study of distribution channels 
through a management discipline concerned with increasing sales, 
through an applied behavioural science directed at understanding 
consumer behaviour to the "discipline task of creating and offering 

values to others for the purpose of achieving a desired response". 
He proposes that the essence of marketing is the transaction, defined 

as "the exchange of values between two parties". Kotler's generic 
concept of marketing states: "Marketing is specifically concerned 
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with how transactions are created, stimulated, facilitated, and 

valued". 

In summary, marketing thought has passed through a series of 

stages during its development. 

The production-orientation stage, where the emphasis was upon 

increasing output and little marketing effort was necessary. The 

sales-orientation stage, which assumes that the company's products 

will not achieve a high volume of sales unless a considerable 

pranotional effort has been undertaken by the company. 

The marketing concept stage, where the focus shifted from 

consumer-orientation to a balance between consumer satisfaction and 

the firm's profit; to an integrative point of view. For the 

purpose of our study, the focus will be mainly on the integrative 

perspective because it recognises the broader meaning of the market- 

ing concept. 

Despite apparent acceptance of the marketing concept by most 

of the marketing writers and the big firms, it has been observed 

that many other writers and firms have rejected this concept. 

It is recognised that it ignored the non-profit sector and wider 

social responsibility issues, 

Consequently, the stage of broadening the marketing concept 
has emerged. Marketing is considered a universal activity which 

can be applied to the sale of goods and services and also to non- 

profit organisations. 

To this end, we can conclude that marketing can be applied to 

the sale of both services sold by camiercial organisations intent 

on making a profit - such as hotel service, travel service and 
tourism - and not-for-profit services' organisations such as churches 

and police departments. 
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In other words, marketing has relevance for all organisations, 

whether profit or non-profit, whether they provide products or 

services. 

The discussion revealed that, so far the words "products" and 
"services" have been used with no attempt to distinguish between 

them. Yet, a growing amount of discussion and literature centres 

around the debate concerning whether the marketing of products is 

similar to/or different from the marketing of services. 

In the next part of this section, an attempt will be made to 

explore the nature and scope of the marketing of services in general 

before focusing on the marketing of a specific service (tourism) 

which is the subject of this research. 
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The Nature and Scope of Services Marketing 

Service definition 

Perhaps one reason for the paucity of literature concerned 

with the marketing of services is that no cannon definition and 

boundaries have been established to delimit the field of services. 

The definition of service has been regarded by a number of writers 

such as Stigler [21], Converse [22], Ferber [23], Stanton [24] and 

Kotler [251 among others. However, the definition of what 

constitutes a service remains imprecise. 

With respect to services, perhaps Judd [26] sums up the 

situation best when he classified the definitional effort into two 

types. The first might be called an illustrated definition in which 

a list of examples accompanies the definition. The second type of 

definitional approach might be called definition by listing because 

in this type, the definition is accomplished by the listing. He 

argues that the emphasis on listing in each of these definitional 

attempts may explain the imprecision noted at the outset. 

The American Marketing Association [27] defines services as 

"Services-Activities, benefits, or satisfactions which are offered 

for sale, or are provided in connection with the sale of goods". 

Under this interpretation, it would include (i) intangible benefits 

or satisfactions offered for sale independently of other goods or 

services (insurance, investments, some medical service); 

(ii) intangible activities which require the use of tangible goods 
(amusements, hotel service, transportation service); and 
(iii) intangible activities purchased jointly with products or other 
intangible activities (credit, training dealer salesmen). 

This definition has been criticised by Stanton [28). In his 

opinion, it is too broad, because he is concerned primarily with the 

services sold by score business or professional firms with profit-making 
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motives - canrercial services - in contrast to those sold by non- 
business organisations. It also lacks the precision needed for 

useful analysis. Consequently, he defines "services" as separately 
identifiable, intangible activities which provide want satisfaction 
when marketed to consumers and/or industrial users and which are not 
necessarily tied to the sale of a product or another service". 
He includes such services as medical care, insurance, repair services 
(but not the repair parts purchased), and entertainment; he excludes 

credit, delivery and packaging services which exist only when there is 

a sale of an article or another service. 

It is quite obvious that he stresses the separating out those 

services which exist only in connection with the sale of a product 

or another service. 

As we noted earlier, Judd (29] confirmed that the emphasis on 
listing may explain the imprecision. He argued that this list is 

merely illustrative and no attempt has been made to make it complete. 
Consequently, he defined services as "Marketed Services -a market 
transaction by an enterprise or entrepreneur where the object of the 

market transaction is other than the transfer of ownership (and title, 

if any) of a tangible ccmnodity". 

There are at least three implications for marketing in the 

proposed definition. First, by emphasising "the object of the market 
transaction is other than the transfer of ownership of a tangible 

commodity" a definite line is drawn. Second, a clear cut demarcation 
between, products and services will permit describing the similarities 
and differences that exist in the marketing of products and services. 
Finally, as the breadth of services becane more fully recognised, 
individual marketing practitioners within service enterprises may came 
to recognise the cannon interest they have in solving problems they 
previously thought unique to their particular business. 
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For the purpose of our research, and based upon the foundation 

of the preceding definitions, the study will adopt the latter 

definition for many reasons. First, it is generally accepted by the 

writers on the subject [30]. Second, this definition, together with 

a product definition, exhausts the category of "econanic goods". 

Third, it limits consideration to services that are countable because 

they have enterprise or entrepreneur status. Finally, this 

definition permits recognising three broad, yet mutually exclusive 

areas of services within each of which a more canplete list might be 

built. These three areas arise fran: (i) the right to possess and 

use a product (Rented Goods Services); (ii) the custom creation of 

repair, or improvement of a product (Owned Goods Services); or (iii) 

no product elements but rather an experience or what might be termed 

experiential possession (Non-Goods Services). 

This definition, as Judd [31] declared, has the defect of any 
definition by exclusion in that, from the definition itself, nothing 

can be learned about what are the essential characteristics of a 

service. Yet, by this approach it is possible to be quite definite 

about what services are not. Moreover, he argued that this definition 

has the further advantage of not becoming outdated by service 
innovations through dependence on a list of services. 

Having discussed the nature of service, the study steps forward 

to examine the importance and scope of services before moving to 
investigate the extent to which the marketing policies and techniques 

may find an application in the service sector. 

The importance and scope of services 

We live in a service society. Service industries have enjoyed 
phenomenal growth during recent years. More people are no employed 
in services than in manufacturing. 

Kotler [32] pointed out that "One of the major developments in 
post World War II America has been the phenomenal growth of service 
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industries - from about 35 per cent of GNP to the almost 50 per cent of 

GNP. Furthermore, approximately 66 per cent of the non-governmental 
labour force is engaged in service industries, and this percentage is 

expected to rise as the United States increasingly moves into a post- 
industrial society. In contrast, the United Kingdom has approximately 
50 per cent of its work force employed in the service sector, followed 

by France (46 per cent), Germany (41 per cent), and Italy (35 per 

cent). As a result of rising affluence, more leisure, and the growing 

c nplexity of products that require servicing, the United States has 

became the World's first service economy". 

Similarly, McMahon and Worswick [33] declares that total 

employment in all service industries in America has, in fact, risen 
by some 130 per cent in the past forty years, while the numbers 

employed in manufacturing, mining, construction and agriculture are 

only about 3 per cent up. 

Moreover, Stanton [34] indicated that "out of every dollar that 

we spend as consumers, about 41 cents go for services, and the fore- 

cast is that this figure will increase rather than decrease". 

Regan [35] has posed the following series of five propositions 

supporting the forecasts for growth: 

1. We have exhausted much of the growth potential in danestic 

markets for goods, so manufacturers are turning to markets 

which are more difficult to serve but which have higher rates 

of return. These are markets where ccmnodity-associated 

services provide utilitarian satisfactions to business and 
functional satisfactions to household consumers. Also, 
higher incanes and higher consumption levels will provide 
bigger markets for service industries such as medicine, 
education, travel and research. 
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2. Mass-production techniques long used in manufacturing 

products are now being applied in the development of service 
technologies. Production systems are being developed which 

will routinise services so they can be provided faster, 

more conveniently, and at lower unit costs for the mass 
markets. In this respect, we have seen how data-processing 

systems have been developed successfully for campunications 
and information services. Language laboratories, teaching 

machines and programmed learning systems are mechanising the 
field of education services. 

3. As a wider market is reached by means of technologies in 

services systems, we can expect a growing impersonalisation 

of these services. 
4. The impersonalised attention and substitution of manufactured 

equipment will encourage a reduction in the extrinsic values 
of a service, even though the intrinsic values may be the 

same or higher. In the medical field, for instance, 
technology may improve the accuracy of the diagnosis and 
the quality of the remedy (intrinsic essentials); the 
delivery of these services to more and more people will 
probably result in a decrease in the extrinsic elements such 
as abundant personal attention and loving care from the 
family doctor. 

5. In the long run, however, we can expect a proliferation of 
services which are adaptable to a wide variety of tastes, 
just as the mass production of camrodities has led to a 
diversity in product choice today. The qualitative standards 
of tomorrow's services will probably be different from those 
of today or yesterday. Intrinsically, the service may be 
the same or better, but extrinsically, it will probably be 
poorer until we find an acceptable substitute for person- 
alisation. Even if we could dramatically increase the supply 
of teachers, doctors and other research specialists, however, 
it is doubtful that society would support the traditional high 
unit cost system. 
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In the short run, the emerging service systems both limit the 

range and impersonalise the nature of services. In the long run, 
it is possible that a desirable proliferation of services will develop, 

paralleling that for cannodities. 

The extent and importance of marketing in the service sector 

Despite the increasing. daminance of services in the U. S. and all 

advanced industrialised countries, a search of the relevant literature 

reveals that little attention has been devoted to explore them. 

Services marketing is an uncharted frontier. The basic texts still 
disagree on how services should be treated in a marketing context. 
Marketing seems to be overwhelmingly product-oriented. Stanton [361 

pointed out that "yet relatively little has been written in the way of 

a conceptual, integrated, all encompassing study to guide marketing 

executives in service concerns". 

Groiiroos [37] argued "Marketing literature and research almost 
completely take their examples from goods industries. Therefore, 
the problems relevant to this area of business have been investigated 

very thoroughly indeed. Marketing scholars have, however, been very 
little interested in the problems of firms in service industries. 

Ecamples of the marketing problems and the marketing planning situation 
of these industries are very seldom discussed by researchers or treated 
in marketing texts". 

A view cammnly expressed by researchers and writers on the 
subject, is that there is a paucity of material available. Ten years 
ago, for example, Blois [38] among others, illustrated this view when 
he stated "... in the U. K. and other econcmically developed nations, 
it is surprising to find so little written about the marketing of 
services. Thus, an examination of marketing journals such as the 
European Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing and Journal of 
Marketing Research indicates that few articles on this topic have been 
published. As far as textbooks are concerned, relatively few mention 
the topic at all and those that do often spare only a few paragraphs 
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to it. For example, Kotler in 1967 does not cc ment at all, while 
the second edition of his book has a chapter on "metamarketing", but 

only two pages of it are about the marketing of services. Indeed, 
few writers spare even a canplete chapter to the subject (examples 

of authors who do are Stanton, and Converse et al., and Wilson 

writes one of the few books concerned solely with the topic, although, 

as his title (The Marketing of Professional Services) indicates, he 

is concerned with a particular sub-set of-services". 

The above represents some source materials available. However, 

it has been recognised that service marketing has failed. The 

research which Grönroos 139) conducted among canpanies in several 

service industries in Sweden and in Finland, has confirmed the view 

that marketing services is a difficult task. 

George and Barksdale [40] supported this view when they 

surveyed four hundred service and manufacturing firms and concluded 

that "in caparison to manufacturing firms, service firms appear to 

be: (i) generally less likely to have marketing mix activities 

carried out in the marketing department, (ii) less likely to 

perform analysis in the offering area, (iii) more likely to handle 

their advertising internally rather than go to outside agencies, 
(iv) less likely to have an overall sales plan, (v) less likely to 

develop sales training programmes, (vi) less likely to use marketing 

research firms and marketing consultants, and (vii) less likely to 

spend as much on marketing when expressed as a percentage of gross 

sales". 

Several reasons for this lack of a marketing orientation in the 
service industries can be given. Many service businesses are small 
(shoe repair, barbershops) and do not use management techniques such 
as marketing which they think would be expensive or irrelevant. 
There are also service businesses (law and accounting firms) that 
are antagonistic to the idea of marketing, believing that it is 
unprofessional to apply any marketing planning to their services and 
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even prohibiting it in their code of ethics. Other service 
businesses (colleges, hospitals) had so much demand for years that 
they had no need for marketing until recently [41]. No doubt the 
intangibility of services poses more difficult marketing problems 
than those which product sellers face. 

In the opinion of Stanton [42], the all-encompassing reason, 
however, seems to be that top management has yet to recognise how 

important marketing is to the success of a firm. This failure is 

reflected in three areas of weakness. First, these executives have 

a limited view of the marketing function and of the business they are 
in. They equate marketing with selling and fail to consider other 

parts of the system. Railroad executives saw their task as running 

a railroad, instead of marketing a transportation system or a total 

materials-handling system. The second point -a consequence of the 

first - is that management fails to recognise that many of the 

problems are marketing problems; and once this fact is recognised, 

management may still not act quickly. Finally, there has been 

insufficient coordination of all marketing activities in service 
firms. Many service firms lack an executive whose sole responsibility 
is marketing -a counterpart of the vice-president of marketing in 

goods-producing companies. 

Finally, in Baker's [43) judgement that "a great deal of the 

reluctance on the part of industrial managers to adopt policies and 
procedures which appear to have been very successful in consumer 
goods industries was due to a mental block in the thinking of these 
industrial managers". It is also in his opinion that "the same 
block is preventing many senior and middle managers in service 
industries from recognising the potential relevance of marketing 
techniques and practices in their own business". He argues that, 
"it would be naive to ignore that much of the resistance exhibited 
towards marketing is the direct result of the negative connotations 
associated with the word Thus, in many quarters, marketing is 
conceived of as a brash, loud mouthed, foot-in-the-door, get-rich- 
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quick type of activity which may be all very well in the selling of 
cigarettes, detergents and baked beans, but which has very little to 
do with the production and sale of major its of industrial equipment 
let alone with professional services". 

Today, as ccmpetition intensifies, as costs rise, a productivity 
stagnates, and as service quality deteriorates, an increasing number 
of service firms are taking an interest in marketing. They can profit 
by studying the few service industries that have already moved into 

marketing. Airlines were one of the first service industries to 
formally study their customers and ccTpetition and take positive 

steps to make the travellers' trip easier and more pleasant. They 
first had to build people's confidence in air travel and then try to 

outperform each other in preflight, inflight, and postflight services 
to win customer loyalty. Banks represent a service industry that 

moved from hostility to active use of marketing in a relatively short 
period of time. At first they saw marketing mainly as promotion and 
friendliness, but now they have moved toward setting up marketing 
organisation, information, planning and control systems [44]. 

As competition becomes keener, more marketing sophistication 
will be needed in services marketing. One of the main needs in 

services marketing is to find ways to increase productivity. 
Economists tell us that the three ways to increase productivity 
are (i) to improve the quality of the labour force, (ii) to invest 
in more efficient capital equipment, and (iii) to automate tasks 
previously undertaken by labour. Lovelock and Young [45] argue that 
there is a fourth component to improving productivity in service 
industries - that is - to change the ways consumers interact with 
service producers. In their opinion this is a task that marketing - 
the art of demand management - can tackle best. Service managers 
can use marketing tools to encourage consumers to modify their 
behaviour so that services can be delivered in a more productive 
and economically efficient manner. 
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Having discussed the extent and importance of marketing in the 

service sector, the study turns now to explore the extent to which 

marketing policies and practices can be applied to the service sector, 
in the light of the dispute among the scholars of marketing on the 

differences and the similarities between goods and services. 
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The Marketing of Services 

A review of the available literature indicates that there is 

score confusion about the marketing of services. most services 

marketing proponents undoubtedly concur with Shostack's [461 

statement "services are not things and should not be marketed as 

things". However, many trends which particularly concern the 

differentiation between products marketing and services marketing 

are presented. 

The first strand in the literature is that which is concerned 

with defining the nature of a service. In fact, as we noted earlier, 

there does not appear to be any one generally accepted definition of 

services used by marketers. 

The second approach is the taxonomic, where services are 

classified according to unique characteristics they are thought to 

possess. It is perhaps currently the most widely accepted approach 

to developing a franwork within which services may be categorised 

(e. g. Wilson [47], Stanton [48] and Kotler [49]. The weakness with 

such schemes is that particular service types do not always fit the 

frameworks suggested and, therefore, invalidate their general usage. 

Finally, another trend is where authors have attempted to develop 

listings of perceived similarities and differences between products 

and services on functional lines, e. g. Branton [50], Eiglier et al. [51]. 

However, there are difficulties in establishing functional features 

which accurately and precisely delimit the differences between products 

and services. Exceptional cases so often invalidate the functional 
features suggested. 

Consequent with the above, other scholars of services marketing 
differentiate "products" fran "services" (Bateson [52]; Berry [53]; 

Lovelock (54]; Thanas [55]. Generally, this categorisation is 
based upon the intangibility of services and the necessity for 
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simultaneous production/consumption. According to their view, a 

unique process of marketing strategy formulation for services 
is needed. 

In contrast to the above view, Enis and Roering [561 argue 
that buyers purchase neither tangible objects nor intangible features; 

rather they purchase a bundle of benefits -a product. Consequently, 

one generalised strategy formulation process should suffice for all 

products. 

From the above approaches and trends, we can distinguish two 

extreme trends. The first, is where the writers emphasise that 

services have unique characteristics so, unique marketing programmes 

should be applied. The second, in which authors stress that buyers 

purchase a bundle of benefits rather than product or service, thus 

one generalised strategy should suffice for all products and services. 

In the following, an attempt will be made to discuss each of 
these views extensively. 

The first trend, in which writers claim, that services possess 

several distinctive characteristics which have significant marketing 
implications. These differentiating features create marketing 

problems and result in marketing programmes which are often 

substantially different from those found in connection with the 

marketing of products. A number of the distinctive characteristics 
which are considered by Wilson [571, Kotler [58] and Stanton [591 

can be identified as follaas. 

Intangibility: Services are intangible. The impossibility 

of a custcmer's tasting, feeling, seeing, hearing, or smelling a 
service before he buys it places score strain on the marketing organ- 
isaticn. This burden falls mainly on a company's promotional 
programme where the salesmen and the advertising department must 
concentrate on the benefits to be derived from the service, rather 
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than stressing the service itself. For example, the tourist who 
buys an aeroplane ticket to enjoy visiting the pyramids in Egypt, 
buys the hope of recreation. Therefore, the tour operator or 

-. travel agent should promote not merely seeing the pyramids but 
the enjoyment of a ride on a camel, hunting in the desert, fishing 
in the Nile, and the warm climate. 

On the other hand, the factor of intangibility offers some 
carpetitive advantages to a firm. Stanton [60] argued that problems 

of physical distribution are eliminated. There is nothing to store or 
handle; there is no inventory to control; and a carpany will never be 

faced with losses from a decline in inventory values. 

Inseparability: Many services are inseparable from the supply 

of the service. A corollary to this point is that given services are 

often created and marketed simultaneously. For example, the enter- 
tainment value is inseparable fran the performer. Of course, 
preparation and training may be done in advance. From a marketing 

standpoint, inseparability means that frequently direct sale is the 

only possible channel of distribution, and one seller's services 

cannot be sold in very many markets. This characteristic also limits 

the scale of operation in a firm. One guide, for instance, can guide 

only so many tours in a day. Also, because each man - that is, each 
"service institution" - is a specialist, the service company often 

cannot add a variety of other services to its line the way a depart- 

ment store or supermarket can. 

As a modification of the inseparability feature there may be a 
tangible representation of the service by sa=ne other than the 

creator-seller. A travel agent, for instance, may represent and 
help promote the tourist service, which will be sold by the institution 

producing it. 
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Variability (Heterogeneity): The same service can be highly 

variable, depending not only on who is providing it, but when it 
is being provided. As a matter of fact, it is not possible to 
standardise canpletely even the output of one seller. An aeroplane 
does not give the same quality of service on each trip. Complicating 
this characteristic is the fact that often it is difficult to judge 
the quality of a service. ' Of course, the same can be said for score 
products. It is particularly difficult to forecast the quality in 

advance. Perhaps as Regan [61] and Levitt [62] indicate, there will 
be a standardisation of services through the increasing use of service 
technology at the expense of personalised service, especially in 

medicine and education; and this would mean that services will follow 

goods from custom to mass production and standardisation. 

In the light of these problems of standardisation and quality 

evaluation, the service carpany should pay particular attention to 

the "product planning" stage of its marketing programme. Management 

must do all it can to ensure consistent and high-quality performance. 
In this way Kotler (63] suggests that service firms can take two steps. 
The first step consists of developing a good personnel selection and 
training programme. Airlines, banks, and hotels spend substantial 

sums of money to train their personnel to provide uniform and 

courteous service. The second step consists of developing an 

adequate custaner satisfaction monitoring system. By doing so, the 

carrpany can build the customer confidence and good reputation that 

are so vital to repeat business and to favourable word-of-mouth 
advertising. 

Perishability and fluctuating demand: Services cannot be stored. 
Although a car can be kept in inventory until it is sold, the revenue 
from an unoccupied aeroplane seat on a particular flight is lost 
forever. Furthermore, the market for service fluctuates considerably 
by seasons, by days of the week, and by hours of the day., Many ski 
lifts lie idle all summer, and golf courses in score areas go unused in 
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the winter. Use of city buses fluctuate within a day. 

In the opinion of Kotler [64], the perishability of services 
is not a problem when demand is steady because it is easy to staff 
the service in advance. But when demand fluctuates considerably, 
service firms have several means available to try to produce a better 

match between demand and service capacity. In this regard, 
Sasser [65] described many strategies for managing demand and supply. 
On the demand side he presents the following strategies: 

1. Differential pricing can be used to shift score demand 

fran peak to off-peak periods, for example, special 

weekend prices for car rentals. 
2. Non-peak demand can be developed, as when hotels 

developed their mini-vacation weekends. 
3. Complementary services can be developed during peak 

time to provide alternatives to waiting customers, 
such as cocktail lounges to sit in while waiting for 

a table, and automatic tellers in banks. 
4. Reservation systems are a way to pre-sell service 

and know how much is needed; airlines, hotels and 
physicians employ them extensively. 

On the supply side he suggests the following strategies: 

1. Part-time employees can be used to serve peak demand, 

as when restaurants call in part-time waitresses when 
needed. 

2. Peak time efficiency routines can be introduced, such 
as employees performing only essential tasks during 

peak periods. 
3. Increased consumer participation in the tasks can be 

used, as when consumers fill out their own medical 
records. 
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4. Shared services can be developed, as when several 
hospitals agree to limit and share medical equipment 
purchases. 

5. Facilities with built-in expansion possibilities can 
be developed, as when an amusement park buys surrounding 
land in case it is needed for later expansion. 

The above illustrate just sane of the characteristics put 
forward. However, other headings not suggested by Stanton or 
Kotler or Wilson, are useful [66]. For example: 

Degree of essentiality: Thus, if you own a car then third 
party insurance cover is legally essential while full cover is 

considerably less essential, in that it is not legally obligatory. 

Degree to which one can postpone: This is partially covered 
by Wilson's description of his classification "degree of commitment", 
but there would seem to be two separate factors. Thus, taking out 

a life insurance can be delayed but once taken out implies a degree of 
caimitment (in Wilson's sense). 

However, Blois [67] argued that in some cases a service would 
be impossible to postpone because of its degree of essentiality, 
but some services can be postponed although essential. An example 

of this is regular attendance at the dentist - certainly essential 
if good teeth are to be maintained but easily able to be postponed 
while no pain occurs! 

Having discussed the distinctive characteristics of services on 
which the differentiation between the marketing of services and the 
marketing of physical goods is based, the study will step forward to 
examine the other perspectives along the same line of thought. 
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Booms and Bither (68] have recommended that first, the 

marketing mix must be modified in order to be more useful to 

service marketers. The services marketing mix does have certain 
elements in canron with goods marketing. Services marketers are, 
for example, concerned with the elements of the marketing mix as most 

often summarised by McCarthy's label of the "4 P's - product, price, 
place and promotion". In their opinion, each of these marketing 

mix elements must be modified, however, to provide maximum usefulness 
to the service marketer. Second, the service marketing mix should 
be expanded to include three new P's: 

Participants: All human actors who play a part in service 
delivery and thus influence the buyer's perceptions, namely, the 
firm's personnel and other customers in the service environment. 

Physical Evidence: The environment in which the service is 

assembled and where the firm and the customer interact; and any 
tangible camctdities which facilitate performance or caimunication of 
the service. 

Process of Service Assembly: The actual procedures, mechanisms, 
and flow of activities by which the service is delivered. 

They argue that these new elements are essential to the 
definition and promotion of the service in the customer's eyes, both 
prior to and during the service experience. They can be used by the 
firm to influence buyers' responses and, therefore, rightfully belong 
in the marketing mix. 

With regard to the distribution channels of services, Grönroos [691 
declared that the difference between the concept of distribution 
channels and the concept of physical distribution does not seem 
meaningful in the context of services. For example, a guide may be 
considered part of the channel of distribution for inclusive tours. 
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Without him, he argued, much experience and many views and facts, 

which are part of the tours, would not be accessible to the consumers. 

At the same time, the guide distributes this part of the service, 

that is, he performs physical distribution. 

He concluded that, applying the traditional concept it may be 

difficult to view a person. like the guide as a part of the channel 

of distribution, and he certainly is not performing any physical 
distribution, because there is nothing tangible to distribute. 

In terms of accessibility, he comments: "the guide is, however, a 

manageable resource making it possible for the customers to consume 

the service. 

In determining costs for pricing purposes, Lovelock [70], 

Dearden [71] and Thomas [72] are of the same opinion. They noted 

that relative to manufacturing firms, it is much more difficult for 

service businesses to determine which fixed and operating costs are 

associated with which products - especially when several services are 

being produced concurrently by the same organisation. If a marketer 

does not know the average cost of producing a unit of service, it is 

hard to determine what the selling price should be. 

The variable cost of selling one additional unit of a service 
(e. g. an extra seat on an aircraft, an extra room in a hotel) is 

often minimal. Since demand may fluctuate widely by time of day 

(or week, or season) in their view, this gives service marketers much 

greater flexibility than goods marketers to offer similar products at 
different prices to different market segments. The challenge is to 

ensure that the weighted average of all prices charged exceeds the 
average costs, thus looping the problem back to the tasks of cost 
determination and allocation. 

After we extensively discussed the view of the first trend, which 
claims that services have distinctive characteristics, consequently, 
unique marketing strategy should be applied, it seems fairly logical 
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to discuss the view of the second trend, where writers emphasise that 

one generalised strategy should suffice for all products and services. 

The second trend; the above discussion illustrates that most 

scholars of services marketing differentiate 'products' from 'services'. 

Generally, this categorisation is based upon the intangibility of 

services, and the necessity for simultaneous production/consumption. 
These criteria suggest a distinctive and unified focus for a group 

of marketers which supposedly results in clear separation fran all 
other marketers. 

Fran an objection point of view, this distinction blurs a key 

point. Enis and Roering [73], for instance, argue that services are 

not tangible objects. Obviously, buyers, however, purchase neither 

tangible objects nor intangible features; rather, they purchase a 
bundle of benefits -a product. They propose that the noun-product 
is an all-inclusive term for that which is offered to the buyer. 

In other writings, Enis [74) has partitioned the total set of 

offerings into three elements of products, labelled goods (tangible 

things), services (intangible activities) and ideas (abstract 

concepts). 

Consonantly with Enis, Sasser [75] and Bateson [76] define the 

product as "a product is any bundle or combination of qualities, 
process, and capabilities (goods, services and/or ideas) that a buyer 

expects will deliver want satisfaction. This definition may be 
elaborated as follows. 

First, this definition designates 'product' as the generic term 
despite the fact that most students of services marketing equate the 
term product with goods as distinct from services. Enis and 
Roering [77] argue that this definition suggests that the term product 
be used to denote the bundle of benefits that produces buyer satis- 
faction, that combination of tangible goods and intangible elements, 
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as well as the abstract ideas associated with them. A product - any 

product - is a combination of all these attributes. Furthermore, 

the product concept need not be restricted to an economic good or 

service, nor necessarily be offered for monetary profit. 

Second, the forementioned definition stresses the buyer's 

perspective. A product is what the buyer perceives it to be, no Wore 

and no less. For example, 'Avon Inc., sells cosmetics, yet same of 

its customers buy 'hope' - expectations of soft skin, shining hair, 

and fragrant bodies. Other custamers purchase Avon products because 

they collect the uniquely-shaped bottles. And another segment of 

Avon customers buy the products only because the in-house visits of 

Avon representatives alleviate loneliness for a time. 

Levitt [78] proposes a similar view when he emphasised that 

"a custcmer attaches value to a product in proportion to its 

perceived ability to help solve his problems or meet his needs". 

As a specialist in industrial marketing, Corey [791 has expressed 

it, "the product ... 
is a total package of benefits the customer 

receives when he buys". 

In other writings, Levitt [80] supports this theme when he 

suggests that "there are no such things as service industries, there 

are only industries whose service components are greater or less than 

those of other industries. Everybody is in service". 

In the judgement of Enis and Roering [81], the distinction between 

goods and services is sufficiently inadequate to be confusing to those 

contemplating strategy formulation. Specifically, they argue that 

the goods/services classification suffers from two logical 

inconsistencies. First, the term services is not internally 

consistent; unlike (heterogeneous) products are grouped together. 
Second, the converse is also true; products which may be seen as 
similar by the buyer are separated into goods and services. That is, 
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there is a homogeneity between the classes. For example, in 

formulating marketing strategy, the bank (service) might be better 

advised to observe the activities of a gold dealer (good) rather than 

to observe the operation of a MacDonald's restaurant (service). 

On the basis of the foregoing arguments, they have recannended 

that, perhaps rather than attempting to formulate a unique services 

marketing strategy, a more fruitful approach for those concerned with 

knowledge development and utilisation would be to build on the well- 

developed and accepted marketing tradition. They noted that the 

ratio of tangible to intangible elements varies substantially but 

elements of each are present in all products. Consequently, one 

generalised strategy formulation process should suffice for all 

products. 

Having discussed the two extreme trends, it seems fairly 

logical to present an integrative point of view. 

Baker [82], after discussing the distinctive characteristics of 

services, concluded that "At the strategic level it is also clear that 

the basic marketing approach should be the same for services, just as 

I have argued it is the same for capital, industrial and consumer goods. 

While it would be wrong to deny that there are differences between 

these categories of goods or between products and services, the 

importance of these differences lies at the tactical level of 

competition between producers of similar outputs, and to prescribe 
for those would be to assume an omniscience which no one possesses". 

He reconsidered the factors which are cited as differentiating 

between goods and services to introduce score useful guidelines for 
developing an effective marketing strategy for products and services 
alike. These guidelines might be summarised as follows. 

First, marketers are concerned with maximising satisfaction. 
So they must ascertain what benefits the consumer wants and build 
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these into their offering. 

Second, a much more constructive approach of universal 

applicability is to think in terms of a spectrum of 'differentiation' 

running from homogeneous to heterogeneous, and to recognise that the 

economies of scale which accanpany greater homogeneity brings the 

consumption of services within the purchasing power of increasing 

numbers of consumers. It also enables us to segment markets in a 

viable way and so ensure that we optimise the return on capital 

employed. Only by doing so will it be possible to offer earnings in 

services occupations which approach those in the manufacturing sector. 

Finally, with respect to the issue of perishability, it is the 

opinion of Baker that it would be much more constructive to think in 

terms of 'availability' and demand management. It is an axiom of 

marketing that one can only consume what is available (with possible 

exception of future trading). In services where outputs are 

perishable, then demand management becanes necessary, and it is here 

that the marketing tools of pricing and prarotion cane into their own. 

To sum up Baker's thesis is that the most effective approach to 

the marketing of services is not to try to invent the concept and 

function, but to transfer it, and to do so we must look for similar- 

ities between products and services, rather than differences. 

In summary, the definition of service has been regarded by a 

number of writers. However, no cacmon definition and boundaries have 

been established to delimit the field of services. The definition 

of what constitutes a service remains imprecise. Two approaches to 

the definitional effort have been discussed. The study has adopted 
a definition, and the reasons for this adoption are presented. 

Despite the increasing dominance of services in all advanced 
industrialised countries, the available literature revealed that little 

attention has been devoted to explore them. Services marketing is 
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an uncharted frontier. Several reasons for this lack of a marketing 
orientation in the service industries are given. The importance of 
marketing in the service sector is discussed. The need for 

marketing orientation in the service sector was very clear. 

Considerable attention has been given to discuss the 

marketing of services. A review of the literature related to this 

topic revealed that there are two extreme trends and an integrative 

point of view. In the first trend, marketing scholars have argued 
that services have distinctive characteristics. Consequently, they 
have recciirended that unique marketing strategy is needed. In the 

second trend, marketing writers have argued that the buyer purchases 

neither services nor products. He purchases a bundle of benefits. 

So, the proponents of this trend have argued that one generalised 

strategy should suffice for all products. 

However, there is a balanced perspective between the two 

preceding extreme viewpoints. This perspective does not ignore the 
differences between products and services which can be treated at the 

tactical level. But it also believes that, at the strategic level, 

the basic marketing approach should be the same for services and 

products. 

On the basis of the discussion in this section, we can conclude 
that: 

1. Knowledge and understanding of the nature of the 

marketing of services is still developing and that, 

at the present time, it is difficult to point exactly 
to what the differences are between the marketing of 
products and the marketing of services. 
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2. It may also be of value to focus upon the similarities 

and the cannonalities of product and service marketing 
as much as upon the supposed differences, for sane 
product marketing guidelines may be generalisable to 

'service' situations. 

Having discussed the marketing of services as a wide 

area, the study will turn now to explore the extent to which 

marketing can play a part in tourism. 
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Section B 

Introduction 

In the previous section, an attempt was made to discuss the 
nature and scope of marketing. The objective, in this case, has 
been to explore the extent to which marketing concepts and practices 
can be applied in the service sector in general, and in tourism in 

particular. Therefore, the nature and scope of the marketing of 
services has been the subject of an extensive discussion. 

In this section, the aim is to investigate the extent to which 
marketing can be applied in tourism. To do so we will discuss the 

nature and scope of tourism before moving on to review the literature 

which outlines the nature of marketing in tourism. Next, the tourist 

markets will be identified in order to determine Egypt's market share, 

and the nature and scope of tourism in Egypt. 
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The Nature and Scope of Tourism 

Introduction 

Despite the size and importance of the activity, it is still 

possible to ask what tourism is. Perhaps this is a good thing and 

reflects the youthful vigour of tourism studies. In a strict sense, 

of course, tourism is a service industry. Its output is a particular 
kind of a service rather than a tangible physical good, which 

characterises the manufacturing industries. Tourism is a complex 

ccmbination of interrelated industries and trades. Because it is not 

mainly an agriculturally or industrially productive activity, it is 

usually classified in the tertiary sector which, in the main, is a 

service sector. 

Tourism, however, is more than a service industry because the 
'tourist product' is a composition of cultural background and 
historical heritage, different environments, natural beauty and 
landscapes, good hospitality, worthy acccmrodation and good cuisine. 

It is, therefore, incumbent that developing countries treat 
tourism as an industry worthy of being encouraged by various incentives. 
Consequently, tourism could progress and take its place in the overall 

** 
plan for social and economic development of the country. This is 
the practical and operational side of tourism. 

From a functional viewpoint, tourism as a phenomenon, may be 
scientifically broken dawn into three basic elements: 

* 
The importance of tourism was discussed above in chapter one. 

** 
Tourism planning will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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(a) a human element which is the tourist whose needs 
and desires should be catered for. 

(b) a physical element which includes the place and 

means of transportation used. 
(c) a time element which is the duration of the trip 

and stay at destination. 

Definition of tourism 

Giving a satisfactory definition of tourism has not been an 

easy task. The reason resides in the fact that tourism has so 

many facets that are difficult to bring together under one definition. 

In particular, the need for a precise and generally accepted 
definition of tourism is an axiom that few would dare to challenge. 

The range of definitions of tourism has been regarded by many 
writers from different points of view. However, it can be 

C 

classified into two main groups.. 
ýp9, 

The 
first comprises conceptual 

definitions which attempt to elucidate the essential nature of 
tourism as an activity. The second covers technical definitions 

which are used to designate those who take part in this activity 
(namely, the tourist, visitor, holiday-maker, excursionist, and 
day tripper) and are employed by the various agencies responsible 
for canpiling statistics and reports on tourism. 

Conceptual definitions of tourism may be subdivided into 
those which enphasise the demand or market aspects of tourism, and 
those which regard tourism from the vantage point of its links with 
recreation and leisure activity. 

Burkart and Medlik [84] provide a market based definition. 
"Tourism denotes the temporary and short term movement of people 
to destinations outside the places where they normally live and work 
and their activities at those destinations". 
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Another is Lickorish's [85] description of tourism as 
"Tourism embraces all movement of people, outside their an ccrrtrnrnity 
for all purposes except migration or regular daily work. The most 
frequent reason for this movement is for holidays, but it will also 
include, for example, attendances at conferences and movement on 

sporadic or infrequent business purposes". 

Lickorish found that most surveys use a more restricted 
definition, because of technical requirements such as policy or 

customs control, which is often limited to holiday trips away from 

home, of not less than one night or sometimes not less than four 

nights' duration. 

It is clear that market based definitions of tourism tend to 
include travel for purposes of both pleasure (i. e. holidays) and 
business (i. e. conference traffic). The two definitions cited above 

could conceivably embrace the day as well as the staying visitor. 

In Contrast to demand orientated definitions, there are 

conceptual definitions which focus on the role of tourism as a part 

of recreation activities. For instance, the Countryside Recreation 

Research Advisory Group [86) sees tourism as "... travel away fran 

the have environment in order to discover and enjoy different 

environments and facilities for recreation which they offered and 
is defined to include a stay away from have for one night or more". 

In this and similar definitions the emphasis is on the relation- 
ship between tourism and recreation: both are seen as component 
parts of that broad block of people's unccnmitted time known as 
leisure, and as making similar and occasionally, 

ýconflicting 
demands 

on physical and natural resources. 

Tourism is held to differ from other aspects of recreation only 
in as much as it extends over a longer time-scale which involves a 
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stay away from home [871. In this light, it has been viewed by 

Patmore [88) as "... the peak of leisure experience, with a freedom 

to range more widely than can ever be the case in other, briefer, 

leisure hours". Since the pleasure motive and the overnight stay 

are highlighted in recreation based definitions of tourism, 

business and day tripper travel tend to be excluded. 

Technical definitions of tourism are employed in a wide variety 

of studies, surveys and plans at both the national and local levels. 

At a national scale, statistics on overseas tourism to Great Britain 

are mainly derived from the Department of Industry's International 

Passenger Survey [89). The latter provides a record of the number 

of 'visitors' to Great Britain for all purposes, and estimates of 

their expenditure. Curiously, visitors staying less than twenty 

four hours are not included in expenditure estimates. The principal 

source of national-level statistics on domestic tourism is the 

British Hare Tourism Survey carried out jointly by Britain's statutory 

national tourist boards [901. This survey supplies data on 'tourist 

trips' of one night or more away from home for all purposes, including 

holidays, visits to friends and relatives, and business and conference 

travel. 

The above shows that there is score discrepancy then, between the 

technical definitions of tourism used in the official statistics on 

overseas and domestic tourism collected at the national level. There 

is acceptance of the convention that both pleasure and business 

motivated travel be included as tourism, and there is agreement that 

the proviso of a stay away from home for one night or more is the 

factor which distinguishes tourism from day trip excursions and from 

those business and leisure activities which typically occur within 

a person's immediate environs. 

To define a 'foreign tourist', there is an established 
definition for the purpose of gathering statistics. At the 
United Nations Conference on International Travel and Tourism held 
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in Rome in 1963, a revised definition was prepared by the 
International Union of Official Travel Organisations (IUOTO) [91] 

and adopted. "A 'tourist' describes any person visiting a country 
other than that which is his usual place of residence, for any 

reason other than following an occupation remunerated from within 
the country visited". This definition covers: Tourists, i. e. 
temporary visitors staying at least 24 hours in the country visited 

and the purpose of whose journey can be classified as either leisure 
(recreation, health, holiday, study, religion and sport) or business, 
family, mission, meeting. Another category of foreign visitors 
distinguished as 'excursionists' will include temporary visitors 
staying less than 24 hours in the country visited, including cruise 
passengers. 

It has been recctinended by the international agencies concerned 
that individual countries should apply these basic definitions in 

carpiling their national tourist statistics to ensure international 

canparability. 

Egypt's tourist arrivals data are tabulated by the Central 
Agency for Public Mobilisation and Statistics (CAPMS) on the basis 

of immigration formalities (Law No. 89 for 1960) according to the 
MOM definition. 

The term 'tourist' used to cover those persons who enter Egypt 
legally for a period of over 24 hours and less than a year for the 
following reasons: 

(a) leisure, recreation, holiday, sport, health, study, 
religion; 

(b) business, family, friends, mission and meeting (921. 

Leiper [931 classified the definitions of tourism. He 
identified three approaches to a definition: economic, technical 
and holistic. Economic definitions recognise that tourism is an 
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industry or business; technical definitions demarcate the tourist 

to provide a common base by which to collect statistics; and 

holistic definitions attempt to embrace the whole essence of the 

subiect _ 
°ý' ___ J__ -- 

:/ 
L 

Thinking of 'tourism' as a generic term that recalls to the 

mind certain acts, images, and interaction between man, time and 

place, Wahab [94] defines tourism as follows. 

(vim 
"Tourism is a purposeful human activity that serves as a link 

between people either within one same country or beyond the 

geographic limits of states. it involves the temporary displace- 

ment of people to another region, country, or continent for the 

satisfaction of varied needs other than exercising a remunerated 
function. For the country concerned, tourism is an industry whose 
'products' are consumed on the spot forming invisible exports. 
The benefits accruing therefrcm can be witnessed in the economic, 

culturaland, 'social life of its cccrrnunity". P, 1 

Based upon the above discussion of definitions of tourism, 

Wahab's definition will be adopted in our thesis because the 

definition includes all possible facts of this complex activity, 

(namely, tourism as a purposeful human activity; the objectives 

of tourism; tourism as a service industry and the characteristics 

of its product; and the benefits accruing from tourism). 

The terms 'tourist', 'visitor' and 'traveller' will be used 

with the same meaning in our study, and will be defined according 
to an international standard as used by the United Nations Conference 

on Travel and Tourism held in Rome in 1963 and adopted by Egypt as 
well. The definition is discussed above. 

The discussion of definitions of tourism revealed that the 
tourist industry has many different and canplex facets. Therefore, 
it may be useful to turn to explore the character of this industry. 
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Character of the tourist industry 

Based upon conceptual definitions discussed above, Burkart and 
Medlik [951 identify five main characteristics of tourism. 

1. Tourism arises from a movement of people to, and their 

stay in, various destinations. 
2. There are two elements in all tourism: the journey to 

the destination and the stay including activities at the 

destination. 

3. The journey and the stay take place outside the normal 
place of residence and work, so that tourism gives rise 
to activities which are distinct from those of the resident 

and working populations of the places, through which 
tourists travel and at which they stay. 

4. The movement to destinations is of a temporary, short- 
term character, with intention to return within a few 
days, weeks or months. 

5. Destinations are visited for purposes other than taking 

up permanent residence or employment remunerated from 

within the places visited. 

Having discussed the characteristics related to conceptual 
definitions, it is also recognised that tourism has many general 
characteristics which can be identified as follows. 

Firstly, tourism is "a multi-dimemsnional phenomenon"; many 
and varied activities each make their own separate and individual 

contribution to a comprehensive service to tourists. However, these 
activities though separate, are interdependent. Such interdependence 
implies a need for co-operative effort and common policies, but "the 
diversity and ... (small size) of many units make the formulation of 
any national plan by voluntary means inpracticable and therefore 
uneconomic" [96]. Nevertheless, some measure of co-operation and 
co-ordination has been achieved between tourist centres, hoteliers 
and tour operators. 
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Secondly, the industry is marked by a widely differing economic 

performance - tourism is dependent upon so many varied activities 
that the situation can arise "where weak links in the chain of 

services and activities adversely affect the progress of otherwise 
healthy sectors of the industry". [97] A good example of this is 

the seaside resort of Whitby which has became far less viable as a 

resort because of inadequate transport links, especially since it 

lost its railway connections which left it almost marooned. 

Thirdly, the industry is primarily a service industry and a large 

proportion of those actively engaged in it find employment in 

tertiary occupations, e. g. catering, transport, travel agency work. 
The industry is also marked by a fairly distinct seasonal rhythm: 
there are few places in Britain, other than London and Stratford-on- 

Avon, which have an all-year-round trade. This means that casual 

work and seasonal unemployment are often distinguishing features of 
the industry, especially in the typical resort town. This unsatis- 
factory situation could be improved by the staggering of holidays, 

the pranotion of second and out-of-season holidays at reduced prices, 
i. e. by applying marketing techniques, etc. Anything which will 
help to lengthen the tourist season will help the industry generally. 

Finally, the industry is essentially a dynamic one [98]. It is 
dominated by the changing ideas and attitudes of its customers and 
must be prepared to show a much greater degree of sensitivity and 
willingness to adjust to new conditions than it has in the past, 
(i. e. the need for marketing research). 

The purposes of travelling involve many kinds of tourism, and 
the following part will be devoted to these. 

Forms of tourism 

Tourism does not lend itself to a single form. It is a generic 
term which enccnpasses several forms of travel and stay pursuant to 
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the motivations which are at the base of displacement. People travel 

to reach various ends and to gratify differing needs. Accordingly, 
tourism as a phenomenon, is presented under several forms by writers 
on the subject [99]. Examples can be classified as follows. 

According to the number of people travelling: 

(a) individual tourism in which only one person or family 

is travelling; 
(b) group tourism in which a number of persons, usually tied 

up with a certain link, travel together, e. g. club, school 
(affinity group) or an organised tour by a travel agency 

usually accompanied by a tour leader. The number in such 

groups may vary but is usually more than 15 or 20. 

2. According to the purpose served by travel: 

(a) recreational tourism or leisure tourism which serves the 

reformation of physical and mental capacities of the 
individual tourist, and relaxing from work weariness and 
exhaustion in resort areas; 

(b) cultural tourism serves to enrich information and knowledge 

about other countries and satisfy the need for entertain- 

ment. It also includes visits to exhibitions and fairs, 

cultural events, places of natural interest, archeological 
excavations, etc; 

(c) health tourism which satisfies the need for medical 
treatment in other countries or places with curative 
facilities, e. g. hot springs, mud baths, treatment by 

mineral water having special curative properties, treat- 

ment by hot sand, etc. This requires certain conditions 
like cleanliness, quietness, and reasonable standards of 
living; 

(d) sport tourism satisfying people's hobbies like fishing, 
animal hunting, deep-sea diving, skiing, sport excursions 
and hiking; 
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(e) conference tourism which includes scientific, professional 

and even political gatherings. This would require the 

existence of conference facilities in the country and 

other important factors like geographical location, 

availability of easy transport, good climate, etc. 
A person participating in such conferences would ask for 

other tourist facilities: sightseeing tours, excursions, 

souvenir purchasing, etc. 

3. According to the means of transport: 

(a) land tourism (buses, private cars, railroad); 
(b) sea tourism or river tourism; 
(c) air tourism. 

4. According to geographical locality: 

(a) national domestic tourism which represents the tourism 

movement of citizens and residing foreigners inside the 

country; 
(b) regional tourism, i. e. tourist movement between countries 

forming one touristic region, e. g. tourist traffic between 

countries of Western Europe; 
(c) international tourism including tourist movement between 

different countries in the world. 

5. According to age (age modifies needs and habits): 

(a) youth tourism; 
(b) adult tourism. 

6. According to sex: 

(a) masculine tourism; 
(b) feminine tourism. 
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7. According to prices and social class: 

(a) deluxe tourism; 
(b) middle-class tourism; 

(c) social tourism. 

This classification represents a form of market segmentation 

which will be the subject of an extensive discussion in the next 

chapter. 

Having mentioned forms of tourism, the study turns now to discuss 

the scope of tourism in the light of the factors favouring its growth 

and the obstacles to this growth. 

The Scope of tourism 

Factors contributing to the growth of tourism: 

Some four thousand years ago, cruises around the world (much 

limited at that time) were organised and conducted from Egypt. 

Probably the first journey ever made for the purposes of peace and 

tourism was that of Queen Hotshepsut to the lands of Punt (believed 

to be what is now called Sanalia) in 1490 B. C. The course of events 

of this momentous tour have been recorded on the walls of the Temple 

of Deit El Bahari at Luxor. 

McIntosh and Gupta [100] declared that "The Romans were able to 

travel as much as a hundred or more miles in a day by using relays or 
horses furnished from rest posts five or six miles apart. Romans 

journeyed primarily to see famous temples in the Mediterranean area, 

particularly the pyramids and monuments of Egypt. Greece and Asia 

Minor were popular destinations as were other countries of the Eastern 

Mediterranean. The Romans also travelled during holiday occasions, 
to the Olympic Games as well as to medical baths and seaside resorts. 
They not only enjoyed the medical baths but also theatrical productions, 
festivals, athletic competitions. and other forms of amusement and 
entertainment often provided at the Spa". 
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Recently, during the past 50 years, basic changes have taken 

place in the modes of travel, the volume of travellers, the 

acccmTodation industry, and in general, the related services 

required to serve the tourist. 

Economists and other social scientists who forecast the nature 

of society in the future seem to indicate that all modern countries 

are progressing towards life styles which favour the growth and 

developCnent of tourism. 

Several factors have been used by various writers to explain 

the rapid growth of tourism today, and in the future [101]. 

Factors such as increased real personal income; technological 

improvements in manufacturing which result in more productivity per 

worker; increases in leisure time with a decrease in the working 

week; predictions for longer vacations; higher levels of education; 

development of sabbatical leave for persons outside the field of 

education; growth of interest in cultural matters including 

appreciation of the cultures of other people and places; techno- 

logical develognents such as subsonic aircraft which can carry more 

passengers with more comfort and, at least, stable if not decreasing 

fares; improvements in camiunications; and awareness of other 

countries and places - all favour the growth of travel and tourism. 

Other factors are related to conditions in the tourist receiving 

countries, such as improved acccumodation and other tourist amenities; 
improved security conditions; simplification of border crossing 
formalities; and improved public health. 

It is perhaps useful to provide same elaboration to the above 
factors as follows. 

It is widely accepted that tourism is proving that it is one of 
the priority activities for which individuals are willing to sacrifice 
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other consumer or durable goods. Supporting this view, we introduce 

some empirical evidence. 

In 1976, a nationwide survey in West Germany showed that German 

tourists would rather reduce spending on driving, drinking and 

smoking before cutting down on travel to other parts of the world (102]. 

The survey found that one in ten Germans would save on food, one in 
five on driving, one in four on liquor and tobacco, and one in three 

would save on other leisure activities - if their financial situation 
made the choice necessary. Two out of five would save on clothes, 
and three out of five would save on purchases of other items. 

In Britain in 1976, Finch [103] declared that "Score 45% of 
British adults took one holiday of four or more nights away fran 

home, and 19% took two or more holidays. £3.725 million was spent 
by the British on tourism, and as an item of consumer expenditure it 

ranked higher than fuel and light, cars and tobacco". 

Moreover, after the 1978 tourist seascn, WPO conducted a 

significant sample survey showing shares earmarked for tourism in 

the family budget [104]. 

This sample survey revealed, for example, jf that only 6 per cent 
of the persons interviewed would be willing to forgo holidays, 

whereas 9 per cent would be willing to cut down on comfort, 14 per cent 
of food, 16 per cent on other recreational activities, 27 per cent on 
car travel, and 28 per cent on clothing. 

In Italy, it is reported that "there is confidence in the future 

of the tourist industry. Mainly because both Italians and other 
Europeans have cane to regard a holiday not as a luxury but as a 
necessity" [105]. 

Jordanian official sources predict a 'bright future' for tourism 
to countries of Islamic civilization -a relatively new development 
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triggered off by a great wave of interest in Islamic art that is 

expected to attract many tourists, students and art lovers [1061. 

The growth of leisure and tourism over the past few decades 

is a phencmenon with which we are all familiar. The working week 

has been reduced to 4? days in West Germany. In 1976, figures are 

quoted showing that the average family in Germany spends 240 marks 

a month on leisure. Of this, 29% goes on holidays, 15.7% on 

television and radio (artificially high because of the increasing 

number of first time colour TV sets), 13.7% on trips in the family 

car (excluding holiday journeys) and 8.7% on books and newspapers 1107). 

Moreover, employers realised that paid holidays had not affected 

industrial production or business [108]. They agreed to the third 

week, and then the fourth, of paid holidays. It is recognised that 

in Western Europe the fifth week, even fran the standpoint of output, 

may also be regarded as a productive investment, and indeed Sweden 

in 1978 enacted legislation introducing this additional week of paid 

holidays. 

The right to paid holidays is universally recognised, the trend 

is to grant longer holiday periods. It is reported that the legal 

minimmmn in many countries is three weeks. Worldwide, more than 

500 million wage-earners are entitled to paid holidays: roughly half 

in Europe, slightly less than 30 per cent in the Americas, and the 

rest in Asia and the Pacific (approximately 12 per cent), South Asia 

(6 per cent) and the Middle East (less than 1 per cent). 

Consonantly, in 1978, the air transport sector, following a 

series of consultations, has adopted a new attitude towards rate- 

setting policies by liberalizing a number of rigid practices 
hitherto applied in establishing air fares. The direct consequence 

of this has been an appreciable increase in charter flights, 

enabling new segments of the population to take part in domestic and 
international tourism and opening up new tourist destinations [109). 
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Furthermore, until very recently, the marketing of most travel 

products has been directed to men. However, no social change which 
has occurred recently has more direct impact on the potential of the 

travel market than the changing role of wcmen. 

In 1980, Rena [110] analysed the travel market for women in the 
U. S. whether they were working or non-working, whether they were 
travelling for pleasure or for business. She concluded that "there 
is no question that there is a strong and growing market for travel 

among women. There is also no question that working warren are far 

more valuable to the travel marketer than non-working women. It is 

clear that the patterns of discretionary travel among both working 

and non-working women are affected by their stage in the life cycle. 
It is also clear that women are viable custaners for both pleasure 

and business travel, and that their participation in the business 

travel market is growing". 

Therefore, she suggested that "... the travel marketer who thinks 

that the prime target is men, should really check these assumptions in 

light of the new realities ... The travel marketer who want to meet 

the challenge of the new opportunities should remarber the duck hunter's 

maxim, 'the way to hit a target is to aim at where it is going to be, 

not where it has been "' . 

Fran the latter discussion, it is clear that warren represent a 
new segment in the travel and tourism market. 

Having discussed the factors which contribute to the growth of 
tourism today, it may be useful to look for its future. In 1979, one 
of the leading futurologists in the world, Kahn [111], looking ahead 
to the future of tourism in the next fifty years in a survey in the U. S. 
predicts a golden era for tourism. He argues that "many changes will 
undoubtedly take place during the next fifty years. Facilities and 
devices familiar today will undergo considerable change and the nature 
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of the travelling public will also change radically. In 50 years 
it is obvious that the great majority of the world population will 
travel extensively as a matter of course. Travel will not be confined 

mainly to adults. Families will travel together as units from the 

time children are very small. It will be as natural for people to 

travel across a continent or around the world as it is today to drive 

a few miles to visit friends". That is, because travel will be very 
much simpler, and by the turn of the century, space travel might well 
be caning into vogue. 

Kahn expects that "Travel will be very much simpler, however. 
It should be possible to obtain space on a flight by a telephone 

call or perhaps simply by inserting a credit card in a slot in a 
home computer and dialling an appropriate number. On arrival at the 

airport, the passenger will simply board the aircract and take his 

pre-assigned seat. Charges for the flight will be automatically billed 
to his account. Tickets will probably not be used except possibly 
for very cheap transportation modes which operate on a first come - 
first served basis. Baggage, if carried at all, will be deposited at 
a control point either at the airport or at a travel terminal elsewhere 
and retrieved on arrival. The advent of throw-away clothing may 
eliminate the need for baggage except for a small carry-on bag for such 
small personal possessions as toiletries". 

His prediction goes further, he anticipates that "... by the turn 
of the century, space travel might well be caning into vogue. It is 
probable that space stations and moon colonies will be established in 
the next fifty years, initially for scientific and manufacturing 
purposes. Space hotels and resorts on the moon are quite possible, 
if not probable, and spacecraft evolved from today's space shuttle 
should routinely operate between earth and space destinations". 

In his view, honeymoons on the noon may became popular and space 
excursions of various sorts may attract the adventurous as places of 
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interest on earth become overcrowded. Spa-type space hotels and 

hospitals catering to people with cardiac conditions, severe burns 

and other ailments for which the weightlessness of space would be 

beneficial, can also be anticipated. 

Kahn predicts that "the tourism industry of the future is likely 

to remain basically as segmented as it is now, due both to its 

overall size and to the wide disparity in the functions of its vairous 

components. While it would appear logical for the various segments 

of the industry to co-operate with each other for the overall benefit 

of the industry as a whole, the track record to date indicates little 

inclination to do so". He argues that "this will, however, not 

prevent tourism from becoming a very major industry, probably the 

major industry of the future, due to a combination of increasing per 

capita GNP, a steady decline in the real cost of travel and a steady 

increase in the travel market, due to population expansion and the 

availability of more leisure time". 

Having discussed these evolutionary trends, it seems fairly 

logical now to turn to examine the obstacles to the growth of tourism. 

Obstacles to the growth of tourism: 

With regard to the growth of leisure time, in 1980 Ornstien and 

Nunn 1112] pointed out that "the biggest increase in leisure time in the 

last 20 years has been paid holidays, with 99% of the working population 
having more than three weeks per year, conpared with 97% having two 

weeks in 1961. Yet, the proportion which go away from have for more 

than three days in a year has hardly changed; in 1977 as in 1961, only 

about 60%. Further, about 25% of those who did go away for more than 

three days stayed with relatives or friends, possibly adding to the 

revenue of transport undertakings and of the entertainment and 
facilities where their relatives live, but doing nothing for the 
holiday accar ndation trade". 
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They present factors which have score effect in maintaining the 

proportion who do not go away, or who stay with relatives, which can 

be stumnarised as follows. 

1. The increased age of the population. In the age group 

65+, 50% stay at hare; the young, aged 16-34 are about 

the average of 40%; only in the middle age group 35-64, 

does it slightly improve to 37%. 

2. Cost is a major factor. There may be as many as 20% of 

families who barely make ends meet, with nothing to spare 

for a holiday. But sane who could afford a holiday, do 

not go away. 
3. To certain tastes, the holiday facilities offered are not 

attractive. These are particularly the young adults 

perhaps wanting a holiday away from mum and dad for the 

first time, but not finding anything to their special 
liking; newlyweds with babies and toddlers, for whom 
facilities are not always provided; and the active 

elderly, whose tastes and needs are not well catered for 

except at high cost. 
4. Psychological factor. Large numbers of people, 

particularly in the lower-classes, have not considered 

a holiday abroad because of their fear of the unknown - 
they always want what they are accustaned to. They are 

worried about having to cope with strange people, places 

and food. 

In my opinion, most of these problems can be solved by applying 
the techniques of marketing. For example, these people who do not 

go away, or stay with relatives or friends, represent a large untapped 
potential for the holiday trade, if the right facilities and interests 

can be provided for them; reassurance imparted to them; and helpful 

service given in transit and on arrival. In these, marketing research 
and promotion can play an important role. 
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Lansing and Blood [113] focusing on a number of basic 

psychological studies made which deal with the more concrete reasons 
why those people studied did not go on a trip during a certain period 
of time. In their view, most of these studies support the fact 

that barriers to travel fall into five broad categories. 

t 

1. Expense: Consumers operate within rronetary constraints, 
and travel must carpete with other allocations of fuu ds. 
In one particular study 62 per cent of the respondents cited 

expense as the reason for not taking a trip. Saying 

travel is too expensive is an indirect way of saying that 

travel is not important, but, even allowing for this inter- 

pretation, costs are a principal reason for staying at hare. 

2. Lack of time: This barrier is characteristic of people 
who cannot leave their business, job, or profession. 

3. Physical limitations: Poor health and physical limitations 

keep many persons, particularly the elderly, at hare. 

4. Family stage: Parents of young children often do not 
travel because of family obligations and inconveniences in 

travelling with children. 
5. Lack of interest: Unawareness of travel destinations 

which would bring pleasurable satisfaction is a major 
barrier. 

Seekings [114] and Hern [115] emphasise that economic factors 
have sane problems for the tourist industry. These factors can be 

classified as follows. 

1. The generalised cost-profit squeeze in the various branches 
of tourism from airlines and hotels to travel agencies. 

2. The fuel crisis at hcme and abroad, with its direct influence 
on travel as well as its enormous psychological impact. 

3. The world-wide instability of currency exchange. 
4. Inflation, especially in industrially developed Western 

Europe, Japan, and other continents. 
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5. The total caiplex of rising costs in the travel industry, 

including wage increases, rising taxes plus other overhead 
factors. 

Throughout their book, The Golden Hordes: International Tourism 

and the Pleasure Periphery, Turner and Ash [1161 adopt a critical 

attitude to international tourism. They argue that tourism is the 

enemy of authenticity and cultural identity, a systematic destroyer 

of beauty and an arouser of discontent. 

Finally, Burkart and Medlik [117] elaborate this view when they 
discussed the problems of growth and development of tourism. 

The first of these problems is that of land use. When, for 

example, much of the area of a tourist destination is devoted to 

arable land and to other forms of agriculture, there may be a conflict 

in the demands which-tourism makes on the countryside, both in its 

requirements for land for its facilities and in the need for public 

access. If tourism is to grow, more land has to be devoted to it 

and opened to tourists. This calls for provision of areas of land 

and increasing access, and raises the problem of the allocation of 

scarce resources in the most equitable and aesthetically satisfying 

way. 

Secondly, there may be conflict between the demands of visitors 
and the interests of residents of a town or region. Whilst both 

call for a high level of facilities for leisure and amenity, the 
larger the number of visitors the greater the risk of inconvenience 

and loss of amenity and facilities to those living in the town or 
region. Tourism implies the injection into the destination of an 
alien element which may engender resentment on the part of the native 
population. It is an important task of the tourist organisation to 
educate the resident population as well as to attain economic benefits 
of tourism at minimum. social disturbance. This is also a planning and 
social problem. 
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Finally, tourism is to a considerable extent a seasonal activity. 
Relatively little of it continues throughout the year and most of its 
facilities are used intensively for less than half of the time. 
This leads to a wasteful use of scarce resources and may, in particular, 

result in seasonal unemployment. This is an economic as well as a 

social problem. 

In summary, there is a very bright future ahead for the tourism 

and travel industry. It will became a larger giant than it already 
is in the next fifty years. 

However, there are clouds on the horizon, to be sure, but its 

overall size and effectiveness will depend to a large extent on the 

actions it takes on its own behalf. 

In my judgement, most of the problems presented above can be 

solved by applying marketing techniques. Therefore, the next 
section will be devoted to examining the available literature which 

outlines the nature of marketing in tourism as it exists today. 
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The Nature of Marketing in Tourism 

Lack of literature 

Despite the irrefutable world trade importance of international 

tourism, it has not yet managed to attract the serious academic 
attention it deserves. Most of the literature in the field tends to 
be elementary and superficial, and little of it has intensively 

treated the economic and social issues that governments, especially 
of developing countries, have to face when formulating their tourism 

policies. 

Studies assessing the econanic impact of tourism, travel 

statistics on jobs created, money spent by tourists, the number of 
travellers, their country of origin and their destination resort, 
all these studies may provide interesting demographic and econcmic 
data on who travels; where they go and why travel takes place, but 

they fail to answer the question of how tourism is marketed in the 
destination country. The marketing of international tourism has 
been particularly neglected and very few eIT irical studies have been 

undertaken in the area of tourism marketing. 

Goffe [118] argues that "Many people have consequently continued 
to see the marketing of tourism only in the narrow and arrested sense 
of tourism pranotion". On other activities, he adds, "a more 
comprehensive concept of marketing has gradually gained acceptance. 
But for some reason, perhaps because tourism falls among the service 
industries, what would seem to be a logical extension of tourism has 

not occurred". 

As we indicated earlier, most of the literature focuses on the 
marketing of physical goods. Thus, very little has been written about 
the marketing of tourism. In my opinion, this is due to the fact that 
modern tourism is a relatively recent phenomenon. Hopefully, this 
study will contribute towards a better understanding of the marketing 
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of tourism and cover that gap in the literature. The following 

represents a literature review of the most important writings [1191 

in marketing of tourism. 

In 1965, Spoor analysed the travel agency business and the 
different types and means of travel (rail, sea and air). The author 
explains insurance in travel and the law affecting travel as well as 
trade associations and national tourist offices. The book is more 
of a business guide than an academic analysis. 

In his book International Tourism, Peters [1969) [1201 refers 
to the marketing function in tourism in a few pages. He examines 
the role of a national tourist organisation and its marketing 

activity at the national level. He also examines the development 

of tourist resorts, the influence of travel agents and tour operators 
on the travel trade, and the planning of international tourism. 

It may be argued that marketing of the tourist product does not 
differ in a broad sense from marketing of any other type of product. 
In 1971, Jeffries [121] points out that tourism or 'destination' 

marketing - as he prefers to call it - should be no different in its 

principles from marketing of any other cannodity. He defines the 

characteristics of the tourist product that could be measured as 
follows. 

(a) The means of transport from have to destination. 
(b) The principal means of transport at the destination. 
(c) The principal activity at the destination. 
(d) The means of accrnma3ation. 
(e) The length of stay. 
(f) The geographical shape or perimeter indicated by lines 

drawn between the points where overnight stops are made. 
(g) The amount of mobility. 
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A practical example of a tourist product is given by the author. 
"Arrival in Scotland by air from the U. S. A. to observe scenery and 
traditions; medium class hotel; length of stay fifteen days; 

generally mobile (four overnight stops on average)". 

Jeffries suggests that the characteristics which are described 

above - transport to and within the destination, purpose of visit, 
accamiodation, etc. - are camronly studied in tourist research, in 

addition to its usefulness in tourism planning and pricing. 

In another writing, Jeffries [1221 stresses that marketing 
of tourism is not different from the marketing process of any physical 

product. He argues that "This process is fundamentally the same 

everywhere; whether one is seeking to market the potential physical 

output of an industrial plant or the potential tourism output of a 
country". 

Yet the writer refers to sane problems in tourism marketing 
such as data collection given that the tourism product which is in 

reality a ccnpiex of services is so intangible. Other difficulties 

are net in caYmunication and control as many tourism resources are 
controlled by different bodies, public and private, over whan the 

official tourism organisation will have relatively little authority. 

While Jeffries refers to same problems in tourism marketing which 
are identified above, in 1981, the Tourism and Recreation Research 
Unit at the University of Edinburgh [1231 explains these problems as 
characteristic of tourism which make it different from other goods 
and services in marketing terms. It is argued by the Research Unit 
that "Marketing has two separate, but linked, aspects. The first is 
to identify and assess revealed or latent demand for the service or 
products provided. The second is to design and promote the product 
or services in ways which achieve the desired aims. Tourism, 
however, is different to other goods or services in marketing terms. 
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Firstly, it is one of the few goods or services in which the 

public sector plays a major marketing role; an exercise which is 

conducted by both local and national authorities. Secondly, it 

involves the movement of consumers rather than the product. Thus, 

to consume the tourism product the consumer must be in close contact 
with the producer. Thirdly, as a service, tourism products can only 
be consumed at the time they are produced; the supply at any one 
time is fixed. Thus for tourism, marketing needs both to take into 

account market requirements for the existing product and also to 

ensure the maximum use of facilities in spite of seasonal and other 

variations in demand. Finally, the demand for tourism services 
depends on the characteristics of the heterogeneous individuals who 

participate. The supply of services is fragmented with many agencies 
being responsible for different aspects. This has led to the public 

agency involvement outlined above". 

In 1975,1976 and 1981, Burkart and Medlik investigated marketing 
in tourism in their two books entitled "The Management of Tourism" 
(1975) [124], and "Tourism: Past, Present and Future" (1976,1st 

edition) [125]; (1981,2nd edition) [126]. They point out that 

marketing in tourism takes place on two levels. The first is at the 

tourist organisation level whether national, local or regional, which 

will be engaged in a marketing campaign to pursuade the potential 
tourist to visit the country or region forwhich it is responsible. 

The official tourist organisation will not sell the tourist product 
but create knowledge of its country and create identifiable images 
of its tourist attractions. The second level is that of individuals 

who market their own components of the total tourist product such as 
airlines, tour operators and hotel groups which concentrate on 
developing the markets for their particular components of the 

canposite tourist product. In market research and market information, 
the authors refer to the general body of the theory as well as in 

advertising and sales promotion. In fact, the authors did not 
concentrate on the tourism feature and its implications in the 
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marketing activity as their books are on tourism generally, and 

not tourism marketing-oriented. 

In 1976 Lundberg [127] investigated travel research and 

marketing in his book "The Tourist Business". He ephasises the 

role of research in marketing a destination area whether by a firm 

or the government. He points out that advertising and competitive 

pricing play an important role in marketing a destination area. 

The author stresses the role of tourist surveys in obtaining data 

about the tourist customers and their attitudes towards the 

destination country. 

Finally, in 1976 Wahab [128] looks at tourism marketing in a 

similar way to Jeffries. He views marketing in tourism as a 

specialisation in the field of marketing which requires attention to 

and knowledge of the various peculiarities of the tourist product. 

His book is one of the very rare text books in tourism marketing. 

It is also the only whole text book devoted to a discussion of the 

subject as a whole. It aims to offer to tourism specialists a wide 

range of marketing knowledge and tools in an integrated manner. 

The author investigated the marketing approach in tourism, marketing 

information system as well as the tourism marketing mix. Then the 

author examined planning and strategy in tourism marketing and the 

role of marketing in national tourism organisations. Wahab points 

out that there are three approaches to tourism marketing, product- 

oriented, visitor-oriented and destination--oriented approach. 

The product-oriented approach is that of endeavouring to 

convince potential visitors that the assets and resources of a 
destination are those which the tourists desired - this is the past 
approach. In recent years, new concepts such as visitor motivation 

and visitor satisfaction, began to creep into the marketer's thinking 

of what the potential tourist customer wants and needs - this is the 

present customer-oriented approach. The third one is the future 
destination-oriented approach where analysis of positive and negative 
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impacts of tourism on destinations will enable marketers to design 

the optimal tourism marketing programme. 

Despite its critical and necessary importance in the area of 
tourism marketing where the literature needs such studies, the 
book lacks empirical studies in most of its parts. 

In summary, it is clear that, so far, most of the limited 

research on tourism has concentrated on its econanic aspects. 
Very little has dealt with marketing's role in the development of 
tourism as a comprehensive philosophy or as a set of integrated 

business activities. Except for Wahab's book we can conclude that 

most of the tourism literature ignores the role of marketing in the 

development of tourism, and the little which is concerned with 

marketing in tourism tends to be elementary and superficial. 

In the next part an attempt will be made to explore the 

marketing concept in tourism. 

Definition of marketing in tourism 

As we noted earlier, marketing thought has passed through a 

series of stages during its developrent. The basic pattern has 

been from a seller's market and production orientation through a 
buyer's market and sales orientation to a buyer's market and 

marketing orientation. The three phases have been characterised 
by growth in output on the one hand and by growth of market on the 

other. 

For tourism the third phase referred to above was only just 
being reached in the early 1970's. The transition from production 
orientation to consumer orientation was beginning to be apparent. 
Burkart [129] gives an example, "the introduction of the Boeing 747 

aircraft and the creation of the very large hotels has made it clear 
that in these fields at least overproduction of both airline and 
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hotel capacity is a real possibility, and again the very rapid growth 
of the inclusive tour in Europe has prompted some rethinking among 
tour operators". In the field of tourism, marketing is assuming a 
new significance. 

In so far as the marketing concept in tourism is concerned, 
the literature in that respect is very poor. Very little has been 

written about marketing in tourism and very little written about 
the implementation of the marketing concept in tourism. 

There exist several formal definitions of marketing. The 
British Institute of Marketing has formulated the following [130]: 

"Marketing is the management function which organises and directs 

all those business activities involved in assessing and converting 
customer purchasing power into effective demand for a specific product 
or service and in moving the product or service to the final custaner 
or user so as to achieve the profit target or other objectives set 
by the ccxnpany" . 

Two points in this definition are significant: the marketing 
function is seen as co-ordinating all aspects of business, not merely 
a departmental one; the role of marketing is seen to include the 
assessment of consumer demand in the first place, and not merely 
satisfying demand as it appears. 

Krippendorf (131), the Swiss Professor of Tourism, defines 
marketing in tourism in very nearly the same terms: 

"Marketing in tourism is to be understood as the systematic and 
co-ordinated execution of business policy by tourist undertakings 
whether private or state owned at local, regional, national or 
international level to achieve the optimal satisfaction of the needs 
of identifiable consumer groups and in doing so to achieve an 
appropriate return". 
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So Lippendorf, in his definition mentioned above, stated that 

the objectives of marketing in tourism should be "to achieve the 

optimal satisfaction of the needs of identifiable consumer" through 

"systematic and coordinated execution of business policy" to achieve 
"an appropriate return". 

In short, this definition falls in line with the previous 
definitions of marketing in regarding the consumer satisfaction as 
the ultimate aim which steers the adaptive policy of tourist enter- 
prises and the state. 

In Wahab's view [132], this definition, however, is subject 

to the following ccmments: 

1. That tourist marketing is not a mere systematic and 

co-ordinated adaptation of the policy. It is, in fact, 

setting up the policies according to consumer exigencies. 
In other words, the starting point in a marketing policy 
is to inform oneself about the consumer needs, desires, 

tastes and expectations in order to lay down the tourist 

supply development plan and adopt a policy that is always 
tourist-oriented. 

2. That the whole tourist marketing message from a National 
Tourist Organisation's viewpoint is to identify primary, 
secondary, and opportunity markets for the tourist 
destination's product, build up a comTunication system 
with these markets and to maintain and increase the 
destination's market share. Therefore, the interaction 
between the product and the market in order for the first 
to comply with the market's conditions and exigencies is 
paramount. The groups of consumers cannot be identified 
therefore, except through marketing activities. 

3. That marketing should be viewed as orienting the management 
of tourism within the state policy or the management of the 
tourist enterprise. 
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In this context, Wahab introduces another definition of 
marketing in tourism. 

"The management process through which the National Tourist 
Organisations and/or tourist enterprises identify their selected 
tourists, actual and potential, cannunicate with them to ascertain 
and influence their wishes, needs, motivations, likes and dislikes, 

on local, regional, national and international levels, and to 
formulate and adapt their tourist products accordingly in view of 
achieving optimal tourist satisfaction thereby fulfilling their 

objectives". 

We will adopt this definition in the present study for these 

reasons: 

1. The definition recognises marketing as a management 
philosophy. 

2. It emphasises the role of marketing research. 
3. It includes all levels of management of tourist 

organisations. 
4. It recognises the broader meaning of the marketing 

concept where the focus shifted from consumer-orientation 
to a balance between the consumer satisfaction and the 
firm's profit; to an integrative point of view. 

The above definitions show that theoretically the marketing 
concept has been accepted as a successful business philosophy by 
the very rare writers of tourism marketing. Practically, one of 
the top executives in the tourism industry, William Norton [133], 

Vice President of Marketing for I. T. T., stated at an international 

conference arranged by Sheraton in 1971 that "For Sheraton, our goal 
is to operate to please and serve our guests' needs, profitably. 
Marketing in this concept is practically a blueprint on how to operate 
successfully". 
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It is clear that the goal of one of the biggest institutions 
in the tourism industry is to "please and serve their guests' 
needs". This is an acceptance of the marketing concept in practice 
in the tourism industry. 

Having discussed the definitions of marketing in tourism, the 

study turns now to analyse the tourist markets in order to determine 

the nature and scope of tourism in Egypt. 
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The Tourist Markets 

International market 

Overall trends: 

According to estimates by the WIO Secretariat General, total 

world tourist arrivals rose to almost 1,650 million in 1980. That 

total was 580 million in 1965. These figures include danestic 

tourist arrivals, i. e. travel by residents of the various countries 

within their own country, as well as international tourist arrivals. 
They, therefore, cover all tourist movements, whatever the motive, at 
the danestic and international levels. It includes travel under- 
taken for holiday purposes which accounts for almost 70 per cent of 

overall international tourist travel. These movements in the various 

regions of the world in 1980 are broken down in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Regional Shares of International and Domestic Arrivals 1980 

O, ral l tnxist I tay F tape share of it tirnal 
arrivals (domestic share of an c1nestic by regi n 

Re ion and inbenTtiaiil) th total g e 
in n illirns 7nbExr ati, ana1 Ltirestic Zbtal 

Africa 10.5 0.6 15 85 100 
Americas 175.0 20.6 30 70 100 
East Asia & 
the Pacific 60.0 3.6 25 75 100 
Europe 1387.0 84.2 20 80 100 
Middle East 7.6 0.5 55 45 100 
South Asia 7.5 0.6 40 60 100 

Total 1647.6 100.0 17 83 100 

Source: 1. Trends in Tourism: World Experience & England's Prospects: 
Research by Medlik, S., for English Tourist Board, 
October 1982, p. 14. 

2. WIO, International Tourism in Figures 1970-1980, WPO, 
1981 Edition, p. 1. 
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As the figures indicate, Europe, with 84 per cent of total 

arrivals, has the largest share of the world tourism market. The 

results for the Americas have been largely influenced by those of 
Canada, the United States, and Mexico, which together accounted for 

over 70 per cent of overall tourist movements in the Americas region. 

The large share of the Americas and European regions in total 

tourist movements recorded worldwide should not obscure the develop- 

ment of both domestic and international tourist flows in the other 

regions. Although their share in the total is relatively small, there 
has been an overall steady increase in both domestic and international 

tourist movements. At the international level there has been a 

marked resurgence of intraregional travel, chiefly in the regions of 
East Asia and the Pacific, and South Asia. There is also a potentially 
large market for danestic tourism in these two regions as well as in 

Africa. Broadly speaking, the expansion of tourism in these regions 
is still hindered by numerous factors [134], including the lack of 

purchasing power of broad layers of the population of the countries 
in these regions, the absence of tourism and other infrastructure, 

transport difficulties and restrictive measures for travel, etc. 
Once such difficulties are overcame, the present trends will most 

probably be reversed given the high percentage of developing regions 
in the world. 

As table 2.1 shows, danestic tourism predominates heavily over 
international tourism in most regions of the world; only in the 
Middle East does the volume approach the volume of international 

tourism because it is widely influenced by an increase of tourist 

movements from Arab countries. In Afrft', 'danestic arrivals 
represent less than half of the total. 

Moreover, as noted by Medlik [135), domestic tourism is growing 
faster than international tourism, and this is likely to be the case 
in all the regions. Milst the available leisure time continues to 
increase, a higher rate of growth is expected to continue in most 
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countries in domestic tourism than in international tourism in the 
1980s as a result of increasing holding propensities in many parts of 
the world because first-time holidays tend to be domestic, and because 

of an increase in additional holidays in more developed tourist 

markets; this tendency is likely to be reinforced in most countries 
during the early 1980s by the impact of the recession on personal 
disposable incanes. 

International tourist arrivals and receipts during 1970-1980 

7btal international tourist arrivals in the world in 1980 
(excluding excursionists) are estimated at 286.0 million, an increase 

of 5 to 6 per cent in relation to 1979 [136]. 

As in table 2.2, the data shows that international tourist 

movements increased again in 1980. Although it did not attain the 

growth rates recorded for 1977 and 1978, international tourism 

appears to have settled into a new rhythm of growth after easing off 
in 1973 and 1979. Cm erred with earlier decades when international 

tourist arrivals grew on average by same 10 per cent a year (11 per 

cent between 1950-60,9 per cent between 1960-70), the average annual 

growth between 1970-80 was in the region of 6 per cent. Haaever, 
international tourism demonstrated a remarkable resilience to adverse 
influences in the 1970s. 

Most of the growth of the 1970s occurred in holiday tourism, 
which is estimated to approach 70 per cent of all international 
tourist movements. 

Medlik [1371 argues that "Whilst, according to most sources, the 
longer-term rate of growth is levelling off, most existing forecasts 
indicate that international tourism will grow between 4 and over 7 
per cent annually in the 1980s, which would result in a broad range 
of more than 400 and less than 600 million arrivals by 1990". 
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As table 2.2 shows, total international tourism receipts in 
1980 are estimated at 92,500 million United States dollars, i. e. 
17.1 per cent more than in 1979. These figures do not include 

receipts from the payment of international tourism transport which 
account for between 20 and 25 per cent of total tourism receipts, 
i. e. between 19,000 and 23,000 million United States dollars. 

The average annual rate of increase of international tourism receipts 
between 1974 and 1980 was 18.1 per cent. 

Table 2.2: International Tourism Arrivals and Receipts during 1970-1980. 

Year 
Iriteaetiaal txa sist 
arrivals (in millias) 

Annual Crcath 
rabe 

InbEsmtiaol tnri. st rsoai ptý 
(tbananls cf mi1l. i. as cf LS 

daUzxs) 

1970 158.7 3.0 18.2 
71 169.4 6.7 21.4 

72 184.3 1.0 26.0 
73 191.3 3.8 31.4 
74 196.7 2.8 34.1 

75 206.9 5.2 38.6 
76 227.0 4.1 (1) 43.7 
77 243.6 7.3 52.4 
78 259.4 6.5 65.0 
79 270.0 4.0 79.0 

1980 286.0 5.5 92.5 
(E) 

Average annual increase of international tourist arrivals. 
1970 - 1979 6.1% 
1974 - 1979 6.5% 
1979 - 1980 5.5% 

(E): Estimates 

(1): Percentage calculated on the basis of a total of 215.5 million. 
The figure of 227 million is due to a change of series in the 
case of France. 

Source: 1. Economic Review of World Tourism, WINO, 1980. 
2. International Tourism Quarterly, No. 1,1981. 
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In relative terms, the increase in international tourism 

receipts in 1980 was far greater than in world exports, which was 

estimated at between 2 and 3 per cent for the year 1980 as against 

17 per cent for tourism receipts. The latter accounted for 5.5 per 

cent of the global value of exports in 1980 as compared to almost 
5 per cent in 1979 [138). 

The distribution of total international tourism receipts in the 

various regions of the world during the period 1978-1980 is given 

below in table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: International Tourism Receipts by Region (excluding Inter- 
national fares receipts) in million United States dollars. 

1978 1979 1980 Percenta a variation 
_ý- Region (RE) (PE) 1978 1979 1980 

Africa 1.5 1.8 2.0 +20.0 +20.0 +11.0 

Americas 13.5 16.0 18.5 +17.4 +18.5 +15.6 

East Asia & the Pacific 4.0 5.0 6.0 +29.0 +25.0 +20.0 

Europe 44.0 54.0 64.0 +27.0 +22.7 +18.5 

Middle East 1.45 1.4 2.5 +20.8 - 3.4 + 7.1 

South Asia 0.8 0.8 0.5 +24.3 0.0 -37.5 

Total 65.2 79.0 92.5 +24.0 +21.1 +17.1 

Source: WIO, International Tourism in Figures 1970-1980,1981 Ed. 
p. 6. 

RE: Revised estimates; PE: Preliminary estimates. 

As in the case of tourist arrivals, receipts for Europe and 

the Americas together accounted for over 90 per cent of the world 

total. In the Americas region, Canada, the United States and Mexico 

together accounted for more than 70 per cent of the total tourist 

receipts. 

During the period 1978-1980 tourism receipts increased at a 

slower pace in relative terms in the regions of Africa, the Americas, 
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East Asia and the Pacific, and Europe. The Middle East and South 
Asia experienced a reversal of the trend in variations for receipts 
in 1980, following a standstill in 1979 in South Asia and a decline 
in the Middle East the same year. At the world level tourism 

receipts also progressed at a slower pace in 1980, while the increase 
in absolute figures between these three years remained steady. 

Generators of international tourism 

As table 2.4 shows, twelve main countries - nine in Europe, 

the USA, Canada and Japan - now [19801 generate some two-thirds of 

all international tourist arrivals. The first five - West Germany, 

USA, France, Canada and the UK - contribute almost half of the total, 

ccrpared with over half in the 1960s. The first two West Germany and 
the USA account for almost a third -a similar proportion as in the 

1960s but West Germany has since taken over as the world's leading 

generator. 

Table 2.4: Main Tourist Generating Countries, 1976. 

Country 1976 Country 1976 

W. Germany 1 Belgium/Luxemburg 7 
France 2 Italy 8 
USA 3 Japan 9 
Canada 4 Switzerland 10 
UK 5 Sweden 11 
Netherlands 6 Austria 12 

Source: Table 2.4, UN Center on Transnational Corporations, 
Transnational Corporations in International Tourism, to be 
publis in 1981, reference CT STC 18. 
In: Ann Zamnit, "Transnationals in Developing Country 
Tourism", International Tourism Quarterly, Special Report 
No. 39, E. I. U., No. 1,1981, p. 39. 
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The twelve main countries generate same three-quarters of 
international tourism expenditure, the first five about a half, and 
the top two over a third of the total. 

By 1990 the total share of international tourism of the main 

generating countries is not expected to change dramatically but Japan 

may became the third most important generator after West Germany and 
USA, and Canada, France and the UK may decline most in importance, 

with generation more dispersed. 

All the main generating countries are expected to continue 
significant growth rates in tourism abroad in the 1980s - only 
Canada, France and the UK less than 5 per cent annually; the main 
new major generator is seen to be Brazil. 

The share of intraregional tourism 

The share of intraregional tourism, i. e. travel between countries 
of the same region, developed as in table 2.5. 

Table 2.5: Share of Intraregional Tourism in the Various Regions 
of the World. (in percentages) 

Region 1967 1976 1979(E) 

Africa 16.0 12.0 30.0 

Americas 93.7 85.0 70.0 
East Asia & the Pacific 45.0 58.0 62.3 
Europe 84.7 86.5 71.4 
Middle East 68.0 67.5 77.5 
South Asia 20.0 16.0 22.5 

Source: WIO, International 
op. cit., p. 4. 

E: Estimates. 
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It will be noted that international tourism in Europe and the 

Americas is largely dominated by travel between countries of these 

regions. The share of this market in the total is 70 per cent for 

these two regions. It will also be noted that such movements are 

on the decline in relation to the two other base years under review, 

notwithstanding a slight increase in such movements in the European 

region in 1976. The results for the Americas are largely dcminated 

by travel between Canada, the USA and Mexico. On the other hand, 

in the regions of Africa, East Asia and the Pacific, and South Asia 

there was a marked resurgence of intraregional tourism during the 

three years in question. The results for 1979 in the Middle East 

were widely influenced by an increase of tourist movements from Arab 

countries. 

In summary, during the 1970s, the international tourist market 

demonstrated a remarkable resilience to adverse influences and by 

1980 many forecasts of its total growth were reached or even exceeded. 

The growth is expected to continue in the 1980s. Less than 20 per 

cent of world tourist flows are estimated to be international and 

more than 80 per cent are domestic. Domestic tourism predominates in 

most world regions and is growing faster than international tourism. 

Europe is by far the leading destination of international tourism and 

is expected by some to consolidate this position in the 1980s with 

some three-quarters of all international arrivals and well over two- 

thirds of their expenditure. Europe is also the main source of origin 

of international tourism. Nine out of the twelve main generating 

countries, which account for sane two-thirds of all international 

arrivals and some three-quarters of all international receipts in the 

world, are in Europe. All of them are expected to show significant 

but varying rates of growth in the 1980s. Japan may become the third 

most important generator after West Germany and the USA, and Brazil 

the main new generator. Among the existing main generating countries 

traffic from Canada, France and the UK is expected to grow least. 
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Over 80 per cent of international tourist flows are by people 
travelling within their own regions. Europe and the Americas 
dominate intra-regional flows whilst they also generate the largest 

numbers of inter-regional arrivals in the world. 

Having discussed the international tourist market extensively, 
the study turns now to examine the Middle East market in general 
in order to explore the nature and scope of tourism in Dgypt in the 

particular. 

The Middle East market 

In December 1970, the International Union of Official Travel 

Organisations in collaboration with the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development, carpleted a study concerning "the 

prospects for tourism development in the Middle East region" [139]. 

The study area embraced the following countries: Egypt (United Arab 

Republic), Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya. The study 
illustrated the growth in arrivals and their nationalities to the 

study area during the period [1962-1969], as shown in tables 2.6 and 
2.7. 

Prior to the events of 1967, about half the recorded arrivals in 

the region were of nationals of the study area, and other Arabs, and 

about a third of European and US nationals, with the balance (others) 

consisting of a substantial amount of other regional traffic fron Iran, 
Pakistan, India, Afghanistan and Turkey, much of it being pilgrims 

en route to and from Mecca, together with arrivals from other areas, 
especially Canada, Australia and New Zealand, Japan and South America. 
Since 1967 the importance of regional traffic has increased, and in 
1969 it represented over two-thirds of all arrivals, partly as a 
result of the decline of arrivals from Europe and the US. The 
statistics of arrivals in table 2.6 give a good indicator of the rapid 
growth in tourism experienced by the study area prior to the events 
of 1967. 
* 
The study area does not include all countries in the Middle East region. 
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Table 2.6: Growth in arrivals to the study area (ooo, s) Middle East) 

Country 
Total 

Arrivals 
1962 

Total 
Arrivals 

1966 

Total 
Arrivals 

1969 

Growth 
62-66 
% . a. 

Growth 
62-69 
% p. a. 

Egypt (OAR) 290 580 350 18 4 

Lebanon (1) 330 700 780 20 13 

Jordan 210 620 340 31 7 
Syria (2) 310 660 470 21 6 

Iraq 70 400 430 55 30 

Kuwait 90 190 180 20 10 
Libya 50 70 110 9 12 

Total Arrivals 1,350 3,220 2,660 24 10 

(1) Excluding arrivals of Syrian Nationals. 
(2) Excluding arrivals of Lebanese Nationals. 
Source: IUOTO: Study of the Prospects for Tourism Development in 

the Middle East Region: IUOTO, Geneva, 1972, p. 41. 

Table 2.7: Nationality of Arrivals in the Study Area (The Middle 
East Region) (% share of all arrivals) 

Nationality 1961 1964 1966 1969 

Europeans 22 22 20 13 
USA 9 9 8 4 

Arabs 49 52 58 67 
Others 19 17 14 16 

Total 100 100 100 100 

Source: IUOTO, Study of ............................ op. cit., p. 42. 
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The study predicted the future pattern of growth of the Middle 

East tourist market by the year of 1980, as in table 2.8. 

Table 2.8: Reasonably Attainable Targets of Tourist Arrivals in the 
Middle East (Study Area)* in (ooo, s). 

Nationality 1962 1966 1969 1972 1975 1980 ý`th p. a. 
1969-1980 

Europe 302 641 343 641 1,279 2,060 15.7% 

USA 127 255 107 255 406 654 12.5% 

Arabs 656 1,853 1,774 2,164 3,091 4,651 10.0% 

Iran, Pakistan, 100 100 320 412 505 657 6.8% 
India, Turkey 

Others 159 256 100 256 406 654 12.5% 

Total 1,344 3,204 2,644 3,629 5,687 8,676 10.9% 

Source: Ibid., p. 107. 

*Based for canparative purposes on a restoration of the Pre-1967 situation 
in 1971. 

Although the study predicted that the arrivals in the Middle 

East (Study Area) will reach 8.6 million by 1980 (Table 2.8), table 

2.1 presented earlier shows that total danestic and international 

tourist arrivals in the Middle East are estimated at slightly in 

excess of 7 million. The share of domestic tourist arrivals in the 

overall total of arrivals is estimated at 65 per cent. Total inter- 

national tourist arrivals in this region reached 3 million in 1980, 

i. e. a decrease of almost 17 per cent in relation to 1979, chiefly 

attributable to the Iracf-Iran conflict and the situation of unrest in 

Lebanon which has also had an adverse effect on tourist flows to other 

countries in the region. International tourist receipts for the 

region are estimated at 1,500 million United States dollars (Table 2.3), 

which represents a slight increase of 1 per cent in relation to the 

previous year. These figures do not include Saudi Arabia which, 
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according to certain estimates, recorded more than one million 

arrivals of pilgrims, which generated between 800 and 900 United 
States dollars in tourism receipts in 1980. 

Table 2.9: International Tourist Arrivals in the Middle East in Millions 

Years 1970 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

Middle East 2.9 4.3 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.8 3.6 3.0 

Source: 1. Econanic Review of World Tourism, WIO, 1978 and 1980. 
2. IUOM, for 1970. 
3. International Tourism Quarterly, No. 1,1981, p. 1. 

Table 2.9 shows that the trends in international tourism for 

this region in the course of 1970 to 1980 were influenced by political 

and social instability which had repercussions on the levels of tourist 

arrivals and receipts in 1980 (Table 2.3). During the period 1970- 

1974 arrivals and receipts increased at a relatively steady pace, in 

spite of a decline in arrivals in 1973. Arrivals between 1970-1974 

increased from 2.9 million to 4.3 million, but the results for 1974 

were not matched in the following years. From 1974 onwards an 
increase was noted in intraregional movements and business travel from 

other regions (Table 2.5). The share of this region in overall inter- 

national tourist movements declined from 1.8 per cent for arrivals in 

1970 to I per cent in 1980, whereas tourism receipts stabilised at 

about 1.7 per cent for those two years. During the period 1970-1980, 

the average annual rate of variation of international tourist arrivals 
in the region stood at about 2.5 per cent and that of tourist receipts 
reached 18 per cent. 

International tourism in the region is marked above all by a 
high proportion of intraregional tourist movements, i. e. travel 
between countries of the same region, as well as travellers by air in 
transit to Europe and the Far East. Such factors tend to produce a 
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shorter length of stay and a higher daily level of expenditure than 
in the majority of the other regions. 

International tourism in the Middle East region included more 
than 50 per cent of arrivals from countries of the same region; 

arrivals fron Europe accounted for between 30 and 35 per cent of the 

total arrivals, while the share of arrivals fran North America was 
in the region of 10 per cent. The U. S. and Europe represent the 

two most important tourist markets (Tables 2.7 and 2.8). The 

remainder was accounted for by tourist movements from Asian countries, 
for the most part pilgrims en route to Mecca, and by arrivals from 

other areas, chiefly Australia, New Zealand, Japan and South America. 

At the economic level [140], arrivals from the United States 

and Europe constituted the two main tourist markets, with a strong 

concentration of such arrivals in Egypt, Libya and Yemen. In these 

three countries arrivals from the two regions accounted for about 40 

per cent of total international tourist movements. In Egypt 

arrivals by air accounted for almost 80 per cent of the total, whereas 
in Syria and Jordan arrivals by road accounted for 90 and 70 per cent 

respectively of total arrivals. Tourist movements in these two 

countries fran other Arab countries represented 75 and 60 per cent 

respectively of the total international tourist movements. 

Having discussed the Middle East tourist market, the study turns 

now to examine the nature and scope of tourism in Egypt in order to 
determine its market share and its customers. 
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The Nature and Scope of Tourism in Egypt 

Bgyptian tourist marxet 

Tourism besides being the most important promotional means 

which could lead to the realisation of the international under- 

standing and the strengthening of peace among peoples, it is also 

playing an important role in the national economy contributing to an 
increase in its national income, and an effective source of hard 

currency. 

The continuous progress in tourist arrivals and the receipts 
from tourism have been parallel to a rapid growth in investments in 

the tourist industry. Both the developed and developing countries 
have carried out intense tourist activities to consolidate or 
improve their position in the international tourist market. 

Fgypt has a favourable geographical position as it has always 
been the meeting ground of East and West, the gateway from the West 

to the Middle East, Africa and Asia [figure 2.1]. From the beginning, 

it has inherited the oldest civilisation in the world and the longest 

recorded history. 

The magnificent monuments of this country inherited from 

Pharaonic, Greco Rarn. n, Coptic and Islamic times, are still plenti- 
fully visible in perfect condition. It is, therefore, not surprising 
that Egypt was the first country in the world to witness the tourist 

phenomenon. Many people have been attracted by the charm and glory 
of its monuments since the tine of the ancient Greeks. 

God has blessed Egypt with stunning rich natural tourist 

attractions, such as: [14) 

Mild climate all year round 

- Long seashores on the Mediterranean and the Red Sea 
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- The great River Nile and its green valleys 

- Vast expanse of unspoiled desert 

- Mineral sulphuric water 

Cultural and sightseeing tourism has been prevalent for many 
decades and the tourist structure of the country was established on 
that basis. However, with the growing trends in tourism and the 

diversification of its phenomenon, the authorities managed to put the 

potential resources of the country to good account in the interest of 
both Egypt and her visitors. 

To help bring this about, the Ministry of Tourism has made 

efforts to develop Egypt's resources in other fields of interest, 

such as religion, health, youth, sports, recreation and conventions, 

and has attempted to appeal to specific age and interest groups. 

Its aim is to attract tourists from all over the world and satisfy all 

needs. Unfortunately, no attempt has been made to analyse the tourist 

wants and needs, likes and dislikes in order to discover their basic 

reasons for caning to Egypt, and to try the best way to satisfy these 

needs. Hopefully, this study will try to do so. 

Econcmically, tourism in Egypt has been considered as a sound 

element"which could play an active role in the process of economic 

and social development and contribute extensively in the adjustment 

of its balance of payments. In 1982, the Financial Times (1421 

accounted that tourism is one of the four reliable workhorses of 
Egypt's hard currency earnings. (Workers' remittances $3bn 1980-81, 

Oil, $2.75bn 1980-81, Suez Canal $900m 1980-81, Tourism $700m 1980- 
81), despite the fact that tourism badly hit by political uncertainty 
created by the assassination of Sadat. However, it has been revealed 
that the share which Egypt receives from tourism does not match the 

great cultural and natural attractions it offers. Egypt has great 
possibilities for attracting many other different categories of tour- 
ists from different markets such as recreational, sport and health 
tourism. 
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Tourist fields in Egypt 

Various fields of interest could be classified into two main 
forms of tourism [143]: 

1. Traditional tourism, which covers cultural and religious 
tourism. Cultural tourism mainly consists of visiting the great 
historic monuments left by the oldest civilizations among which it 

is worth mentioning the Pharaonic, Coptic and Islamic monuments. 
Religious tourism is equally important in Egypt, the cradle of civil- 
izations and cmnotheism since Akhnaton 5000 years ago. Religious 

places are found in Cairo, Alexandria, the Red Sea, Upper Egypt and 
Sinai. Special attention has been paid to this type of tourism and 
the necessary facilities have been provided to attract tourists wish- 
ing to visit religious sites of their respective creed. 

With the restoration of Sinai, programmes of religious tourism 

have been amended so as to include the nuemrous religious places and 

relics in the Peninsula, such as the road used by the Sacred family 

of Jesus Christ, the mountains of El-Tor and St. Katerine Monastery. 

All these regions will be provided with inns, rest houses and adjoining 

camps to accarrodate as many visitors as possible. 

2. Active tourism, which includes the new tourist trends are as 
follows: 

(a) Sports, leisure and recreation tourism, which attracts 
large numbers of foreign visitors. They come to Egypt throughout the 

year to enjoy practicing various kinds of sports such as fishing, 

shooting, rowing, swimming, tennis and golf tournaments and equestrian 
events, etc. 

(b) Health tourism, is another form of tourism. The country's 
warm weather, its sunshine throughout the year, its natural beauty, 
its warm sands and its sulphuric water make the Egyptian climate one of 
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the most ideal health resorts in the world. This is besides the 

reasonable cost of treatment as Egypt could be considered among the 
leading countries in this type of tourism. 

(c) Youth tourism is regarded as a means of linking people 
of different countries since travel has becane a basic and essential 
interest of young people. It has became an important activity. 
The present tourist plan predicts a more intense movement of youth 
tourism [144]. Suitable programmes and prices are designed for 

young people and an adequate number of youth hostels, camps, enter- 
tainment and recreation centres are being established throughout 
Egypt to attract as many young men and warren as possible from the 
four corners of the world. 

(d) Car tourism: Egypt is intensifying its efforts to provide 

all facilities for encouraging car tourism which accounts for 

approximately 70% of the gross movement of tourism in the world. 
In this respect, Egypt is especially privileged with its flat and 
smooth land, and also with the principal international waterway of 
the Suez Canal. The good weather conditions make the present 
facilities along Egypt's coasts on the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, 

the Nile banks and across the desert and the Oases an ideal route. 
Steps have been taken to increase ferry boat activities in the Red 

and Mediterranean Seas. So far, six ferry boats link the Arab region 
and Asia with Egypt from the East and South and Central Europe fran 
the North. 

(e) Yacht tourism, is a growing tourist movement in Europe and 
particularly in the Mediterranean countries. The Tourist Authority 
has carried out intense activities for its development in Egypt. 
Several formalities were required to obtain necessary permits; haaever, 
these formalities have been reduced and a number of marinas are being 
established on the Red and the Mediterranean Seas. 
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(f) Desert and Aqua Safari tourism: Hunting animals and shoot- 
ing wild birds and ducks has been traditional in Egypt since the 

oldest civilization in the world. Carvings on the walls of Pharaonic 

temples reflect the history of this field of interest among ancient 
Egyptians. Most recently, however, Egypt is developing this field 

of interest, particularly in the Western Desert, Sinai and the Red 
Sea, where hunting deer and wild rabbits can be enjoyed, along with 

shooting ducks in some parts of Egypt. Aqua Safari is equally an 
important activity in the Red Sea where visitors can enjoy its rare 

variety of fish and coral reefs. 

(g) Adventure tourism, for those who seek and enjoy the new 
in everything, no matter how adventurous the situation in which they 

could find themselves. These adventure-seeking tourists will find 

themselves attracted to the Red Sea coast with its rare variety of 
fish and coral reefs, and to the green islands amidst the desert, 

which are rarely found elsewhere in the world. 

(h) Congress tourism: This kind of tourism has recently 
become popular and many countries, in particular Arab and African 

countries, have begun to concentrate on holding local and inter- 

national conferences. The participating delegations in these 

conferences are provided with entertainment and tourist itineraries 

and thus they have the opportunity of visiting the country's tourist 

attractions. These conferences are considered a good form of 

publicity for the countries in which they take place, because the 

media are always present on such occasions. This particular type 

of tourism has developed in Egypt as a result of the facilities 

provided for holding conferences at all Arab, African and inter- 

national levels. 

Efforts of developing the Egyptian tourist market 

To achieve the above aims, the Tourist Authority (Ministry of 
Tourism) has started to carry out many efforts which can be classified 
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as follows [1451: 

1. Expansion of tourist promotion through official agreements, 
the encouragement of cultural events, sports festivals, and 
holiday tourist weeks abroad as well as taking advantage of the 
public relations opportunities provided by International events 

and celebrations. 
2. Raising standards and qualifications of workers in the tourist 

industry through specialised colleges and institutes, as well 

as through training courses in tourism and hotel management. 
3. Advancing people's awareness of the values of tourism through 

establishing the 'Association of Tourist Friends'. 
4. Raising the standard of tourist services including those related 

to visas, customs, health and currency regulations, etc. 
5. Providing improved security services for tourists through the 

activities of the Tourist Police whose assigned task is to aid 
and protect tourists throughout the country. 

6. Furthermore, particular acts of legislation have already been 

pranulgated, entrusting to the Ministry of Tourism the super- 
vision and exploitation of tourist areas, as well as for the 

encouragement of Arab Foreign investments in tourist projects. 

The above discussion presents the attractions of the Egyptian 
tourist market (the Egyptian tourist product) and the efforts which 
have been made to develop these attractions, but who are the consumers 
of these attractions? This will be the subject of the following 

analysis. 

The tourist custaner in Egypt 

Before the period 1975-1980, where a boom is witnessed in the 

country's tourist arrivals, the political unrest in the Middle East - 
particularly during the wars of 1956,1967 and 1973 - had affected 
the position of tourism in Egypt. Until the 1967 war, there had 

been a growing trend of tourist arrivals in Egypt. That war affected 
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and disrupted this trend. In 1969 a period of recovery started; 
however, this trend was interrupted again by the 1973 war. After 
this war, a boar can be witnessed in the country's tourist arrivals, 
as table 2.10 indicates. 

Table 2.10: Tourist Arrivals to Egypt,, Tourist Nights & Tourist Receipts. 
(Tourist receipts in millions of Egyptian Pounds) [ 1975-1980 ] 

Year 
Tourist 

Arrivals Indices 
Tourist 

Nights Indices 
Tourist 

Receipts indices 

1975 793,061 100.0 5,854,581 100.0 86.5 100.0 
1976 983,980 124.1 6,796,080 116.1 155.8 180.1 

1977 1,003,926 126.6 6,338,920 108.3 450.5 520.8 

1978 1,051,848 132.6 7,126,665 121.9 409.9 473.9 
1979 1,064.079 134.2 7,104,381 121.2 364.8 421.7 
1980 1,253,000 153.3 8,000,000 130.2 700 

million 
dollars 

Source: 1. For 1975-1979: Constituted from: Egyptian Ministry of 
Tourism: Tourist Statistics Information 1975-1979, 
Cairo, Egypt. 

2. For 1980: WPO, "Egyptian Tourism in the 1980's", 
World Travel-Tourisme Mondial, No. 159,1981, p. 21. 

Tourist receipts in 1980 in millions of U. S. dollars recorded an 
increase of 250 million dollars over the previous year. 

N. B. This is the available statistics until now (March 1983). 

The total number of tourists in 1980 recorded a figure of 
1,253,000 compared to 793,061 in 1975. This is an increase of 
53.3 per cent over a six-year period. 

Tourist nights increased by 30.2 per cent during the same 
period. The figure rose to 8 million nights as conpared to 5.9 
million nights in 1980 and 1975 respectively. 

The total amount of tourist receipts in 1979 recorded a figure 
of 364.8 million Egyptian pounds compared to 86.5 million pounds in 
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1975. This is an increase of 421.7 per cent over a five-year 

period. Tourist receipts in 1980 recorded a figure of 700 million 
United States dollars. This is an increase of 250 million US 
dollars over the previous year. 

In 1980, occupancy rate reached 77 per cent although hotel 

capacity had increased by 25 thousand new roans over the previous 
year. The hotel capacity registered an increase of 35 per cent during 
1975-1979, or 8,980,000 nights to 12,126,000 nights. 

These figures indicate that tourism develognent in Egypt is 

making progress. It is predicted that this growing trend will 
increase in the near future, particularly after the Egyptian-Israeli 

peace agreement. In my view, however, the unrest situation between 

Israel and the other Arab countries, besides the other factors, will 

affect the tourist arrivals in the Middle East region in general. 

The nationality of the tourist customer in Egypt 

Table 2.11 shows Egypt's tourist arrivals according to the main 

groups of countries of origin: Arab, O. E. C. D., which include 

European and American, Söciälist and Developing countries. It is 

perhaps useful to mention that the Arab countries group includes all 
Arab countries; O. E. C. D. includes the United States, Western European 

countries, Canada, Japan, and Australia; Socialist countries include 

all the Eastern European countries; and Developing countries include 

some countries from Asia, Africa, and Latin America. This means that 
the tourist customer in Egypt canes from all over the world. In other 
words, Egypt has not reached the point of being dominated by one 
nationality as has Mexico, for example. In 1972 tourists fran the 
United States accounted for 89.0 per cent of all tourist arrivals in 
Mexico [146]. 
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The figures show that Arab countries, European and Americans 

constitute the most important tourist markets for Egypt (91%). 

While the Arab countries group represent 55.1 per cent in 1975 

against 37.0 per cent in 1979, the reverse is so of European and 
American (OECD) case, (35.1 per cent in 1975 against 54.0 per cent 
in 1979. The arrival of Arab tourists has sharply decreased over 
the same period. This can be attributed to the disagreement of the 

leaders of the Arab countries with the Egyptian-Israeli peace 

settlement. But in 1981, the number of tourists from Arab countries 

rose to reach 42 per cent of the total. The number of tourists frcm 

Europe and America has sharply increased since 1975, and their share 

of the total has risen fran 30.4% and 7.9% respectively in 1975 t0 

about 35% and 13% in 1981" [147]. 

Main nationalities exporting tourists to Egypt 1975-1979 

The main countries exporting tourists to Egypt are: The United 

States, Saudia Arabia, Sudan, West Germany, France, Great Britain, 

Italy and Jordan. With peace in the region, the pattern of the 

tourist movement may change, so that Western tourists represent 

an increasing percentage as indicated by the figures of 1975 and 
1919 arrivals. Table 2.12 indicates that tourist arrivals in Egypt 
from Europe and America represented 41.2 per cent in 1975 and 64.7 

per cent in 1979, of the total number of the main nationalities who 

visited Egypt. Europe represented 29.1 per cent in 1975 and 45.3 

per cent in 1979. It is the most important tourist market for Egypt. 

Despite the fact that Egypt has all the important features of a 
good tourist destination, the country has not yet entered into the 
modern mass tourist market. Its market share is very modest. 
The next part will be devoted to an evaluation of this. 
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Table 2.12: Generators of Egyptian Tourism: 1975-1979. 

1975 1979 
Country No. % Country No. 

Libya 101,805 20.8 U. S. A. 139,867 19.4 
Sudan 61,420 12.5 Saudia Arabia 126,179 17.4 
Saudia Arabia 60,095 12.2 Sudan 105,931 14.6 
U. S. A. 58,821 12.1 F. R. Germany 79,016 11.8 
France 43,463 8.9 France 77,988 11.0 

F. R. Germany 37,185 7.6 U. K. 67,069 9.3 
Syria 32,987 6.7 Italy 54,190 7.5 
Jordan 32,307 6.6 Jordan 24,305 3.3 
U. K. 32,546 6.5 Benelux 23,131 3.1 
Italy 30,204 6.1 Scandinavia 19,699 2.6 

Total 389,833 100.0 Total 717,375 100.0 

Source: Egyptian Ministry of Tourism: Tourist Statistics .... op. cit. 

Egypt's market share 

It is stated by the Authority of Zburism in Egypt [148] that the 

share of Egypt in the international tourist market was 0.45 per cent 
of the total tourist arrivals, and 0.59 per cent of the total tourist 

receipts in 1980. 

However, with respect to the Middle East market in 1980, Egypt's 
share represents 41.7 per cent of the total tourist arrivals, but with 
regard to the Mediterranean countries, Egypt's share was 2.2 per cent 
of the total tourist arrivals in this market in 1980, and 4.6 per cent 
of the total tourist receipts in the same year. 

However, compared with many other countries, Dgypt's overall 
performance still leaves considerable roan for improvement. 
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Table 2.13 contains data on tourist arrivals, length of stay, 

and tourism receipts in Egypt, as ocmpared with other tourist 

countries. 

Table 2.13: Tourist arrivals, Length of Stay, and Tourism Receipts 
in Egypt and other Countries in 1980. 

(Tourist arrivals in (ooo)], Length of stay in days], [Tourism 
receipts in millions of U. S. dollars). 

entry "--l 
2 
ý80 Egypt Israel Tunisia Morocco Greece Italy 

Mmrist Arrivals 1,253,100 1,267,000 1,677,800 1,517,200 5,271,100 38,027,000 

Isrnth of stay 
(average) 

6.4 3.3 7.6 - 12.7 - 

txi, sn Pme#s 561,0 866 604,6 296,7 1,733,5 6,968,0 

Source: Ministry of Tourism: The General Outline of the Five Years 
Development Plan 1982-1986, Cairo, Egypt, April 1982, 
(In Arabic). 

Table 2.13 shows that tourist arrivals, the average length of 

stay, and tourism receipts are lower than some other tourist 

competitor countries such as Tunisia, Greece, Israel and Italy. 
The tables reveal that the stake Egypt has in international tourism 

compared with other countries, is very small which offers the 

opportunity to develop that sector which is essential for the 

country's economic and social development in the long term. 

In the following section we shall shed some light on the 
future potential of tourism in Fgypt. 
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The scope of tourism in Egypt 

Planning officials at the Egyptian Ministry of Tourism are 
expecting a doubling of tourist arrivals from 1,253,000 in 1980 to 

nearly two million in 1987. Also, they believe that Egypt's mild 
climate and good coastlines should allow it to attract a more varied 
market, as for other Mediterranean countries. Therefore, as we 

Table 2.14: Future potential of tourist arrivals to Bgypt 1981/82 - 
1986/-87 (coos) 

Year Total Arab European 

1981/1982 1,400 490 910 

1982/1983 1,500 525 975 
1983/1984 1,600 560 1,040 
1984/1985 1,700 595 1,105 
1985/1986 1,800 630 1,170 

1986/1987 1,900 665 1,235 

Source: Constituted from: Ministry of Tourism: The General 
Outline ..........., op. cit., (in Arabic). 

discussed earlier, and according to officials in the Ministry of 
Tourism, there are a number of ways in which the canposite attraction 

of Egypt should be expanded in order to maximise revenue. In brief, 

these are: traditional cultural tourism, the development of the Red 
Sea and Mediterranean coasts, health tourism, sports and recreation 
tourism, youth tourism, car tourism, desert and Aqua Safari tourism, 

adventure tourism, and congress tourism. 

Despite the fact that the Authority of Tourism in Egypt has 

started to carry out efforts to develop these kinds of tourism - as 
we mentioned earlier - there are many problems obstructing the 
develoFment of tourism in Egypt [149). These can be summarised 
as follows: 
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1. Infrastructural difficulties: the foremost in the case of the Red 
Sea coast infrastructural, at present the villages and small towns of 
Hurghada, Safaga and Berenice are simply not ready to receive large 

numbers of tourists. Apart from the obvious lack of hotels, there 
is a more serious problem of lack of water and power. On the other 
hand, many contracts have been awarded to upgrade power facilities, 

a new tourist village has opened north of Hurghada, and the Sheraton 
has been extended. But other factors militating against rapid 
expansion and heavy investment is the possibility that an influx 

of divers will destroy the delicate ecology of the coral reefs, and 
the danger that oil finds in the Gulf of Suez will lead to pollution. 

2. Environment problems: pollution and other environmental issues 

are also threatening the potential of the Mediterranean beaches west of 
Alexandria. The general disturbing degree of pollution of 
Mediterranean waters is exacerbated around Alexandria by the practice 
of piping untreated industrial and domestic waste straight into the 
Mediterranean. A further threat is now posed by Egypt's plans to 
build its first nuclear power station at Sidi Krir, only 30 Km away 
from the city. In any case, to move tourists in great numbers along 
Egypt's Mediterranean coastline would involve considerable investment 

in roads and other infrastructure, even if building of hotels was left 

to private interests. 

3. Financial considerations: it is the cost of opening new areas 
that is preventing exploitation of Lake Nasser's potential for 

recreational tourism. In the Sinai, cost and political uncertainty 
are equal obstacles to tourist expansion, although hotels are planned 
for El-Arish, but there is considerable opposition to move to expand 
facilities handed over by the Israelies at St. Catherine's monastery. 

4. The role of the Ministry of Tourism: central planning of the tour- 
ism sector has never been strictly possible, because the requirement 
of the Ministry of Tourism to liaise with other ministries. Nowadays 
tourism development is in many pore peoples' hands. The very function 
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of the Ministry of Tourism is changing; it is becoming rather like 

one of the Supreme Sector Councils established in the industrial 

sector in 1976, a collector of statistics and reviewer of the general 
broad outlines of the development. However, as we discussed earlier, 
particular acts of legislation have already been promulgated, 
entrusting to the Ministry of Tourism the supervision and exploitation 
of tourist areas, as well as for the encouragement of Arab Foreign 
investment in tourist projects. 

In short, at the moment tourism is Elgypt's third most important 

revenue earner and therefore an important prop to the country's 
flagging economy. However, tourism in Egypt is and will continue to 
be affected by the political atmosphere of the Middle East region, and 

severe fluctuations in tourist arrivals and revenues should be 

expected. The aim of the Ministry of Tourism is to expand the 

composite attraction of Egypt. But the problems are many; foremost 

of all is the lack of infrastructure but also important are environ- 

mental, financial and organisational problems. Moreover, the 

liberal investment laws have accelerated private sector activity and 
to an extent control over the development of the tourism sector is 

slipping from governmental agencies. Thus, problems of over-capacity 
in already heavily concentrated areas (Cairo, Alexandria, and an 
upsurge in prices are likely to occur. Furthermore, the penetration 
of'a Western tourism market calls for the importation of excessive 
amounts of food, hotel furniture and furnishing, increasing the 
import content for this sector while inhibiting the development of 
local industries, and particularly those in the agricultural sector. 
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Summary 

Throughout this section, the nature of marketing in tourism has 
been explored. 

To begin with, the nature and scope of tourism was extensively 
discussed in relation to its definitions, characteristics, forms and 

scope. The literature revealed that there is a very bright future: 

ahead for the tourism industry. However, there are clouds on the 

horizon, but in my view many of the obstacles to the growth of tourism 

could be solved by applying marketing techniques in this sector. 
Therefore, an exploration on the nature of marketing in tourism has 

been made. The discussion showed that marketing of tourism has been 

particularly neglected, and most of the literature in the field tends 

to be elementary and superficial. Marketing of tourism was seen only 
in the narrow and arrested sense of tourism promotion. Next, we 

analysed the international and the Middle East tourist markets in 

general in order to examine the Egyptian tourist market in relation 
to its attractions, efforts to develop these attractions, the customer 

of these attractions, Egypt's market share, and the scope of this 

market. 

The analysis illustrated that there is a growing trend in the 

tourist arrivals and revenues, but Egypt's market share is still very 
modest. Arabs and Europeans were and still constitute the most 
important markets for Egypt's tourist product. The Authority of 
Tourism in Egypt aims to double the number of tourist arrivals by 
the year 1987. Therefore, the Ministry of Tourism decided to expand 
the composite attraction of Egypt. But the problems are many; fore- 

most of all is the lack of infrastructure but also important are 
environmental, financial and organisational problems. Hopefully, 
the present study may contribute to solving some of these problems. 
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Last, but not least, if tourism is to prosper it must be 

realised that some industries are canpatible with it and others are 

not. This is a planning problem. Therefore, in the next chapter, 

planning and strategy for marketing tourism will be highlighted. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PLANNING FOR MARKETING TOURISM 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the aim was to examine the nature of 

marketing in tourism. To achieve this aim, first, we discussed the 

nature and scope of marketing in general, and the nature and scope 

of the marketing of services in particular. Next, before we moved 
on to examine the nature of marketing in tourism; the nature and 

scope of tourism were discussed. Finally, we investigated the 
international tourist market and the Middle East tourist market in 

order to examine the tourist market in Egypt, its market share and 
its customers. 

(n 
this and the following chapters, our objective is to establish 

a marketing strategy for tourism To do so, the nature of planning 
will be discussed in terms of its definitions, advantages and 
limitations and the term corporate planning will be emphasised. 
Next, the steps of marketing planning will be investigated. Because 

of the critical importance of the role of marketing research in the 

whole planning process, it will be explored before we move on to 

establish a marketing strategy for tourism, where three basic 

questions have to be answered. The first question is: Mere are 
we now? To answer this question, the tourist market will be 
analysed in general where the demand on tourism and its supply will 
be highlighted. deepen the analysis on the demand side, 

(the 

tourist behaviour will be extensively discussed in terms of the 
tourist motivation, image and attitude, life style, demographics and 
customs and habits, all of which affect the tourist decision to choose 
the tourist destination. Due to the fact that tourist customers are 
likely to differ in one or more of the above respects, market segment- 
ation will be extensively discussed. 
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The second question is: Where do we want to be? To answer 
this question, we will shed sane light on the objectives of tourism 

marketing and the objectives of the Tourism Development Plan in 

Egypt will be touched. 

The third question is: How do we get fran where we are to 

where we want to be? This will be the subject of the next chapter 
where the elements of the marketing mix will be discussed. 
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The Nature of Planning 

Introduction 

Planning, organising, and controlling are vital elements in the 
job of a manager. Yet, while classical theory offers much substantive 

and operational information on organising, it offers much less on 

planning and control. In contrast, modern management theory does 

provide a great deal of information pertinent to planning and control. 
Decision theory, systems theory, and a number of modern planning 
techniques offer much of value to the practicing manager. 

Modern businesses operate in a highly dynamic environment in 

which change is a constant factor. As a result it has become more 

and more necessary for canpanies to determine their objectives 

carefully, and then systematically to construct plans for attaining 

them. This has became a continuous process throughout every organ- 
isation. 

Definition of planning 

The literature in the discipline of management abounds with 
definitions of plans and planning. A cross section of such 
definitions follows. 

Baker [11 indicates that "... planning is pervasive human 

activity by which we seek to exercise some degree of control over the 
future. As a process it will vary enormously depending upon a number 
of variables, foremost among which will be the complexity of the 
activity and the degree of uncertainty concerning the future situation 
in which the activity will take place. Fundamentally, however, all 
planning seeks to arrive at a present decision concerning future 

action - the more canplex the activity and the more uncertain the 
future, the greater the need for formal, systematic planning pro- 
cedures". 
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"Planning is the anticipation of decisions that must or may be 

made to achieve organisational objectives as problems, operational 

needs, and opportunities arise in the future environment of the 

firm". [21 

"Planning is the selection and relating of facts and the making 
and using of assumptions regarding the future in the visualisation 

and formulation of proposed activities believed necessary to achieve 
desired results". [3] 

"Planning is deciding in advance what to do, how to do it, and 
who is to do it". [4j 

"Planning consists of all mental and physical activities which 
take place prior to the occurrence of an event. A plan is a pre- 
determined course of action, and planning is the ongoing set of 
activities designed to bring about and implement the plan". [51 

"Managerial planning is the planning activity of managers in an 
organisational context, its purpose is to contribute to goals for 

which managers are accountable". (6] 

"Planning is the second managerial function performed for a 
particular activity. Its successful accomplishment requires 
analysis of data fran the past, decision in the present, and an 
evaluation of the future". (7] 

"The plan of action is, at one and the same time, the result 
envisaged, the line of action to be followed, the stages to go 
through, and the methods to use". (8] 

"Planning is a process that involves making and evaluating each 
of a set of interrelated decisions before action is required, in a 
situation in which it is believed that unless action is taken a 
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desired future state is not likely to occur, and that, if appropriate 

action is taken, the likelihood of a favourable outcane can be 

increased". [9] 

"A plan is a predetermined course of action .... A plan must 
have three characteristics. First, it must involve the future. 

Second, it involves action. Third, there is an element of personal 
or organisational causation". [10] 

Sane definitions of planning include setting of objectives in 

the planning process [11]. However, in the view of Harrison [12], 

objectives which determine what management expects to accariplish, 

are seen as necessarily preceding the development of plans, which set 
forth how, when, and where the objectives will be attained. He argues 
that "It seems altogether logical to assume that the determination of 
end (objectives) antedates the formulation of means (plans) within 
the interrelated process of management". 

Greenwood [131 supported this view when he indicated that 
"Without planned objectives, no effective organisation can be 

constructed; and without predetermined performance standards 
derived from the managerial objectives, no control can be exercised". 

While the foregoing definitions suffice to explain planning in 

a general sort of way, it may be useful to differentiate here between 

planning and forecasting, since the two terms are often used 
synonymously. 

Steiner [141 makes a useful distinction when he stated that 
"Planning is not forecasting. A forecast is a prediction, projection 
of estimate of sane future event or condition. Forecasts are 
essential in planning but they are not planning nor plans..... The 
forecast is a basic premise upon which planning proceeds, but it is 
not the whole of planning nor is a forecast a plan". 
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Baker [15] supports this view when he argues that ".... this 

research frequently provides the data base for the firm's forecasts 

on which plans and strategies are based". 

Similarly, Thar son [161 pointed out that "Forecasting is the 

attempt to identify the most probable course of events or a range of 

probabilities. Planning is deciding what to do about such probable 

events". 

In other words, Drucker [17] said that "forecasting is attempting 

to foresee a range of probable events in the future; planning is 

finding those particular events that will change the probabilities 
in favour of the organisation". 

Basically, then, forecasting is an integral part of the larger 

process of planning. 

Having examined the meaning of planning, plan, and forecasting, 

perhaps it is useful to investigate the advantages and limitations 

of managerial planning before moving on to discuss the term 

corporate planning. 

Advantages and limitations of managerial planning 

Organisations of all types need to plan. Lack of planning 
indicates a basic deficiency in the management of a given organisation. 
Such an organisation is not really managed at all, at least by its 

nominal managers. Instead, it is controlled by unforeseen events, 

unanticipated developments, and unobserved circumstances, all of which 
cause the organisation to react with limited success and possible 
failure in moving from crisis to crisis. Planning is difficult and 
time-consuming. It is always easier to work today for tcmorrvw, 

next week, or the end of the month than for all the tomorrows in the 

next two, five, or ten years. But the advantages of planning are 
not to be denied, and such advantages make clear why all organisations 
need to plan. 
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Steiner [181 and Harrison [191 give a comprehensive discussion 

on the advantages of managerial planning, which can be summarised 

as follows: 

1. Planning permits the reduction of uncertainty through 

the anticipation of future events within probable limits. 

2. Planning facilitates the anticipation and acceptance of 
inevitable change. 

3. Planning provides a franework within which managerial 

objectives can be pursued through the functions of the 

manager. 
4. Planning opens up multidirectional channels of cam unication. 
5. Planning provides a franework for a decision-making process 

and leads to the reduction of suboptional choices. 
6. Planning permits the advance identification of opportunities 

for and threats to the organisation. 
7. Planning provides a basis for the control of operations in 

that the standards for control are derived from the 

objectives contained in the plans. 
8. Planning provides a basis for the evaluation of managerial 

performance through the hierarchy of objectives contained 
in the plans. 

9. Planning leads to a more efficient utilization of scarce 

resources by focusing attention and efforts on purposeful 
activities. 

Despite the fact that planning has many and compelling 

advantages, it is not without its shortcomings. The advantages of 
planning clearly outweigh the disadvantages, but a complete and 
objective discussion of planning should note its less compelling 
aspects. 

Terry [201 and Steiner (211 give an expanded discussion of the 

more cc[Ymonly alleged limitations of planning which can be sunnarised 
as follows: 
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1. Planning is limited by the validity of the assumptions 
and the accuracy of the information on which the plans are 
founded. Environmental events cannot always be controlled, 
and forecasting is an inexact science; both these factors 

may lead to the failure of plans. 
2. Planning creates certain psychological barriers within the 

organisation. Planning tends to accelerate change, thus 

arousing unrest and resistance among units and groups 
likely to be affected by the change. 

3. Planning often stifles initiative among managers by 
discouraging innovation and creative actions not provided 
for in the plans. 

4. Planning delays managerial actions necessary to meet 
emergency situations and to handle current crisis that 

could not have been foreseen. 
5. Planning is difficult and expensive, and diverts managerial 

energy and imagination that could be used more effectively 
to achieve current goals. 

6. Planning often tends to be overdone; elaborate and complex 
plans may require so much revision and up-dating that they 

are of limited practical value. 
7. Planning is not a primary measure of managerial performance, 

which tends to be evaluated on the basis of short-term 
results. 

8. Planning is of limited value to many managerial positions 
because the increasing mobility in general seldom permits 
the planner to obtain credit for the attainment of the 
planned objective. 

Doubtless, some limitations should be ascribed to planning, but 
it is true that planning facilitates the attainment of managerial 
objectives and the fulfilment of organisational purposes. 
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Despite that the term 'corporate planning' began to emerge as 

a discrete management discipline in the United States in the 1950's, 

all over the world the number of organisations not using it is 

enormous. So, it may be appropriate to shed same light on the term 
'corporate planning'. 

Corporate planning 

Corporate planning is a term denoting a line of approach or a 

style of management, an attitude of mind, which uses a systematic 

and integrated approach to all aspects of a firm's activities. The 
idea is to treat the organisation as a corporate whole, rather than 

a collection of departments, and on a long-term basis, rather than 

a short-term one. The organisation is studied within its environ- 

ment, past, present, and future, and with a precise definition of 

objectives. 

A well-known writer on the subject, John Argenti [22], defines 

corporate planning as "Corporate planning is a systematic approach 
to clarifying corporate objectives, making strategic decisions, 

and checking progress towards the objectives. Corporate objectives 

are the objectives for the organisation as a whole, not for parts of 
it; strategic decisions are decisions which affect, or intended to 

affect, the organisation as a whole over a period if time". He has 

also defined corporate plan, and corporate planner as follows. 

"A corporate plan is a set of instructions to the managers of an 
organisation describing what role each constituent part is expected 
to play in the achievement of the organisation's corporate objectives". 

"A corporate planner helps the chief executive (or the top 
executive body) to clarify corporate objectives, make strategic 
decisions and check results. Corporate planners do not give 
instructions to managers". 
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Corporate planning is defined by Drucker [23) as "... a con- 
tinuous process of making entrepreneurial decisions systematically 

and with the best possible knowledge of their futurity, organising 

systematically the effort needed to carry out these decisions and 

measuring the results against expectations through organised systematic 
feedback". 

In a recent study of United Kingdom companies [24] the reasons 

stated for their introduction of corporate planning were: 

effective diversification; rational allocation of resources; 
improved coordination and anticipation of technological chance; and 
increased profitability and the rate of growth. 

A corporate plan though is more than just an interlinking of 
functional plans, it can be considered as a systems approach to 

achieve the aims of the firm over a period of time. Ansoff (251 

states this clearly when he orgued. that "A very important feature of the 

overall business decision process becanes accentuated in the 

strategic problem. This is the fact that a large majority of 
decisions must be made within the framework of a limited total 

resource. Regardless of how large or small the firm, strategic 
decisions deal with a choice of resource caimitinents among alter- 

natives; emphasis on current business will preclude diversification, 

over-emphasis on diversification will lead to neglect of present 

products. The object is to produce a resource allocation pattern 

which will offer the best potential for meeting the firm's 

objectives". 

Marketing contribution is vital at the corporate level. 

Kotler (26] points out that "At the corporate level, marketing 
contributes perspectives and estimates to help the management decide 

on the corporation's mission, opportunities, growth strategy, and 
product portfolio. The policies set by corporate management then 
provide the context for strategy formulation in each of the business 
divisions by the divisional managers. Finally, the managers of each 
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product and/or market within each division develop their marketing 

strategy within the context of the policies and constraints 
developed at the higher divisional and corporate levels". 

In return, top management's contributions to the marketing 

planning process are so vital. Bell [27], clearly declared this when 

he stated that "the people who are responsible for the actual develop- 

ment of the marketing plan cannot proceed until top management's 

responsibilities have been met". He identifies four basic pre- 

requisites: defining the company's mission; stating its objectives; 

providing an adequate organisation and; articulating policies. 

Kotler (28] calls the role of top management "strategic manage- 

ment process" and he defines it as "the managerial process of develop- 

ing and maintaining a viable relationship between the organisation and 
its environment through the development of corporate purpose, object- 
ives and goals, growth strategies, and business portfolio plans for 

the carpany-wide operations. The result is a strategic plan". 

In summary, planning is the central activity in marketing 

management. As we observed in the previous chapter, planning is one 

of the essential elements of the marketing concept. We also noted 

that the principal method by which a marketing-oriented company 
directs its efforts to satisfy custaner wants, involves a systematic 
hierarchy of planning activities. Marketing planning is an integral 

part in corporate planning. At the corporate level, top management 
is responsible for the strategic planning. Divisional management 
develops long-range plans to carry out the organisations's mission. 
And functional management designs tactical short-range plans to 

execute the division's long-range programme. Planning, then, is 

critical to the management of a marketing-oriented organisation, 

whether it is large or small, on a national, regional or local level, 

or whether the organisation is in a free market econany or in a 
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centrally planned one. The process of planning is fundamentally 

the same everywhere, whether one is seeking to market the potential 

physical output of an industrial plant or the potential tourism 

output of a country. In the following, a very brief discussion 

on the steps to be followed in developing a marketing strategy will 
be provided. 
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Steps of Marketing Planning 

Despite the fact that many useful books and articles have been 

written on the subject (291, there are no hard and fast rules regard- 
ing the exact steps to follow in developing a marketing strategy, 

or the sequence in which the steps should be taken. Before reviewing 
the literature which outlines the steps by which a marketing strategy 

can be developed, perhaps it is convenient to define first the terms 
'strategy' and 'marketing strategy'. 

Strategy: Military theorists, the first users of this word 'strategy' 

view it as the art of using military per to reach objectives set by 

governmental policy makers (301. In business circles, strategy is 

regarded as a guide for action. As one cannot in most cases specify 

exhaustively the set of all strategies, some authors view strategy as 
a plan designed to ensure that the basic objectives of the firm are 

achieved [311, while others view it as encompassing the determination 

of the goals and obejctives of the enterprise. [321 

Marketing strategy: Kotler [33] defines the strategic marketing 

process as "a managerial process of analysing market opportunities 

and choosing marketing positions, programmes, and controls that create 
and support viable businesses that serve the company's purpose and 
objectives". He identifies the steps in the strategic marketing 

process as market opportunity analysis; target market selection; 

competitive positioning strategy; marketing systems development; 

marketing plan development; and plan implementation and control. 

Similarly, Bell (34] has developed a general approach to the 
marketing planning. His approach includes: analysing the marketing 
situation (situation analysis); assessing opportunities and problems; 
identifying market targets; determining the scale of efforts; con- 
sidering alternative approaches and choosing a grand strategy; 
developing the marketing mix; finalising the plan; obtaining 
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approval; designing marketing tactics; ccnmunicate and implement; 

and monitor and revise. 

Finally, Baker and McTavish [351, and McCarthy (361 indicated that 

marketing strategy consists of two distinct and yet interrelated 

elements: 

1. A target market -a fairly homogeneous group of 

customers to whan a company wishes to appeal. 
2. A marketing mix - the controllable variables which 

the company carbines to satisfy this target group. 

In the tourist field, the problems of marketing planning are 

complex. Jeffries [37] has argued that "marketing the tourism 

resources of a country, region or locality is unusually ccuplex. 
There are, to begin with, immense problems of data collection, given 

that the tourism 'product' (in reality a complex of services) is so 
intangible. Besides, even where the marketing opportunities and 

the 'products' needed to exploit them are clearly identified, there 

are difficulties of communication and control. Many resources 

suitable for tourism development are controlled by different bodies, 

public and private, over whan the official tourism organisation 

will, rightly, have relatively little authority. Indeed, frequently 

the development of resources is not justified by tourism alone and 
many other uses, or potential uses, must be taken into account. 
This is particularly applicable to infrastructure". 

4nile this later view illustrated the problems which can face 

a marketing planner of tourism products, Middleton [38], however, 

summarises the thought process of planning for marketing tourism as 
follows: 

1. Market appreciation: What is known about present customers 
(tourists) and what trends have emerged in the business over 
the last 3-5 years? 
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2. Objectives: In relation to the appreciation (without which 

objectives are unlikely to be realistic) what is the business 

setting out to achieve through marketing activity over a given 

time period, for example, the next 12 months? 

3. Tasks: What has to be done in terms of marketing activity in 

order to achieve agreed objectives? 
4. Budgets: What will it cost to carry out the necessary tasks? 

5. Evaluation: How will the business monitor progress in achieving 

objectives and decide how cost effective its marketing activities 
have been? 

With regard to market appreciation Middleton argues that this 

requires a situation report, which is rather like a still photograph 
taken at one point of time. He illustrates this can be done when 
he stated that "Using the appropriate acronym SWOT (Strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, threats) the small business (in the tourist 

field) may find it a profitable exercise to consider as a result of 
its market appreciation: 

1. What it does well, which group of custamers it satisfies 

more than others. 
2. What problems exist in the product it offers, aspects of 

the business which need attention. 
3. What opportunities among custaners exist (growth trends 

perceived). 
4. What the competition is doing. " 

In this context, Kotler (39] points out "Marketing planning 
begins with the analysis of marketing opportunities. The job of 
spotting and evaluating marketing opportunities breaks down into a 
logical sequence of questions: 

1. What are the main environmental trends, opportunities, and 
threats facing the industry and the firm? (Environmental 

analysis). 
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2. What are the major operating characteristics of each basic 

type of market? (Market analysis). 
3. How do buyers buy in this market? (Buyer behaviour analysis)., 
4. What are the major segments making up this market? (Market 

segmentation analysis). 

5. What is the current and future size of this market? (Demand 

measurement and forecasting). " 

In summary: 
Fran the above discussion, we can conclude in very simple words 

that planning is the identification of objectives, - and the deter- 

mination of methods whereby these objectives can be achieved. To 

establish a marketing strategy for tourism, this requires to answer 
three basic questions: 

1. Where are we naw? 
2. Where do we want to be? 
3. How do we get from where we are to where we want to be? 

Answering the first two questions will be the subject of this 

chapter, while the next chapter will be devoted to answering the 
third question. But because of the vital role-of marketing research 
in providing the data to be the base in answering those three 
basic questions, marketing research will be examined first. 
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The Nature and Scope of Marketing Research 

Introduction 

Change is a dominant factor in modern business life. Markets 

are dynamic, changes take place in products, prices, and in consumers' 

wants and tastes. Consequently, many decisions have to be made to 

meet that continuous change and to make the appropriate action which 
is required to solve many marketing problems. 

In his attempt to find the best solution to any marketing 

problem, the marketing planner or the marketing decision maker is in 

need of as much information as possible to highlight the problem 

which he tackles and to direct his attention towards alternative 

courses of action, and to show him the degree of certainty or 

uncertainty of every alternative solution. 

This information is provided by marketing research which, in 
fact, is not the 'magic stick' which will eliminate the conditions 
of uncertainty under which marketing decisions are made. It may 
reduce the risk and show possible expected results of a decision. 

On the other hand, marketing research data, interpretation and 

reports are just tools for management and not substitutes for the 

marketing decisions. It is an aid to making better decisions by 

providing additional information relative to specific marketing 
problems. 

Definition of marketing research 

There have been several attempts to define marketing research, 
and confusion is caused by the term 'market research' being rather 
freely used to describe the full range of activities properly covered, 
by the term 'marketing research'. This more precise terminology was 
seen by the American Marketing Association 140] (AMA) to involve: 
"The systematic gathering, recording, and analysing of data about 
problems relating to the marketing of goods and services". 
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In 1962, the British Institute of Management [411 defined 

marketing research as "The objective gathering, recording and analys- 
ing of all facts about problems relating to the transfer and sales 

of goods and services from producer to consumer". This definition 

closely resmelbes the AMA definition on which it is based. 

Clearly, Chisnall (42] identifies the role of marketing research 

when he points out that "Marketing is generally interpreted today as 
including all those business activities concerned with the development, 

production, distribution of products to identifiable markets, where 

they will provide satisfaction to those who buy them. Marketing 

research is, therefore, far ranging in its inquiries; it covers 

product development, identifying the market, and suitable methods 

of selling, distribution, pranotion, and sales-service facilities". 

He adds: "In fact, every aspect of business activity fran the 'idea 

stage' to 'eventual consumer satisfaction"'. 

Finally, Baker [43) draws a clear distinction between 'market 

research' and 'marketing research' when he states that "Market 

research is concerned with measurement and analysis of markets, 

whereas marketing research is concerned with all those factors which 
impinge upon the marketing of goods and services, and so includes 

the study of advertising effectiveness, distributive channels, 

competitive products and marketing policies, and the whole field of 
consumer behaviour". 

Although the latter view draws a clear distinct difference between 
the scope of the activities covered by 'market research' and 'marketing 

research', in the tourist field, however, the term 'market research' is 

now largely used as a synonym for marketing research. Most writers on 
the subject use the term 'market research' in the widest connotation to 
include analysis of the supply and analysis of the demand. This later 
includes a study of all market conditions and forces, consumer research 
and at last an analysis of sales results or an evaluation of marketing 
activities compared with ccmpetitive marketing activities. Market 
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research in such a case, would be the prelude of setting up a 
marketing strategy to reach the planned goals and objectives. 
In the following, an attempt will be made to highlight the scope 
of marketing research. 

The scope of marketing research 

The developmental stages of marketing research occurred in the 

United States, where marketing, as a distinct function of management, 

also originated. Lazer (441 identified five stages in this develop- 

mental process: 

1. Pre 1905: Application of research to marketing problems. 
2.1905-1919: Organised approaches to market information. 
3.1919-1930: Structuring the market research discipline. 

4.1930-1945: Solidification and refinement of marketing 
research. 

5.1945-1973: Restructuring and the modern era of marketing 
research. 

In the United States - according to a survey conducted by the 

American Marketing Association in 1973, Twedt (45] declared that: 
"it was found that 52 per cent of the catrpanies producing consumer 

and industrial goods with annual sales of less than $50,000,000 don't 

have marketing research departments, while 48 per cent only have 

such research departments. on the other hand, '54 per cent of the 
large industrial firms with annual sales over $50,000,000 have 

marketing research departments, while 46 per cent do not have such 
departments". 

However, Horne et al. [46] stated that "from the relatively crude 
and elementary methodologies practised by the pioneer social and 
cannercial investigators, marketing research has approached the 
level of a profession. It has responded to two important pressures: 
external and internal. The former relates to the changing and more 
complex needs of marketers for reliable data, the latter refers to 
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the consistent imporvements which have characterised the practice 
of marketing research". 

Today, sophisticated methods of collecting, processing, and 

evaluating data have transformed the whold process of survey 
investigation. "Management science, operations research, systems 

engineering, econometrics and computer science contributions have 

resulted in more scientific marketing research approaches, more 
timely, applicable information and improved market decision 

making". [47] The scope of marketing research, then, is virtually 
limitless. Baker [48] argues that "Essentially, marketing 

research seeks to provide answers to five basic questions: Who? 

What? When? Where? and How? The associated question Why? extends 
inquiry into the area of socio-psychology and is sometimes 
distinguished as a_ separate field known as a motivation research". 

In practice, he said, "marketing research is usually concentrated 

on a limited number of recurrent problems, often on a continuous 
basis. He classifies the types of research as follows. 

Market research: 

"The size and nature of the market in terms of the age, sex, 
incase, occupation and social status of consumers; the geograph- 
ical location of potential consumers; the market shares of major 
competitors, i. e. brand share analysis; the structure, ccxnposition 
and organisation of distributive channels serving the market; and 
the nature of econanic and other environmental trends affecting the 

structure of the market". 

In tourism, a firm or a country gets enough information about 
every tourist; his name and address, sex, nationality, price paid 
for the tour, duration of the trip, meals offered, hotel class. 
Also, the study should include the structure of the tourist market, 
its size and segments, and the firm's or the country's market share 
canpared with the competitors' market share. The analysis should 
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also concentrate on international markets which export tourists, 

and the firm's or country's long and short term opportunities in 
these markets. 

Sales research: 

"Determination of territorial variation in sales yield; the 

establishment and revision of sales territories; sales call 
planning; measurement of the effectiveness of salesmen; 
evaluation of sales methods and incentives; cost-benefit analysis 
of physical distribution systems; and retail audits". 

In tourism, the information about the tourists, i. e. age, sex, 
income, etc., provide the basic elements for comprehensive analysis 
for the canpany or the country sales by territory, group of tourists, 
individual tourist, and sales agent. These analysis lead a firm 

or a country to recognise the. profitability in every tour or seg- 
ment and helps it to identify the most efficient and profitable 
category of tours or market segments, so that it can concentrate its 

promotional activities on those particular tours or segments. 

Product research: 

"Analysis of competitive strengths and weaknesses of existing 
products, i. e. one's own and one's competitors; investigation of 
new uses for existing products; product concept testing; packaging 
research; and variety reduction". 

In tourism, Burkart (491 defines the tourist product as "Every 

service provided to a tourist starting from the time of departure 
fron his hcme country, until his arrival back. This includes 
transportation, accormodation, meals, excursions and other services 
offered to a tourist during his tour". He stresses the import- 
ance of marketing research in developing the tourist product when 
he states that "The tourist product is identified in broad terms, 
usually as a result of extensive market research. In the case of a 
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new tourist product, market research findings will be a principal 

source; in the case of an existing product, there will be past 

experience available as well". 

Advertising research: 

"Copy research; media research; and measurement of 

advertising effectiveness". 

Business econanics: 

"Input-output analysis; short- and long-range forecasting, 

i. e.. based on trends analysis; and price and profit analysis". 

Export marketing research: 

"Any or all the above, where relevant". 

Motivation research: 

"Although research in most of the above areas is concerned 

with the recording of fact, qualitative research into the nature 

of attitudes and opinions is also appropriate in a number of 
instances, e. g. product concept testing". 

In tourism, this can be achieved by consumer surveys which are 

a part of custcaer research, which deals with studies in the tourist 
behaviour, whether the ultimate user of a tourist product or a 
retailer. Tourist surveys can help a tourist country to identify 

its customer and his characteristics of age, sex, nationality, 
language and economic status. It can also identify the tourist 

motivation -purpose of trip, factors influencing travel, and his 

behavioural patterns. Through consumer surveys, the tourist 

country can get detailed analysis for the tourist wants and needs of 
meals, type of accanrodation, transportation, entertainments, the 

period he prefers to stay on a tour, excursions required, the 

problems the tourist meets during his tour, and his image about the 
tourist country. 
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This information can help the tourist country to develop its 

strategy on a practical basis and to achieve its objectives through 

the satisfaction of its customers' wants and needs. 

Wahab et al. (501 classified the types of research into 
broadly three types, asking three types of questions: 

Quantitative Qualitative Motivational 

How many tourists will care ? What satisfaction elements? Why? 
Where will they cane from? What dissatisfaction elements? Why? 

How much will they spend? What needs in pre-sales, sales, Why? 
after-sales services? 

What transport? What illusions? Why? 
How many in groups, how What gap between illusion Why? 
many as individuals and reality? 
In what months? What is the ranking of factors Why? 

influencing the buying decision? 

Broken down by stages in the 
life cycle. 

Broken down by segments. 

The above discussion represents an outline of the possible 
scope of research activities, therefore, it will be the subject of 
extensive discussion in the rest of this chapter and the following 

chapter. 

Steps in Marketing Research Process 

The steps of any research, in fact, depend on the type of 
problem of that research. However, the following is a guideline 
to the most usual steps in research. 

1. Identification of the problem. 
2. Designing the research project. 
3. Sampling design. 
4. Preparation of field work. 
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5. Collection of data. 
6. Analysis of data. 
7. Writing a report, including the results and recamiendations. 

Marketing research techniques 

Marketing research is not a stagnant process. Its evolution 
is continuous as a quest of rational explanation of structures, 
attitudes and motivations. Among the great variety of methods used, 
some seem to be widely resorted to because of their advantages and 
easiness, namely: 

(a) Desk research: use of data already existing or being 

collected. 
(b) Field research: collection of information and creation of 

specific input through sample surveys, motivation 

research, and use of models. 

Desk research: includes the collection and analysis of all available 
data, statistics and published information on tourist trends and 

markets. Certain statistical information published by international 

organisations like the UN, wr0, ODCD, IATA, is very useful in help- 

ing national tourist organisations to identify their markets and 
thus to determine prima facie their objectives. Other data and 

statistics may be obtained from trade associations, national tourist 

organisations, carriers, hotel companies, recreation societies, etc. 
Information concerning tourist production, tourist consumption, 
tourist traffic, price indices, influential tour organisers, etc. 
is to be derived fran tourist periodicals, both national and inter- 

national, and from reports published by universities, international 

organisations and tourist exports. 

Secondary analysis - of data derived fran surveys already 
conducted or other sources of data - is a very useful tool in 
undertaking a desk research in tourism. Secondary analysis was 
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introduced as a new instrument of market research in tourism. 

Sc mler and Stegeman [51] stated that "Secondary analysis as a 

research instrument is by no means unknown to market research in the 

tourist industry. In fact, market research in this field began 

with 'desk research' of data provided by the official statistics 
on tourism". They illustrated the advantages of secondary 
analysis when they pointed out that "The most important advantage 
secondary analyses offer to practical market research is their 

profitability. No matter whether secondary analyses are being 

conducted in preparation or for the carplementation of special 
surveys or even instead of new surveys - the cost advantage is 

obvious. Using secondary analysis any new special survey (a survey 
on holiday resorts) can start off with a stock of information on 
basic links between criteria of sociological stratification and 
demand in the tourist industry. This makes it possible to exclude 
fran the research plan all information that is already available and 
to focus the wording of draft questionnaires on information data 

still needed. Secondary analysis may even lead to the detection 

of methodical errors in previous surves, e. g. wording of questions 

- and can this contribute to the preparation of further primary 
surveys. This may quite frequently be the case, since it is often 
impossible to obtain interesting information through direct 

questioning. Naturally, the necessity of breaking up and trans- 
lating the actual research target into test questions implies the 
danger of an unfortunate wording of the test question and this 
in turn may produce answers which are unsatisfactory with regard 
to the research target. If used properly, secondary analysis will 
yield all the results needed for decisions on tourism or focused 

advertising at a considerable saving of time and money. Separate 
national studies are time consuming, fraught with methodological 
difficulties, and expensive. Secondary analysis on the other 
hand, enables one to use existing canparative data without conducting 
new individual national studies. To any one aware of the inter- 
nationalisation of modern tourism, the importance of this ccmparative 
aspect will be readily apparent". 
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In their opinion, there is one limitation to using secondary 

analysis for tourist market research: existing surveys are usually 
domicile interviews and have not been conducted at holiday resorts. 
In addition, there are no surveys on supply in the tourist industry. 

These restrictions, however, they ccament, do not reduce the 

possibilities of secondary analysis. Secondary analysis, to be 

effective, Scmner and Stegenan identified two preconditions. 

First, there must be enough data, which one can fruitfully analyse 
further. 'Second, these data must be accessible to potential 

researchers. They suggested that data banks can meet both pre- 

conditions. 

Field research: means the research work carried out in tourist- 

generating markets itself. It includes many methods among which the 

most common sample surveys, motivation research and the use of models. 

Generally speaking, as compared to consuirer and production 

goods industries, market research (meaning thereby above all 
field research) has been scarce in tourism. These last years, an 
increasing activity could be observed in this field. Yet, 

initiative has been primarily individual and deprived of co- 

ordination. The reasons may stem from the diversity of potential 

tourist market research carriers (national, regional and local 

tourist organisations, travel agencies, hotels, trnasport insti- 

tutions and the like). Moreover, the rich variety of potential 

carriers likely to sponsor market research predominately belong 

to private economy which make it really difficult to obtain an 
overall view of tourist market research undertaken up until now. 

Furthermore, in 1978 Sarbin, President at Travel and Tourism 
Consultants International (521, argued that "The importance of 
effective research in the marketing of tourism has been sadly 
neglected and misunderstood. The value of research has been 

minimised by too many in the industry and I feel certain that no 
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other industry has allocated such a small percentage of revenues 
to research". He identifies the inadequacies of research in 

tourism when he stated that "True, there have been studies conducted, 
but a review of those studies reveals that the large majority of 
them are only of limited use as marketing and management tools. 

Most research into tourism that has been available - in the U. S. at 
least - has generally been conducted by magazines and other publi- 
cations or by individual companies in the travel industry. In both 

cases there are built-in drawbacks". 

Sarbin determines the reasons for the ineffective research in 

tourism when he pointed out that "The primary thrust of research 

sponsored by publications is naturally to promote the use of 

publication as an advertising medium, and the marketing applications 

will tend to be somewhat limited beyond this purpose. Research 

conducted by individual companies or entities has tended to focus 

on immediate problems and to be concerned with current customers, 

such as a carrier's passengers or a country's visitors, rather than 

on the broader market. Also, the methodologies employed in studies 

conducted by a publication, by a travel supplier, or any other 

single organisation, have usually been restricted because of 
budgetary considerations, necessitating the use, for example, of 

self-administrated questionnaires, limited samples, and the like. 

These, in turn, have severely restricted the amount value and use 
of the data obtained". He continued to argue that "Most research 
available in the travel and tourism field has also centered on one- 
time studies, or studies that have been repeated, at least, only 
after an interval of several years. Such studies provide no means 
of tracking the travel market on a continued basis, determining 

trends that affect the sale of the travel product". 

Sarbin provides an example which shows what travel research 
should aim for. First, sound research into the consumer market 
must study the market on a broad scale, covering both present 
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travellers and potential travellers in the market. The data should 
be analysed in terms of the marketing implications for the tourism 
industry and for segments of that industry and the individual 

travel suppliers. The research should employ high level method- 

ology, optimally including in-person interviews and samples large 

enough to be projectable to the entire population being studied 

and to important sub-groups of that population. Research must be 

on-going, tracking the market and alerting a country, a carrier, a 
hotel to indications of change, discriminating carefully between 

temporary fads and actual trends. And research should explore the 

relationship between consumers and travel on all levels, including 

the effects of a wide range of demographic, psychological and 
behavioural characteristics, as well as the underlying values, 

attitudes and motivations of individual consumer segments as they 

relate to all aspects of the travel industry. 

Similarly, Handley and Heape of British European Airways (531, 

referred to the inadequacies which they discovered in travel market 
research data. They argued that "Compared ... to other product 
fields, data on holiday purchasing patterns was very incomplete. 

In the fast-moving consumer goods field, research has produced 
data on purchasing frequency, penetration on purchasing amongst 
the population and brand-switching within the product field. In 
the holiday market this data gap has been filled by implication, 

unsubstantiated theories or plain guesswork". 

They explained the reasons for the ineffective research in the 
travel industry in Great Britain when they stated that "The travel 
industry in Great Britain is made up of many different interests, 

a large number of which are small, uncoordinated and unaware of 
how to conduct and use market research. The small size of many 
companies has meant only small research budgets and a very limited 
staff of research specialists. There has been a tendency for much 
of the research on the holiday market to be demographic in character, 
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rather than behavioural or motivational - not because the need 

for the latter does not exist - but because other data require- 

ments have had priority. In addition, the structure of the 

industry has also meant that research has been largely concentrated 

on the competitive position of individual operators within the 

holiday market, rather than on the mechanics of the total market 
itself. One of the major difficulties in researching the holiday 

market, particularly the abroad market, is the problem of locating 

the sample. For abroad holidays, the annual purchase is restricted 

to 10% of the GB population. Technical and cost problems 

associated with minority sampling have been a further restraint. 

Also, the relative infrequency of holiday taking has tended to 

restrict holiday market research to a considering single purchase, 

or purchases within a 12 month period". 

Supporting the above views, in 1972 a sample survey was con- 
ducted by Industrial Facts and Forecasting Company, London, among 
three groups - tour operators, travel agents and 'other interested 

parties' such as hotel groups, airlines, shipping lines and 
National Tourist Organisations 1541. The study was based on 63 

telephone interviews in Britain, 53 in Germany, 27 in Italy and 17 
in France. The objectives of the study were to assess to what 

extent market research is actually used in the tourist industry, 

what it is used for, and what it will be used for in the next two 

to three years. The main findings of the study can be classified 
into two main groups as follows: 

A. The extent to which market research is currently used: - 

1. Existence of market research departments and offices. 
2. Types of projects carried out. 
3. How the field research is done. 
4. What research is used for. 
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B. The future: - 

1. Market research budget. 

2. Changes in the market research department. 

3. Use of market research in the future. 

In the following, we will shed sane light on these findings 

which show the status of marketing research in the tourist industry. 

A. Current use of market research: 

1. Market research offices and departments 

a. Tour operators: In Great Britain one out of every four 

tour operators has a market research officer and/or a market 

research department. In Germany, eight of the twenty-seven tour 

operators interviewed claimer] to have a market research officer 

and/or department. 

b. Travel agents: Not one of the travel agencies interviewed 
in Britain have a market research officer and/or a market research 
department, and only one of the thirteen interviewed in Germany 

claimed to have a market research officer. In Italy, however, 

the pattern is rather different, and ten of the nineteen travel 

agents interviewed claimed to have a market research officer. 

C, Other groups:, (airlines, hotels, shipping lines, national 
tourist organisations, etc. ) The number with a market research 
officer or department is relatively small in Britain (five out of 
fifteen), Germany (four out of thirteen). Five out of eight inter- 

viewed in Italy claim to have a market research officer. Two of 
the four tourist offices and carriers interviewed in France have a 
market research officer or department. 
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2. Types of research undertaken 

The types of research were: operations research using own 
figures; desk research; field research with own customers; 
field research with potential customers; research into new 

capital ventures; and other market research. Perhaps the most 

surprising figure is the relatively larger number in Britain (10 

out of 38 tour operators, 9 out of 10 travel agents) - and 
Germany - (15 out of 27 tour operators, 10 out of 13 travel agents, 
4 out of 13 other groups) who do no market research whatsoever - 
not even analysing their own internal figures. A higher proportion 

of those interviewed in Italy than those interviewed in Britain 

and Germany claim to do field research. Italian organisations in 

the tourist trade seem to be more active in analysing their own as 
well as outside figures than their counterparts in Britain and 
Germany. Looking at Britain and Germany only, it would seem as if 

more tourist research - both field and desk research - is done in 
Britain than in Germany. 

3. How the field research is done 

a. Personal, telephone or postal: As many of the projects 
were among existing customers where good lists are available, it is 
found that postal questionnaires were the most frequently used 
method of obtaining the information, followed by personal and 
telephone interviews. In Britain, there is already a relatively 
high use of telephone interviews, whereas only one used telephone 
interviewing in Germany. In Italy, most of the work was done by 
personal interview. In most cases, however, the maximum number of 
interviews done was 200. This was specially true for travel agent. 
In France, nearly all the work was done through postal/self 
completion questionnaires. 

b. Use of outside companies: Use of market research 
specialists rather than the canpany's own internal resources is 
still very low in all four countries - especially among tour 
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operators where less than one in five have used outside specialist. 
The majority of those doing field research, use their own staff. 
This could, to some extent, be due to the cost of using an outside 
research campany and to some extent to the fact that a large 

proportion of the field work was done by postal and telephone 
interviewing - types of research that can easily be handled by a 
carpany's own staff as they do not require many interviewers. 

Another contributing factor to the low use of outside research 

caTpanies could be summarised in the phrase used by one respondent, 
"They do not understand travel problems; they seen to think it 

just like selling a can of soup". 

c. Wham interviewed: Tour operators and the group consisting 
of airlines, hotels, tourist offices, etc. were asked whether they 
interviewed the travelling public or travel agents. Many did both, 

and the majority did interview the travelling public. A large 

number also interviewed that very important link between the buyer 

and the seller, the travel agent. 

4. What field research is used for 

In Britain, the main uses of market research were: for assess- 
ing market characteristics which include characteristics of 
customers, the size of different markets and reasons for travelling 
to specific destinations; forecasting demand for different 
holidays; planning future activities; promotional activities; and 
retiming of charter and scheduled flights. 

In Germany, the main uses of market research were: to assist 
in developing advertising and prcnotional activities; to develop/ 
change pricing policy; developing new projects (including hotel 
location studies); and assessing custai r requirements regarding 
type of holiday, length of holiday, and destination. 
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In Italy, the main uses of market research were: to improve 

services based on opinions of clients; developing new projects/ 
opening new offices; to assist in developing advertising and 

prarotional activities; to design itineraries in accordance with 

client preference; and finding out how to sell 'mass tourism'. 

In France, the main uses of market research were: developing 

new services and holidays for clients; improving the services 

offered to clients; to assist in deciding on advertising level 

and media choice; and annual follow-up of major study done three 

years ago. 

B. The future: 

1. Research budget 

Respondents were asked whether they have an annual budget or 

cne based on a pre-project basis. 14 out of 63 respondents inter- 

viewed in Britain (7 tour operators and 7 'others') claim to have 

an annual budget. When asked to specify the size of the budget, 

8 refused on the basis that it is information they would prefer 

not to disclose to a market research company. Of the remaining 6, 

3 have a budget of between £25,000 and £100,000 each. The numbers 

with a budget for market research in other countries were: 
16 out of 53 in Germany, 6 out of 27 in Italy, and 4 out of 17 in 

France. 

2. Changes in market research arrangement 

Only 7 of the 63 interviewed in Britain, and 10 of the 52 
interviewed in Germany, claim that they are planning changes in their 
use (or non-use) of market research. The changes anticipated were: 
expanding from one man to a larger department; closer integration 

with marketing division; get more experts to help with surveys; 
starting a market research department; evaluate doing own market 
research rather than using an agency; using group's own consultancy 
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to do market research; and do closer analysis of specific areas 
(e. g. student travel to Africa) rather than general research. 

In Italy, only one claimed to be planning a change - extending 
the scope of the department to be able to do better research into 

pranoting and developing mass travel. 

In France, four claimed to be planning changes - two said that 

they will change as the company grows; one did not want to go into 

detail about the change and one said they will make more use of the 

marketing department of their parent company. 

3. Use of market research in future 

Wo questions were asked: "What are the main areas concerning 
your market research where you feel there is a lack of information? "; 

and "How do you think market research can help you in the next two 
to three years? " To summarise the situation, there was a fairly 
large degree of ignorance of the kind of information that could 
improve their knowledge of the market. Many of the operators and 
carriers and tourist organisations need some help in determining 

what information they need, how this could help them in planning 
and how they could get the information. 

Despite the findings of this study which show the lower status 
of marketing research in the tourist industry, in recent years, 
national sample surveys covering holiday habits pertaining to 
nation are undertaken continuously (55]. Every year, English travel 
movement is analysed by a so-called Passenger Survey under the 
sponsorship of the Board of Trade. This inquiry covers some 250,000 
interviews made in air and seaports with travellers from and to 
England. 

Criteria range fran sociological factors to resorts preferred, 
means of transport, travel expenses. The International Passenger 
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Survey is undertaken continuously by the Department of Industry. 
It measures international movements to and from the United Kingdom. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, a repeated hare inquiry dealt 

with vacation travels by the West German population. Question- 

naires are put with 200,000 households, which corresponds to a 

microcensus of 1%. Apart from sociological stratification 

criteria, the survey refers to resort areas, migration intra and 

extra muros, period and means of transport among others. 
Additional examples of tourist, sample surveys on a national level 

could be found in studies such as those launched on Frenchmen's 

holiday habits by the national institute for econanic studies called 
INSEE, and yearly by the German scientific research institute for 

tourism at the University of Munich. Similar national tourist 

sample surveys are increasing in many other countries. 

In summary, fran the above discussion, we can say that no doubt 

that marketing research in tourism is growing and still needs further 

development. However, we can conclude that confusion has been 

caused by the term 'market research' being rather loosely used to 

describe the full range of activities covered by 'marketing 

research'. Generally, although the importance of marketing 

research, effective research in tourism has been neglected. 

This may be due to the small size of most companies working in the 
field, poor coordination among them and the budgetary considerations. 
Also, many companies still do not appreciate the importance of 
marketing research in the marketing planning process, and the 

others which did, understood it in a limited scope. If tourism is 
to flourish and grow, it must understand the society it moves and 
entertains as never before, and it must watch and track the changes 
as they occur. And it can do this only through marketing research. 

Having examined the tool (marketing research) which provides 
the data base for the whole process of marketing planning, the study 
steps forward to establish a marketing strategy for tourism. 
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Establishing a Marketing Strategy for Tourism 

Introduction 

As we concluded earlier, to establish a marketing strategy 

for tourism, requires the answers to three basic questions: 

first, where are we now?; ' second, where do we want to go?; 

and third, how do we get fran where we are to where we want to go? 

To answer the first question: Where are we now? First, we 

will analyse the tourist market in general where the/demand on 

tourism and its supply will be examined. Second, the way in 

which tourists behave in this market will be investigated. 

Third, the major segments making up this market will be the 

subject of an extpensive discussion. To this end, opportunities 

and threats in the tourist market can be identified, and a target 

market can be determined. This leads us to answer the second 

question; where do we want to go?, where the objectives of 

marketing tourism will be discussed. The next chapter will be 

devoted to answering the third question. 

General Analysis of the Tourist Market 

An understanding of markets is the starting point for all 

marketing planning and action. Therefore, we will consider the 

general concept of a market first before turning to examine its 

nature, 

The concept of a market 

The term 'market' has acquired many usages over the years. 
Kotler (561 illustrates its evolution by providing three defin- 
itions as follows. 
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1. one of the earliest usages is that a market is a physical place 

where buyers and sellers gather to exchange goods and services. 

2. To an economist, a market describes all the buyers and sellers 
involved in actual or potential transactions over some good and 

service. The economist is interested in describing and evaluating 

the structure, conduct, and performance of the market. Market 

structure describes the number and size distribution of buyers and 

sellers, the degree of product differentiation, and entry barriers. 

Market conduct describes how firms set their policies on product 
development, pricing, selling, and advertising. Market performance 
describes the level of efficiency and innovation of a firm's 

operation and the major results achieved in sales and profits. 

3. To a marketer, a market is the set of all individuals and organ- 
isations who are actual and potential buyers of a product or service. 
Thus, the marketer limits market to mean the buyer side of the 

economist's definition of a market; the seller side is called the 
industry or competition. The marketer wants to know several 
things about the market, such as its size, purchasing power, needs 
and preferences. 

These concepts of a market will be the subject of further 
discussion by examining the nature of a tourist market. 

Nature of a tourist market 

The tourism market is a market where fundamental laws of market 
economy play a dominant role. The reason for this resides in the 
fact that tourism involves movement of people in pursuit of the 
tourist 'product'. Still, after the emergence of huge tour operat- 
ors, people cannot be 'pushed' to go to a certain destination but 
rather induced, convinced or tempted to choose that particular 
destination. In such a case, each will have his own reasons to 
visit this or that country, or region, among which price might be one. 
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Thus, the individualistic character of tourist, whether travelling 
individually or in groups, dictates a policy that should be 'market- 

oriented' and not 'product-oriented'. This necessitates a care- 
ful study and detailed information collection about the actual 

and potential markets. As the market forces are multifold and 
their impact varies in time and space, a profound market analysis 
is imperative not only to individualise the opportunities available 
(as goals to be reached), but also to be acquainted with the market 
forces, their characteristics, intensity and conditioning power. 
Wahab (57] has discussed these market forces which can be presented 
as follows. 

1. Legal factors: The legal provisions governing the tourist 

market are of great importance as they determine the possibilities 
of using those markets. As an example, if in a certain country 
rigid limitations are imposed by law on people travelling abroad 
for economic reasons, it is only logical that such a country does 

not constitute a good tourist-generating market and therefore 
it might be a waste to spend any money or promotion there. 

Holiday structure patterns of independent and organised travel, 

and working conditions also have a great influence on the tourist 

market. 

2. Political factors: Political conditions play a significant 
role in tourism. As no sizeable tourism movement could be 

expected to a region or country where political tensions or military 
clashes exist, tourist-generating country could also be affected by 
bad political conditions. moreover, political relations between 
tourist-generating countries and tourist-receiving countries have 
an impact upon the tourist movement frcxn the former to the latter. 
This is not to suggest that tourist traffic will cane down to zero 
when diplomatic relations are cut off between two countries, but it 
certainly would be greatly hampered or reduced. For example, as 
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we observed in the previous chapter, the arrival of tourists fran 

Arab countries to Egypt has been greatly reduced when diplomatic 

relations between Egypt and Arab countries were cut off due to the 

Israeli-Egyptian Peace Agreement. 

3. Technological factors: Good accessibility to the destination 

area and diversity of transport means exert an influence on the 

expansion of tourist traffic from one point to another. Auto- 

mation, mass information media and computers have an affect on 
information handling and dissemination. The length of holidays 

and leisure facilities also contribute to the orientation of the 

particular market towards tourism as a leading form of leisure-time 

spending. 

4. Cultural factors: Among the most effective tourist-shaping 
forces, education, custom and knowledge about other parts of the 

world figure most highly. Thus, it is safe to say that travel 
is more prevalent in cultured societies and among the most educated 
people in such societies. Moreover, the significant features in 

population canposition, geographical distribution and family 

characteristics should be taken into consideration in any market 
study, as they reflect the future shape of consumer markets. 

5. Econanic factors: Market analysis cannot be canplete without 
investigation into the economic factors prevailing in the market. 
These factors include inane levels and distribution of income, 
individual consumption, family budgets and spending habits, saving 
and financing holidays, rate of development or expansion of 
travelling abroad, inflation, oil prices, etc. 

The above factors show the environmental framework of market 
analysis whereby opportunities and threats of that market can be 
identified. However, the planner should be alert and sensitive 
to the winds of change in the tourist market so that his planning 
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for the future can be more effective. Consumers are a fickle 

group, and the consumers of tourism are perhaps even more fickle 
than most. In a very real sense, destinations come and destinations 

go. What is popular with the travelling public today may be an 

anathema to the travelling public tomorrow. We live in a period 

of enormous and rapid change where the continuous analysis of the 

tourist market is very crucial. To meet the challenge of appealing 

to and satisfying the international traveller, Sarbin [58) stresses 

on the analysis of the tourist market as constituted from customers. 
He argues that "... we must, of course, have the product to offer 
him, the infrastructure, the transportation, the hotels, the 

attractions. But it is not enough to develop a product with a 

broad appeal. We must do a better job of understanding the 

consumer - his likes, dislikes, attitudes, values, fears and 

expectations. We must not only know what the tourist wants and 

will respond to, but what he does not want and will not respond to". 

To study the consumer, Sarbin declared that "... we must be 

constantly aware, however, that the market for travel is not 
homogeneous. There are many different consumer segments and 

each consumer segment may present its own special problems as 

well as its attitudes and needs ... Consumer segments can be 

analysed in a number of different ways". 

Similarly, Marris (59] illustrates the way to analyse the 

consumers by providing many headings - Where they cane fran?; 

How they found out about you?; What attracts than to you, to the 
locality?; What they do or buy?; the proportion on holiday, 
business, social trips; their sex, age, social groups, party size; 
Spending pattern; Duration of Stay; Frequency of visit; Node of 
travel". 

To identify the steps of studying the consumer, Wahab et al. (60] 

pointed out that "The study of the needs and motivations of actual 
and potential tourists in every market involves a preliminary study 
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first and then a qualitative and quantitative study of the market. 

1. Preliminary study: If a given country is prepared for receiv- 

ing tourists of cne type of tourism - cultural, recreational or 

congress - it should not limit itself to studying the market for 

that type of tourism only. Generally speaking, tourism is a 

product that corresponds to a need, and this need for travel may 

be met by different kinds of tourist supply. Therefore, it might 

be advisable to conduct a preliminary survey of the market in order 

to sense its vocation and potentiality, to know how many people in 

that market travel abroad and for what reasons. Then a market 

segmentation should be made in order to determine the behaviour 

groups within that market is so far as income, social class, age, 

sex, and geographical localities are concerned. 

2. Then, a qualitative and quantitative study should be carried 

out in order to fully identify this particular market segment. 

They added another two dimensions to market analysis: 

competition analysis and distribution channels analysis. 

Canpetition analysis; The study of canpetitive forces acting 

on the market is very important. A detailed study of the points of 
tourist attraction in other countries which have a certain appeal 
to the customers is essential, as well as the publicity media 

employed by those countries, their volume of tourist traffic, 

prices of package tours and, more generally, accommodation rates, 
transport means, etc., in high and low seasons, their marketing 

strategy, etc. 

Distribution channels analysis: A detailed. study of 
distribution channels in the market is necessary. This involves 

a study of classical and non-classical channels (wholesalers, 

travel agencies, carriers, trade unions, universities, etc. ) 

dealing with each of the cccrceting countries. The questions, 
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Why are these agencies interested in selling those countries?; 

What are their incentives?; How do they address themselves to the 

market?, etc., are very important to consider. A historical 

research to determine the trends of past developments is also 

necessary because in the light of these past trends it is possible 
to foresee what the patterns for the future will be. Considering 

that tourism distribution channels are not only wholesalers, 

carriers and travel agencies (which account for some 70% of inter- 

national tourist traffic in general), it is also necessary to 

study the tourist activities of social tourism organisations like 

factories, companies, universities, unions, clubs, as well as 

professional tourism organisations (automobile and touring clubs) 
in the market. Once these surveys have been conducted, they argue 
that it is necessary to analyse the volume of turnover and 

proportion of each of the total outgoing tourist traffic and even 
domestic tourism in the market under consideration. In their 

view, these data serve to build traffic charts for the market which 

would show the distribution channels analysis of the market in 

order to afford a decision on the circuit or circuits best suited 
for marketing the country's tourist product. 

From an economic view, Markovic and Unkovic [61]stressed the 
demand and the supply of tourism when researching the tourist 

market. They pointed out that "The experience that has been 

gained so far indicates that the destination research on the part 
of demand must be conducted in three main directions as follows. 

Firstly, it is necessary to research objective factors on 
which the formation of the demand itself is depending, regardless 
of its subjective propensities, which are based on needs, wis7S , 
habits, etc. what is involved is thus the research of condins 
in an environment in which there has been registered or in which 
we may expect the tourist demand as potential magnitude. These 
objective factors are the national income and the consumer expend- 
iture, the spare time, the coefficient of urbanisation, the degree 
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of motorisation, etc. 

The second stream of research has to do with subjective factors 

in the demand generation, which may became manifest only if there 

exist favourable objective factors and only to the-extent to which 
the latter work. These subjective factors comprise the propensity,! 
listed above, which derives from the feeling that one needs sane 
tourist recreation. It may be connected also to other tourist 

needs which stem from wishes, habits or other motives such as 
imitation, fashion and the like. All these subjective factors, 

together bear on the motives of tourist movements, which are very ;, 
important for the reconnaissance of the market. These researches 

are aimed at the identification of the market potential. fi 

The third stream of research should highlight the tourist 
demand under the aspect of its physical properties and the tourist 
behaviour, thereby, quantitative and qualitative features of demand} 

which stem particularly from its following structures: physical 
structure (age, sex, health); national structure; organisational j 

structure (in terms of the way in which the travel is organised; 
individual travels, groups, beneficiaries of tourist agencies 
services, etc. ); structure in terms of the category of accamro- 
dation; socio-econanic structure (in terms of the magnitude and 
structure of the tourist expenditure); seasonal distribution; 

physical distribution. In their opinion, "the first two streams o' 
research have to do with the identification of the potential demand 
in the first place, while the third stream of research has to do 

with the effective demand, i. e. of demand of tourists who have 
already made up their minds with regard to the place and the way 
in which they are going to satisfy their tourist needs. It is for 
this matter that a large part of the research may be conducted in 
the tourist regions and in various facilities of the tourist supply. 
By the above researches, the main market segments will be 
identified, on which the marketing strategy should be based". 

i 

Jýp. a 
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However, they added, "alongside of these investigations, the 

research has to be channelled also on the part of the tourist 

supply. To research all the main groups of factors which 

constitute the complex tourist supply. These are groups of 

attractive, transportational and receptive factors. A special 

emphasis must be placed on the competitive position of supply. 
The most indicator in this context is the relationship of the 

quantity and quality of tourist services and goods in supply to 

their prices". 

As an example, Markovic and Unkovic[621 referred to a study 

conducted by the Econanist Intelligence Unit in 1972 for the 

Yugoslavia Marketing Research Institute, to examine Yugoslavia's 

position in connection with the size and nature of the tourist 
i 

demand of the countries such as: West Germany, Austria, Italy, j 

Great Britain and France, to meet the tourist demand of these 

countries. The study was based on interviews with key repres- 

entatives of many organisations in various countries such as tour 

operators, travel agents, carriers, International hotel and tourist 
facility supplying organisations, and national organisations in the 
field of tourism. The study examined generally the following 

elements of demand in these countries: 

1. The trend of the tourist traffic (the number of tourists 
from the countries listed above who travelled abroad 
during the past 5 to 10 years and the number of 'nights 

spent', their total number as well as their interest in 

various countries). 
2. The trend of the overall tourist expenditure and its 

attitude towards various countries. 
3. The most important socio-econanic characteristics of 

tourists from the countries listed above who travel 
abroad (age, annual income, education, profession, etc. ). 
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4. The main motives and the purpose of travelling abroad. 
5. Seasonal variations. 

6. The relationship of individual travels abroad to travel 
in groups. 

7. The relative share of various modes of travel with 

regard to various countries. 

8. The requirements of tourists from various countries in 

terms of: quality of accamiodation and food, entertain- 

ment and recreational facilities, conditions of travel, 

prices of tourist services, etc. 

l 
Another part of the study dealt specifically with the tourist; 

demand towards Yugoslavia as a tourist destination. Attention 

was paid to the most important elements of the tourist danand as 
follows. 

1. The attitude of tourists fran various countries towards 

travelling to Yugoslavia if canpared to travels into other 

well-known countries such as: Italy, Spain and Austria or 
travels into other Balkan countries. 

2. outstanding socio-econanic characteristics of foreign 

tourists from various countries who visit Yugoslavia, if 

compared to those who visit other countries. 
3. Motives and purpose of travel of foreign tourists fran 

various countries to Yugoslavia. 
4. The degree to which the tourist supply of Yugoslavia can 

meet the requirements of tourists fran various countries 
(accommodation and food, prices of services, tourist 

attractions, entertainment and recreation, etc). 
5. The relationship of foreign tourists visiting Yugoslavia who 

travel individually to those travelling in groups. 
6. Typical segments of tourists from various countries visiting 

Yugoslavia. 
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7. Plans and intentions of large tour operators and travel 

agents in terms of the development of the corresponding 
number of travel programmes, inclusive of Yugoslavia for the 

next 2 to 3 years. 
8. An assessment of the efficiency of the promotional policy 

of Yugoslavia in the market of various countries, if 

ampared to other tourist countries, etc. 

The nature of the tourist demand in various countries and its 

attitude towards Yugoslavia will provide the groundwork on which 

short-term forecasts and medium-term projections may be prepared 
in terms of the expected tourist traffic and the tourist expenditure 

of tourists from various countries in Yugoslavia. 

Another example, in 1974, a market research was undertaken 
by the Irish Tourist Board [63] in order to provide a factual 

platform on which marketing and development of Lisdoonvarna could 
be based. The study examined the market by looking specifically 

at the following issues: 

1. The seasonality of demand and its effect on the 

utilisation of registered acct mcdation. 
2. The extent to which private hares accarmodation is 

used rather than registered accarirodation; whether 
these forms of accarmodation are diverting business 

away from formal accannodation, or merely providing 
a stop-gap in periods of excessive demand. 

3. What type of visitor is attracted - where they come 
from, their socio-econanic status, age group, party 
type, etc. 

4. Equally important, what are their primary motivations 
for holidaying in Lisdoonvarna. 
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5. The images, and opinions relating to the resort in 

order to indicate positive aspects of Lisdoonvarna 

that might be exploited, to pinpoint its weaknesses 

and to identify those segments of the population that 

offered the greatest potential. 

To forecast the demand and market share in tourism, traditional 

and modern techniques have been applied. In the Ski industry, for 
instance, one of the earliest studies was a Master's Thesis 

carpleted at the University of Utah by Jenesen in 1964 (641. 

Jenesen based his forecasts on 4,000 questionnaires of which there 

were 466 useful responses. His method was to convert the 

originally Michigan skier survey characteristics to skier days { 
based upon Utah population demographics. The Jenesen thesis 

does illustrate three major problems facing those researchers who 

today seek to forecast or model the ski industry'. 

1. Survey data, while very costly, are also quite unreliable for 

forecasting purposes. There simply is not a reliable cross- 

sectional and time series data base available for such forecasts. 
[This does not imply that survey data are not valuable for 

descriptive purposes]. 

2. Characteristics found and measured among the population in one 
geographic area are not immediately projectable to those in another 
area. The resident skier in the Midwest may be considerably 
different from the resident skier in the mountain states. 

3. Supply characteristics and development policies in one region 
(even the proportion of public-to-private land suitable for ski area 
development) influences demand for skiing in other regions. 

A far more extensive study was published by Herrington in 
1967 [65]. The Herrington study focused upon both ski area capacity 
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and skier demand. Beyond the data presented by Herrington, 

perhaps his most significant contribution to the forecasting 
1 

literature was as a consequence of his break with past tradition 

evidenced by his incorporation of regression techniques to attempt 
to explain the growth in skier visits. 

Recently, more sophisticated techniques are applied in fore- 

casting the future demand in the ski industry, such as multiple 

regression techniques (66]. 

To summarise, the above discussion showed that, in tourism, 

the market has been viewed from both marketer and economist views. 
while the marketer limits the tourist market to mean the buyer side 
(tourists or demand), the economist expands the market to include 

buyers and sellers (demand and supply ). The marketer studies the 

sellers as competition or the industry. We examined the tourist 

market in general. 
(owever, to formulate a marketing strategy on 

a reliable base, perhaps it is fairly logical to deepen the analysis 
into the tourist behaviour: his motivation to travel abroad, his 

attitudes and images towards particular tourist destinations, life 

style, habits, decision timing, etc., all of which influence the 

decision-making process of the tourist customer. And due to the 

fact that markets consist of customers, and customers are likely to 

differ in one or more of the above respects, it may be useful to 

expand the discussion into the area of the tourist market segment- 

ation. 
) 

These issues will be the subject of an extensive analysis. 

* 
Tourism supply will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

-, Ik 
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Analysis of the Tourist Custaner Behaviour 

Introduction 

Most of the research work so far undertaken in the area of 
tourism, has been concerned with the number of tourists that 

travelled to individual countries, their choice of transportation 

and acccmmodation, their length of stay and time of travel, as well 
as their social profile measured in terms of the traditional 

characteristics like sex, age, profession, income, place of 

residence, etc. Past experience, present and future plans have 

been analysed and much basic and indispensable information has 

thus been collected. 

Somewhere in the decision-making process, however, people will, 

each year, have to make a choice between a variety of offers that 

probably surpass the range of choices presented to the consumer in 

any other field. How does the tourist orientate himself and at 
factors determine his choice? This will be the subject of the 

following discussion. 

Tourist motivation 

Why do people engage in tourism? A study of tourist psychology 
and motivation reveals that individuals normally travel for more than 
one reason, and for many, perhaps the majority, tourism is the out- 
cane of a combination of motivations. On the other hand, it should 
be recognised that same are urged to take a holiday for one particular 
reason alone. Those who can afford the time and money frequently go 
to the winter sports for the specific purpose of skiing, skating and 
tobogganing. Many Britons are attracted to the Mediterranean lands 
by the attraction of nothing other than abundant sunshine, blue skies 
and warm seas. Numerous Americans visit Europe just to look at the 
'old homeland' and at such historic centres as London, York, Bruges, 
Amsterdam, Heidelberg, Rome and Venice. 
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McIntosh and Gupta (67) argue that basic travel motivators 

may be grouped into four categories: 

1. Physical motivators, which are related to physical relaxation 

and rest, sporting activities, and specific medical treatment; 

all are connected with the individual bodily health. 

2. Cultural motivators, which are connected with the individual's 

desire to travel in order to learn about other countries and 
their people and their cultural heritage expressed in art, 

music, literature, folklore, etc. 

3. Interpersonal motivators, which are related to a desire to 

visit relatives or friends, or to escape from one's family, 

workmates or neighbours, or to meet new people and forge new 
friendships, or simply to escape from the routine of everyday 
life. 

4. Status and prestige motivators, which are identified with 
needs of personal esteem and personal development; these 

are related to travel for business or professional interest, 
for the purposes of education or the pursuit of hobbies. 

A further sub-division to each of these four groups is given 
by Robinson [68], Doswell [69], Dichter [70], and Burnet [71]. 

However, a combination of their elaboration to the motivators of 
people to engage in tourism, can be presented in eight main reasons 
as follows. 

1. For relaxation and refreshment of body and mind, which is 
becoming even more necessary in modern life with its speed, 
stress and strain. 

2. For health purposes, to secure fresh air and sunshine and 
often winter warmth, and sometimes to take, and bathe in, 
medicated waters or undergo special treetment of a medical 
kind. 
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3. For active participation in a wide variety of sporting 

activities such as walking, mountaineering, skiing, sailing, 

fishing, shooting, surfing, pony-trekking, etc. 

4. For sheer pleasure, fun and excitement; the individual's 

need for pure pleasure is very strong indeed and travel and 

holiday-making form a simple way of satisfying this demand. 

5. For interest in 'foreign parts' especially in places having 

important historical or cultural association's or places 

holding special festivals in art, drama, music, etc. 

6. For interpersonal reasons: to visit one's relatives, to meet 

new people and to seek new friendships, or even to escape for 

a while fran one's usual associates. 
7. For spiritual purposes, as for example, the making of 

pilgrimages to sacred religious sites or holy places. 

8. For professional or business reasons, e. g. attending 

conventions related to the professions, industry or 

commerce, or to same organisation to which the individual 

belongs. 

In examining tourist motivations, Burkart and Medlik [721 

distinguish between two broad categories of travellers: 

The first group ccmprises those who have to visit a particular 

place and includes businessmen and some elements of those who may be 

described as carrion interest travellers such as those visiting 

friends and relatives. This category, the decision to travel, 

where to go and when to go is, to a greater or lesser extent, outside 

their control. They are less influenced by price or distance and 

particularly demand for business travel is relatively price-inelastic, 

that is, not susceptible to price inducements. 

The second group - holiday tourists - have a freedan of choice. 
In their opinion, the tourists in this group decide for themselves 

whether they should apply a part of their incase and a part of their 
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leisure-time to participate in tourism, where to go and, to a 

greater or lesser extent, when to go. Their demand for travel 

is highly price elastic, that is susceptible to price inducements. 

Burkart and Medlik declared that "the reasons for travel away from 

home by businessmen and by others in the first group are self- 

evident. Each may, indeed, be marginally influenced by those 

considerations which affect the second group, the pleasure 

travellers. This may be reflected in the frequency of visits or 
in the considerations of alternatives were they to exist as, for 

example, in the choice of venues for conferences. But no 

particular problem is faced in identifying the motivations". 

In tourism conceived as pleasure or holiday travel, they pointed 

out that "... the reasons are varied and not always clearly evident 

or easily identifiable. It may be said that the prime motivation 
to engage in tourism is to be elsewhere and to escape, however, 

temporarily, the routine, constraints, and stresses of everyday 
life". 

Two main and distinct motivations may be postulated as dcminant 
in the pleasure travel, which have been described by Gray (73] as 

wanderlust and sunlust. 

Wanderlust describes the desire to exchange the known for the 

unknown, to leave things familiar and to go and see different 

places, people, and cultures or relics of the past in places 
famour for their historical monuments and associations, or for 

their current fashions and contributions to society. 

Sunlust generates a type of travel which depends on the 

existence elsewhere of better amenities for a specific purpose than 

are available in the domicile; it is prominent with particular 
activities such as sports and literally with the search for the sun. 
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relates to the degree to which they are likely to be international 

rather than domestic and to the type of facilities required at the 
destination. In a large country both types of desire may be 

satisfied but, on the whole, wanderlust is more likely to be 

international, even in a large country such as the United States. 

Sunlust is more likely to be satisfied in the country of residence, 

except where that country is small. Wanderlust calls for 

facilities geared to transient visitors and for means of movement 

at the destination; sunlust requires facilities for a longer stay 

and for recreation". 

Within the air business - as a means to the accessibility of 
the tourist destination -a multi-country psychological study on 
flight motivation and behaviour was catmissioned by Swissair [741. 

The survey was carried out in Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden and 
the U. K. embracing 360 interviews conducted by psychologically 
trained interviewers, using a semi-structured questionnaire in the 
local languages, each interview of the length of about 2-3 hours. 

Sane of the central results of this study reveal that the main 
satisfactions that people can receive from the flight are: 

1. There is the agreeable symbolism of an elevated existence 
in the sense of something decidedly beyond daily life and, 
naturally, also in the literary sense of 'being elevated'. 

2. There is the agreeable sensation of escaping daily life also 
in the sense of being for sometime in nobody's land and 
taking a holiday from the Ego. 

3. There is the agreeable emotional quality of feeling 

stimulated, enjoying new impressions and discoveries, a 
pleasant emotional crescendo. 

4. There are the indispensable criteria of a good flight: 

comfort and service, not only in the usual hotellerie sense 
but also as the adequate repsonse to passengers' needs of 
a warm, soft, human, protecting and tranquilizing environment. 
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5. There is the agrument of speed, but not so much in the sense 
of perceived physical speed, activity and dynamism than inter- 

preted in the sense of saving time. 
6. There is the whole dimension of prestige, either seen by 

people as social prestige, i. e. elegance, internationality, 

exclusivity, etc., or as existential prestige, i. e. to be 
in fortune's hand and the feel of being in fortune's favour. 

7. There are the aesthetic satisfactions of the outward 

appearance of the aircraft itself (the big silver bird) 

and of the beauty of landscapes, of heaven, of clouds, which 
depends, of course, on finding good weather. 

8. The impressive sexual symbolism of the aircraft itself: 

masculine when seen outwards (as regards metal, technique, 

potency, speed, etc. controlled by a man: the captain), 
feminine when seen inwards (as regards its bearing little 

people in the belly like a kangaroo, confined in a wctnan: 
the hostess). 

On the other hand, the analysis of people's reactions and 
attitudes towards flying clearly shows a considerable psychic 
tension and fear, which can be illustrated as follows. 

1. To be frightened by thinking of the attitude of the flying 

aircraft. 
2. To be frightened by thinking of the real speed of the air- 

craft which is closely associated with the agressiveness and 
danger of too much compressed power and energy. 

3. To be frightened by unexpected movements and noises of the 
aircraft. 

4. To get nervous by being imprisoned in the relatively small 
space of the aircraft interior, to suffer from claustrophobia. 

5. To get oversensibilized, irritable, nervous and agressive 
or to get unnatural, cramped, and rigid -a psychic state 
which reminds the individual of the attitude of an animal's 
death reflex. 
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6. To get unsociable and lonely because no continuous and 

steady social group or camiunication system is given 
(indeed, what people really desire is a calm and maternal 
human presence, a kind of therapeutical treatment which 

cannot be called real social interaction). 

The above study shows both the positive motivations and 

negative motivations towards the flight, which in our view, 
represent a cornerstone in the tourist behaviour, with which the 

marketer of the tourist destination should be concerned. 

In a study conducted by the Irish Tourist Board [75], the 
motivators for holidays in Lisdoonvarna were: a 'restful' holiday 
(26% of all visitors), health reasons 11%, specialist interest 19%, 
lively atmosphere 26%, scenery 5%. 

In 1970, the Hungarian Institute for Market Research of 
Budapest began a series of surveys, repeated every second year, 
to observe the Hungarian people's holiday taking habits (76]. 

The survey revealed that the factors motivating holidays were as 
follows. 

Just over a third (37%) of Hungarians go on holiday in order 
to have a rest. This is true across all age groups except the 
youngest. Other reasons for taking holidays are entertainment 
(24%), to increase knowledge (16%), to became aquainted with 
different types of people (5%). Going on holiday is often ccm- 
bined with a visit to relatives. This type accounts for 7% of 
holidays. Another 7% go on holiday for medical treatment and 3% 
in order to take part in sports. People who take holidays for 
rest and relaxation have rather different requirements and demands 
from those taking holidays for other reasons. People choose the 
type of holiday which is most suitable for their own temperament. 
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A person's age has same bearing upon the type of holiday they are 
looking for, but other demographic characteristics appear to have 

very little influence upon the type of holiday being thought. 

The type of geographical environment in which one stays is one of 
the most important features of the whole holiday. 

While the recognition of the tourist motivators is very 

important to the planner of marketing tourism, on the other hand, 

the recognition of residents attitudes toward tourists is crucial. 

Zehnder [77], Professor in the School of Travel Industry Management 

of Hawaii, has argued that "People in marketing know very well that 

of all the factors which determine pleasure and enjoyment in travel, 

there is none more important than the way travellers are treated by 

the local residents of tourist areas. Their attitudes toward 

tourists are extremely important; for most of us avoid places where 

we are not readily accepted. Simply said, marketing programmes 
fail where rudeness has replaced courtesy and where hostility has 

taken the place of hospitality. Nobody likes to be pushed 

around! " Attitudes and images of tourists toward tourist 

destinations will be the subject of an extensive discussion in the 

next section. 

In summary, the discussion revealed no clear cut distinction 

among the types of tourist motivators. For example, within the 

two main types of pleasure travel - sunlust and wanderlust - 
variations exist, from a desire for quiet and seclusion to centres 

of activity, fran canplete relaxation to constant activity, fran 
£reedan and independence to organised activity. A journey to a 
resort in a foreign country motivated by sunlust contains an element 
of satisfaction of wanderlust; conversely, a tourist seeking to 

satisfy his wanderlust also expects sane of the amenities of a 

resort holiday. moreover, a tourist, his original motivators are 
an attendance to a conference, to visit friends or relatives, also 
expects same of the amenities of a holiday resort. As a result, 
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the travel market at any time is highly fragmented. Furthermore, 

people do not necessarily display constant motivations and the 

same people may buy different tourist products at different times. 

In conclusion, it seems that whilst the long-term deter- 

minants of tourism can be identified with sane certainty, and 
whilst they show a high degree of stability over a long period of 
time, motivations to tourism are less precise and tend to change 

more frequently. We can describe the 'Who, when, where, and how' 

of tourism, the economic and social characteristics of tourists 

and their behaviour; we are far less confident in assessing and 

predicting their gratification. The question of why is not 

clearly answered. Therefore, the importance of motivation 

research in the field of tourism cannot be denied. It is, as 
Smith [78) said, "used to guide strategy: product facility 

strategy; marketing strategy; cammnications strategy. it 

serves that purpose because motivation research exposes the 
dynamics of consumer behaviour. And in so doing it affords a 

platform for devising programmes responsive to the needs which 
impel consumers to behave as they do". 

Images and attitudes of tourist 

Apart from the marketing planner's need to study the tourist 
decision-making process in more detail in order to assess the 

relative importance of the various factors like price, climate, 
general types of vacations wanted, etc., it can probably be taken 
for granted that the ideas, expectations, experiences, and pre- 
judices people have about individual countries and nations, types 
of holiday resorts, carriers, travel organisations, and types of 
acct miodation, will play an important part in these considerations. 

Hans [791 has distinguished between two major types of approach 
on the part of consumers in order to reach a decision, which 
regulate the sequence of choices: 
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1. Consumers may proceed by deciding first to which 

country or type of resort, or even to which particular 

place they want to go and then choose the means of 

getting there. 

2. They may start with collecting information presented 
by some organisation and then make their choices among 

the various offers put forward by this particular 

organisation. 

In his judgement, both groups will be influenced in their 

various choices by many images, which can be grouped as follows: 

The image of countries and nations: 

Hans indicated that "Sane investigations have been concerned 

with the images of particular countries. This does not only 

concern the geographic features like mountains, rivers, lakes, 

seaside, forests, plains, etc., which are of a different attract- 
iveness to people, as they offer particular opportunities to follow 

individual hobbies like mountaineering, fishing, swimming, etc., 

or the climate with the likelihood of good weather, various degrees 

of warmth, etc., or the offer of educational or cultural grati- 
fications like historical places, churches, castles, town-halls, 

museums, medical houses and the like, or special occasions like 

music festivals, theatre performances, etc. It is also influenced 

by economic considerations like the rate of exchange, the relative 

cheapness or expensiveness of meals and accambdation and by the 
laws of the country, e. g. with regard to the sale of alcoholic 
beverages, the opening hours of restaurants, inns and bars, or - 
as in the case of Great Britain - left-hand traffic, etc. In some 
cases, e. g. Eastern European countries, some African, Asian, Middle 

and South American countries, political apprehensions may enter the 
picture". He added, "food and comfort expectations will vary from 

country to country and will make individual countries more or less 
desirable places to stay for holidays". 
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Closely connected with the country image, and almost 
inseparable from it, is the national image, i. e. the ideas, 

prejudices, etc., about the people living in the various countries. 
In Hans's opinion, "It not only contains dimensions that lead to 
individual degrees of sympathy or antipathy, but also rather 

general aspects like the assessment of the political relations 
between governments, the treatment of relevant subjects in news- 

papers and the resulting expectations of generally friendly, or 

reserved, attitudes of the population as a whole". 

The importance of this image is very much dependent on the 

expectations to what extent the individual tourist may care into 

contact with the people living in the country where he intends to 

spend his holiday and the degree he is able to speak the language 

of the country visited or expects the inhabitants of that country 
to speak his an language, respectively sane foreign language 

spoken by both partners. Even if contacts with the population 
in general are less expected, the general ideas about the 
behaviour of officials like customs officers, police, etc., and of 

personnel in hotels, restaurants, etc., may still be relevant in 

this context. 

Similarly, when Lott [80] wanted to find out how many German 
holiday travellers will probably spend their holidays in a certain 
foreign country, he identified the factors influencing the last 

year's number of travellers. Lott distinguished two groups of 
factors, i. e. 'inside factors', factors lying in Germany, and 
'outside factors', factors lying in the destination country. 
Our concern will be only with the outside factors which constitute 
the German tourist image towards the foreign tourist destinations. 
These factors as presented by Lott are: "political stability; 
freedcm of movement; development of prices; exchange rates of 
currency; normal weather (cliamte); existence of desired land- 
scapes (sea, beaches, mountains); quality of accannodation; 
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broad variety of accamtiodation; interesting sights; cuisine; 

traffic regulations; language difficulties; nationalism or 

animosity against foreigners; accessibility (distance from 

travelling country, island, mountains); special events (festivals, 

sports events, etc. ); special cultural offers; advertising, 

public relations; good buying opportunities; satisfaction of 
former visitors; fashionable target; comparability with other 

holiday countries that became fashionable". 

The image of holiday resorts: 

The available literature indicates that little work has so far 

been done on the image of individual holiday resorts, e. g. bathing 

resorts like Brighton, Ostende, Biaritz, San Remo, Sylt, or 
historic capitals like Vienna, Rane, Paris, London, Copenhagen, etc. 
Drat do people know and think when they read names like these and 

what features essentially influence their choice? Naturally, a 

number of resorts have features in canton more or less inherent 
in the definition of their general type and the kind of recreation, 

entertainment, or education, etc. they offer. And sanething, at 
least, is known about the relative attractiveness of the individual 

types of resorts. But what are the particular attractions of 

individual resorts? How do the competing places within each type 

differ in the eyes of potential visitors and which are the features 

that make them prefer one place rather than another? In this 

regard, Irish Tourist Board [81] conducted a small scale qualitative 

survey in order to obtain an indication of the type of image and 
impressions of Lisdoonvarna existing amongst various segments of 

the population at large, who had never visited the resort. The 

results of the study indicate that the overall image of the town, 
based mainly on knowledge of it as a Spa resort, is slightly 
Edwardian - an image of bygone days. To the uninitiated, there- 
fore, it offers little in the way of holiday attractions although 
there is same feeling, as often vague as precise, that 'scmthing' 

goes on in Lisdoonvarna in September - but, by implication, that 
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the rest of the holiday season there is non-existent. This sane- 
times vague perception of the resort leads on to feelings that it 

will be dull and quiet with nothing to do, with the possible 

exception of September. By the same token, it is seen to appeal 

more to older people, and has little to offer the family party or 

young people. Amongst people who have not been there, there is 

very little knowledge of the unique location of the town itself - 
its nearness to the Burren and its suitability as a touring centre 
for the region in general. Amongst middle-class respondents the 

image of Lisdoonvarna was more down-market and this was corroborated 
by the fact that this latter segment seemed on the whole more aware 

of Lisdoonvarna, and also was the farming camiunity. At the time of 

doing the survey, therefore, the position seemed to be that the 

potential holidaymaker who did not know the town, did not have a 

strong image of what Lisdoonvarna could offer as a holiday resort. 

Within the overall planning framework, the research results 
played a fundamental role, recognising the fact that it was 
essential to create an immediate increase in demand. 

In the domain of tourism, the same as in any camiercial field, 

it is not enough to offer a good product to the public; the product 
has to be perceived as such: the representation made of it, i. e. 
its image, must correspond to what is expected of it. 

In 1967, in France, a survey was conducted among members and 
non-members of the Club Mediterrane to look more closely at their 
image, attitudes and opinions towards the Club [821. Among non- 
members (only people who had heard of the Club were interviewed), 

the survey revealed that the Club is seenýas a large organisation 
providing canplete holidays at all-in prices with absolutely all 
details taken care of, ranging fran the mundane matters of food 

and lodging to cultural distractions and relations with the other 
members. In all these respects the Club vacations have a favourable 
image. With regard to the nature of the vacation, particularly with 
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what is regarded as 'the camninal living' imposed by the Club, 

most of the ccaments are fairly hostile and mention 'sleeping in 

dormitories', 'taking meals en masse', 'too much noise', 'too many 
different kinds of people', 'carrying children', 'sporting 

facilities swamped by the demand', 'you have to do what everyone 

else does', 'everything is over-organised', and so on. 

A second obstacle to acceptance of the Club type of vacation 
lies in the idea of the free-and-easy atmosphere which prevails 
in the villages. (In some way this contradicts the idea of 
'regimentation' set out earlier, but people are not always consistent 
in their attitudes, especially when dealing in stereotypes of 
behaviour). The style of living in the villages is imagined as a 

sort of return to nature (it must be confessed that in the past 
the Club has encouraged this image) where ordinary standards of 

morality no longer prevail. This 'paganism' which has some basis, 
in fact, is magnified in the minds of some people until it is seen 
as a kind of sexual free-for-all with sometimes dire results for 

unsuspecting female holidymakers. However, the image of the Club 

member (the person who takes his vacation at a Club village) is 

generally seen in a favourable light by the non-members. He is 

young, go ahead, sporty, likes the open-air, wants to see something 

of the world and to meet people. Conversely, the person who refuses 
to go to the Club villages is seen as shy, withdrawn, cold, moody, 
stuck-up, pretentious or unsociable. 

It is interesting to observe that the possibility or not of a 
holiday with the Club Mediterranee depends on the character of the 

person and not on what is offered by the Club, i. e. not: the Club 
is a poor kind of holiday, but rather: he is not suited to that 
type of holiday. on this point, the men interviewed were rather 
more categoric in their condemnation of the individual than the 

wrmen, who more readily excused people who drew back from, say, the 
amorality in the Club villages. This tends to confirm the fact that 
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men have more difficulty in accepting group life than wrmen, 

whose more passive role helps to adapt them better. 

. 
In purely promotional terms, several important lessons were 

learned and applied as a result of this survey. Some of them 

which are concerned with the tourist image are: 

Firstly, all references to the sensitive areas were avoided. 
No attempt was made to capitalise on the 'happy family' aspect of 
Club life, nor on the possibility of making new friends there. 

Emphasis on the beautiful girls and handsane young men was reduced 
to a minimum. 

Secondly, great importance was given to increasing awareness 
of the vast range of facilities offered - sports, cultural 
activities, excursions, special staff to look after children, etc. 

Thirdly, emphasis was placed on the complete absence of 
canpulsion to engage in any activity, in order to combat the 
image of 'over-organised' holidays. 

In 1972, another investigation among French tourists [83] 

revealed that the concept of 'an organised touring group' was very 
unfavourable in the eyes of French tourists. This held an echo of 
mediocrity on both the cultural and the social levels. These 
tourists had a keen desire to travel, but the representations went 
against what they expected from the journey: a wonderful exper- 
ience, an evasion to make up for their everyday lives unsatisfactory 
to them. So that this kind of a journey did not appeal as the sort 
that would be suitable for them, since the image they had of it did 
not correspond to their aspirations. 
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Yet, nevertheless, in-depth study of the needs of these same 
tourists had shown that this formula met perfectly some of their 

needs, among these the need for security, which actually acted as 
the main obstacle to the realisation of their dream. 

The unadopted image thus formed a screen between a product, 

which in itself was good, and one part of its potential clientele. 
The conclusion to a finding of this kind was, naturally, that this 

product needed to be promoted, but that care should be taken not to 

present it as such. It was important to give it a different 

'psychological wrapping' until the image confronted with the repeated 

experience would be modified. 

The carrier image: 

Another area for image research for the marketer of tourism 

is the carrier image. It may be distinguished - as it is in 

research for consumer goods - between images of carrier types as 

such (like aeroplanes, railways, ships, buses and private cars) 

and those of individual canpanies (like the various airlines). 
There is quite a difference in the image of the various carrier 
types with regard to cheapness, canfort, security, etc. 

A study on airlines revealed that one company was regarded 

superior in technique, and experience, but not so good in service 

and friendliness of personnel, etc., while another canpany scored 

rather high with regard to canfort and attendance on the part of 
the personnel, but less well in the area of technical equipment 
and experience. Both canpanies gave their travellers a feeling of 
security, but it was two different types of security appealing to 
different types of persons [84]. 

This is where social characteristics alone do not suffice to 
characterise the type of people preferring particular companies to 
travel with. But this is certainly a point to be attended to in 
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advertising. Another problem, perhaps specially in this context, 
is the durability of carrier images. The question may be raised 

what effects - short-term and long-term accidents like plane 

crashes, etc., may have on the readiness, respectability, reluct- 

ance of consumers to choose trips that involve air travel, etc. 
* 

In my view, this would require a constant measurement of attitudes. 
If any effects are found, it is necessary to investigate whether 
they concern the entire carrier type in general or rather particular 

carrier companies involved. 

Another example, in 1972, a study was conducted by the 

Research Services Company, U. K. in the travel field [851. 

Specifically, one of its objectives was to investigate firstly, how 

attitudes change with experience, and secondly, how attitudes relate 
to airline choice. A single simple scale was used to differentiate 

between attitudes towards five airlines, Air France, Alitalia, BEA, 

Lufthansa and Iberia, on seven dimensions: canfort in flight; 

courteous, helpful personnel; good food and drinks; efficient 

airline reservation service; ground service; on time arrivals 

and departures; safety. The results of this survey enabled the 
Research Canpany to draw up a description of the way in which the 

attitudes and behaviour of air travellers develop with increasing 

experience. Sane of this description can be presented as follows. 

1. The study shows that the British passenger with limited 

experience rated BEA as much better than other airlines 
on all image factors. The only exception to this pattern 
is Air France which received similar ratings to BEA on in- 
flight image factors such as comfort, personnel, and food 

and drink. This suggests that BEA's favourable image to 
the totally inexperienced was reinforced by limited experience 
confined to BEA, except in the case of Air-France where the 
national stereotype may account for the different pattern. 

This is particularly discussed in the previous section "Tourist 
Motivation". 
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2. As a total travel experience increases, the image of other 

airlines improves relative to BEA's image on - in flight 

factors - the very experienced traveller who has made over 
3 trips to a destination in the last five years, rates the 

alternative airline more highly than BEA on these group 
factors. However, the image of Air France does not 
improve further. 

3. In contrast, travellers rating of BEA on 'organisational' 

factors - efficiency of reservations, ground service and 
safety - improves very markedly with increased experience 
canpared with the rating given to other airlines. 

4. Turning to the relationship between attitudes and 
behaviour, it was found that the experienced traveller 

discriminates most strongly between airlines and their 

reservation service, the convenience of schedules, canfort 

and personnel. At the other extreme, the daninating 

discriminator for the very experienced traveller is 

convenience of schedule followed by food and drink, 

canfort and personnel. Reservation service ceases to 

be of any significance. 
5. The experienced traveller is quite strongly motivated 

by his favourable image of his national airline to choose 
it, unless convenience schedule is an overriding factor. 

As his experience broadens, often through events over 
which he has no control, his image of other airlines on 
the critical 'in-flight' factors will improve. He may 
then prefer the alternative carrier unless convenience 
of schedule prevents him. Finally, the very experienced 
traveller is little influenced by factors other than con- 
venience, but where schedules are unimportant he will 
discriminate on very secondary objective factors, of which 
food and drink are the most important. 
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6. Within this general pattern, the discriminators on different 

routes and the image of different airlines, vary widely. 

This suggests that the role of advertising can be critical 

in determining the rate and extent to which attitudes modify 

with experience, but not in the general pattern of their 

evolution. 

The concept of cruising covers a wide spectrum. At one end, 

one has what is tantamount to a touring holiday - that is to say - 

one's objective is to see as many places as possible, and one uses 

a ship as a mode of transport and as overnight accommodation. At 

the other extreme, one has what is tantamount to a Hollywood dream. 

Needless to say that cruising by using a ship as a mode of 

transport, does canpete with other forms of holiday on one hand, 

and with other modes of transportation on the other hand. There- 

fore, to measure the attitudes towards the cruising, Bermingham [861 

argues that "it should be measured by assessing the cruisers' 

attitudes to different aspects of holidays, such as: the problems 

of foreign languages; the problems of foreign food; preference 
for staying in one place or moving about; proximity to the sea; 

amount of entertainment provided, opportunities to meet other 

people. And also in the sort of image they have in cruising, 

measured in such terms as: the amount of privacy on board, 

cramped/spacious accamcdation; the amount of entertainment 

provided; lack of freedom regimentation; anticipated profile 

of other passengers; expense". 
A tc., M.. %. 

'iti 
. (Malt 

Another area of image research, the marketer of tourism has 

to do, is the lodging industry, which constitutes a significant 

part in the tourist product. one of the industry leaders and tough 

competitors is Holiday Inns [87]. A market research study asked 
business and vacation travellers the question, "If all major motel 

chains were available to you on your next trip, which would most 
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likely be your first choice? " Howard Johnson's, Bert Western, 
Quality Inns, Days Inn, Travelodge, and Ramada all have a1 to 7 

per cent penetration in first-choice awareness. Forty-two 
business travellers and 38 pleasure travellers out of 100 said they 

would prefer Holiday Inns. This represents a tremendous marketing 
leadership position for Holiday Inns. However, Holiday Inns has 

acknowledged an image problem; standardised accaYmodation and 

service were an important advantage in the 1950's and 1960's. 

Today's life style requires a wider range of individual choice 
including accannodation which is unique and different. Holiday 

Inns recognised their problem and are reacting. They have re- 

organised their senior management team and are researching the 

feasibility of a one-number telephone reservation system. They 

are aquiring downtown properties like the Westbury in San Francisco 

to improve the company's visibility in major metropolitan areas. 
And, to meet the needs of a changing travel marketplace, Holiday 

Inns are building 'fun-dares' as part of a new construction. 
The idea is to create an indoor courtyard, swimming pool, games 

roan, miniature golf, pool tables and indoor tennis -a mini-resort 
for overnight guests and local residents. The result has been an 
increase in business during weekends and off-season periods. 

The image of travel agent: 

In many cases, the choice of carrier, and in particular of 
carrier companies, is left to travel agents or already part of 
their original offer. It, therefore, becomes important to know 

what images travel agents have of carrier types and carrier 
companies, but also what image tourists have of the different types 
and companies of travel agents. Their choice of holiday resorts, 
carriers, etc. is, in practice, very often filtered right from the 
beginning by the travel agents they turn to for information and 
buy their particular offer. As it is in the judgement of 
Sittenfeld (88), this image will very much be determined by the 
variety and quality of the services they offer, the price ranges 
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and the nature and quality of quarters they provide. In many 

cases, it is also important to find out what type of people, 
tourists think will travel along with them in their holiday 

quarter. Especially with regard to companies organising holiday 

travel, the programme they provide - excursions, special events, 

etc., and the charm'and quality of their local representatives 

are of considerable importance. 

In summary, the above discussion shows to what extent it is 

necessary for the marketer of tourism who is set on promoting a 
product to know its image as seen by the population it is intended 
for, which is different from his own. 

The tourist 'products', the images of which need to be known, 

are extremely varied. First, there are the localities where 
tourism is sought to be developed (country, region, town, seaside 

or winter sports resorts) as well as the heritage in culture, art 

and folklore of these touring spots. It is the leisure activities 
that are hoped to be developed (winter sports, nautical sports, 

excursions, visits to museums, etc. ). It is also the types of 
journeys (sojourn or tour), the means of transport (train, plane, 

coach, hired car) and the type of accommdation offered (hotels, 

holiday 'villages', etc. ). Finally, in certain cases, the 

tourists can have great confidence in the organisers of the 
journeys, who for them play the same role as the trademark for a 

product of wide consumption. In this case, it is necessary to 

the marketer of tourism to take into account this attitude of the 

public and to be aware of the image it has of the Travel Agency or 
the Holiday Club which is offering its services. 

Very often, it is not enough to know what image the public has 
of a tourist product. There needs also to be known the image made 
of it by the intermediaries existing between the product and the 
end user. These intermediaries are on the one hand, the tourists 
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who have already experimented the product and who are true relays 

of information and on the other hand, the tour operators and 

salesmen who are going to appraise the product according to what 
they know about it and what they think their customers' needs are. 

If, for example, the Egyptian Tourist Authority wants to promote 

the Egyptian tourist product to Europe, it is necessary to know 

what image of Egypt is held by the public-at-large and particularly 

the persons who have already visited Egypt from Europe, but also 
the one held by tour operators and travel agents in Europe. 

To this end, we can conclude that the systematic investigation 

of the image of a tourist product makes it possible to determine 

many points as follows: 

1. The points of information to be developed (this concerns 

objective characteristics of the product, which are 
absent from the image, are insufficient or are inexact). 

2. The favourable features that need to be stressed, and 
the unfavourable features that need to be toned down. 

3. The vocabulary to be used in the information action. 
4. The analysis of the image at the level of the persons 

who have experimented the product (tourists, tour 

operators, or travel agents) make it possible to measure 
their degree of satisfaction towards the product and to 

establish a forecast of the possible development of the 

product. 

Life-style, demographic, decision-making process and customs and 
habits of the tourist customer: 

Many studies of human behaviour support the view that people 
develop unique life-styles (891. This idea has received special 
attention in marketing, where activities, interests and opinions 
of consumers are measured, and products and services are geared to 
satisfy the needs of unique life-style household groups. Life- 
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styles, being both determinants of behaviour and the output from 

behaviour appear to be useful for studying why people behave the 

way that they do. But it would seem that the planning of vacations, 

the travel to vacations, the participation in vacation activities 

and the relating of vacation experiences to other people conprise 

an important subspace in the life-styles of families [90]. 

Vacation activities, interests and opinions (AIO's) appear to 

occupy an inordinate amount of the time of most households. 

They are perceived as providing health, pleasure, romance, change, 

education, and status [91]. 

However, William R. Darden and Donna D. Darden [92] have 

conducted a study designed to (i) isolate score of the dimensions 

of vacation travel life-styles; (ii) scale these dimensions, so 
that measurement is possible; (iii) measure vacation activities, 
interests and opinions (AIO's), and select vacation behaviour 

of a sample of families randanly chosen from the Southeastern and 
Great Lakes regions of the United states; (iv) inspect these 
life styles for vacation travel types; and (v) determine if 

vacation travel life-styles relate to demographics or past 

vacation behaviours. But, in particular, the study concentrated 

on the develognent of useful measures of vacation activities, 
interests and opinions Wo's). Considering the results of the 

study, they concluded that if the major dimensions of vacation 
life-styles can be isolated (and measured) a number of benefits to 

vacation planners would accrue. These benefits are: 

With the use of-cluster analysis, vacation travel 
life-style types can be isolated and identified. 
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2. The inspection of life-style profiles of each vacation type 

should suggest their nature and their vacation preferences. 
Thus the vacation needs of each type can be forecast. 

3. By determining the percentage of families having each 

vacation life-style, vacation leisure time planners can 

evaluate the market worth particular vacation packages 
for each vacation type. 

4. By comparing past vacation behaviours with reported 

vacation activities, interests and opinions, additional 

insights into vacation needs are possible. 

Sane travel-related life-style research findings suggest 
distinctly different patterns of living for vacationers agreeing 

that "A cabin by a quiet lake is a great place to spend the summer" 

versus vacationers agreeing that "I would like to take a trip 

around the world. " The contrasting life-styles of these groups 

are suraTarised in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Life-Styles of Two Vacation Types 

Cabin by quiet lake Trip around the world 

outdoors oriented Active and agressive 
Traditional family ideology Interested in new experiences 
Devoted to cleanliness Interested in clothes 

Actively social 
Self-confident 
Print rather than TV oriented 

Source:. Summarised from William D. Wells, "Life Styles in 
Selecting Media for Travel Advertising", Proceedings: 
Third Annual Conference, Quebec City, The Travel Research 
Association Con erence, Salt Lake City, Utah, pp. 63-74. 
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Woodside and Pitts have conducted a study to test the accuracy 

of correctly classifying foreign and domestic travellers and non- 
travellers using consumer life-style, demographic and travel 

activity information. Second, the relative contribution of these 

independent variables in predicting travel behavicur was studied. 
A total of 386 husbands of the University of South Carolina Family 

Consumer Panel completed a survey questionnaire on their recent 
travel behaviour, participation in 56 life-style activities, and 

14 demographic variables. A total of 321 of these respondents 
went on one or more automobile trips during the past 12 months, 
42 respondents went on a vacation trip outside of the United 

States and 23 respondents reported no travel beyond 100 miles from 

hare. The Family Consumer Panel was developed from a quota sample 

of South Carolina households to be representative of the state's 
population. The life-styles and demographic profiles for the three 
travel behaviour groups are shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Life-Styles and Travel Profiles of Three Travel Groups. 

Non-travellers Danestic travellers Foreign travellers 

Taking naps Dining at restaurants Visiting art galleries 
and museums 

Clean-up projects Picnics Classical concerts 
around the house Wife working Staying in hotels/ 

Black Middle income motels 
Low inane 

Children living at 
White 

Watching TV have High incccne 

Boating No children living at 
have 

Boating/hunting 

Source: Woodside, Arch G. and Robert E. Pitts, "Effects of Consumer 
Life-Styles, Demographics and Travel Activities on Foreign 
and Domestic Travel Behaviour", Journal of Travel Research, 
Vol. XIV, No. 3, Winter"1976, pp13- . 
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Non-travellers tend to participate in home-oriented life- 

style activities: taking naps, clean up projects around the house 

and watching television. Domestic travellers have life-styles 

which include dining in restaurants, picnics and boating activities. 
They tend to have children living at home, a wife with outside-the- 
home employment and medium incase. Foreign travellers are 
distinguished as visitors to art galleries and museums. They 

attend classical concerts, give dinner parties, go boating and 
hunting and stay overnight in hotels and motels. They tend to 

have high incases. 

The results of this study do suggest sane important impli- 

cations for the travel industry. Different travel groups can 
be distinguished by life-style and demographic variables. Life- 

style information may be more important in predicting foreign and 
domestic travel behaviour than demographic variables. Thus, 

firms in travel-related industries should make use of life-style 

data as a market segmenting tool. Developing differentiated 

marketing programmes for different travel segments may be suggested 
from life-style research. Life-style research may offer 

particularly useful findings for developing travel products, e. g. 

package tours and theme parks. 

Similarly, Darden and Perreault (93] tested the relation- 
ship between media exposure and consumer vacation behaviour. 

They concluded that the consumers' life-styles were "more 
influential in determining vacation behaviour, with media 
exposures at best serving in an interviewing capacity. " 

Consumer travel decisions sometimes are included in larger 

studies, such as the Sharp and Mott Article (94] on Detroit 
consumer purchase decisions about cars, housing, insurance, food 
budgets and vacation areas. They reported that 70% of the vacation 
decisions were made jointly by husbands and wives. 
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Along the same way, Walter and Tog (95] describe a study 

conducted on Lancaster County, Nebraska residents to determine 

general vacation patterns, the vacation decision process, and 

rural versus urban decision differences. The major findings of 

the study can be described as follows. 

1. Vacation profile: For one half the people interviewed, the 

past year included one or two vacations away from hate. The 

medium length of these trips was one week. Medium amounts spent 

were between $200 and $300. Vacations were taken with family 

members in three out of four cases; one-quarter of the travel 

groups were couples. Auta obiles were used by 77% of the 

respondents, with airlines a distant second place at 13%. Two- 

thirds of vacations were in the sucnter months (two to six months 

before the respondents were interviewed in November), because of 

convenience and schedules of relatives and friends. Two out of 

10 vacationers stayed in Nebraska, and 3 out of 10 went to a 

neighbouring state. The vacation cites were chosen, most often, 

to be with relatives and friends. 

2. Decision timing: Regarding the decision areas of duration, 

destination, transportation, activities and accannodation, 

respondents were asked, "When prior to your most recent vacation 
did you consider each of the vacation planning items? " 

Slightly over one-half of these vacation decisions were con- 

sidered within the month preceding the vacation. Longer range 
planning was noted for duration (39% of respondents) and 
destination (35%). These two decisions tended to be fixed, with 
fewer changes being made during the actual vacation period. 
Conversely, while a large majority of the decisions concerning 
activities and acct ations were also considered before departure, 

these two areas did display the largest amount of decision-making 
during the vacation itself. 
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3. Sources of information: For the same five decision 

items, respondents indicated the sources of information they 

considered influential for their most recent vacations. The 
interpersonal relationships were most important, with family, 

friends or relatives being mentioned 61% of the time, and 

personal knowledge ('myself') indicated between one-fifth and 

one-quarter of the time. Brochures, travel agents and the mass 

media were well down on the respondents' perceptions of inform- 

ation sources. The wives considered the family most influential 

in all decision categories, although friends or relatives were 

also prime sources of information regarding vacation activities. 
Husbands viewed themselves as being influential in transportation 

decisions but depended upon information from family members 

regarding destination, activities and acccmTudation. In this 

regard, it can be observed that these results lend support to 

Sharp and Mott's [96] findings that husbands and wives make 

vacation destination decisions together. 

4. Urban vs. rural caparisons: People living outside the city 
of Lincoln tended to have shorter vacation times, 85% said they 
had less than two weeks compared with 56% in the city. 
Consequently, the conclusion could be made that the market for 
longer vacations is mostly city dwellers. A significant difference 

was also observed in future vacation plans. Slightly over half 
(51.5%) of the rural respondents were planning a vacation within the 
next year or so, compared to 70.1% of the respondents from Lincoln. 
This difference may be interpreted as another indication of the 
relative importance of the city-oriented vacation market. 

To summarise, it is standard behaviour for local people to take 
travelling vacations away from hare each year. Most of these trips 
were with family members and most were taken by automobile. The 
family member influence was repeated throughout the results. 
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The destinations were often selected because family and friends 

could be visited. Probably the main conclusion to be drawn from 

this study is that the vacation travel market is composed primarily 

of urban residents. The survey results showed that city dwellers 

take longer vacations and plan to travel more than do residents of 

rural areas. Sellers of vacation services should recognise these 
differences and also they should determine differences in media 
habits of rural and urban residents. 

Supporting the above results, in a study on holiday customs in 

Hungary [97] conducted in 1977, the survey findings indicate that 

city dwellers, white collar workers and those with an above-average 
living standard, spend more than half of their leave as a holiday 

away fran hare. The degree of urbanisation, occupation and 
inane have a greater effect on demand for a holiday than for example, 
on the demand for durables. The most frequent travellers are the 

young people, especially students. There is a very dynamic 

development of holiday taking by young people between the ages of 
15 and 29. The type of location most popular with Hungarians for 

their holidays is somewhere beside water, either lakes, rivers or 
the sea. Nearly as popular are the mountains. In Hungary, as in 

most Western European countries, there is a marked seasonal peak in 

the timing of holidays. 70% are concentrated in the third quarter 
of the year. Holiday taking in the fourth quarter is increasing; 

9% of the population go for so-called 'second holidays' over the 
Christmas period. This explains why 8% of holidays are taken in 
the winter months. The average number of days spent on holidays 
has in the last few years been 11-12 days. The summer holiday 
is usually longer than average. The method of transport used 
most widely by holidaymakers is the train (45%), while car and coach 
are used by one in four holidaymakers. 
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While this study represents the habits of Hungarians taking 

holidays, Middleton [98] identifies the options for the holiday 

purchaser when responses to actual or perceived financial pressures 

surrounding the holiday purchasing decision. He argues that 

"... assuming that it is not possible to afford the desired holiday 

pattern, consumers may take one or more of the followong options in 

the struggle to keep holiday expenditure within affordable limits: 

reduce the number of holidays taken; reduce the number of days 

spent on holidays; change to less expensive destinations; select 
less expensive forms of accamnodation; select less expensive modes 
of transportation; purchase the holiday canponents on sane form of 

group discounted basis (including package tours); change to less 

expensive seasons; stay at hcme and take day trips. " 

In summary, in the above, an extensive investigation into the 

nature of the tourist behaviour was made, in terms of the influences 

on his decision-making process: his motivators; images and 
attitudes; life-styles; demographics; geographical locations; 

sources of information; habits and customs, etc. 

One significant conclusion which is emerging is that the tourist 

customers are heterogeneous and widely scattered in their buying 

requirements or buying practices, and this is due to the fact that 
they can differ in one or more of the above variables. In other 
words, tourism is a product that corresponds to different needs, 
and these needs may be net by different kinds of tourist supply. 
As a result, any tourist country, whatever its attractions cannot 
satisfy all customers in the tourist market. Therefore, instead of 
carpeting everywhere, sometimes against superior odds, tourist 
country should identify those parts of the market that are the most 
attractive and that it could serve the most effectively. This 
calls for two steps. The first, is market segmentation, the act 
of subdividing a market into distinct and meaningful subsets of 
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custaiers who might merit separate marketing programming and 

effort. The second is target marketing, the act of evaluating, 

selecting and concentrating on those market segments that the 

tourist country can serve most effectively. Therefore, it is 

perhaps fairly logical to present an extensive discussion on 

market segmentation through examining the literature which 

outlines the subject in general, and in the field of tourism 

in particular. 

ýý 
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Segmenting the Tourist Market 

Introduction 

Market segmentation represents an important recent advance 
in marketing thinking and strategy. In earlier years many 
business firms saw the key to profits to be in the development of 

a single brand that was mass produced, mass distributed and mass 

ccmnanicated. This would lead to the lowest costs and prices and 

create the largest potential market. The firm would not recognise 

variations and would try to get everyone in the market to want 

what it produced. 

As canpetition intensified, prices dropped and sellers' 

earnings declined. Sellers did not have much control over price 
because of the similarity of their products. At this stage, some 
sellers began to recognise the potential value of product differ- 

entiation, that is, the introduction of differential features, 

quality, style or image in their brands as a basis for commanding 

a premium. This led to a proliferation of sizes, models, options 

and other characteristics. It is important to recognise, however, 

that the product variations were not based on an analysis of natural 

market segments. Market segmentation, the most recent idea for 

guiding marketing strategy, starts not with distinguishing product 
possibilities, but rather with distinguishing consumer groups and 
needs. 

Definition of market segmentation 

In what is meant by market segmentation, Mitchell and Marchant 
(99] stated that "The Oxford Concise Dictionary defines the noun 
segment as 'part cut off or separable, or marked off as though 
separable from the other parts of something (e. g. one ring of 
worm one division of limb or skull, one wedge of orange - pulp'); 
the verb segment as "to divide into many cells'. The segregate is 
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described (in one meaning) as 'to separate fran the mass and collect 
together' and it is this meaning which canes closest to the sense in 

which researchers talk about segmenting a market. " 

Wendell Smith [1001 first introduced the concept in its 

present form in 1956, distinguished between product differentiation 

and market segmentation when he argued that "product differentiation 

and market segmentation are both consistent with the framework of 
imperfect competition. In its simplest terms, product differ- 

entiation is concerned with the bending of demand to the will of 

supply. It is an attempt to shift or to change the slope of the 
demand curve for the market offering of an individual supplier. 

... Segmentation is based upon developments on the demand side of the 

market and represents a rational and more precise adjustment of 
product and marketing effort to consumer or user requirements. " 
He declared that "while successful product differentiation will 
result in giving the marketer a horizontal share of a broad and 
generalised market, equally successful application of the strategy 
of market segmentation tends to produce depth of market position 
in the segments that are effectively defined and penetrated. 
The differentiation seeks to secure a layer of the market cake, 
whereas one who employs market segmentation strives to secure one 
or more wedgeshaped pieces. " Wendell Smith pointed out that 
"product differentiation is securing and a measure of control over 
the demand for a product by advertising or promoting differences 
between a product and the products of competing sellers. It is 
basically the result of sellers' desires to establish firm market 
position and/or to insulate their businesses against price 
competition. Differentiation tends to be characterised by heavy 
use of advertising and promotion and to result in prices that are 
somewhat above the equilibrium levels associated with perfectly 
competitive market conditions. It may be classified as a 
'promotional strategy or approach to marketing. '- 
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Market segmentation, on the other hand, consists of viewing a 
heterogeneous market (characterised by divergent demand) as a number 

of smaller hanogeneous markets in response to differing product 

preferences among important market segments. It is attributable 
to the desires of consumers or users for more precise satisfaction 

of their varying wants. Like differentiation, segmentation often 
involves substantial use of advertising and prcmotion. This is 

to inform market segments of the availability of goods or services 

produced for or presented as meeting their needs with precision; 
Under these circumstances, prices tend to be sanewhat closer to 

perfectly canpetitive equilibrium. Market segmentation is 

essentially a merchandising strategy, merchandising being used here 
in its technical sense as representing the adjustment of market 
offerings to consumers or users' requirements. " 

Perhaps Baker and McTavish [101] summarise the situation 
best when they argue that "Thus, the basic difference is between 

selling what you can make (differentiation) and making what you can 
sell (segmentation). " 

Kotler (102] defines market segmentation as "Market segment- 
ation is the sub-dividing of a market into distinct subsets of 
customers, where any subset may conceivably be selected as a target 

market to be reached with a distinct marketing mix. " He argues 
that "The power of this concept is that in an age of intensive 

competition for the mass market, individual sellers may prosper 
through developing offers for specific market segments whose needs 
are imperfectly satisfied by the mass-market offerings. " 

The nature of market segmentation 

Since Wendell Smith first introduced the concept in 1956, 
the concept of market segmentation has been very appealing to both 
teachers and practitioners of marketing management. However, as 
Frank (1031 and others (1041 have pointed out, the reported research 
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results have indicated that segmentation strategies may actually 
be more difficult to effectively research and implement than first 

envisioned. 

A debate has developed between research practitioners as to 

whether markets can be segmented in a valid and reliable manner. 
However, a growing number of researchers feel that such studies 

characteristically fail to account for the important casual 

variables in purchasing behaviour. What is generally unstated in 

these criticisms is that market segmentation is not a uniform 

approach but represents several approaches dependent upon marketing 

objectives. A review of the literature suggests that the strategies 
have been adopted in segmenting a market are many and different [1051. 

Wilkie [106], for instance, identified three major research 

strategies for defining market segments. One way is to isolate 

a group exhibiting a given type of market behaviour (such as heavy 

users of the product or current brand users) and then to describe 

the individuals in that group using demographics, brand perceptions 
and/or psychographics. A second method is to isolate groups 
according to predetermined descriptor variables relevant to the 

studied product (such as high income households or people newly 

arrived in the area) and to then investigate if, and how, the market 
behaviour of this group differs from other groups. A third 

research strategy, called benefit segmentation, tries to determine 

what a consumer wants from a product. Consumers generally seek a 
variety of benefits fram a product, but often they rate some 
benefits as more important than others. Haley [107] illustrates 
this by an example; some people buy toothpaste primarily for decay 

prevention, others want teeth brighteners, others rate a fresh- 
tasting mouth as most important, and still others look for the 
lowest-priced brand. Segments formed by those different benefit 
bundles are then cross-tabulated with market behaviour and descriptor 
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variables. In another writing, Haley [108] argues that "This 

strategy has been reasonably successful both in isolating different 

segments and in helping to develop effective marketing strategies 
based on these segments. " 

As Baker and k Tavish referred that Engel et al. (1091 have 

shown "... there are two ways to isolate segments within a market 
environment characterised by consumer dependent differences - 
(1) analysis of consumer characteristics'(attribute differences) and 
(2) analysis of consumer response (behavioural differences). When 

one attempts to segment the market by the analysis of attribute 
differences, the usual procedure is to measure a number of consumer 

characteristics, such as personality, attitudes, age, income, social 

class, position in the family life-cycle and so on. Then deter- 

mination is made of the extent to which variations in these 

characteristics relate to (and are thereby assumed to predict) 

variations in market behaviour (that is, brand use, shopping 

patterns, media selection and so on). A different approach is the 

analysis of behavioural differences. The investigator begins with 

observed variations in behaviour or stated preferences (the end 

point in the above approach) and works backwards to variations in 

consumer attributes within the segments which result. " 

Bell [110] discusses seven bases used to identify market 
segments. These bases are geographic, demographic, usage, 
psychographic, product attributes, life-style variables and 
psychological variables, By the same variables, but grouped in 
different categories, Kotler [111] identifies the variables used 
in segmenting consumer markets. However, these variables can be 
sumrarised as follows: 

Geographic segmentation; in geographic segmentation, the 
market is divided into different locations - nations, states, 
counties, cities or neighbourhoods. The organisation recognises 
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that market potentials and costs vary with market location. 

It determines those geographical markets that it could serve best. 

Demographic segmentation; in demographic segmentation, the 

market is sub-divided into different parts on the basis of demo- 

graphic variables - age, sex, family size, income, occupation, 

education, family life cycle, religion, nationality. Kotler 

argues that demographic variables have long been the most popular 
basis for distinguishing significant groupings in the market place. 
one reason is that consumer wants or usage rates are often highly 

associated with demogrpahic variables; another is that demographic 

variables are easier to measure than most other types of variables. 

Psychographic segmentation; in psychographic segmentation, 
buyers are divided into different groups on the basis of life-style 

or personality differences. People within the same demographic 

group can exhibit very different psychographic profiles. As 
illustrated byýJanan [112] throughout his book, life-style refers 
to the distinctive mode of orientation an individual or a group 
has toward consumption, work and play. Such terms as hippies, 

swingers, straights and jet-setters are all descriptive of 
different life-styles. Marketers are increasingly being drawn to 
life-style segmentation. Marketers have also used personality 

variables to segment the market. They try to endow them 

with brand personalities (brand image, brand concept) designed to 

appeal to corresponding consumer personalities (self-images, self- 
concepts)., Westfall [1131 found same evidence of personality 
differences bewteen the owners of convertibles and non-convertibles, 
the former appearing to be more active, impulsive and sodiable. 
Gattlieb [1141 found catpulsive people to be heavier users of 
aspirin. Tucker and Painter (1151 found some statistically 
significant but weak personality correlations for nine products in 
their study. 
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Behaviouristic segmentation; in behaviouristic segmentation, 
buyers are divided into different groups on the basis of their 

knowledge, attitude, use or response to the actual product or its 

attributes. Many marketers believe that behaviouristic variables 
is the key starting point in identifying market segments. 

Behaviouristic variables can be described as follows. 

1. Purchase occasion; buyers may be distinguished on the basis of 
the occasion that gives rise to their purchasing the product. For 

example, the flying public includes people travelling on business, 

vacation or family affairs. Those who are making long distance 

telephone calls may be conducting business or making personal calls. 

2. Benefits sought; buyers are drawn to products through different 

buying motives as we illustrated above in the case of toothpaste. 

Media habits may even vary with each group. The canpany can choose 
the benefit it wants to emphasise, create a product that delivers 

it, and direct a message to the group seeking that benefit. 

Choosing a benefit group to market to has some difficulties. 

First, it is usually difficult to estimate the size of different 

benefit groups in the total population. It depends on the ease 

with which persons can cite one benefit as dominating their interest 

in the product. Yankelovich [116] found that people could do this 

with watches: as 1962, "approximately 23 per cent of the buyers 

bought watches for lowest price, another 46 per cent bought for 

durability and general product quality, and 31 per cent bought 

watches as symbols of some important occasion. " Second, the cited 
benefit might cover up something deeper; favouring the lowest-priced 

watch may be a form of 'sensibility snobbery'. Finally, as Green 

et al. [1171 indicated, sane buyers are interested in a particular 
benefit bundle rather than in a single benefit;. this means the 

marketers have to segment by benefit-bundle groups. 
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3. User status; many markets can be segmented into non-users, 

ex-users, potential users, first-time users and regular users of a 

product. 

4. Usage rate; many markets can be segmented into light-medium- 

and heavy-user groups of the product (called volume segmentation). 
Heavy users may constitute only a small percentage of the numerical 

size of the market but a major percentage of the unit volume 

consumed. For example, in a study [118] it was found that 50 per 

cent of beer drinkers account for 88 per cent of beer consumption. 
It was also found that the heavy risers of a product have certain 

common demographics, personal characteristics and media habits. 

One research company found that the 'frequent beer drinker' earns 
less than $10,000 a year, is married (with two and a half children) 

and has simple manly tastes. He likes TV and he likes to watch 

sports [119]. Profiles like this are obviously helpful to the 

marketer in developing pricing, message and media strategies. 

5. Loyalty status; it describes the amount of loyalty that users 
have to a particular object. The amount of loyalty can range 
from zero to absolute. Companies try to identify the character- 
istics of buyers hard-core loyalty so that they can target their 

market effort to similar people in the population. Frank [120] 

found same brand-loyal customers in the consumer-staples category 
but concluded that they "were not identifiable by socio-economic 

or personality characteristics, did not have different average 
demand levels from non-loyal customers, and did not differ in 

sensitivity to promotion. " In this case, brand loyalty did not 
appear to be useful for market segmentation. 

6. Stages of readiness; at any point of time, there is a distri- 
bution of people in various stages of readiness toward buying the 
product. Sane members of the potential market are unaware of the 

product; some are aware; sate are informed; scene are interested; 
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sane are desirous, and some intended to buy. The particular 
distribution of people over stages of readiness makes a big 

difference in designing the marketing programme. 

The above discussion presented the factors related to buyers 

which can be used as a basis for market segmentation. However, 

another approach to market segmentation has been investigated by 

writers on the subject [1211. 
, 

Markets can often be segmented into 

groups responsive to different marketing factors such as price and 
price deals, product quality and service. This information can 
help the organisation in allocating its marketing resources. 
The marketing variables are usually proxies for particular benefits 

sought by buyers. A canpany that specialises in a certain marketing 
factor will build up hard-core loyals seeking that factor or benefit. 

Thus, Avon, which sells cosmetics on a door-to-door basis, appeals 
to women who like personal attention. 

One can conclude that there are many ways to segment a given 
market, but not all resulting segments are meaningful from a 

marketing point of view. Frank [122] gives the character- 
istics of a useful market segment. These are identifiability, 

variation in demand and variation in response to marketing 

variables. Similarly, Bell [123] and Kotler [124] are with the 

same view. They identify these characteristics as measurability, 
substantiality and accessibility. 

Three broad strategies are opened to an organisation to choose 
among-thorn as a target marketing (1251. 

1. An organisation might decide to go after the largest part of the 
market with one offer and marketing mix, trying to attract 
as many customers as possible (undifferentiated marketing). 

'A 
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2. It might decide to go after a narrow market segment and 
develop the ideal offer and marketing mix (concentrated 

marketing). 
3. It might decide to go after several market segments, 

developing an effective offer and marketing mix for each 
(differentiated marketing). 

Having discussed market segmentation in general, in the 
following we will examine the nature of market segmentation in 

the field of tourism in the particular. 

The nature of market segmentation in the field of tourism 

Internal and external pressures have dramatically changed 
the nature of travel and tourism industry in a short period of tine. 
Among the major developments within the industry is a rapid growth 
in the number and variety of travel destinations, the ease of world- 
wide travel, and the increased marketing sophistication of 
practitioners. Important external forces include the general 
economic pressures of inflation and recession as well as the more 
specific problem of rising fuel prices. 

Faced with these conditions, travel and tourism marketers have 

three options: (i) continue what they have done in the past, 
ignoring changes in the nature of the industry and the environment; 
(ii) retrench, hoping that the situation will somehow becane less 
tumultuous; or (iii) develop new strategies and tactics to cope 
with an ever-changing situation. The first two alternatives are 
unattractive; one proposes ignoring reality and the other is based 

on wishful thinking. The third alternative, which appears to be 
the only reasonable one, necessitates the gathering of a consider- 
able amount of market information if it is to be implemented 

successfully. 
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Market segmentation data are information forms of considerable 

value. Market segmentation is a marketing tool, based on the 

premise that markets are heterogeneous in terms of custcmer 

preferences. Markets of tourism have been subdivided, and the 

travel research literature includes several such studies. Markets 
have been subdivided by destination (Schewe, Scott and Frederick, 

1978)[1261, trip demographics (Graham and Wall, 1978)[127], media 

exposure (Darden and Perreault, 1975)(128], travel method (Hawes, 

1978)[129], benefits received (Woodside, Moore and Etzel, 1980)[130], 

social influence (Burnett and Etzel, 1980)[131], and personal demo- 

graphics (Woodside and Pitts, 1976)(132], (Gentry and Doering, 

1979)[133]. 

In the following we will analyse the European studies first 
before turning to discuss those studies of the United States and 
Canada. 

The first paper in ESOMAR Seminar on Travel and Tourism in 

1967, was entitled "The Development and Use of a Model of the 

Decision-Making Process", by Douglas Johnson and John Peate [134]. 

They hypothesised that "within the (abroad) holiday market there 

are definable brands or product classes between which consumer choice 
can be affected through the implementing of logical definable product 
advantages. " 

Johnson and Peate described a hypothetical model which they 
believed would firstly define holiday types, then place these 
within the holiday market and measure the appeal of the various 
holiday types among different groups of people. The input to the 
model was to be a survey of upwards of 1,500 consumers weighting 
the sample in favour of past holiday-takers. The paper described 
how such a model could be used in determining promotional activities 
for selling holidays or publicising particular destinations. 
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The model was also to act as a baseline against which the effects 
of advertising and promotional campaigns could be measured over 
time. Furthermore, it could, they suggested, be used to 

generate new product concepts, and to identify in demographic 
terms minority audiences within the total holiday market. The 

paper touched on many of the issues fundamental to the understanding 
of the holiday market, issues which fifteen years later are still 
not fully resolved, especially the inter-relationship between factors: 

Why do same people holiday abroad and others stay at home? 

What is the nature of the holiday selection decision-making 

process? 
Are the attitudes towards holidays and destinations which 
are expressed by consumers, reflected in their future 
behaviour? 

And, perhaps most important, what are the primary consider- 
ations which lead to the choice of a holiday? 

At the same Seminar, Schild (1351 presented a paper on the 

segmentation of the Dutch abroad holiday population, using straight- 
forward socio-economic and geographical criteria, together with 
past holiday behaviour, future intentions and media exposure. 
The value of this simple approach is that such information is 

readily available in most European countries and that is usually 
collected on a year to year basis. It also gives actionable 
results, as standard demographics continue to be the most important 

and easily applicable classifactory discriminators. 

The last of the papers at the 1967 ESCMAR Seminar was one 
given by Howard Biggs and Martin Collins (1361, which described 

a technique for evaluating the content of holiday brochures. 
They listed ten criteria in rank order, which a large-scale con- 
sumer research study had shown to be the tmst important in deter- 

mining holiday choice. 
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Although in the paper they did not segment their respondents 
by life-style or life-cycle, holiday typology or even demographic 

characteristics, they did present a simple and signficant finding 

which may help towards an understanding of the market. They 

ranked the reasons for choosing the last holiday according to their 
importance, as in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Reasons for choosing last holiday according to importance. 

Ranked important Ranked choice of 
last holiday 

1 Good weather/sunshine Night life 3 

2 Good accommodation Unspoiled 4 
3 Good food and drink Colourful 5 
4 Friendly and hospitable people Excursions 8 

5 Beautiful scenery 9 Not organised 10 
6 Good beach 7 
7 Plenty of things to do 1 
8 Good facilities for children 
9 Many places of historical and 6 

cultural interest 
10 Peace and quiet 2 

Having ranked the importance factors in Table 3.3, using the 

same list, their respondents were asked to rank the reasons for 

choosing their last holiday. The first four factors in the import- 

ance ranking do not feature at all in the reasons for choosing a 
specific holiday. The authors hypothesise that these top factors 
constitute part of the basic demand for any holiday and that the 
holiday-maker will first assure these basic demands and then 
rationalise his choice on more marginal factors. In my view, it 

may be useful to add the price factor 'value for money' and suit- 
able transport arrangements to that basic list. 
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The next ESCMAR Seminar on Travel and Tourism was held, in 

Bled, Yugoslavia in 1972. Two major papers concerned with segment- 

ation techniques were presented. The first was by Paul Handley 

and Roger Heape of British European Airways [137]. The paper went 

on to describe how British Airways, in an attempt to separate fact 

fran travel trade mythology, included a question on holiday taking 

over a 5-year period on the 1970 British National Tourism Survey. 

This enabled them to (i) measure the size of the market within each 

of several defined behavioural segments, in terms of penetration 

over a five-year period; (ii) establish purchasing frequency by 

type of holiday, and (iii) identify demand trends, brand-switching 

and loyalty. 

In their study they used sequential segmentation techniques to 
look at new recruits to define holiday segments: 

abroad package 

abroad package 
abroad independent 

abroad independent 

abroad independent 

own country 
own country 

r 

by air 
by surface 
by air 
by surface + car 
by surface - car 
by car 
no car 

They also carried out duplication analysis by type of holiday 

over the five-year period, progressions fran one holiday type to 
another and brand-switching fran year to year. 

Looking only at the abroad by air segment, they identified 
four main types of holidaymaker. 

I. New recruits 
2. Alternate year same type holidaymakers 
3. Second year running same type holidaymakers 
4. Habitues (three years running same type holiday). 
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Importantly, they discovered that there was a net trend to 

switch to package air travel from independent air travel. This 

process has accelerated over the last few years as more cheap air 

packages have become available, and scheduled flights have become 

relatively more expensive. Handley and Heape concluded their 

study with this statement: "... demographics go part of the way to 

explaining the behavioural patterns which we have observed. How- 

ever, if the travel trade is to be really effective in stimulating 

growth in the holiday market, a deeper understanding of the dynamics 

of the market is required. The ability to explain holiday 

purchasing patterns in terms of motivational data would go a long 

way towards achieving this goal. Recollection of rationalised 
reasons for past holiday behaviour are unlikely to form a reliable 
guide to true motivation. The best time to investigate reasons 
for taking various holiday types is in the dynamic situation - at 
the time these decisions are made. This means looking at the 

period when holiday intentions are decided or changed - it implies 

score form of continuous research. " 

the same Seminar, Gerry Levens of the Research Service 
inc-- L"i8ý=grýsaAted-a-paper-des=i nng the use of 

segmentation techniques to measure holidaymakers' discrimination 
between different holiday destinations. Levens' company had 

carried out a pilot study to test the technique. In his paper he 

campared eight holiday destinations and identified three major 
discriminating factors (his fieldwork, only in the United Kingdan, 

was conducted in 1971): 

1. Popularity :+ France, Spain, Italy, Portugal 
- Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, Tunisia; 

2. Cultural strangeness: + France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, 
Yugoslavia, Greece 

- Turkey, Tunisia 
3. Econcmic developwnt: + France, Italy 

- Spain, Portugal, Yugoslavia, 
Greece, Turkey, Tunisia. 
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Having classified the countries on image factors, informants 

were then asked a 'for me/not for me' personal preference of a 

country and the image ratings was not strong enough to discriminate 

on about a third of the sample. However, the 'cultural strange- 

ness' factor appeared to be strongly distinctive for a significant 

proportion of the universe studied. We can conclude from Levens' 

study that the 'abroad' factor is a very important element in 

understanding the foreign holiday market. 

At the main ESCMAR Congress held in Venice in 1976, Berrol (139] 
in a paper entitled "Segmentation of the Pleasure Travel Market to 
Europe -A Preliminary Investigation", described a feasibility study 
carried out in the United States designed to determine whether 
"statistical uncovering of significant groups of consumers sharing 
basic attitudes was possible in the foreign pleasure travel market. " 
His study consisted of long, fully structured interviews with a 
sample of 300 Americans who had visited Europe in the previous three 

years, and matched sample of 200 non-visitors. The attitude battery 

was derived from group discussion, together with a review of the 

available research literature on the travel market. The Berrol 

study was quite specifically looking at 'Europe' as a destination 
for the United States travellers. The study revealed that the 
'classic culture seeker' emerges as the largest segment among past 
travellers to Europe. 

At the same Congress, Lang [1401 presented a paper entitled 
"A Typology of Holiday Travellers: Segmentation and Simulation. " 
He reported on a consumer panel which had run in Holland from 1974 
to 1976 with the specific objective of monitoring holiday taking 
over a number of years. The research was conducted through postal 
surveys; the first wave collected behavioural data, the second wave 
administrated a battery of 58 statements covering holiday needs. 
The 'need' statements are not given in the paper, but from the sub- 
sequently derived clusters they appear to have on the 'sun, sea, sand', 
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'nice, clean, tidy', 'travel by air variety'. In his cluster 

analysis, Lang described seven holiday taker typologies, ranging 
from 'ordinary nature lovers' to 'cultural adventure seekers'. 
He then plotted those clusters against the demographic and 
behavioural characteristics of his 580 respondents to describe the 

clusters in more marketable terms. The data has been used for 

input for a simulation model in which consumer behaviour, holiday 

needs and beliefs about different destinations are fused to give 

a multi-dimensional picture of the attributes and drawbacks of 

current and potential holiday destinations. It is an ambitious 

project; however, it arises our attention in the predictive 

ability of such segmentation studies. If one analysed the past 
holiday behaviour, the holiday needs and the attitudes to potential 
holiday destinations, could one predict future market share and 

create new destinations/holidays which would satisfy the require- 

ments of substantial segments of the holiday market? These points 

were not answered by Lang, or his client, except to say, quite 

reasonably, that the research had been conducted for ccimercial 

use and that our questions were a little too pertinent! 

The last paper presented at ESCMAR Congress held in Venice 

in 1976, was given by S. de la Beaumelle [141], entitled "A Contri- 

bution to market Segmentation in Tourism Research. " She asked: 
"how could segmentation be used in refining and improving 

promotional material? " In her experimental study she used a list 

of holiday motivations (such as heat, sun, entertainment, unspoiled 
countryside, etc. ) in a four-point importance scale and cross 
analysed the results to segment the French market into three major 
and five minor holiday typology categories. The research vehicle, 
an omnibus study, allowed her to study the total population fairly 

econanically and the differences between potential and non- 
potential abroad holidaymakers were a particularly interesting by- 

product of the study. 
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Table 3.4: Ssjitu ing the Zb. rist Nh t Pmcadir to the Ebl. iday Motiietims. 

Motivations Probable Foreign Holiday- oiy Makers 
100% All Others 100% 

Sea and sun 22 30 

Nature, calm 16 25 

Tourism 24 20 

Other Groups 38 25 

The above table reinforces a point hinted at by de la Beaumelle 

that such segmentation research must not only be destination specific, 
but must also take into account national and geographical character- 
istics of the survey country. An essential first question is which 
basic holiday needs can only be satisfied by an abroad holiday? 

In France, it is quite possible to enjoy a sun, sea and sand holiday 

at home on the long Mediterranean and Atlantic coastlines. 
A similar segmentation in Holland or even Switzerland might produce 
rather different results. As de la Beaumelle says, the cultural 
motivations (monuments, museums, historic sites) may be ranked high 

on a priority list, but one can ask how much of that holiday in 

Spain will be spent visiting Romanesque churches, and how much will 
be spent enjoying the sun, sea and Sangria? It may be, she argues, 
that cultural motivations are more spcially acceptable than the 
hedonistic ones, and therefore advertisements should combine both 

appeals. This suggests a whole new area for advertising research. 
She admitted that her motivational typologies correlate with age 
as the most strongly discriminating socio-econanic factor. In 

my view, it may well be that age in turn is only an indicator of the 

more important life-cycle stage: 

1. Bachelor stage - young, single, away from home. 
2. Newly marrieds, no children. 
3. Parents of young children, (at least one under 6). 
4. Parents of older children. 
5. Parents with teenage dependents. 
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6. Older working couples with no children at home. 

7. Retired couples. 

8. Solitary survivor, working. 
9. Solitary survivor, retired. 

Mitchell and Marchant [142] argue that categories 1,2,5 and 6 

are those which were identified as having a particular interest in 

travel. In categories 2,3 and 4, holidays must ccnpete with 
the acquisition of consumer durables and in 3 and 4 with the general 

expense of having children. The 3/4 categories also tend to have 

demands for very specific holiday arrangements: beaches, family 

hotels, baby-sitting and baby food facilities, all at an economic 

price. They pointed out that "Life cycle will play a significant 

role in the choice of holiday for everyone with dependent children. 
Budget, and loyalty to a specific tour operator, will play a 

significant part for a major sector of the package tour market. 
Accessibility and local facilities will play a significant part for 

the majority of caravanners, etc. Only when we have considered 

all these objective factors, we can evaluate the role of life-style 

and psychological typology in determining the choice of holiday 

destionations. " In their opinion, the choice of holiday can, 
like other purchases, be described in classic decision-making stages: 

1. The decision in principle: holiday this year, length, 
budget; 

2. The choice of product: at hone/abroad; camping/motoring/ 
self catering, etc; 

3. The choice of product type: (a) package/independent; 
(b) country/resort/hotel; 

4. The choice of supplier: tour operator/airline/travel agent/ 
independent; 

5. The decision of purchase. 
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They declared that "of these component parts only one and 
five are clearly sequential; the others can cane in any order 
depending on the simuli working in each particular case: advert- 
ising, friends/relations, brochures, etc. " 

Perhaps it is useful to look at the six segments derived from 

a study of potential U. S. visitors to Canada, carried out in 1974 
for the Canadian Government Office of Tourism (143]. The segment- 

ation was based on 45 vacation benefit statements. The study 
began by identifying over 100 benefits which travellers could 

consider in evaluation of vacation alternatives. These were 

reduced after the findings of a pilot study determined which phrases 

were redundant, vague or unimportant. The study was based on a 

sample of 4,810 households and is thus the largest of the studies 

available. The report gives thumbnail sketches of the six seg- 
ments derived by cluster analysis: 

1. The 'Non-Active Visitor', who seeks familiar surroundings 
where he has been before and can visit friends and relatives. 
He is not very inclined to participate in any activity (29%). 

2. The 'Active City Visitor', who seeks familiar surroundings 
where he can visit friends and relatives. He is more inclined 
to participate in activities - especially city sightseeing, 
shopping, cultural and other entertainment (12%). 

3. The 'Family Sightseer', who is looking for a new vacation 
place which would be a treat for the children and an enriching 
experience (6%). 

4. The 'Outdoor vacationer' who seeks clean air, rest and quiet 
beautiful scenery. Many are campers and availability of recreation 
facilities is important; children are also an important factor (19%). 
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5. The 'Resort Vacationer', who is most interested in water sports, 
(e. g. swimming) and good weather. He prefers a popular place with 

a big city atmosphere (8%). 

6. The 'Foreign Travel Vacationer', who looks for vacations in a 

place he has never been before with a foreign atmosphere and 
beautiful scenery. Money is not a major concern but good accamo- 
dation and service are. He wants an exciting, enriching experience 
(26%). 

We can conclude from all these groupings that there are under- 
lying motivations which drive people to seek various forms of re- 

assurance, stimulation, peace and quiet, etc. But we have not 
learned whether these motivations are constant, or how they change 

over time, depending on experience, life-cycle, economic circum- 

stances, and so on. 

In addition to Canadian Government interest in market segment- 

ation as a useful marketing tool, studies have been made of the 

changes, refinements and developrents in the methodology of market 

segmentation. While other studies [144] dealing with the market 

segmentation used demographics, life-style, media exposure patterns, 
destination, distance and mode of travel, etc., as correlates of 

market segments, the more recent focus is on purpose of trip. 

Professors Kaynak and Yavas (145] conducted a study in 1980, 

extending the application of purpose-oriented segmentation to the 
Canadian city of Halifax. More specifically, by using the self- 
designated method, a group of 213 recent travellers to Halifax 

were divided into vacation/relaxation, business and visitors (who 
indicated that the primary purpose of their trip was to visit friends 

and relatives) categories based on the purpose of trip, Sane of the 
findings of this study show that vacationers and visitors' segments 
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were composed of younger individuals. The respondents of these 

two segments also earned less money than the business people 

segment. Visitor segment on the other hand was canposed primarily 
of females. The. respondents view seaside location and good weather 
conditions as the most salient factors in choosing a vacation spot. 
Other factors which seem to be influential in affecting respondents' 

vacation-choice decision include low cost, fine restaurants, hotels, 

ease of access and sightseeing. The findings related to importance 

of information sources suggest that travellers perceive risk in 

selecting a vacation spot. In other words, they feel that wrong 
choice in this respect may involve money and time-losses. 

Professors Kaynak and Yavas concluded that "The results of the 

study point out that purpose-oriented segmentation can be used in 

tandem with other traditional segmentation correlates. In other 

words, once segments are identified along purpose-related 
dimensions, they can be profiled according to demographic character- 
istics, trip demographics criteria and information sources used in 

selecting a vacation spot, attitudinal orientations and satisfaction- 
dissatisfaction with the offerings of the destinations visited. 
Such information may then be used by the interested parties in a 
locale to target their strategies more precisely. " 

In summary, from the above extensive discussion on market 
segmentation, we can conclude that there is a danger in thinking 
that there is a specific technique called market segmentation. 
In fact, there are a range of techniques which differ in terms of 
their underlying assumptions and methodologies. Not only are there 

a variety of approaches but also they produce different views of the 
market and generate different strategies. The correct choice of 
approach is critical, and the wrong one can lead to serious policy 
errors. Therefore, there are five strategic issues which should 
be considered in applying market segmentation techniques in the 
field of tourism: 
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1. Generic importance; what is the target holidaymaker seeking 
in the particular vacation. 

2. Holiday typology - i. e. the types of holiday that they are 
seeking. 

3. Awareness barriers; what knowledge consumers have or lack 

about a specific destination/package. 

4. Image barriers; what, if any, negative images about the 
destination/package must be overcome. 

5. Image opportunities; what assets the destination/package 

has versus competition that could be exploited to attract 

prospects. 

Market segmentation offers sellers of the tourist product at 
least three benefits: 

First, they are in a better position to spot and compare 
market opportunities. They can examine the needs of each segment 
in the light of the current ccmpetitive offerings and determine the 

extent of current satisfaction. Segments with relatively low 
levels of satisfaction from current offerings may represent 
excellent market opportunities. 

Second, sellers can make finer adjustments of their tourist 

product and marketing appeals. Instead of one marketing programme 
aimed to draw in all potential buyers, sellers can create separate 
marketing programmes aimed to meet the needs of different buyers. 

Third, sellers cariýevelop marketing programmes and budgets 
based on a clearer idea of the response characteristics of specific 
market segments. They can allocate funds to the different segments 
in line with their likely levels of purchase response. 

- 

To this end, opportunities and targets of market can be 
identified, and the question of "Where are we now? " can be answered. 
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This leads us to answer the question "Mere do we want to be? " 

where the objectives of marketing tourism will be discussed as 

follows. 

The Objectives of Marketing Tourism 

No organisation or human activity under any organised form, 

whether it is state activity, public sector or private enterprise 

venture can exist without wAl-defined objectives. Marketing, 

therefore, as a management policy, has to be guided by well form- 

ulated objectives. But setting up these objectives is not an 

easy task as they differ from one field to another, as well as 

change according to the type of economy in which the enterprise 

is placed. Thus, objectives in a free market economy differ from 

objectives under a centrally planned economy. Likewise, within 

the same type of economy, marketing objectives will differ depending 

on the stage of tourist development of the country, its tourist 

products, its tourist organisation and management and on whether 

we are concerned with macro or micro marketing. However, tourism 

development policies should fit in with the broad objectives of 

the national government and the National Development Plan. In this 

regard, Jona Bargur, and Avner Arbel [1461, members of Tel Aviv 

University in Israel argue that "the first step in planning objectives 
is the formulation of overall planning targets in general terms from 

the viewpoint of the national economy, as well as a definition of the 

limiting factors and constraints. The plan aims at maximising the 

contribution of the tourist industry to the attainment of these targets 

within the limitations imposed by constraints exogenous to the tourist 
industry. Considered within the framework of the overall economy, 
the planning targets of the tourist industry inevitably depend on 

and are dictated by the economic policy objectives and the order of 

priorities laid down for the economy under consideration. As an 

example, the primary objective of a lcng-term economic development 

policy may well be the improvement of the country's balance of 
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payments, in terms of raising the net foreign currency contribution. 

Another alternative or complementary goal could be increasing employ- 

ment or raising income in preferred areas. Still another target 

could be the promotion of overall economic growth at a predetermined 

rate. In fact, there is a wide range of possible targets, all 
depending on the order of priorities and the kind of problems 

confronted by different economies. " 

It should be noted, moreover, that marketing objectives differ 

from marketing targets. Kelly (147] stated that "objectives are 
the expression of the philosophy in its broad lines adopted by the 

organisation or enterprise, while the tragets are the quantitative 

estimations of the results expected to be achieved usually according 
to a time-phased schedule. " Both have to be prepared and well 
formulated after a series of marketing research studies. 

Wahab (1481 declared that all objectives of tourism marketing 

should, as a matter of course, revolve around the market. He pro- 

vides broad lines as follows. 

- Profit maximisation in the long run. 

- Balanced tourist growth reinforcement of the econanic 
impact of tourism. 

- Attract foreign investment and knowhow (for instance in the 
hotel industry). 

- Security and balance in the social and economic development 

plan. 

- Maintaining and enhancing the market share in the face of 
competition in tourism. 

- Increase foreign exchange earnings (tourism, by helping, 
to cover the deficiency in foreign exchange, has been a 
vital factor in its economic growth). 

- Obtain a multiplier effect in the economic activity of the 
host country. 
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- Reduce unemployment or underemployment, particularly in 

agriculture, by creating new jobs (as in Canary Islands). 

- Maintain the country's cultural tradition, and minimise 
'cultural shock. ' 

- Protect the ecology and control pollution. 

- Decentralise tourism and direct it to 'poles of attraction' 
in lower incase regions (for instance, moving tourist 

arrivals away fran Rio de Janeiro to destinations such as 
Bahia or Rio Grande do Sul). 

- Decide and maintain an acceptance rate of return on the 
investment in the tourist industry. 

- Develop a high-class, elite brand image (Acapulco) or a 
mass market and image (Costa Brava). 

- Control seasonal inflation due to the injection of tourist 
incase. 

- Limit the number of tourist arrivals to a certain percent- 
age of total population so as to avoid swamping of the 
local population and culture. 

- Prevent industry from encroaching on areas of particular 
tourist value (for instance,. attractive coatlines). 

- Control real estate speculation, and the aesthetic 
quality of tourist superstructure (so as not to kill the 

goose which lays the golden egg). Who wants to go to 
the Costa Cemento if there is anything better for the 
price?. 

Wahab added, the government may wish to develop tourism so as 
to derive other, more indirect benefits, as follows. 

- Overcame the international ostracism of unpopular regime. 
- Widen the mental horizons of its population. 

- Develop entrepreneurial and management knowhow in the 
service industries, to the point where these later became 
a source of invisible exports. 
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- Develop new export industries related to tourism, such 

as furniture, jewellery, handicrafts, fashions, fabrics, 

foodstuffs or fresh flowers. 

Objectives of Tourism Development Plan in Egypt 

As a case to the above, the Ministry of Tourism in Egypt has 

prepared an ambitious five-year plan for the development of tourism, 

covering the period from 1982 to 1986, aiming at the attraction of 
the highest possible percentage of the international tourist move- 

ment that suits Egypt's available and not yet exploited fields of 
tourist attraction, so as to ensure a tourist revenue that would 
help Egypt's balance of payments. 

The objectives, within the framework of an overall aim to raise 
the standard of living in Egypt, are as follows [1491: 

1. To increase the total number of tourists to about 2,000,000 
by the year 1986/87 (arrivals in 1980 totalled 1,253,000 

rising to 1,376,000 in 1981 despite the serious drop in the 
last quarter of that year as a result of the tragic events in 

October). 
2. To raise the number of tourist nights to 14,000,000 (they were 

8,084,000 in 1980, and 9,806,000 in 1981). 
3. To augment the income from tourism to $1000,000,000; (the 

figures for 1980 and 1981 are in Egyptian Pounds - roughly 
1.15 times the US Dollar - and amounted to 774,000,000 in 
1980; the total for 1981 is not available). 

4. To increase inane generated by tourist expenditure as an 
effect of the tourist multiplier. 

5. To bring up the acccmrodation capacity to 38,000 rooms 
(it was 13,537 in 1980,19,529 in 1981). 

6. To increase the various tourist fleets by 500 coaches, 
400 micro-buses, 1,000 hire-limousines, 25 floating hotels, 

and to provide a total of 50,000 restaurant, coffee-shop and 
places of entertainment seats. 
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7. To create 29,000 additional jobs. 

The means of achieving these objectives will be discussed in 

the next chapter. 

From the above-stated objectives, we can conclude that object- 
ives of tourism marketing should be consequent with the tourist 

country objectives. But, in order to be more specific, we have 

to distinguish between marketing objectives of a National Tourist 

Organisation (NTO) or other regional or local tourist organisations, 

and marketing objectives of a tourist business concern like a tour 

operator, a carrier, a hotel chain, a travel agency, or a hotel. 

Wahab (1501 argued that "The first category, operating at an 

official level, national, regional or local, would have more prestige 

and image building objectives. Business objectives, nevertheless, 

are very much warranted, to create, for the country at large, the 

region or the locality concerned, a value in exchange that is 

greater than the intrinsic cost of goods and services contributing 
to shape the tourist product. These business objectives, however, 

should not be over-emphasised in the case of these official tourist 

organisations, as other socio-cultural and political considerations 

might have equal weight. On the other hand, in the case of tourist 

enterprises, only business objectives reign and therefore the profit- 

oriented approach is the only one that shapes their marketing 

activities. " 

On the contrary, he pointed out that "Target-setting has to 
be fully specific and measurable in quantitative terms. Thus, 

under a balanced growth of tourism objectives, for example, 

quantifiable targets have to include: 

1. How much percentage increase in the market share. 
2. How much percentage increase in marketing expenses. 
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3. How much percentage increase in distribution channels. 
4. How much percentage increase in: unit sales (number 

of tourists or tourist nights); average expenditure 

per tourist per day; average length of stay per 

nationality; 

5. What are the expected results to be achieved through 

various pramtional and publicity means. 
6. What are the developmental and innovative results 

expected in the tourist product, e. g. new circuits, 
new forms of tourism, new facilities, new transport 

means, etc. 
7. What are the new vistas of marketing research and how 

can research contribute to the improvement of the 

product, better pranotional results, an increase in 

the distribution channels or sales force, a betterment 
in the country's tourist situation vis-a-vis competition, 
etc. 

These targets and the like, can be itemised following various 

marketing functions, such as advertising, publicity, public 

relations, sales promotion, etc. They have to be clearly defined 

and various strategies to achieve them have to be elaborated. 

To this end, the tourist market has been explored with its 

quantifiable and non-quantifiable volumes and trends, the objectives 

of tourism marketing have been discussed, then, two basic questions 
have been answered: Where are we now?; Where do we want to be? 

These two basic questions are as prerequisites to establish a 

marketing strategy which will be the subject of the next chapter, 
where the elements of the marketing mix will be discussed and the 
third basic question: How do we get from where we are now to where 
we want to be?, can be answered. 
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CHAPTER FiOt)R 

MA KETI'ING MIX IN TOURISM 
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Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the objective was to establish a 
marketing strategy for tourism. To do so, the nature of planning 
was discussed in terms of its definition, advantages and limitations, 

and the term corporate planning was emphasised. Next, the steps 
of marketing planning were stressed and the critical role of 
marketing research in tourism was explored before moving on to 

establish a marketing strategy for tourism, where three basic 

questions had to be answered. The first question was: "Where 

are we now? " To answer this question, we analysed the tourist 

market in general where the demand on tourism and its supply were 
highlighted. To deepen the analysis on the demand side, the 

tourist behaviour with relation to the tourist motivations, image 

and attitude, life style, demographics and customs and habits, all 
of which affect the tourist decision to choose the tourist desti- 

nation, were all discussed. Due to the fact that tourist customers 
are likely to differ in one or more of the above respects, market 
segmentation was also extensively discussed. 

The second question was: "Mere do we want to be? " To 

answer this question, the objectives of tourism marketing in 

general were discussed, and the objectives of the Tourism Develop- 
ment Plan in Egypt were touched upon. 

The answering of the third question: "How do we get from 

where we are to where we want to be? " was left,, to be the task of 
the present chapter in which the nature and scope of the marketing 
mix and its elements, i. e. product, price, distribution and 
promotion, will be discussed in terms of their application and 
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contribution to tourism. As such, the sequence of presentation 

corresponds to the following format: 

The first section is concerned with discussion of the nature 
and scope of the marketing mix; its definition, composition, 
development, and application and its problems. 

The second section analyses product decisions. In this 

respect, the nature of the tourist product, and its character- 
istics will be discussed before moving on to examine the product 
developnent policies with relation to: the product life cycle, the 

problem of seasonality; co-ordination and integration of the 
tourism suppliers; and the role of the government. 

The third section outlines the issue of pricing the tourist 

product. In doing this, a definition of price will be presented 
first, then, the significance of prices will be extensively 
discussed. An investigation will be made to review the literature 

which outlines the pricing decisions in tourism, taking into account 
the role of government as well as the tour operator. In this 

regard, methods of pricing, and discount patterns will be explored. 

The fourth section encarpasses the concept of the distribution 

strategy, exploring; the importance of the tourism distribution 

system; its function, structure, and productivity; the distribution 

policies and its determinants; the relation between National 
Tourist organisations and the travel trade. 

The fifth section is devoted to explore; the role of Nros 
in promotion, the steps of promotion strategy; the need for a 
co-ordinated and integrated promotion policy. 

7 
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Section One: The Nature and Scope of the Marketing Mix 

Introduction 

Every marketing strategy must have a marketing mix, as well 
as a target market. The target market is a well-defined set of 

customers whose needs the organisation plans to satisfy. The 

marketing mix is a term generally used to denote a particular 
combination of marketing variables which are controllable by an 
organisation and which are used to appeal to a particular market 
segment. The marketing mix process is an intermediary part of 
the strategic planning process. Once market analysis identifies 

target market segments and indicates or forecasts the potential for 

these segments, the marketing mix process provides a logical basis 
for designing an offering for those segments selected. That is, 

all elements of a marketing strategy must be set simultaneously. 

In this section, the definition of the marketing mix, its 

composition, developtient, and application and its problems will 
be discussed. 

Definition of the Marketing Mix 

The idea can be traced to James Culliton [11, who, in a 1948 

publication, described the marketing administrator as "A 'decider', 

an 'artist' -a 'mixer of ingredients' who sometimes follows a 
recipe prepared by others, sometimes prepares his own recipe as he 
goes along, sometimes adapts a recipe to the ingredients no one else 
has yet tried. " This description of a marketing administrator, as 
a 'mixer of ingredients' appealed to Professor Borden who soon began 
to use the term 'marketing mix'. Borden 121 wrote: "I liked his 
idea of calling a marketing executive a 'mixer of ingredients', one 
who is constantly engaged in fashioning creatively a mix of marketing 
procedures and policies in his efforts to produce a profitable 
enterprise. " 
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In developing market offerings, William Lazer et al. (3] argue 
that "Marketing executives focus upon two types of variables which 

affect marketing success - those controlled by the firm and those 

outside the firm's influence. The meaningful organisation of the 

controllable variables which directly influence custrnier and consumer 
transactions is generally called the firm's marketing mix. " 

Similarly, Lipson and Reynolds (41 define the concept of the 

marketing mix as "a means of organising in a meaningful manner all 

of those variables controllable by the enterprise system that 
directly influence transactions in the marketplace. " 

Finally, Kotler's X51 definition as "Marketing mix is the 

particular blend of controllable marketing variables that the firm 

uses to achieve its objective in the traget market. " 

Fran the above definitions, one can observe that, while the 

classical economists based explanations of transactions solely on 
the price which results from the forces of demand and supply, the 

marketing scholars based explanations of transactions on a 

combination of marketing variables and their important inter- 

relationships. 

The Composition of the Marketing Mix 

There are a large number of possible ways to satisfy the 

needs of target customers. 'A product can have many different 

characteristics, colours, and appearances. The package can be 

of various sizes, colours or materials; the brand names and trade- 

marks can be changed; services and returned goods can be adjusted; 
various advertising media (newspapers, magazines, radio, television, 
billboards) may be used; a ccnpany's sales force and perhaps 
other sales specialists can be employed. Different prices can 
be charged; cash discounts and markups can be changed; a higher 

calibre of sales-person may be hired or a different type of 
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distributor may be used; intensity of sales effort may be varied 
fran one locality to another; credit policies may be adjusted; 

and so on. 

Each of these approaches can have many shades of differences, 

making the number of possible marketing mixes extremely large. 

With so many variables available, the question becomes: Is there 

any way of simplifying the selection of marketing mixes? And 

the answer is 'Yes'. Despite the list of the marketing mix can 
be long or short, depending on how far one wishes to go in his 

classification and sub-classification of the marketing procedures 

and policies with which marketing managers deal in the process of 
development of marketing programmes, however, a review of the 
literature on the subject reveals that these lists can be 

classified into three major categories as follows. 

Firstly, the twelve-way classification which has been 

originally used by Professor Neil Borden [6]. He outlines a list 

of twelve elements which covers the principal areas of marketing 
activities which call for management decisions as revealed by case 
histories. His list reads as follows: 

1. Product Planning - policies and procedures relating to 

product lines to be offered (e. g. qualities, design, etc. ), 

markets to sell (what, where and in what quantity), and 
new product policy (research and development). 

2. Pricing - policies and procedures relating to price level 
to adopt, specific prices to adopt (odd, even, etc. ), price 
policy (e. g. one price or varying price, price maintenance, 
use of list prices, etc. ), and margins to adopt for a ccmpany; 
for the trade. 
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3. Branding, - policies and procedures relating to selection of 

trademarks, brand policy - individualised or family brand, 

and sale under private label or unbranded. 

4. Channels of Distribution - policies and procedures relating 

to channels to be used between plant and consumer, degree of 

selectivity among wholesalers and retailers, and efforts to 

gain co-operation of the trade. 

5. Personal Selling - policies and procedures relating to the 

responsibility to be placed on personal selling and the methods 

to be employed in manufacturer's organisation; and wholesale 

and retail segments of the trade. 

6. Advertising, - policies and procedures relating to the emphasis 
to be placed on advertising; copy platform to adopt both 

product and corporate images desired; and mix of advertising 
to the trade, through the trade,. and to the consumers. 

7. Promotion - policies and procedures relating to the stress to 

place on special selling plans or devices desired at, or 
through the trade; and form of these devices for consumer 

and trade pranotions. 

8. Packaging - policies and procedures relating to formulation of 
package and label. 

9. Display - policies and procedures relating to the extent of 
influence to be put on display to help effective sale, and 
methods to adopt to secure display. 

10. Servicing - policies and procedures relating to providing 

service needed. 
11. Physical Handling - policies and procedures relating to ware- 

housing, transportation, and inventories. 

12. Fact Finding and Analysis - policies and procedures relating 
to securing, analysis, and use of facts in marketing operations. 

Borden further suggests a francwork of forces which govern the 
mixing of marketing elements, stating that both this list and that 
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of elements, taken together, provide a visual presentation of 

the concept of the marketing mix. These market forces arising 

from the behaviour of individuals and groups, may readily be listed 

under four headings, namely, the behaviour of consumers, the trade, 

cc1Tpetitors, and government. 

Secondly,, the four-way classification. McCarthy (71, Lipson 

and Darling [81, and Kotler [91 among others, use this classification. 
McCarthy [101, for instance, has been the most explicit in stating 
the various variables from which to blend a marketing mix. He 

popularised the mix concept around 'the four Ps': product, place, 

price, amd promotion. Perhaps a major contribution of this 

classification is the broadening of each component into a more 

explicit statement of the specific dimensions which make up the 

marketing mix. That is a 'product' may consist of features, 

accessories, installation, product lines and so forth. Also, 

place may include such factors as channels, market exposure, kinds 

of middlemen and the like. Price, too, may consist of the dimen- 

sions of flexibility, level, introductory pricing, discounts; 

while the promotion element may include promotion blend, kinds of 

sales-people, and kinds of advertising, and so forth. 

Thirdly, the two or three way classifications, which have 

been used by some authors without stating exactly what variables 

are available to marketers under each of the classification 

categories. Albert Frey (11] uses two dimensions; the offering 
(product, package, etc. ), and tools (advertising, personal selling, 

etc. ), while Eugene Kelley and William Lazer [12] use a three-fold 

classification under the product service mix, the cci unications 

mix, and the distribution mix. 
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The Composition of the Marketing Mix in Tourism 

In the marketing of services, however, Stanton [13] argues 

that "Because we are dealing with intangibles, the task of deter- 

mining the marketing mix ingredients for a total marketing programme 

in a service industry is perhaps more difficult and therefore, 

requires more skill and sophistication than is true in product 

marketing firms". 

'Accordingly, Booms and Bither [14], as was indicated earlier 
in chapter two, suggest changes in the marketing mix as follows: 

First, the marketing mix must be modified in order to be more 

useful to service marketers. The services marketing mix does have 

certain elements in common with goods marketing. Services 

marketers are, for example, concerned with the elements of the 

marketing mix as most often summarised by McCarthy's label of the 

004 F's - product, price, place and promotion". In their opinion, 

each of these elements must be modified, however, to provide 
maximum usefulness to the services marketer. 

Second, the service marketing mix should be expanded to include 

three new P's: 

Participants: all human actors who play a part in service 
delivery and thus influence the buyer's perceptions: namely, the 
firm's personnel and other customers in the service environment. 

Physical Evidence: the environment in which the service is 

assembled and where the firm and the customer interact; and any 
tangible, carYrbdities which facilitate performance or communication 
of the service. 
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Process of Service Assembly: the actual procedures, mechanism, 

and flow of activities by which the service is delivered. 

The argue that these new elements are essential to the 
definition and prcmotion of the service in the custaner's eyes, 
both prior to and during the service experience. They can be used 
by the firm to influence buyers' responses and, therefore, rightfully 
belong in the marketing mix. 

In the field of tourism, the applications of the concept of the 

marketing mix was considered by the World Tourism Organisation (WPO) 
[15] in a study on testing the effectiveness of promotion. The WPO 
defined the marketing mix as: all the country's variables that can 
be used for influencing the behaviour of potential travellers. 
There are four main factors to be considered in the marketing mix: 
product; distribution; price; promotion and canmmication. 
A good mix must rest on a proper analysis of all the elements and a 
proper balance between them. This approach is identical to 
McCarthy's label of the "4 P's". Therefore, we will follow this 
framework in the present study. Another approach has been con- 
sidered by the International Union of Official Travel Organisations 

IUOTO) [16], now the Wro, in a study on guidelines for the 

preparation of marketing plans. The IUOTO's approach j proposing 
that the main marketing mix consists of product mix, distribution 

mix, cannunication mix, and services mix. It seems to follow 

the somewhat shorter framework devised by Lazer and Kelley [17]. 

The IUOTO's definition of the product mix is "the range of 
attractions, and associated amenities, which are to be sold in the 
markets". [18] Price is also included as part of the product 
mix. The communications mix, according to the IUOTO refers to the 
processes by which the tourist product of a country is brought to 
the attention of - (a) potential consumers, (b) organisations who 
directly or indirectly can influence the attitude of those potential 
customers torwards the country, and (c) the intermediaries in the 
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markets, including the transport concerns, who collectively provide 

the distribution mix by which the consumer buys his travel and 

physically gets to his destination. The instruments of the 

communications mix include advertising, publicity, consumer and 

trade presentations, etc. The 'services mix' is composed of the 

various services provided which are designed to assist the visitor 
in having a more enjoyable holiday and in the main consist of 
information offices, complaints investigation, guides and sur- 

veillance of the standards of the total tourist product. The 

'service mix' according to the IMCTIO is analogous to the 'after 

sales service' provided by commercial and industrial companies. 

The components of the mix may be seen as co-operating with or 

replacing each other - as complements or substitutes. An example 

of this would be a policy of price reduction of tourist facilities 

and services which could be substituted by increasing available 
facilities and services for the same price or by strengthening 

promotional activities in view of facing competition and increasing 

sales output. A policy to carbine both reduction of prices and 

extra facilities or extra advertising campaigns, may or may not be 

efficient. 

Although the specification of the marketing mix outlined 

above relates to the operations of national tourist boards in 

general, it is suggested that it must be refined to take into 

account the operational setting if it is to be applied to the 

marketing activities of a particular tourist board, since tourist 
boards vary as to the extent of their statutory powers and 
functions. For example, in pricing strategy the Irish Tourist 
Board has only an advisory role with regard to the actual pricing 
of the product (19). Although the Board does issue a list of 
maximum prices which can be changed by hoteliers, these prices 
are in fact determined by the Hoteliers themselves. 
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With regard to the most important variable - the product, its 

quality, design range and value - the Irish Tourist Board has sane 

power to enforce its recommendations through the provision of grants- 
in-aid, etc. Furthermore, as the Irish Tourist Board is not engaged 
in 'direct selling' as such, personal selling and point of purchase 

activities are confined to specialist consumer promotions (present- 

ations to angling clubs for example) and provision of travel 

advisory services in its offices abroad. Consumer servicing is 

carried out jointly by the Irish Tourist Board and the Regional 

Tourism organisations. As a consequence, the Irish Tourist Board's 

marketing mix may be defined as: 

- advertising 

- print and distribution 

- publicity and public relations 

- consumer promotions 

- trade promotions 

- marketing administration 

- consumer servicing, and merchandising; and 

- marketing planning and research. 

The Marketing Mix Development Process 

The creation of the marketing mix should follow a forward- 

backward approach by first identifying the results from exchange 
transactions desired by target customers. Once these desired 

results are identified, a logical process must be used in creating 
a marketing mix. Specifically, the marketing executive must first 
know: (i) the specific target markets he wants to appeal to; (ii) 
the response function of the target markets to different levels of 
expenditures for each of the relevant marketing mix variables; and 
(iii) the response function of the firm's target markets to differ- 

ent levels of expenditures for all the marketing mix variables taken 
together. This information is difficult, if not impossible, to 
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obtain. Moreover, it changes from market to market and in the 

same market over time. Yet, regardless of such variations, it is 

possible to list some generally useful guidelines in developing a 

marketing mix as follows (20]: 

1. Separation of the marketing mix into the four 

carponent mixes: the product mix; pricing mix; 
distribution mix; and caanunication mix. 

2. Formulation of each of the canponent mixes by 

assessing the various possible dimensions in order 

to determine the breadth and depth of each canponent 

mix. 

3. Integration of the four canponent mixes into the 

marketing mix. 
4. Implementation in the market. 

William Lazer et al. [21] add the important dimension of 

monitoring and controlling the firm's offering. They argue that 

"It is not enough for marketing executives to formulate market 

offerings. They must be implemented and revised as changing 

conditions dictate. The (final) step in the marketing mix 
development process emphasises that marketing executives should 

continually monitor market offerings and make the necessary changes 
in them over time. " 

The identified two kinds of forces which can greatly influence 

the success of the firm's marketing mix: internal and external. 
The internal dimensions focus on the adjustment of the firm's 

corporate resources to customer needs and wants. The base of this 
internal dimension represents the human, financial, and physical 
resources of the firm. The marketing mix is supported by these 
forces, and acts as the link between the internal aspects of the 
firm and its markets. The external dimensions can be viewed as 
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consisting of two levels. The uppermost level represents the broad 

cultural, political, technological, legal, and socioeconomic setting. 

It establishes a backdrop against which the determinants of customer 

purchase behaviour operate. Management skill in meeting and 

adjusting to these forces is a significant determinant of the firm's 

profitability and growth. The next level represents the canpetitive 
business structure, the available business agencies and channels, 

and the government. These institutions more specifically and 
directly establish the business climate in which consumption occurs 
by a society in motion. 

The Application of the Marketing Mix Concept 

Perhaps the most important step in the marketing mix process 
is the integration of the sub-mixes into the marketing mix, since 
it is performed to create a synergistic effect for an organisation's 
offering. This view is based upon an assessment of the following 
factors: 

First, the assumption which says that the impact of an inte- 

grated whole is assumed to be greater than the summed impact of 
separately implemented component mixes. This assumption is based 

on the notion that the customer views an offering as a bundle of 
satisfactions rather than separate canponents (22]. 

Second, the inherent interrelatedness existing among and 
between the various variables makes such integration more important, 
i. e. this interrelatedness requires that 'trade-offs' be made in 

order to create the best overall impact and effectiveness of a 
marketing offering [231. 

Third, interdependence of all four "P's" and equality between 
them requires that, when a marketing mix is selected, all decisions 

about the "P's" should be made at the same time (241. 
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Finally, because no single of the mix components is more 
important than the others, they must all be co-ordinated through 

simultaneous adjustment to formulate an effective marketing plan (251. 

In fact, the implementation of an integrated whole of the 

amponent mixes is fundamental to the systems approach to marketing 

which requires an examination of the impact of any single decision 

on the entire system under study, rather than an attempt to solve 

problems in isolation [26]. However, it might be useful to point 

out that not all enterprise systems have recognised the importance 

of integrating the components into the marketing mix under the 

systems approach. Seymour Banks [27] has estimated that two-thirds 

of the major marketing and advertising enterprise systems make no 

use of the systems concept in marketing. Amongst those companies 
that use the systems concept - as Banks pointed out - four groups 

were identified: 

1. Companies that use the concept in its broadest basis; 

2. Companies that use the concept as being synonymous with 

marketing information systems; 
3. Those that regard it as being the development of models 

of specific segments of marketing activity; and 
4. Those enterprise systems that make heterogeneous 

applications of the systems concept. The author 

speculates that only those canpanies that utilise 
the systems concept in its broadest sense are in reality 
formally integrating their marketing mix variables. 

problems in Applying the Mix Concept 

Perhaps the major reason why so many companies have not formally 

utilised the systems approach to create the marketing mix is that the 
integration approach is currently seen as possessing a number of 

problems. As Lipson and Reynolds (281 have argued, two major 
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obstacles to integration can be stated. First, since business 

firms typically have many goals more than just profit maximisation, 

and the ranking of these goals may be different from one firm to 

the next, marketers, in attempting to create a marketing mix, not 

only have to consider multiple objectives, but also which ones are 

considered most important. 

A second obstacle to integration is found in the inability to 

measure accurately variables interaction and predict market response. 
The authors argue that marketing scholars have not been able to 

measure completely the effects an advertising campaign - for instance 

- will have upon the needs of the sales force. Thus, while it is 

generally recognised that the impact of one altered variable is 

subject to the total impact of all variables, the degree of the 
impact upon target markets cannot be determined accurately. 

Lazer et al. [291 provide additional limitations to the 

application of the marketing mix concept, which can be summarised 

as follows: 

1. Lack of requisite information necessary for effective imple- 
mentation: 

Not only are initial pieces of data on the firm's own resources 
and objectives difficult to obtain, but available data is often not 
in the required use form. On the cost side, data generally are 
reported by natural expense categories such as salaries, taxes, 

supplies, and advertising, whereas the costs relevant for strategic 
decision-making are the functional expenses associated with the 

various marketing activities. On the demand side, the principal 
problems are due to a lack of sales data by relevant consumer 
classifications and uncertainty about the size and stability of the 
firm's revenue possibilities. informational problems such as these 

severaly limit the ease with which marketing decisions can be made 
on a routine basis. 
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2. The determination of relevant needs: 

The heart of the marketing mix rests on knowledge of the 
firm's target market and its unsatisfied needs and wants. However, 
little agreement exists as to what these needs and wants are. 
As the authors stated, behavioural research findings indicate that 

potential customers are subjected to various stimuli and based on 

them as well as certain internalised factors, they may or may not 
take a course of action. No one simple explanation exists of how 

individuals behave. Thus, in developing the firm's marketing 

mix, marketing executives still must rely in many cases on estimates 
and guesses in addition to marketing research to help develop 

market offerings. 

3. Spatial, temporal, and product interaction: 

The marketing period of any given product stretches out far 

beyond the occurrence of the financial outlays. The exact impact 

of this 'carry-over effect' is hard if not impossible to determine. 

In the opinion of the authors, it presents a problem in the optimal 
timing of the marketing mix throughout the planning horizon. 

Furthermore, the firm typically sells a number of different products, 
in many territories and to various target markets. Thus, the 

question of spatial and product interaction plagues many firms. 

Marketing mix strategies cannot be developed for each separate 
market without considering their effect on the sales of the rest 
of the business. Unless the marketing executive grapples with this 
problem, he can never hope to approach optimal results. 

Although these limitations are very real, marketing managers 
using the concept of the marketing mix can achieve a high degree of 
integration and develop a coordinated marketing thrust that should 
lead to a substantial improvement in market performance. The 
marketing mix as an organisational framework contributes to an 
understanding of the canplex and interrelated nature of the firm's 
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marketing activities. It furnishes a conceptual plan upon which 

management can approach marketing problems and opportunities. 

It is the logical basis for developing marketing strategies that 

meet the needs of specific target markets. 

In sunmary, the marketing mix provides a basis for a logical, 

coherent and orderly analysis of the activities which bear upon 

the marketing operations of a firm. It is a system concept aimed 

at integrated effort for achieving the firm's objectives. The 

concept focuses attention on broader issues than those contained 
in any one marketing activity. . Furthermore, it stresses adapt- 
ive change and adjustment by emphasising the dynamic impact of the 

market environment. 

The marketing mix concept has added to the understanding of the 

marketing process in several areas. One of its major contributions 
is that it has helped change the concentration of the marketing 

scholars and practitioners from a predaninant concentration on the 

marketing variables themselves to a concentration on the results 

of such operations. 

The marketing mix concept also allows for heterogeneity in the 

market. By recognising that separate market offerings are needed 
to appeal to different target markets, the marketing executive 

places a new emphasis on the realities of ca petition not found in 

the classical writings on the subject. 

Now more than ever, marketing executives are under pressure to 
produce the best total mix of ingredients to meet the demands of 
both the marketplace and the firm. An understanding of the forces 
that constrain and influence marketing effort, as well as an aware- 
ness of the impact the interaction of various marketing mix ingred- 
ients may have, is a necessity in such an environment. 
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The study steps forward to explore the application of each 
element of the marketing mix to the field of tourism, discussing 
the contribution which this application can make to improve 

performance of the tourist organisations. 
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Section No: Product Policy 

Introduction 

The overriding importance of the product in determining a 

seller's success is a fundamental premise of marketing. It applies 

to a service as well as a good and to a public agency as well as 

a profit-snaking enterprise. The ways in which intangible products 

are developed or improved and the success criteria vary, both 

within the service sector and when services are contrasted with 

goods, yet the need for product policies and product strategies 
loses none of its significance in the case of services. 

In this section, the nature of the tourist product, and its 

characteristics will be discussed before moving on to examine 
the product development policies with relation to: the product 
life cycle; the problem of seasonality; coordination and inte- 

gration of the tourism suppliers; and the role of the government. 

The Nature of the Tourist Product 

The concept of the product is central to marketing strategy, 
and this applies equally to the marketing of tourism. Economic 
theory defines the product as something which possesses utility 
and has a scarcity value. On the assumption that there is a 
connection between the demand for a product and its utility (the 

subjective benefit which the consumer obtains fran its consunption 
or possession), classical economic theory went on to derive a 
deterministic model of consumer behaviour (301. Lancaster [31] 

considers that this classical theory is deficient in the sense that 
it does not "offer a satisfactory account of why same goods are more 
closely related in consumption than others or why sane goods are not 
purchased at all. In the case of new cam odities the theory is 

particularly helpless". Lancaster postulates a new approach which 
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he suggests will overcme these difficulties. The essence of his 

approach can be outlined by describing the underlying assumptions 

with regard to the definition of the product: 

(a) The good, per se, does not give utility to the consumer; 
it possesses characteristics, and these characteristics 

give rise to utility. 
(b) In general, a good will possess more than characteristic; 

and many characteristics will be shared by more than gcod, and 
(c) The goods in canbination may possess characteristics different 

from those pertaining to goods separately. 

This approach was used by Lowe (32] in defining the tourist 

product. Beginning with Lancaster's proposition that goods are 
not wanted for themselves but for the satisfaction they generate. 
Lowe emphasises the derived nature of the demand for the tourist 

product. To achieve a desired bundle of characteristics 

customers have to use goods in various combinations and the problem 
is analogous to the firm's production problem. The latter notion 
stresses the consumer view of what businesses offer for sale. 
Marketing students emphasise this view. The Levitt (331 view is 

succinct: "People do not buy products; they buy the expectation 
of benefits. It is the benefits that are the product". 
Kotler (34], accepting the Levitt view expands: "The customer 
is looking for particular utilities. Existing products are only 
a current way of packaging those utilities. The company must be 

aware of all the ways in which the customer can gain the sought 
satisfaction. These define his competition". Using a somewhat 
similar approach, the Medlik/4iddleton article in 1973 (35] stated 
that the tourist product is to be considered as an amalgam of three 
main components: the attractions of the destination, the facilities 

at the destination, and the accessibility of it. The article 
developed an overall view that "as far as the tourist is concerned, 
the product covers the complete experience from the time he leaves 
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haue to the time he returns to it. In other words, the product 
is not an airline seat or a hotel bed, or relaxing on a sunny 
beach, ... but rather an amalgam of many canponents, or a package". 
This package is most clearly seen in the case of the inclusive 

tour, in which the tour operator or other organiser brings all 

the elements of a holiday together, and offers them for sale at 
one inclusive price. However, "all tourists buy packages whether 
or not they use the travel agent". The Medlik/Middleton [37] 

article continued to argue that "airline seats or hotel beds 

may be products in the eyes of their producers, but they are 
merely elements or components of a total tourist product which 
is a canposite product", and further "it is fundamental to our 
view of the tourist product that the suppliers of what we may 

call tourist facilities (hotels, restaurants, entertainment, and 
in this connection, transport operators) are supplying only 

catponents of the total package". 

They postulate three main carponents of the tourist product 
amalgam: 

1. Attractions of the destination, including its image in 

the tourists' minds; 
2. Facilities at the destination - accommodation, catering, 

entertainment and recreation. 
3. Accessibility of the destination. 

It may be helpful to shed sane light on these elements as 
follows: 

1. The attractions are those elements in the tourist product 
which determine the choice of the tourist to visit one destination 

rather than another. They may be site attractions, related to the 
natural or built environment, or attractions related to events. 
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Site attractions are those where the place itself is the major 
inducement for the visit. In this category, for example, would- 
be natural attractions such as the Alps, or built attractions such 

as Disneyland or the Pyramids at Giza. Event attractions are 
those where the event staged is a larger factor in the tourist's 

choice than the site, for example, the Oberammergau passion play, 

the Olympic Games, or a Congress of Exhibition. Sometimes the 

site and the event determine together the tourist's choice, as is 

the case, for example, with the Salzburg or Edinburgh Festivals. 

2. The facilities are those elements in the tourist product 

which do not normally themselves provide the motivation for 

tourist flows but the absence of which may deter the tourist from 

travelling to enjoy the attractions. Absence of accarnodation 
facilities would be an obvious deterrent to tourism. The 

provision or absence of caravan parks would have an obvious 
influence on tourism to a destination. Facilities may form part 
of the attractions of a destination, but are rarely the sole 

reason for tourism to it; they may canplement the attractions - 
a well-appointed hotel may enhance the attractiveness of a resort. 

3. Accessibility relates to the mode of transport to the des- 

tination chosen by the tourist. It is determined by the proximity 
of a destination to the tourist's place of residence and is best 
interpreted in terms of the time and the cost to reach the destin- 

ation, i. e. as economic distance, rather than in terms of'physical 
distance. For example, the link between aircraft technology and 
the development of tourism across the Atlantic has been a major 
factor in accessibility changes of tourist destinations in relation 
to generating centres of population. 

Each destination has a particular product or products to 
offer, which is made up of attractions, facilities and access- 
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ibility. The French Riviera offers an environment of Mediterr- 

anean sea and sun. Blackpool offers an environment of breezy 

beaches and entertainment. Egypt offers both historical and 

pleasure tourism attractions. In each of these destinations, the 

tourist selects an activity, or activities to pursue, and the 

services which he uses during his stay. In this sense, selecting 
the destination product is analogous to selecting consumer 
durables in a shop, to which the buyer goes to make his purchases. 
If the buyer has the articles delivered to his home, the delivery 

forms part of purchase, for which he pays directly or indirectly. 

In an analogous way transport to a tourist destination is an 
integral part of the tourist product. 

Writing subsequently, and accepting the broad statement noted 
above, Wahab, crampon and Rothfield [38] considered the Medlik/ 
Middleton definition to be an over-generalisation and themselves 
laid particular emphasis on the role of consumer motivations in 

determining the product, stating that "tourism products are 
closely related to motivations for travel". Schmoll [39] high- 
lighted a distinction between "primary tourism resources" based 

on destination attractions and "subordinate tourism services" 
which "together constitute the product of tourism". 

One classification remains to be made after these definitions: 
the tourist's complete experience covers more than "from the time 
he leaves home to the time he returns to it". Mile the tourist's 

perception of his purchase may include that only, marketers know 
that the "pre-experience" phase which consists basically of what 
Scher ll called "information gathering and deliberation" is very 
important, and promotional effort aims mainly to affect this. 

For a detailed description of Egypt's tourist product: See chapter 
two, section two. 
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For example, the cost of promotional effort is an expense item 

on tourism profit and loss account, which is another reason why 
the pre-experience phase is important. On the other hand, there 
is also a 'post-experience' phase: using terminology on recreation 
experience, this phase can be called 'recollection'. [40] This 

phase gains importance due to several aspects: for example, the 

prestige element in talking to one's friend about the experience, 
is one aspect; the influence of former visitors' advice on their 
friends is another. 

If such 'intangible' cctnponents can be included into the 
'complete experience' and therefore into the price paid by the 
tourist for the package, the tourist product can be caiprised of: 
(i) information gathering and deliberation (pre-experience); 

(ii) attractions; (iii) facilities; (iv) accessibility; and 
(v) recollection (post-experience). The pre-experience and post- 
experience components of the tourist product broadly form what is 

called 'tourist image'. They include all major determinants of 
image, as far as deliberate action of marketers in tourism is 

concerned. 

To recapitulate: the tourist product consists of two groups 
of components: 

(a) Image (pre-experience and post-experience). 
(b) Experience (attractions, facilities, accessibility). 

Perhaps it is important to state that there is a certain 
pattern of interaction within and between these canponents. Pre- 

experience phase largely determines the choice of experience; the 
carpatibility of pre-experience and experience provides feedback 
from former visitors to future visitors. (and also to themselves for 

repeat visits (post-experience phase)]. 
a 
For a detailed discussion on tourist image: see chapter three. 
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Finally, WM (41] provided an approach to the tourists' 

product similar somewhat to Medlik/Middleton approach, but using 
different terminology. According to WM, to define a destination 

product, this requires a thorough examination of the country's 

possibilities in three areas: 

1. Resources: tourist and natural, cultural and artistic, 
historical or technological, which will attract the tourist 

and encourage him to travel (attractions). 

2. Plant: alone, this is rarely the purpose of travel, although, 
without it, travel would not be possible: accocmndation, 
catering, etc. (facilities). 

3. Ready access and information: the mode of the tourist 

will choose for reaching the country. This means both 

economic accessibility and actual distance. Customs 
facilities and amenities for inland travel. Information 

and publicity system (accessibility). 

However, this definition does not include the group of image 

component as we stated above. Other writers give more details 

on the canponents of the tourist product, but they can be grouped 
in the same categories (421. 

In summary: Fran the above comprehensive discussion, we can 
define the tourist product - from the standpoint of the consumer - 
"as an amalgam of two groups of components: (i) destination 
image (pre-experience and post-experience) and (ii) experience of 
the destination (attractions, facilities, accessibility), which 
tourist perceives as a whole experience". 

This view of the tourist product appears satisfactory for 
three reasons. First, because of its canpatibility with the 
definition of tourism adopted earlier in chapter two, and it is 
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comprehensive enough to cover all sectors of leisure tourism in 

which choice between destinations is a relevant consideration, and 
it may be extended to cover the wide range of tourism activity in 

which it is not the attractions which determine the choice of 

location but other aspects such as business connections, family 

connections or a special event such as a conference. Secondly, 

the definition stresses the interdependence between different 

suppliers of tourism services which is a vital consideration in 

marketing activity. Thirdly, it is a definition which emphasises 

consumers' perceptions of experiences, which is very much in line 

with accepted definitions (noted above) of consumer products 

generally whether physical goods or services. 

Despite the fact that tourism as a service has general 

characteristics common with other services, which was discussed 

earlier in chapter two, however, it may be useful to discuss the 

characteristics of the tourist product which influence the 

marketing activities in one hand, and to be the base for drawing 

the product policies and development strategies in the other. 

Characteristics of the Tourist Product 

Several authors have drawn attention recently to particular 

characteristics of tourist suppliers' product (431, whether or 

not the product is an amalgam (as previously discussed). 

Middleton (441, among others, provide the following five character- 
istics which have a special relevance in marketing, and they can 
be summarised as follows: 

1. Perishability: typically in the short-run, tourism capacity 
or the supply of services is available on a daily or hourly basis 
in specific quantities at specific locations. Beds, seats, 
restaurant covers or spaces in a park are firmly fixed in time and 
space and any that are unsold when available are lost; they cannot 
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be stored and made available for future consumption; they are even 

more perishable than yesterday's newspaper. It would be logical 

to expect that marketing management should respond by concentrating 

efforts in short-run measures aimed at arranging or manipulating 
demand to consume the available capacity in an orderly pattern. 

A 1,000 roan hotel may have an annual capacity of around 750,000 

bed nights but those responsible for its marketing must develop 

marketing programmes which focus on the proportion of beds which 

are occupied on each successive night. 

2. Seasonality: Complicating the perishability aspect of 
tourism supply, much of tourism demand, especially in non-business 

markets, fluctuates by months of the year. Smoothing the peaks 

and troughs in demand is a constant preoccupation for most 

marketers. Marketing progranmes varied by season are the natural 
response. 

3. Intangibility: typically tourist services are perceived by 

the tourist as an expectation of a future benefit. Purchases 
frequently have to be made weeks or months before the consumption 
takes place. Rendering future benefits tangible in terms which 

consumers understand and respond to has a particular meaning for 

suppliers of tourist services and requires a response in advert- 
ising and brochure production aimed at creating images and 

perceptions. 

4. Complementarity: a term used by Krippendorf (45] to denote 

the interdependence of suppliers in tourism, an interdependence 

which is more apparent in the long-run, reflecting the composite 
nature of the tourist product in its overall sense. Over time 
the profitability of transport operators is influenced by the 

capacity and quality of the accamTodation sector and the survival 
of both is ultimately affected by the quality of the attractions 
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and environment of visited destinations. Lareau [46) stresses 

that "environmental conditions are very important. This is a 
feature which is hardly ever found in other econanic sectors. 
Environmental conditions imply the conformity of the country or 
tourist area with the requirements of order, cleanliness, con- 

siderations for the tourist, etc". In the short-run, however, 

the various suppliers tend to take each other's interests for 

granted in developing their specific marketing programmes and 

consideration of marketing practice indicates that short-run pre- 

occupations predominate. 

5. High cost fixity/price flexibility: a phenomenon analysed 
by Kotas [47] as characteristic of the operating cost structure 

of hotels and restaurants in which the variable cost of supplying 

additional services at the margin are typically a small proportion 

of total costs, the bulk of which are fixed and must be paid for 

whether additional sales are achieved or not. In the short-run, 

such a cost structure conveys considerable price discretion to 
the operator, who can at least contribute to fixed costs at any 
price above the variable costs of each additional sale. This 

element of short-run price discretion places a tactical weapon 
in the hands of marketing management which is extremely power- 
ful in tourism markets, which in many instances are highly price 
elastic [48]. It may be possible, for example, for a hotelier 

to'vary the price of identical accommodation from say £7.54 to 
£25 per night. In the former instance he is unlikely to make 
any profit; although provided he covers the fixed costs per 
unit he has reduced the amount which would be lost if no sale 
were made. Such a wide range of price discretion is appli- 
cable to much of transport operations, and to many tourist 

attractions. It is surprising that the systenatic use of such 
a powerful tool has only been developed for general application 
in very recent years. 
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In summary, this list of characteristics is not comprehensive 

and it is not suggested that such characteristics are unique to 

tourism. It is the canbined influence of all these product 
features which is significant in determining the nature of the 

marketing response. Deliberate emphasis is placed on the short- 

run, typically, a period of one to two years in which the product, 
the regular price, and the distribution system are relatively fixed 

by previous decision and little scope for manoeuvre exists. 

on the context of the above discussion on the nature of the 

tourist product, the 'study steps forward to review the literature 

which outlines the usage of the marketing principles related to 
'product strategy' by individual and governmental tourism organ- 
isations. 

Product Development Policies 

IIn discussing the components of the tourist product earlier, 
the focus of the variab1 was on the destination. Since all 
tourists arrive sar where to do something, the destination concerned 
is the most important basis of the product 'package' which the 

consumer buys. In this regard, the IUO'IO's handbook (49] defines 
the product mix of a destination as "This is the range of attractions, 
and associated amenities, which are to be sold in the markets". 
It continued "The decision on the main components of this unit is 

usually part of objectives and strategy and can be arrived at by a 
variety of process, depending on the natural tourist attractions 
of the destination country". Wahab et al. [50] provide examples 
on the product mix. For a destination country the product mix 
may include beach resorts, mountain resorts, champion-standard 
golf courses, Grand Prix car-races, world-famour museums, out- 
standing architecture, and so on. If a carrier, then the line 

may offer jumbo jets or ordinary jets; standard day flights or 
night flights; pre-booked prices or walk-on, no booking-type ) 
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services; first class and economy flights; each of these being 

a different 'product' on a different price. If a tourist product 

producer, for instance, a museum, then it may offer special 

exhibitions; fee-paying lectures; books, reproductions, 

souvenirs, postcards; private viewings for the discriminating 

member of an art-lovers' club or association. In every case, the 

institution offers a mix of products at differing prices. 

The adjustment of the product to meet the consumer require- 

ments or the reverse depends on the destination attractions. on 

one hand, a destination country may have many natural assets from 

which a variety of attractions can be developed, so that the decision 

has to be taken as to what particular attractions to present, to what 

markets, at what phase of tourism develoFxnent, and the extent to 

which the product can be varied to meet changing market conditions. 
At the other extreme, a country may have but one main attraction, 
so it is a question of identifying the markets likely to be 

interested in that product. So, the extent to which deciding the 

'product mix' is an important function of the programming and 

budgeting process depends on the country's basic tourism assets and 

its overall objectives and strategy. 

Fran the marketing definitions discussed earlier in chapter 
two, it can be deduced that the process of assessing consumer 
demands and the process of product formulation are opposite sides 

of the same coin. In the marketing of mass-produced consumer goods 
it is, of course, common practice to manufacture products especially 
tailored to match consumer requirements; indeed, success in modern 

marketing is very much geared to the process of product innovation, 

which is, therefore, a matter for continuous heavy investment in 

research into both product development and consumer requirements, 
tastes and preferences. 
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In tourism, it is not easy to adjust the product or the 

packages available since this is a function of environmental 

attractions, facilities and accessibility, and since it has 

implications for the permanent resident population of the 

destination. However, if the process is more difficult, it is 

nonetheless still valid. As Kotler [51] stated succinctly 

"Marketing's short-run task may be to adjust the consumer's wants 

to existing goods, but its long-run task is to adjust the goods 

to the consumer's wants. " Because the tourist product contains 
intangible elements and perceptions (image), as well as physical 
features, and is perceived as an experience, it is sometimes a 

relatively straightforward matter to engineer changes. Medlik 

and Middleton [52] stated that "Any particular destination may 

embody not one but several products; similarly any particular 

product may be provided by more than one destination. This 

flexibility in terms of alternative product possibilities gives 

tourist destinations considerable scope for altering their 

particular amalgams over a short period of time, notwithstanding 

the fact that long-term changes in tourist products are likely 

to involve substantial investment in facilities. " 

Bermuda provides an example of the extent to which product 

changes can be effected, without altering the physical facilities. 

Bermuda originally was a supplier of market garden produce to 
New York. Men tariff barriers curtailed its market garden trade, 

Bermuda developed facilities and created an identity or image as 

a winter resort. The advent of the long-range aircraft made the 

more certain sun of the Caribbean as easily and as cheaply reached 

as Bermuda and dealt a heavy blow to Bermuda as a winter resort. 
The island then refashioned the image of its product to became a 
sunnier resort. What has primarily been changed, has been the 
image or identity of the island in the mind of the tourist rather 
than its basic physical plant, to match the skilfully identified 

new markets 1531. 
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Development of the product will normally be possible. 
The construction of new accannodation, the construction of new 
amenities, the development of event attractions, and the conserv- 
ation of natural attractions all form part of the development of 
the tourist product. The most comprehensive example of product 
development has been the transformation of the east coast of Spain 

as the premier European resort area. The formulation or reform- 

ulation of the tourist product in these cases was a deliberate 

policy decision by the official tourist authorities concerned. 
These policies should be based on an analysis of the tourist 

products or 'packages' and the consumer requirements. 

In the long-run, however, the product must then be formulated 

and given a unique identity to match that segment of the market 
for which it is intended. In the case of tourism, much of the 

physical character of the destination, its attractions and nature 

will be given and could only be changed slowly and perhaps 

expensively. To take a familiar example, [54] the snowfields of 
the Swiss Alps are given; the special nature of their attraction 
has been based on the special identity given than by those 

responsible for stimulating tourism to Switzerland. 

In this long-run develofxnent, an analysis of the product or 
packages is required. For example, it is possible to define 

accurately the capacity of each product. In an Alpine village, 
the capacity of the skiing 'package' can be easily calculated, 
for a village has only so many hotel beds, so much ski-lift capacity, 
so many car parking spaces. In the short-run, the separate 
elements of the package may be frequently out of balance, but in 

the long-run, they must achieve broad harmony unless tourism flows 

are to be diverted elsewhere. Admittedly, the calculation of 
the capacity of natural resources to absorb tourism - how many 
skiers can a hectare of snow slopes accanrcdate, for example - 
is a less easy matter to define, but since this must be related to 
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measurable facilities, it is surely appropriate to begin by 

assessing what is readily measurable [551. 

It may be further argued that the analysis of the tourist 

products based on destinations is an essential prerequisite to 

planning and development measures in relation to tourism. if, 

for example, it is considered that too many tourists to a 
particular destination country are bringing in caravans as part 

of their particular package, it is a relatively simple matter to 

impose controls on the amount of space available for caravan 

parking, or on the minimum standards of facilities to be provided 
for caravan sites. Thus, given an appreciation of the total 

impact of tourism packages, a destination country would be in a 

position to regulate by marketing and by planning procedures 

the total demand for tourist products and the volume of demand for 

each of the different 'packages' with which it is concerned. In 

other words, by quantifying the supply of facilities in relation to 
the demand for tourist products, destinations would be able to 
form judgements on total capacity and, perhaps even more import- 

antly, be able to balance the various aspects (or packages) of 
demand in the interests of those who live at the destination 

country. 

The New Product Development Process 

The conventional steps of exploration, screening, business 

analysis, development, testing, and ccamercialisation apply to 

services as well as goods. They may be implicit, fragmentary, and 
imprecise, or they may be explicit, thorough and scientific [561. 

Tourism is not different from other services or goods. 
Rathmell gives an example (571, if an airline wishes to expand its 

product line by adding a new scheduled service between two points 
currently not served. Through exploration it identifies a number 
of possibilities and then screens out most of them on the basis of 
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canpetition, lack of physical facilities, or regulatory constraints. 
Through a business analysis, number of flights, schedules, flow of 
traffic, number of departures and arrivals will be determined and 

narrow further the potential new products. Because the new 

product is an intangible, the development phase is bypassed, and 

a market test is conducted for a limited time period before the 

commitment to offer scheduled service between the two points is 

made. It should be noted that the behavioural sciences are 

relatively more important in the development of a new service 

product, whereas the physical sciences are relatively more import- 

ant in the development of new means of delivering a service (the 

aircraft). 

Within the new product development process, concept develop- 

ment is a stage where the marketing concept can be employed and where 
consumers can influence the design of a resort area. The output 
fran the concept development stage is a product design. 

The government of a country bordering on the Caribbean sea 
had procured 20 square miles of beach property fronting on the 
Caribbean Sea [581. The country's tourism agency was asked to 
develop this property into a major resort area in multiple phases. 
The resort development problem was divided into related components. 
The first camponent dealt with the design of hotels, and the second 
was related to infrastructure support facilities and land use 
planning. The problem of designing multiple hotels is referred to 
as the product line design problem. The objectives of the resort, 
according to tourism agency executives were: (i) that it be more 
attractive to target market consumers than caeting resorts, and 
(ii) that it meet tourism agency profit goals. Discussion of 
these objectives raised some questions. What should the hotels 
look like to make them attractive to target market customers? 
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How many hotels should there be in phase one of the development? 

What hotels should be considered as carpeting hotels? These 

questions represent sane steps of the new product development and 

are answered by a market research. 

With regard to the design stage of a new hotel, Bjorklund and 

King [59] argue that "While much research has been conducted in 

marketing that deals with designing or positioning a new product, 

there is a dearth of published applications related to resorts. 
Nevertheless, a void in this research area does not imply that 

hoteliers do not have a need för this type of research. On the 

contrary, relative to new consumer convenience goods, for example,, 

the financial risk of new resort area can be much greater. 

Resort area developers experience proportionately greater initial 

fixed costs and, by the nature of-their product, are unable to 

conduct test markets. Furthermore, resort developers are asked 
to forecast demand and profit to justify large construction loans 

with little more than a product idea. " 

The 'Product Life Cycle and Product Policy 

The concept of product life cycle is well understood among 

marketers operating in consumer/industrial goods. It is not 

always appreciated that the theory applies also to the kind of 
product or service which is offered by organisations in the service 
sector. Over the years, Levitt's [601 view that products undergo 
a life-cycle from birth through to maturity and death has becarie 

widely accepted. In tourism, the product has a life-cycle which 
may be short (l'bntparnasse) or long (Mme. Tussaud'a). The 

product is launched, grows to maturity, levels off, and then 

gradually declines. If spotted in time, the decline may be 

averted by refurbishing and reintroduction of the product under 
another guise, or with a fresh injection of publicity (as in the 
case of Bermuda). 
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Examples of tourism products which have taken a new lease of 
life: closed British branch railway lines have been re-opened 

and run at a profit by clubs of amateurs; canal barges were 

withdrawn from their original function of moving goods and have 

been reintroduced as floating hotels [61). 

The Transatlantic airline industry has gone through the stages 

of the life-cycle. As Klug and Bramwell [62] illustrated, the 
'early phase' was from the end of World War II to 1958. During this 

time the airlines industry was in an embryonic stage and carpeted 

essentially with sea travel, on the basis of speed and convenience 

rather than price. 

Growth phase: With the advent of jets and the introduction of 
the econcny air fare in April 1958, the cost of Transatlantic 

air travel was reduced to only $71 more than the cost of the sea 

voyage. As a result, air travel became a sharp competitor with 

sea travel. The 'growth phase' for Transatlantic was the period 
1958-1970. 

Mature phase: The shakeout in the airline industry, begun in the 

early 70's and is still continuing. In the late 60's charter 

operators obtained an increasing share of the North Atlantic 

traffic as the concept of air travel progressively lost its 

uniqueness and increasingly became a price sensitive ccamodity 
in the eyes of the consumer. The flight has increasingly less 

appeal to the airline traveller, who was instead more interested 

in what he would do when he arrived at his destination. 

These results support the contention that pleasure air travel 
is progressing along a life-cycle towards a ccmrcdity, different- 
iated primarily by price. 
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For a hotel, based on Levitt's theories, Doswell and Gamble (63) 

suggest a cycle of marketing activities as follows: 

At the introduction stage, the hotel is new, there is little 

or no carpetition (if there is no gap in the market the hotel need 
not be built) and the marketing task is to persuade people to try 
it. Prices are set as high as possible, compatible with this 

aim, but it is unlikely that the hotel is making any profit in view 

of the heavy pre-opening costs that have been incurred. 

At the growth stage, as sales take off, the nature of the 

problem changes. Higher sales mean more profit and while this 

can be fully exploited by an innovator in a market, it will also 
attract competitors who want a slice of the pie. Thus, the aim 
is to create a distinctive image for the hotel so as to get 
potential customers to prefer it to the competitive offerings. 
In this stage, profits reach a peak. 

As the number of canpetitors grows, so the hotel enters what 
is usually the longest stage of its life cycle, maturity. 
Sane competitors will discover more efficient ways of operating, 

some will simply cut prices to get a foot in the door and the 
increasing number of suppliers begins to overtake the level of 
demand. The hotel has not only to defend its position and try to 

retain its existing markets but also to face the possibility of 
a price war with its rivals. 

Finally, inevitable changes in the environment - new technology, 

changes in fashion - render the whole idea of the hotel less and 
less attractive. This shrinks until only the diehard repeat users 
are left. Eventually, the hotel has to close. 
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In some cases, it is possible to avoid the progression from 

maturity to decline by taking a broader view of what is being 

marketed. Thus the hotel could prorate new products or improved 

products as: 

More frequent usage; peak season users can be persuaded 
to visit at off-peak times or at shorter intervals. 

Varied use; conference sale provides a good example. 
The hotel can join the education business with offers of 

syndicate roans for small group training, or sell bedrecm and 

other acccmnodation to say, a language school. 

New users; the marketing approach can be re-examined so as 
to change the appeal and attract new segments. This approach 
is likely to require substantial changes in the overall 

marketing mix, probably requiring a major change in physical 
facilities, and for this reason, planning at the design stage 
is important. If the feasibility study can identify the 

prospective life of the product, then it can be equipped with 
facilities that will wear out as the change is required (planned 

obsolescence), or will be flexible enough to allow for change at 
minimum cost. This is by no means easy since a hotel often 

contains several products, accommodation, restaurants, bars, 

function space, et. c, each of which may have a different life span. 
At the same time, any change in one of these elements of the hotel 

must be done so as to preserve the sense of completeness and 
harmony of the product. 

Men managing the product mix according to the product life 

cycle concept, Wahab et al. X64] stated that the marketer of the 
tourist product has two strategic objectives to bear in mind: 
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1. Market orientation; in other words, giving the customer 

what he wants, in a world of changing tastes. 

2. Maximising: (a) the rate of return on the original 
investment (capital cost); and (b) the rate of 
profitability on current outgoings (running costs). 

In their opinion, progress against both objectives can be 

measured by suitable financial controls. These controls include 

as a minixLun: number of purchasers of each product; canparative 

rate of growth of each product's sales, and eanparison between 

products; estimated share of total market held by each product; 

capital costs, and running costs. They concluded that by main- 
taining figures on a yearly or, if necessary, quarterly basis, it 

is possible to spot variations in product performance in good time 

so that: (i) corrective action can be taken in time, either 
through an extra investment in rejuvenation of the product or 
through its withdrawal (depending on the findings of market research 

about consumer trends); (ii)-new product can be launched at the 

right point in the existing product's life cycle (i. e. before it 

starts losing customers or profitability); and (iii) better cost 
control can maintain existing performances. 

The Problem of Seasonality and the Product Policy 

The major holiday for the vast majority of the population is 

still in the summer months because school and college holidays 

continue to take place in July and August. In many towns and some 
entire countries tourism has been characterised by a single main 
season with the hotels and other facilities idle for the rest of the 

year, and the staff having to find other employment, or even 
remaining unemployed for the rest of the year. The growth of 
peak-season tourism has necessitated vast investments in accommo- 
dation,, transport and other facilities, which are utilised only for 

a fraction of the time, and great increases in the demand for staff 
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to serve the tourists, with all the problems of overcrowding and 
lower standards of services in the peak-months. 

Baron [651 argued that "In sane branches of the economy it is 

possible to cope with seasonal changes in demand by working over- 
time or extra shifts in specific industrial or cannercial enter- 

prises. One of the characteristics of tourism, however, is that 

a plane seat can be used only once on a specific flight and that 

tourist hotels cannot use their roans on a two-shift basis. 

It is, therefore, necessary to provide sufficient hotel roans and 

other facilities for peak demand. A shortage of supply entails 
the inability to provide accommodation for many potential tourists, 

who may then be diverted to other locations unless they can be 

persuaded to go to a different area of the country or to cane at a 

more convenient time". To overcame these problems he suggests that 

"... it may be possible to provide marginal resources for the peak 
time alone, e. g. the renting of additional rooms in private homes 

by the hotels or the chartering of additional planes without wasting 
basic investments over the rest of the year. It may also be 

possible to use the buildings for non-tourist purposes off season, 

as student hostels for example. In some cases, it may be possible 

also to introduce seasonality into the supply side of the equation, 

such as by opening new hotels just before the start of the season". 
Baron conlcuded that all these have a small effect on alleviating 

seasonality and, in his opinion, it would be better to consider 

methods to change the demand side of the equation and to spread 
the seasonality of tourism. This may be done in several ways, 
amongst which the principal methods are: 

1. Extending the single season. 
2. Introducing a second (and possibly a third) season in 

the spring, autumn or winter. 
3. Filling in the between-season period. 
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4. Building up the shoulder seasons. 
5. Providing off-season activities, such as conferences 

or festivals. 

In an attempt to reduce the seasonality of tourism, the 

Scottish Tourist Board 1661 continued its support of festivals 

and events designed to sustain the develoFxnent of off-season 

traffic and the spread of demand through Scotland. The range of 

off-season festivals grew to include the Borders Fair, Burns 

Festival, Galloway Spring Festival and National Student Drama 

Festival. An imaginative new develognent in this field is the 

Edinburgh Winter Festival which was launched in January 1977. 

The Festival is designed to attract traffic to the capital at the 

time when there is a considerable spare capacity in accannodation 

and other facilities in the city. 

Also, in many countries, the providers of tourist products and 
services whose demand is seasonal are attempting to broaden their 
line in order to reduce peaks and valleys in their demand (ski 

slope operators, " for example). 

Finally, as Wahab [67] stated "Many countries have devoted 

much attention to develop anti-seasonal policies. The staggering 

of holidays, vacation splitting, the expansion of skiing facilities 
in European countries, the off-seasonal promotional fares, low 

priced inclusive tours to sunny areas (like Southern Spanish 

Coasts), and the extension of weekends have significantly reduced 
the seasonality factor in many cases. " However, he argued that 
"this improvement is often invisible because market expansion 

usually involves reaching into lower inane markets which tend to 
be more seasonal. " It may be argued that the seasonal problem 
would get steadily worse because the expansion of tourism has been 
largely an expansion of the main season, stimulated by charter 
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flights and low priced package tours or inclusive tours which have 

brought international tourism within the reach of millions of people 

who would not have considered it feasible for them 20 or more years 

ago. In contrast, it may be said that the very low priced 
inclusive tours will encourage a second or third holiday for the 

people who have high inccmes, and this can contribute to solving 

the problem of seasonality. In our view, it is a corporate 

strategy of marketing which takes into account not just the product 

policies but also, distribution, pricing, and promotion policies, 

simultaneously, to solve the problem of seasonality. 

Coordination and Integration of Tourism Suppliers and the Product 
Policy 

Tourism has often been regarded as a canplex and multifaceted 

phenomenon; it consists of a number of disparate enterprises, for 

after all there is no inherent similarity in operating a hotel and 

running an airline, and yet both are needed to serve the needs of 
tourists. Thus, tourism today presents an unparalleled 

challenge to the marketers, both in the developing econanies as 

well as in the highly industrialised countries. There is thus a 

vital need for closer integration of the different sectors feeding 

the tourist industry. The development of the tourist product 
involves the building of tourist infrastructure within the 

country, including such constituents as hotels, airlines, shipping 
canpanies, transport agencies, railways, tour operators, enter- 
tainment and shopping facilities, etc., and then marketing of the 

product this put together. 

Burkart and Medlik (68] indicated that "The cattposite nature 
of many of the tourist products offered makes the satisfying of the 

customer complex at the retail level; the tourist wants an airline 
seat and a hotel bed, and without the one, may have no danand for 

the other. The supply of one is dependent on the supply of the 
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other. " In our view, this last point is of great significance. 
The wholehearted adoption of the marketing concept implies that 

airlines are not merely in the airline business, that hotels are 
not merely in the accorn odation business, that the product is not 
the seat or the bed; both airline and hotel are truly in the 
business of tourism, and the true product is the holiday or the 
business trip. 

To cope with the above problems, some service firms have 

effectively expanded their product line by working jointly with 
companies selling related services [691. Autanobile rental firms 
have working arrangements with airlines, railroads, and hotels, so 
that when a customer flies or goes by train to his destination, a 
car will be ready for his use at that point and he will have a 
hotel roan reserved. 

Travel agencies combine many transportation and recreation 
services in one package. Both Sealink and Townsend offer 
packages which include use of own car, sea transportation and the 

rental of caravan/or camping equipment (70]. The tour operator 
is indeed a manufacturer of the tourist product, but he is also a 
marketing man. The tour operating industry recognised in its 

early days, even before the practice of time-chartering had become 

cannon, that demand for a foreign holiday was extremely price- 
elastic, and that the customers would flock to the tour operators 
with the lowest prices (less than modern aircraft originally 
enabled the price to be kept low and only with jet aircraft did 
time-chartering became the usual practice for the larger operators). 

Granted this price-elasticity of demand, the next step was to 
create a kind of package that could be marketed' as a mass market 
product. The solution to this problem can be inferred from an 
inspection of tour operators' brochures. The product has been 
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standardised into a package consisting in essence of an attractive 
hotel in a sunny climate, possibly on a beach but if not certainly 
with a swimming pool, the whole being visibly enjoyed by people with 
wham the potential customer can easily identify himself or herself. 
The effect of this standardisation is to suggest that the purchaser 
of an inclusive tour is largely indiffferent to the country in which 
his attractive hotel is located. 

This standardisation has an important consequence for marketing. 
If a tour operator serves any large number of destinations, and if he 

were to attempt to market each individually, the level of marketing 
intensity for each destination would not approach the threshold level. 
But by standardising his product he can market his name, his brand 

name, to a level well above the threshold. The instrument by which 
this is achieved is the tour operator's brochure - in effect his 

catalogue - which lists and illustrates his products, and invariably 

contains a booking form. Very large quantities of the brochure can 
be produced and the primary task of his promotion by advertising is 
to sell the brochure to the public, and it is expected that the 
brochure itself will sell the holiday product. 

In this brochure distribution, the retail travel agent has a 
central part to play by providing local access to the stock of 
brochures and subsequently by converting the custcmer's interest 
into a booking. 

In brief, the tour operator thus emerges as the only true 

manufacturer of the tourist product. This product is the inclusive 
tour, packaged, standardised, quality controlled, mass produced and 
mass marketed successfully in the tourist generating countries and 
is, therefore, susceptible to the same marketing techniques that are 
applied to'the marketing of consumer goods. The inclusive tour is 

one of the best solutions to the problem of separation in supplying 
the tourist product. 
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The terms 'horizontal integration' and 'vertical integration' 

are used freely in tourism parlance with different connotations. 
In one sense, Jain (71] stated that "horizontal integration means 
the entire suprastructure of the tourist industry within a country 

whereby units within the same entity adopt varying degress of joint 

responsibility in developing a unified service or product. 

Horizontal integration is possible even at the international level 

where the same entity aspects joint responsibility in developing a 

unified service or a product. A prime example of this on the 

international scene would be IATA through which flows the system of 

uniform fare structure for all member carriers. " This type of inte- 

gration is used to broaden the base of services or to attain more 

power in the face of competition within the same sector of the tourist 

industry. 

With regard to the 'vertical integration!, Wahab [72] described 
it as "... a consoldation of efforts between different parts of the 
tourist industry, namely carriers, tour operators, hotels, travel 

agents through merger, other financial arrangements, joint plans, etc. 
This integration might fall in all operations or only score. 
The normal reason behind such an integration is to 'close the circle' 
by offering a comprehensive package which would certainly increase 

sales, reduce costs, and thus enhance profits. " He distinguished 

two types of vertical integration. One is forward integration 

which means a move from tourism production towards sales outlets, 
(e. g. tour operators or airlines buying or creating their retail 
outlets). The second is backward integration which is exactly the 
opposite, namely a move from sales outlets to tourism production 
(e. g. airlines or tour operators who build or buy hotels as TWA which 
bought Hilton International PAN AM which created Intercontinental 
Hotels, Corp. ). 

This is not to suggest that there are necessarily automatic 
advantages in the integration of such suppliers, but it does raise 
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the question whether airlines are really in the business of selling 
identical seats in the air (a transport experience) and whether 
hotels are really in thd business of offering multiples of identical 

beds in multiples of identical rooms (an accccncdation experience). 
Are not both types of suppliers rather serving to facilitate what 
is seen by the consumer to be part of an overall tourist experience? 
If the latter is true, it is our opinion that the interests of all 

suppliers of facilities would be more effectively served if they: 

1. Identified their respective roles in the tourist 

experience (i. e. the product amalgam), and 
2. Organised their respective marketing efforts accordingly, 

although not necessarily by pooling their funds and 
identities. 

However, for the vital need of the coordination amongst the 

various tourist suppliers, and for solving many other problems, 
the intervention of the governments in the product development 

process is so important. 

The Role of the Government in the Development Process of the Tourist 
Product 

In the development of the tourist product the angle of vision 
is gradually shifting from a blinkered 'project-orientation' to a 
wider 'market-orientation'. Pioneers in the field are eschewing the 
traditional piece-meal, haphazard approach, with its over-concentration 
on creating individual physical facilities largely for their own 
sake. Instead, programmes and projects are conceived and developed 
in terms of the market or markets they are intended to serve, and to 

provide a full range of interlocking facilities and services to 

satisfy the varying needs of the tourist fron the beginning to the 

end of the tour. The gathering trend in the main tourist generating 
markets towards offering pre-planned a 'tourism product' in terms of 
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a pre-paid package or inclusive tour, requires that the supply of 

the facilities and services should be planned and implemented 

cohesively as 'tourism programmes' in the all-inclusive sense. 

The 'superstructure' of tourism facilites designed to meet 
these pre-planned packages or inclusive tours, is widening, and has 

in turn to be supported by a widening range of 'infrastructure'. 

This includes airports and ports, roads, rail and ferry services, 

water and power supply, sewage systems, telecatinunications; beach, 

park, wildlife area maintenance; and the preservation of historical, 

cultural, and other tourism aspects. The 'infrastructure' usually 

provided by the government, while the superstructure facilities are 
left to the private capanies. 

Unregulated tourism can cause many problems; unbalanced social 
change and economic development; social tensions and environmental 

pollution; distortion of life styles and cultural decay; indeed 

the destruction of the very entity on which tourism is built. 

The consequences of failure to see 'tourism' in the round are every- 

where apparent. They all stem from the inability to see the full 

scope of the phenomenon and the inter-dependence of its parts. 
As Boyed [731 stated: "Today many luxury hotels still spring up 
to satisfy the eyes of their owners or their architects rather than 
the purse strings of their clientele; empty or full they cannot 
pay their way. Resorts are developed without regard to access to 

airports or to establish tourist attractions. Uncontrolled linear 

development of the coast-line wastes valuable land and increases 

infrastructure costs. Or governments give every incentive to 

private entrepreneurs to invest in facilities for a greatly expanded 
flow of tourists while restrictive civil aviation policies prevent 
their realisation. Along the northern shares of the Mediterranean 
basin many former 'tourist paradises' are turning into 'tourist slums' 
through uncontrolled, congested development, lack of maintenance and 
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environmental control, with a mounting problem of pollution of the 

sea and beaches. Rigid adherence to the traditional vacation 

periods continues to plague the tourism and travel industry with 

seasons of feast and famine. Aircraft and airport development 

seem to be conducted in separate compartments. Resorts are created 
for tourists thirsting for sun and sand, leaving them without water 

except fran the sea. " 

In our view, these problems are the price of not so much 
failure to plan as failure to conceive. The hotels were planned, 
but for the owners, not for the market. Aircraft were planned, 
but not for the market or the operations that could fill them. 
The superstructure was planned but not the infrastructure. Each 

concentrated in his own business and failed to see the whole. 
This was both a failure of concept and a failure of management. 

Therefore, the intervention of the government in the development 

of the tourist product is so vital. This intervention has been 

regarded by many authors (741, and the reasons for this intervention 

are usually threefold: (as the case of Egypt and most other countries). 

1. To provide infrastructure and other support which normally falls 

to the public sector. 
2. To encourage and regulate the development of tourism in accord- 

ance with the economic and social objectives of the National 
Plan. 

3. To provide the framework of coordination of the whole tourism 
sector which cannot be undertaken by the industry itself due to 
fragmentation and lack of regulatory authority. But essentially 
tourism is a business, and business needs management. So does 
government. 

, 
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Formulation of a National Tourism Policy 

The development of the tourist product can take place not 

only on national level, but also on the supranational level. The 

consensus at the UN conference in Dubrovnik [75] emphasised that 

"... development planning needed canplementary conservation 

planning, that national planning at the sub-national scale, as 

well as regional cooperation at the supranational Mediterranean 

nations about their shared resource (particularly coastal and 

mountainous area assets) is now under discussion, effective policies 
have yet to be agreed and implemented". 

on the national level, any country, whether it already has an 

active tourist industry or is thinking of developing a tourist 

sector, has many problems to face and resolve. 

Robinson [76] suggests a number of issues which should be 

examined when formulating a national tourism policy. Firstly, the 

government has to decide upon the rate of growth of the tourism 

sector, whether indeed it wishes to encourage mass tourism or 
develop it more slowly and selectively. Such a decision may, of 

course, be taken for it by circumstances that already exist; for 

instance, a country with an incipient industry cannot cope with a 
vast influx of tourists since it does not possess the tourist plant 
capable of dealing with large numbers. Secondly, it must make a 
decision as to the importance which tourism is to have in the 

national economy and how its development and growth is to fit in 

with the plans for national and regional development; for instance, 
it is envisaged that it will be a major or only a supporting minor 
industry and is it the intention to focus it in the developed areas 
of the country (where there is already considerable infrastructure) 

or to develop it in econanically retarded areas with a view to 

correcting regional economic imbalance? Thirdly, it must decide 
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what are to be the respective roles of the public and the private 

sector in the development of the tourist product; the public 

sector will almost certainly have to provide the necessary costly 
infrastructure before the private sector can begin to operate. 
Fourthly, it has to determine the roles to be played by domestic 

and foreign capital. It may be that foreign investment is 

essential if the country's financial resources are strictly limited, 

although dependence upon the outside investment will greatly reduce 
the benefits which will accrue since the payment of interest rates 

will constitute a serious leakage. Fifthly, a decision must be 

made as to whether the tourist industry should be treated in the 

same way as other industries or whether the peculiar character of 
the industry warrants it being given special administrative and 
financial arrangements. 

The O. E. C. D. Seminar at Estoril [771 focused its attention 

on all these basic issues: ' "Much of the discussion ... (said the 

Report) turned on the fact that tourism is by its nature sanewhat 
different Iran other sectors of the econany, since it is an 
industry based on the movement of people rather than of goods. 
For this reason, it is particularly susceptible to subjective 
considerations quite apart Iran the play of econanic forces. 

Politics and social pressures, psychological attitudes, changes 
of fashion, may all influence the course of tourism development 

markedly and unpredictably. It is essential therefore that the 
tourism industry should be as flexible as possible to be able to 

adapt to changing conditions and requirements. As a corollary, 
the government's management of the tourism industry (NPO, Ministry, 
Board, etc. ( should also be as fledxible as possible, with the 
relevant administrative structure and credit institutions geared to 
operate accordingly. " 
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The discussion at the Seminar also drew attention to the fact 

that tourism involves several considerations which are essentially 

non-econanic: "Tourism often has significant cultural implications 

(for example, the restoration of ancient monuments); aesthetic 
(the preservation of beauties of landscape and the safeguarding of 
the nation's heritage); social (the provision of recreational 
facilities for the health and welfare of the people); and political 
(the improvement of the international understanding) (781. 

In conclusion, it may be said that any government in formulating 

its tourism policy must: (i) be perfectly clear as to the objectives 
of tourism development; (ii) be guided, primarily, by econanic 
considerations, that is, the benefits which tourism development will 
bring to the national economy; and (iii) make a very careful study 
of the potential market. But it is also fundamental to assess the 

country's attractions as a prerequisite to the development of the 
tourist product. 

The Assessment of National Tourist Attractions 

"Without a full study of the attractions a country possesses 
and (their evaluation in terms of ) ... potential future types of 
tourists" writes Peters (791, "countries cannot begin to plan for 
the future expansion of their tourist trade". It is, then, of 
fundamental importance that a very careful assessment be made of 
all the attractions - physical, historical, cultural - that a 
country possesses. Following this inventory, says Peters, 
"legislation for the preservation, protection and development 

of outstanding natural attractions is essential to prevent 
piece-meal development which may ruin the international 

carripetitiveness of the country". 
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In this regard, the governments of the tourist-receiving 

areas are obliged to maintain an acceptable level of quality of 
the product consumed by the tourist. Consequently, they will 
have to create adequate supervisory and inspection channels fbr 

controlling the quality of the tourist product supplied. At the 

same time, because of the favourable effects of tourism, the 

administration must ensure the perfect and balanced development 

of tourist attractions and their implications. On the other hand, 

the tourism authorities may find themselves responsible for a 
series of administrative and other duties involving inspection 

and penalisation to ensure the constant protection of the rights 
of the tourist as a consumer. 

Peters [801 lays down a number of principles on which the 

assessment of national tourist attractions should be based. 

These principles can be summarised as follows: 

Firstly, it is highly desirable that the attractions should 
be developed progressively throughout the entire country so that 
tourism is spread as widely as possible; in this way the benefits 

which accrue from the industry are also widely spread and most 
parts of the country benefit. In many countries, Yugoslavia and 
Jordan, for example, tourism was highly concentrated in particular 
and fairly localised areas, to the economic and social detriment 

of the country as a whole. 

Secondly, areas and attractions which are singled out for 

special develoFment should appeal to "the widest possible cross- 
section of tourists over the longest possible season". By adhering 
to this principle, over-dependence upon a particular type of tourist, 
specific national group or particular season of the year will be 

avoided. 
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Thirdly, priority should be given to those attractions which 

can be most easily and most successfully developed. Such develop- 

ment should be equated with both the potential volume of visitor 

traffic and the probable expenditures by tourists. For example, 
it would be wise and more economic to develop those attractions 

which can be based upon the existing infrastructural services or 
those planned for other socio-economic developments; in this way, 
distinct and often large, economies in development costs can be 

made. 

Fourthly, since it is impossible to develop all the potential 

attractions at the same time, it is important that similar or 
carpeting attractions should not be embarked upon until the volume 
of visitors can justify them; too many alternative or carpeting 
attractions may well jeopardise the success of others if the 

numbers and spending power of the tourists are not large enough to 

sustain them. Clearly, great care must be taken over priorities. 

Fifthly, in planning tourism develofrnent it would be sensible 
to take into consideration "the future probable travel and 
recreational needs of the local population ... to ensure that 

tourism projects are backed by local custom and hence stand a 
better chance of being viable economic propositions". 

Finally, it may be emphasised that the tourist is usually 

seeking sanething new; he desires new experiences, different 

environments, new thrills, different faces. Any country 

possessing attractions which are unique or out of the ordinary 
should attempt to capitalise on these for they are likely to 
have great drawing power. The great success of Tunisia as a 
European tourist attraction lies not a little in the fact that it 

offers an entirely different world, strange, fascinating and 
exotic. It is also emphasised that the essential basic services - 
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infrastructure and superstructure - should be taken into account 

in the assessment process of national tourist attractions. 

In summary, the tourist product is an amalgam of tangible 

and intangible elements centered on a specific activity at a 

specific destination. It canprises and carbines the actual 

and perceived attractions of a destination, the facilities, and 

the destination's accessibility, fran which the tourist buys a 

canbination of activities and arrangements. To the tourist a 

product is perceived as an experience. Suppliers of the tourist 

facilities provide only parts of the tourist product, and the 

coordination among them is so important. 

Product formulation in tourism, as in any products or services, 
is concerned with the consideration of demand and supply. In 

terms of the demand for products, product formulation involves 

analysing and assessing consumer requirements (existing and 

potential) and identifying homogeneous groups of potential 
purchasers for specific tourist products. In terms of supply, 
product formulation in tourism involves analysing and assessing 
the product elements, and identifying product amalgams from the 

range of possibilities available at any destination in relation to 
demand. 

In view of the amplex problems arising from tourist develop- 

ment and the need for safeguarding tourists' interests, it has 
been generally recognised that the tourist authorities should 
strengthen their supervision over the tourist suppliers through 
legislation and administrative regulations. The purpose of such 
action on the part of the tourist authorities should be to ensure 
an adequate standard of services provided, so that tourists do not 
feel they are 'exploited', and to take care of the various private 
interests involved in supplying the tourist product as well as the 
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interests of the national community at large. 

This is not to imply that the supplying of the tourist product 

should be dcminated by the State to the extent that private 
initiative is discouraged. On the contrary, to achieve the above 

objectives, which are very delicate indeed, the fullest co-operation 
is required between the tourist authorities and the private sector 
to build up a viable national tourist industry whose efficient 
functioning would help to enhance the tourist image of the country 

abroad. 
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Section Three: Pricing Policy 

Introduction 

Closely linked with the question of product policy is that of 

pricing policy. Pricing policy is concerned with price-related 
decisions which are designed to encourage the kind of product 

acceptance desired by the organisaiton's target markets and to meet 
its economic, social, and environmental objectives. 

Pricing strategy could be defined as the planning and directing 

of the whole pricing activity, while the pricing policy is the 

general outline which guides pricing decisions. Pricing strategy 

should be consistent with pricing objectives and pricing policies. 

The environment has its impact on pricing decisions. Indeed, 

there are many internal and external environmental factors which 
influence pricing decisions in tourism. The internal factors 

include distribution, promotion, products and market strategies 

as well as the tourist country's desired public image. The 

external factors could be legislation, governmental intervention, 

economic influences and competition: In Egypt, for example, the 

selling price of many products as well as the percentage of profit 
in other products are decided by the government. 

In this section, the main objective is to examine whether or 
not marketing principles related to pricing decisions have been used 
in tourism. In an attempt to achieve this objective, a definition 

of price should be presented first; then, the significance of price 
will be discussed. An investigation will be made to review the 
literature which outlines the pricing decisions in tourism taking 
into account the role of government as well as tour operator. In 
this regard, methods of pricing, and discount patterns will be 

explored. 
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Definition of Price 

Professor Baker [81] asserts that marketing is essentially a 

process of exchange of values between individuals and/or organ- 

isations which is concluded to the mutual benefit and satisfaction 

of the parties. 

Explaining this view, Kotler (82] states that a good or a 

service are exchange for another good or service, or for money. 

Essentially, 'things-of-value' are being exchanged. He adds that, 

in order that the definition of marketing be made contemporaneously 

relevant, it should be free to cover various things for value that 

a person has - e. g. goods, services, money, his attention, devotion, 

energy, time and so on. 

Similarly, Delozier and Woa3side [83] define a 'price' in a 

broad sense when they regard it as "the amount of money or anything 

else of perceived value given in exchange for sanething valued by 

the purchaser". 

Consistent with this view, MacStravic (84] defines a price as 

"the value which is given by the custaner in exchange for the 

organisation's product". Its basic notion in a market transaction, 

he adds, is that which the customer exchanges in return for what he 

receives. 

Finally, Zaltman and Kotler (85] view a 'price' in almost a 

similar fashion. They define a 'price' as a cost accepted by the 

buyer in a transaction. In their terms: "price represents the costs 
that the buyer must accept in order to obtain the product". Price 

includes, as they illustrate, money costs, opportunity costs, energy 

costs, and physical costs. 
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Based upon the above discussion, a price can be seen either 

fran a monetary or non-monetary point of view. However, for the 

purpose of our study, the price will be defined fron a monetary 

point of view only as follows: 

"A price is the amount of money given in exchange for 

the amalgam of tourism services experienced by the 

tourist". 

The price in tourism could be paid either in fragments, i. e. 

airline, acccmwdation, entertainment, etc., in cases where the 

tourist decides to travel independently, or as a whole when the 

tourist buys an inclusive tour in which the 'all-in-price' 

Having defined the concept of price in tourism, an attempt is 

made in the following pages to stress the significance of price. 

Significance of Price 

Price is the instrument through which the organisation seeks 
to attain its profit objectives. Pricing objectives are the goals 

which the pricing system tries to achieve. They derive basically 

from the canpany's overall objectives. They guide the marketing 
decision-maker in planning the firm's pricing policy and in form- 

ulating its pricing strategy, as well as in determining its actual 

prices. 

Profit, or return on investment, might have special attraction 
as a major pricing objective in many canpanies. That is due to 
the necessity of making profit for the survival and growth of a 
business firm. Nevertheless, there are other areas for pricing 
goals which could be more vital to a firm such as meeting or matching 

canpetition, increasing or maintaining the ccxrpany's market share, 
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achieving quick cash flow and product line prcrmtion objectives. 

Selecting the right price for a given service will mean that 

the ultimate profit might be attained. In contrast, the wrong 

pricing decision may lead to a marketing failure. At the same 
time, the price must be such that the user of the service derives 

the right satisfaction therefrom. The trouble with price is the 
fact that it is quantitative and unequivocal; once chosen it does 

not lend itself to easy manipulation as is the case with prarotional 

effort or personal selling. If a firm increases the number of 

salesmen, it is unlikely to cause any repercussions in the market- 

place. On the other hand, a change in price, up or down, is there 

to be seen by everybody and it is unlikely that the reaction to such 

a change will be a passive one. 

The importance of pricing in our present life is confirmed 
by many academic writers, amongst them Macrus (86], who reported 
that "The need for correct pricing decisions is becoming even more 
important as competition is becoming more intense and as public and 

governmental concern more profound. Because of the increasing of 
technological progress, the time lag between invention and 

commercial innovation has shortened the average life of new products 

and provided for quicker competitive initiative responses. 
Technological progress has widened the alternative uses of buyers' 

money and time and has led to a greater density of substitute 
products and services. The demand for pure and product-attached 

services has exceeded the supply of these services, resulting in 

rapidly increasing prices and increased public concern. Foreign 

competition has shown that there is demand for laver-priced 

products, particularly as buyers' priorities shift to leisurely 

and recreational activities. A major impact of these environ- 

mental pressures has been to make product and service pricing more 
delicate, more complex, more important". 
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Not only have academic marketing reporters confirmed the 
importance of price decisions, but it has also been confirmed by 
the press, such as the Business Week magazine (87] which reported 
that "More and more, today's pricing environment demands better, 
faster, and more frequent pricing decisions than ever before. 

It is also forcing companies to take a new look at pricing and its 

role in an increasingly complex marketing climate". 

This vital importance of price and pricing decisions is 

stressed by Stanton (881 when he argues that "Price of a product 
not only affects a ccapany's revenue but also it influences to a 
great extent, the market demand for that product". 

Accordingly, a tourist country's market share and its 

competitive position are influenced by its price. This explains 
why price is vital to a tourist business firm as well as the 
tourist country as a whole. In recent years, the tourist business 
firms are faced with higher labour costs, competition in the inter- 

national market and increasing price canpetition in the markets. 
On the other hand, a tourist country's decisions in pricing may 
damage its public image if they were not consistent with its desired 
image in the market. 

To the economy of a free market, price is considered a major 
factor influencing wages, costs, profit and interest. Indeed, 
high interest rates attract capital, high wages attract labour, 
high profits encourage new investments ... and so on. Consequently, 
the price of a product influences the price of the production 
factors: capital, land, labour and entrepreneur. Accordingly, 
price is a major factor which influences the allocation of these 
resources, and hence, it affects the whole economic system. 
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In fact, buyers and sellers might have different views of the 

meaning of the term price. To an ultimate consumer the price he 

pays to acquire a product or a service means a sacrifice from his 

purchasing power. The same amount of money a consumer pays for a 

product is not obtainable for other products or services. 
Even consumers with more purchasing power still may choose between 

alternative ways of spending, to get the greatest satisfaction. 

The purchasing power of an individual depends on his inane, 

wealth and credit. Consumers allocate their purchasing pgwer to 

obtain the most desired products and services. 

Prices paid by resellers or middlemen, who buy products to 

re-sell them again, are sacrifices too, as the price paid reduces 
their purchasing power as well. It could therefore be concluded 
that the amounts of products and services which buyers can afford 
to buy at one time with their available purchasing power, depends 

on price. 

A seller, whether he is a producer or a middleman, realises 
that the revenue and profit he expects to get, is determined 

mainly by the price which he sets for his product. A successful 

marketer can use price as a factor which influences customers 

psychologically, to increase his sales and profit. The quality 
of a product can be indicated by higher price, while bargains which 
attract more custaners, could be indicated by lower prices. 

The change of quality or quantity of the contents of a product 
can mean a change in price. If a marketer decreases the contents 

quantity of a product while quality is the same, that means price 
has been increased. On the other hand, if the quality of a 
product is decreased while the quantity is maintained, price as 
well may have been increased and vice versa. These changes in 

quality and quantity to raise the price indirectly, are widely 
used in Egypt, especially in the case of food products. 
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To sunmarise, price can almost assess anything of value; 

products, services, ideas ... etc. This is due to the fact that 

price in our present time is the medium used in exchange to measure 

any value. On the other hand, many words or phrases could state 

or mean 'price' in different exchanges or transactions, such as 

salaries, rents, fares ... etc. Schwartz (89] suggested that 

"Price is around us. You pay rent for your apartment, tuition 

for your education, and a fee to your physician or dentist. 

The airline, railway, taxi and bus canpanies all charge you a fare; 

the local utilities call price a rate; and the local bank charges 

you interest for the money it loans". He added "The price of 

an executive is a salary, the price of a salesman may be a 

cannission and the price of a worker is a wage". 

Having analysed the significance of price, the study steps 
forward to explore the extent to which the well-known marketing 
principles of price have been used in tourism. 

Pricing Decisions in Tourism 

Despite the obvious importance of pricing in tourism which 
is noticeable every day in most of the newspapers which allocate 
ccxnplete pages about tours and their prices, the literature lacks 

a great extent, any reliable writings about that subject and about 
marketing in tourism in general. This may be due to the fact 

that tourism in its modern fashion is a recent phenanenon not as 
old as any other physical or non-physical product. 

Pricing policy derives very much from the satisfactions - 
tangible or intangible - offered by the tourist product sold. 
Evidently, the greater the satisfaction afforded without lowering 
the price, the higher the profit. 
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Generally, it is easy to go down from a high-price policy to 

a low-price policy, and very difficult to climb the other way. 
However, going from high to low generally involves a deterioration 

of image and a decline in quality standards, which are typical 

of many hotels that have switched fran individual trade to group 
inclusive tours [90]. 

Attention is now directed to techniques of setting a specific 

price. Conventional marketing identifies two broad classes of 

pricing methods: cost-oriented and market-oriented, the latter 

containing both demand and competitive components. The former 

makes wide use of formulas and standards to account for variable and 
fixed costs, whereas the latter makes use of the market or ccaret- 
itive price, price lining, psychological pricing, and promotional 

pricing techniques. The two approaches are not mutually exclusive; 

ultimately, cost-oriented prices must take into account market 

conditions, and, ultimately, prices set according to the market 

must accommodate the necessity of covering costs. 

Rathmell (91] indicates that "Prices of sane services are set 

using goods-sector methods whereas others appear to be set through 

techniques unique to services. On the other hand, same of the 

pricing methods found in the goods sector, particularly those which 
attempt to take into account demand conditions find only limited 

application in the service sector". 

In tourism, however, both of the two broad classes of pricing 
methods - cost-oriented and market-oriented - are used and should 
be used. The market-oriented method of pricing should find its 

application in tourism due to the fact that tourist demand is 

characterised by elasticity. Tourist demand elasticity means the 
degree of demand responsiveness to changes in price structures 

or changes in various economic conditions of the market. 
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This'departing point is that tourism demand originates where 
the economic conditions are such as to have people with enough dis- 

posable incase and reasonable length of paid holidays. As tourist 

spending represents a claim on the individual's and the family's 

budget, which capetes against other items such as new cars, house- 

hold appliances or even buying a second have in the mountains, it 

is indeed understood why tourism demand shows elasticity vis-a-vis 
incase on the one hand and cost on the other hand. 

Consequently, this demand elasticity is of particular import- 

ance for tourist decision-makers in the destination countries as they 

should know the correlation factor between a price increase and a 
demand slow-down and vice versa. 

It is well to mention that tourist demand is highly elastic 

with a relatively new or not yet fashionable tourist destination. 

This elasticity is gradually reduced with the tourist destination 

becoming established and fashionable, attracting traditionalists 

who would normally stick to the same places. But this elasticity 

might reappear if prices increase to an extent that the destination 

would be priced out of the market; exception is made perhaps to 

some outstanding tourist venues originally designed for the few 

elite, such as the French Riviera or cosmopolitan centres where 
business is usually combined with recreation, such as London and 
Paris. 

Cheap countries, however, are not necessarily the most attract- 
ive despite the fact that the total selling price is one of the most 
influences on the number of tourists who choose a specific 
destination. In other words, prices are not the only overriding 
factor. If the country lacks enough facilities or is poorly known 
to the travelling public or lies beyond a reasonable distance circle 
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from tourist-generating countries, its cheap prices will not be 

so much of an advantage. In the last case, travel expenses would 
level off that price advantage because of the high cost of air 
travel. 

Price sensitivity is a factor that relates to the behaviour 

of the tourist. Wahab [92] stated that "It is not always true 

that the more well-to-do the tourist the more he spends. Scne- 

times wealthy people like to live modestly and behave like 

tourists with limited financial capacity. Others, far from being 

wealthy, might like to behave like rich people on their holidays 

or to live at much higher standards than they can afford for score 
special reason". 

Needless to say, the expansion of inclusive tours tends to 

reduce tourists' sensitivity to prices. Destinations are picked 
up from the tour-operators' catalogues and the choice is reduced 
to destination attractions among the wide variations of destin- 

ations that are offered almost all within the same price range. 

The above explanation might represent the price reaction to 

market forces, i. e. tourist demand, competition, tourist behaviour 

... etc. It could be concluded that market-oriented method of 
pricing can take place in the pricing policies of the tourist 
destinations. 

In practice, however, pricing is a complex matter. 
Individual suppliers of tourism services, airlines, hotel 

groups, local transportation firms, entertainments, attraction 
administrators, ... etc., not only tend to determine their prices 
independently of each other, but also do so with an eye on the 
reactions of their immediate ccapetitors. In other words, many 
parties share in the price decision-making in tourism. Thus, the 
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final price may or may not be strictly related to the costs of 
providing the services concerned. Moreover, while costs are 
reasonably predictable in the short run (because the fleet has 
been bought, the hotels have been built, the labour force engaged), 
revenue estimates are at best educated guesses. Demand can and 
does change overnight. It is, therefore, of the greatest import- 

ance that the tourist supplier, airline, hotel or whatever, should 

correctly gauge the sensitivity of its potential customers to changes 
in price, that is, should form a valid estimate of the price 

elasticities facing him. 

In practice, therefore, a product may be priced at less 

than optimal level, and because of the uncertainty of the revenue 

estimates, will as often as not be priced too highly. Perhaps it 

is useful to define the short run as that period in which the 

price and product cannot be changed (because the brochure is 

already printed and so on), and the long run as a period after 

the point at which it becomes possible to vary the price and the 

product. In the short run, when prices cannot be altered, the 

importance of non-price marketing activity becomes very important. 

Burkart and Medlik (931 argue that "The costs of manufacturing 
the tourist product will be reflected in the final price and also 
the costs of marketing. It becomes very important to divide the 
total market into segments according to various characteristics 
including price elasticity in order that the marketing effort be 

cost-effective". 

They add: "The choice of appropriate marketing policies will 
itself influence costs and prices. For example, the decision has 
to be made whether to seek small volume and high-yield revenue and 
high profit margins, or alternatively to seek large volume, low- 

yield revenue, and small profit margins -a very familiar choice 
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for enterprises concerned with tourism. Moreover, the official 
tourist organisation will normally incur only marketing costs. 
The way in which marketing strategy will influence costs, and 
therefore prices, may be seen also to arise from the skill with 

which market segments are identified; for example, a particular 
sort of market may be identified as suitable for some kind of 

affinity group travel. Hence, the sales force costs both of the 

official organisation and of the firms supplying tourist services 

will be relatively low because only a few organisers of clubs and 
other affinity groups need to be approached. By contrast, a 

product whose appeal is very widely distributed and is thus sold 
through travel agents will incur relatively higher distribution 

costs". 

Fran the above discussion, it is clear that the cost-oriented 

method of pricing took its place in pricing policies of tourism. 

However, the market forces are not neglected. Therefore, it 

could be concluded that the approaches - i. e. cost-oriented and 

market-oriented - are not mutually exclusive; ultimately, cost- 
oriented prices must take into account market conditions, and, 
ultimately, prices determined according to the market must 
accanTcdate the necessity of covering costs. 

However, the researcher does not agree with the phrase stated 
above by Burkart and Medlik when they stated about the appropriate 

marketing policies that "The decision has to be made whether to seek small 
volume and high-yield revenue, and high profit margins, or 
alternatively, to seek large volume, low-yield revenue, and small 
profit margins". 

In fact, a country or a firm can get high revenue and high 

profit if its tourist produ 'i priced at lower price as a result 
of the large numbers of customers o will be attracted to the tour. 
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Individually, the firm or the country may get low revenue and low 

prof it margin from every customer, but in the long run, it will get 

high revenue and accordingly high profit resulting from the large 

number of customers sharing the tour. 

This policy is quite noticeable in the tourist business where 

tourist firms mostly try to offer lower prices to attract the 

potential tourists, considering the tourist custaner's sensitivity 

to price. Consequently, we find every day many advertisements 

tour prices which include, prices-off, new lower prices, off-season 

prices, bargain prices ... and so on, to attract the tourist 

customer. Price canpetition as well is quite clear in the 

tourist market where cat anies compete in lower prices to get more 

custaners [941. 

Sane other tourist companies formulate their policy to seek 

small numbers of tourists but they set higher prices for their 

tourist product. A good example of this is tours to far 

destinations such as China, India and the Far East. Similarly, 

tours on luxurious ships are priced at high prices such as cruises 

on the Vessel, Queen Elizabeth II, and other luxurious ships. 

This marketing policy is nearly similar to the marketing policy 

of the specialities in the physical products area. 

In general, two questions must be asked about pricing policy. 

First, in what circumstances is it advantageous to reduce prices? 
The general answer to this question is that if a given proportion- 

ate reduction in price induces a more than proportionate increase 

in traffic, so that despite a lower price, the new total revenue 
is higher than before the price reduction, then it is clearly 

advantageous to reduce the price. Secondly, and conversely, 
it is advantageous to increase prices when by so doing the new 
total revenue is higher than it was before the price increase. 
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occasionally, it may be noted, it will be desirable to restrain 
demand for a particular tourist product; this may be achieved 

only if an increase in price in fact brings about a reduction in 

traffic, that is, fewer people but the same revenue. However, 

these changes in revenue also affect the physical volume of 
business and hence costs; only when both revenue and costs 

resulting from a change are assessed can the effect of price 

changes on profits be seen. 

In practice, however, in tourism as in other fields there is 

a reluctance to vary prices frequently. This reluctance stems 
from several causes. Burkart [95) gives some causes. First, 

there is the difficulty of ascertaining in advance the precise 

effect of price changes on the total revenue. Secondly, it is 

administratively complex to change prices frequently; new tariffs, 
for example, have to be printed and notified to travel agents. 
Thirdly, there is a fear that an increase in prices, in particular, 
may give rise to adverse reaction in the retail trade, which will 
became apprehensive about potential demand at the new higher, price 
level, and the loss of trade confidence may aggravate the effects 

of the actual change itself. Because of this unwillingness to vary 
prices, promotion may be viewed as an alternative method of 
influencing demand. However, because of seasonality in tourism, 

variation in pricing is inevitable. 

The Seasonal Variation and Pricing Policy 

Great efforts are made to market perishable goods, such as 
fruit, vegetables or fashion goods, with a very wide range of 
prices over the seasons and with rapid adjustment of prices to 

marginal supply and demand. Doty plane seats and hotel rooms 
are highly perishable commodities. Tourist traffic is linked 

with holidays which have for a long time been concentrated in the 
summer season. Economic theory and operations research have 
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tackled the problems of pricing industrial products and services, 
taking into account the theory of marginal prices. 

In regard to tourism, use has been made of price and other 

incentives to attract off-season tourism and disincentives to 

persuade sane of the high-season tourist to came at crore appropriate 

times. Amongst the measures of pricing taken are: 

1. Price differentials for fares and package tours between 

the different seasons; 
2. Differential hotel rates, possibly in the form of extra 

nights- for the same cost to ensure an economic minimum 
for each guest. 

Hotel operators accepted the concept of 'sale' to eliminate 
the problem of excess inventory. The charter flight is by its 

very nature a 'sale' commodity, and forward-thinking hotel men 

will recognise the considerable opportunity provided by charter 
flights to attract patrons to their locations. Morton [961 

argues that "Co-ordinating hotel roan 'sales' with the progranmes 

offered by charter operators should yield impressive results. 
Ideally, charter flight operations benefit everyone involved - 
the client, the tour operator, the airline, and the hotel owner". 

A hotel is a high fixed-cost investment, that is to say, 

whether empty or full there are substantial overheads to be 

covered. As a result, hotels tend to use cemplex pricing 

structures in order to maximise the revenue contribution to these 
fixed costs. Basic price (the 'rack rate') is fixed and 
published so as to support the image, but in practice few guests 
may actually pay this full rate. The price strategy refers to 
the cc mnissions and discounts which are offered to attract buyers 
in different market segments. Doswell and Gamble [971 give an 
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example; if the hotel pays a commission to travel agents of 

say, 10 per cent, the hotel is receiving in effect only 90 per cent 

of the full rate for each guest who books through an agent. [This 

can be called cca nercial discount]. Similarly, they add, credit 

policy is another way of manipulating the price and enhancing the 

product. When the hotel allows the guest to defer payment, it is 

providing an extra service, for which it incurs costs, either 
directly in the form of credit card commission or indirectly in the 
form of the interest which it has lost on the revenue. 

In the off-season, in recent years, tourists who visit 
Belgium have received from the National Tourist Office such 

enticements as brochures, certificates, coupons, cash bonuses, and 

automatic registration for a $1,000 sweepstake contest. Such 

offers simply provide extra incentive to sell in a period of excess 
inventory. 

The guarantee to refund consumers against sudden and unfor- 

seen increases in prices is another incentive. Thcmas Cook, the 
leading travel agency in the U. K. which also provides its own 
inclusive tours, has entered the arena with an extensive advertising 

campaign which guarantees consumers their money back in the event 

of the cancellation of any tours purchased through its organisation. 

Other incentives have been used in off-season such as off- 

season discounts which are cccrmonly used in tourism where in winter 
a considerable discount is offered on many winter tours and in 

other seasons when the demand for tours is low, to enhance the sales 
during these slack periods. In the summer season where the tourist 
traffic has been concentrated for a long time, the tourist supply 
(tourist plant and facilities) is rigid or limited, an increase in 

prices is inevitable. 
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The differential prices have been applied in air travel. 

The Traffic Conferences of the International Air Transport 

Association (IATA) is qualified to set up international air fares 

and related matters. Air fares are always uniform for all carriers 

on a particular route. But fare structures vary from one region 
to another, depending on various factors, among which base rate, 
frequency and traffif volume figure most. 

Besides the normal individual air fare for first and economy 

classes, score special promotional air fares have been introduced 

in recent years. These promotional fares have resulted in greater 
tourist air traffic. The main fares among these are the excursion 
fare, group fare, inclusive tour fare and advanced payment excursion 
fare (APES{) [981: 

- the excursion fare is sold directly to the travelling public 
but conditioned by a minimum and maximum stay which varies 
from one destination area to another. 

- the group fare is available to ascertain minimum number of 
persons usually belonging to the same organisation, club, 
association, etc., for a specified minimum period of time. 

- the inclusive tour fare is not available for direct 

purchase by the public, but built into the price of 
inclusive tours which usually include the cost of 
transfers, hotel accommodation, meals, and sometimes 
excursions. This fare is only available through travel 
agents or tour operators. 

- the advanced payment excursion (APEX) is readily available 
to the public on condition that the booking and the payment is 

made several months in advance (usually two or three). 
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All of these fares mostly include the quantity discount, which is 

known in tourism as group discount. 

Tourism prices are varied not only because tourism is 

characterised by seasonality, differentiated air fares, variation 

of hotel prices, introduction of charter flights, different prices 

of inclusive tours in different seasons or according to cairpetition 
among tour operators and travel agents, but also because of inflation 

and rate of exchange. 

It has been found that tourist services are subject to a 
faster increase in prices than normal services. Richard Kotas [99] 

of the University of Surrey, in his research on 'Price Trends in 

British Hotels' has indicated that from 1962 to 1971, roan prices 
in British Hotels went up from 100 in 1962 (base year) to 175.84 

while the index of retail prices in the same period reached 174.0 

to compare favourably with prices of services which reached 168.6. 

Thus, hotel roan prices have out-priced the cost of living. 

Inflation in tourism may be exacerbated by demand exceeding 

supply. Tourist demand activates related sectors essential and 

supplementary (hotels, transportation, wholesale trade, etc. ) which 
respond by selling their products and services at market price. 
If demand increases and supply, having reached its maximum capacity, 
retrains short of meeting demand, prices increase. 

With higher prices, tourist enterprises obtain additional 
income. If such income is spent on over-investments in new supply 
canponents, prices tend to stand still or to drop. 

An increase in taxes and duties on enterprises usually calls 
for an increase in tourist services' prices. as tourist enterprises 
certainly want to maintain their profit margin to ensure a reasonable 
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return on investment. Such enterprises are usually sure of their 

customers either because they enjoy a monopolistic situation, or 
due to the lack of real competition. 

With regard to the rate of exchange, the first task that a 
tourist should undertake upon arrival at his tourist destination 
is to change his money into local currency. This is usually done 

according to the official rate of exchange which is officially 
determined by each country. Sometimes, this ratio is determined 

by free market price in relation to the purchasing power of each 

currency and the confidence in the State, or in relation to the 

gold value (for countries based on the gold standard). 

In seasons of economic difficulties, the value of a country's 

currency may substantially drop because it fails to acquire con- 
fidence. Black market transactions and illegal rate of exchange 

might then spring into being. 

It could be said that the easiest way of canparing the cost of 
tourism in two different countries would be by using the official 

rate of exchange. This means that if a room in a first class hotel 
in the U. K. costs about £20 sterling, the tourist may think that 

an equivalent hotel roan in France would cost him the same in French 

currency. This is not always the case, because that depends upon 
the standard of living in each of the two countries. There is, 

therefore, a discrepancy between the official rate of exchange and 
the actual rate of equivalence of the value of tourist products. 
This is due to the imperfection of international economy as there is 

no international currency that could be used as a standard. 

ib summarise, prices of the tourist products can be varied in 
different econanic seasons in one country due to the changes in 
the official rate of exchange from time to time, and the different 
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rates of inflation in different seasons. This means that prices 
of identical tourism products vary fran country to country. 

The extent to which prices will be allowed to be self-determined 
in the various tourist activities, which sanetimes show conflicting 
interests, will be discussed in the following pages by exploring the 

role of the government in pricing policy. 

The Role of the Government in Pricing Policy 

It has been mentioned that the experience in successful 
tourist countries shows that government policies of arbitrary 
pricing have had negative effects that are often serious [1001. 

Supporting this view, Wismeyer [1011, a sales representative 
for Hyatt International in Sydney, Australia, stated that "Air 
fares to Australia from tourism-generating countries of North 
America and Europe are among the world's highest because of the 

greatest distance. A new government policy to recoup 80% of 
aviation charges has recently increased airport terminal charges 
by an average of 604%. International airlines landing in the 

country are taking the Australian government to court over these 
increases. The accomnodation industry is on a shaky foundation 

and can also be said to have tariffs that are among the world's 
highest. The same is true for other carponents of the tourist 
industry ... ". As a result, tourism in the country is looking dim, 
because it might be priced out of the market, or due to the 

arbitrary pricing policies of the government , and the other 
suppliers of the tourist product who lack the coordination and 
supervision of the government. 

Therefore, Burkart and Medlik (1021 stated that "For a large 

part of the tourism field, the freedan of the supplier of the 
tourist product to vary his prices at will is circumscribed by 
voluntary or statutory regulation. As a part of their general 
supervisory function, official tourist organisatiorsin many countries 
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control or supervise'the prices to be charged for accamnodation, 

often linking this to a system of classification, and in Britain 

an Order made under the Develotxnent of Tourism Act, 1969 requires 

canpulsory notification of accommodation prices. Taxi fares and 

other public transport fares are regulated in most countries, with 

the needs of the tourist in mind; in all forms of international 

transport fares are fixed; the International Air Transport 

Association's fixing of international air fares is the most 

familiar example". 

This is applicable to scheduled air traffic, but charter 
flights are free from any restrictions. IATA, therefore, had to 

intervene to protect the interests of its members, by enacting 

rules applicable to non-scheduled traffic under the form of 

charters operated by its nmmr ccxpanies which already created 
their own subsidiary charter companies secretly at first and openly 
later. 

But the scheduled airlines, restricted by IATA regulations, 

are bound to refrain from competition on the charter market, 

otherwise the whole scheduled air transport system would be 

threatened. Consequently, it is only normal that they are worried 

about the continuous growth of the market for charter inclusive tours. 
They have tried every conceivable way to limit the charter companies' 

activities. Perhaps the most. significant of which was to call upon 

governments for restrictions on charter traffic. They were fairly 

successful in some areas, while governments interested in expanding 
the tourist industry in other areas did not respond, as charter 
operations offered them unprecedented tourist traffic. Some other 
countries' attitudes were very liberal towards charter operations. 
Like Scandinavia, which is an attractive playground for independent 

charter operators. 
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Despite that the above explanations support the intervention of 

governments in determining the prices of the tourist product, Wahab, 

(1031 however, contradicted this view when he stated that prices 

should not be included in this control function of the government. 

In his opinion, market mechanism, when reasonably sufficient, should 

be able to set up prices of tourist services at an acceptable level 

within the country's standard of living and in relation to other 

countries' comparable tourist services. He added, "In some 

developing countries, it is believed to be necessary that the State 

controls the prices because if prices are left in the hands of tour 

operators and hoteliers, the country might be 'priced out of the 

market"'. Wahab argued that "This is a false argument as tourism 

is a highly competitive 'product' where, if prices are below average, 

the ought-to-happen increase in the tourist movement to that 

particular country should result in an increase in prices and vice- 

versa. only certain regulatory measures could be practised by the 

government in the case of abuse or exploitation on the part of 

foreign tour operators. In brief, the law of supply and demand is 

the best safety-valve in so far as tourist prices are concerned, 

provided that the service standards remain highly satisfactory". 

However, in Fgypt, as in many other countries, hotels are 

allowed to fix their own prices in consultation with the tourist 

authorities (Ministry of Tourism). Once this has been settled, 

prices for the full year in advance are published in ofifical guide 
books. The taxi fares and other public transport fares are 

regulated by the government. The problem, in fact, is the extent 
to which the prices of other services (such as entertainment) or 

products (such as the handicrafts) should be self-regulating. 
Even if it is possible in theory for the government to exercise 

some kind of price control on such activities, it may be impossible 

to observe that in practice, in developing countries, bargaining 

over prices is a prevailing phenanenon in the tourist market. 
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For example, in the tourist market in India, Boyed [1041 points 

out that "the majority of the stores for toursits are either 

government stores ... or small stores carrying special goods, 

where quality is normally mediocre and bargaining on price is quite 

ccmron. In the small stores, the first price quoted to tourists 

is often two to three times higher than that quoted to Indians, 

but bargaining sometimes brings the final selling price below the 

price paid by the Indian custcmer". 

This is also the case in the tourist bazaars in Egypt, where 
the seller usually quotes double or treble the price he is prepared 
to accept, and through bargaining with customers, whether Egyptians 

or foreign tourists, the selling price may be half or one third of 
the price quoted. 

The prices in these cases are left to the free canpetition, 
and market forces will then take care of adjusting the level of 

prices. 

With reference to the final price of a tour, many of the 

tourist firms' executives in Egypt told one researcher [105]: 

"We do not have enough freedom in our pricing decisions as we sell 

only the tourist product. We get the costs of accccimodation and 
meals from different hotels where there is no competition in price 
as all the first class hotels are in the public sector which do not 
compete in price. Then, we add to the hotel cost, transportation 

and excursion costs and add on the top of that a percentage of profit". 
The firms' managers reported that competition between tourist firms - 
which are mostly private sector - was very high. Consequently, 
the tourist firm tried to get the minimum profit to survive in this 
severe competition. 
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However, it is clear that the tourist firms in Egypt set their 

prices according to the cost-oriented method rather than market- 

oriented. Indeed, most of the firms reported that they were making 

satisfactory profits from their business despite the fact that they 

did not consider demand in their pricing decisions. This tendency 

may be a result of the fact that businessmen in Egypt know more about 

product costs than about consumer demand. 

The study steps forward to discuss the powerful position of the 

tour operator in determining the prices of the tourist product. 

The Role of the Tour Operator in Pricing 

Tour operators are interpreters of demand. All developing 

countries are convinced that they benefit from package tourism to a 

sufficient extent. Tour operators select destinations where they 

could get a comfortable profit. The principal feature of the 

inclusive tour in this context is that the tourist may buy for a 

single price a holiday much cheaper than would be attainable by 

the holidaymaker if he bought the components of his holiday 

separately and directly or from a retail travel agent. The low 

price of the package holiday or inclusive tour is made possible by 

reason of the lower unit costs obtainable both for the air travel 

and for the hotel stay, when the tour operator enters into long-term 

contracts for aircraft seats and hotel beds. This is achieved by 

time-chartering aircraft and making parallel contracts with hotels. 

The principal in this is the tour operator. It is the tour operator 

who buys aircraft seats and hotel beds and from them and certain 

other facilities such as couriers or entertainment, he makes up his 

package. 

Burkärt [106] stated that "Tour operation depends for its 

success on the achieving of very high load factors for the aircraft 

and very high occupancy rates for the hotel. In this way, unit 

I 
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costs can be kept sufficiently low to enable the tour operator to 

offer his package at-a price which is often less than the cheapest 

available fare alone". 

It is submitted that the tour operator has a powerful negotiating 

position because of his ability to influence where tourists spend 

their holidays. Tour operating, then, is a business geared to mass 

marketing. If the local hotels increase their tariff owing to 

unprecedented demand, the tour operators could switch the destination 

from one area to another. The destination to a large extent is 

irrelevant. The tour operator designs a programme offering certain 

standard canponents and markets it principally on the reputation of 
his brand name and the assurance of quality. 

To some extent, however, hoteliers benefit from the low prices 

put by the tour operators, because a high rate of occupancy is 

secured. On the other hand, a low level of manpower remuneration 
is achieved which causes serious problems to the economy of the 

country as a whole. This results from the fact that the hoteliers, 

in order to achieve the low prices asked by the tour operators, 

might reduce the quality of the services they provide or even pay 
lower wages and salaries to the people they employ. Either of 
these actions creates serious problems to the country's efforts to 

develop the tourist industry and its economy as a whole. 

Another problem derived from the pressure the tour operators 

exercise on the hotelier to reduce their prices, is that on many 

occasions the hoteliers reduce their prices (illegally) to a level 

that they may find themselves unable to operate at a profit. 
As a result many hotels are leased to foreign investors or even a 
tour operator [107]. 

Another serious problem of the country's tourist industry is 

that of 'over-booking', particularly in main tourist concentration 
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areas. This problem is based on the ability and right of the tour 

operators to make a cancellation as late as two weeks before the 

group arrives at the destination. On the other hand, the hoteliers, 

by expecting a certain number of cancellations sell more beds than 

they actually have, so that they can cover their losses from these 

cancellations, particularly during a period where they have to make 

as much profit as possible. 1, 

In brief, it becomes clear, therefore, that tour operators 
have the power not only to achieve low prices for'hotel beds but 

also to direct the tourist flows. In other words, they can create 

and direct the demand for international tourism. Therefore, the 

role of National Tourism Organisations becomes more vital, which 

should be to co-operate with the tour operators in such a way that 

both parties' objectives are met. 

As Erbes (1081 says "tour operators are not philanthropists; 

they are catmercial organisations and this implies that they won't 

operate on a route where profits made are not comparatively suitable 
to them". However, since the bulk of tourism to destination country 
take package holidays, the UM of that country has to provide the 

tour operators with incentives to make a package of the country's 

tourist product, if it is to increase the number of tourists visiting 

that country, particularly as far as promotion is concerned. 

In summary, the holiday tourist is extremely sensitive to both 

the absolute level of price and to changes in prices. He is also 

susceptible to persuasion as to his choice of destination by the 

marketing campaigns of both official organisations and the individual 

suppliers of components in the tourist product. This sensitivity of 
the holiday tourist to considerations of price and prcmotion is what 

makes the holiday tourist market so attractive to those organisations 

concerned with the promotion of tourism. 
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Pricing is a complex matter. Many parties share in the price 

decision-making in tourism, such as hotel owners, airline companies, 

transportation firms, museums, and attraction administrators and 

tourist firms. Every group of those who share in offering the 

tourist product set their prices individually. The tour organiser 

which is mostly a tourist firm, sets the final price of a tour 

considering the different costs of services offered to a tourist, 

costs of marketing that tour, and the percentage of profit aimed to 

be achieved. However, prices in tourism should take into account 

the market conditions. Price competition is evident in tourism. 

It could be concluded that the two approaches, i. e. cost-oriented and 

market-oriented are not mutually exclusive; ultimately, cost- 

oriented prices must take into account market conditions, and, 

ultimately, prices determined according to the market must accommodate 

the necessary of covering costs. 

The supplier of a tourist product may not have enough freedan to 

change his prices. In score countries, for example, governments 
through the official tourist organisations control hotel prices, 

taxis and public transportation fares. Similarly, international 

transport fares are controlled and regulated by international 

authorities in many countries, putting the tourist custaner into 

consideration. 

Pricing strategies vary according to the practical considerations 

and constraints, such as: 

1. The policy aim of selling 'up market' to an elite or 
'down market' to the masses. 

2. The policy aim of not promoting sales to certain 
markets which could afford to buy for political reasons, 
e. g. the islands of the Caribbean which try not to 

attract too many US tourists because of latent anti- 
Americanism in the population. 
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3. The policy aim of filling empty capacity in the off- 

season, so covering overheäds, even if at sub-optimal 

rates. 

4. The policy aim of introducing new products in the market 
at low prices, so as to gain acceptance. 

5. The policy aim of competing on price with other countries 
or organisations. 

Because of the powerful position of tour operators in creating 
and directing the demand for international tourism through the 

cheapest prices of inclusive tours, NPO's have to co-operate with 
them in such a way that both parties' objectives are net. 

Finally, pricing policy should be considered as an element of 
the marketing mix, i. e. price changes are one of the weapons in 

the marketing manager's armoury. Higher prices may have to be 

supported with greater publicity effort; or higher prices may be 

canpensated for by a bigger discount to the channels of distribution, 

so that these will sell harder, and net income will remain the same. 
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Section Four: Distribution Policy in Tourism 

Introduction 

The third major element in the marketing mix is variously 
characterised as place or location, channel, distribution, and 
structure. Two of these terms are particularly relevant to 

services. Location refers to the distribution of people and 
facilities prepared to perform services; channel refers to a 
network designed to deliver services to the ultimate consumer or 
industrial user. To facilitate integration with conventional 
thought, location and distribution, and channel and delivery 

are used interchangeably. 

The distribution of service facilities and the length and 
breadth of delivery or channel networks reflect the differentiating 

characteristics of services. It is often stated that services are 
marketed through short channels. This may be true relative to 
the marketing of goods but length and complexity vary from service 
to service. 

Conventional marketing teaches that the marketing channel 
contributes time and place utility to the tangible or intangible 

product - the appropriate availability of the product at the right 
time and place. For services, the relative importance of time 
and place utility is greater than in the case of goods. The 
inability to store or ship intangibles and the need to have service 
facilities in being to meet intermittent or random demand overtime, 
suggest that the price paid reflects a substantial portion of time 
and place utility in the total value of the service product. 
Parenthetically, in the recreation-tourism-hotel and motel-trans- 
portation complex of services, time and place utility appear to be 
the essence of the product itself. That is, any attempt to 
distinguish between the performance utility, and the time and place 
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utility of these services is futile and meaningless. 

Currently, there is a lack of written information regarding 

the tourism distribution system and its operation. A manager who 

wishes to learn more about the distribution system cannot turn to 

one source or one book. Instead he or she must search out and 

struggle for bits of information from many diverse sources. No 

coherent overview of the tourism distribution system has been 

written. "It has been pointed out that there still is a 

significant information gap in respect of the travel trade, its 

structure, functions, and operations in most markets... In other 

words, the importance of distribution research has not been fully 

recognised as an essential canplement to the other research 

topics" [109). 

Hopefully, this section of the present study will fill this 

gap by an extensive discussion to: the importance of the tourism 
distribution system; its function, structure, and productivity; 
the distribution policies and its determinants; the relation 
between National Tourist Organisations and the travel trade. 

The Role and Importance of the Tourism Distribution System 

A realistic view of distribution in general and of distribution 
in the field of tourism in particular may be gained only if the 
interests and goals of the participants from producer to consumer 
are recognised: 

1. The interests of seller and buyer are mot identical. Each 
seeks different benefits; potential travellers choose a destination 

and the enjoyment, satisfaction and pelasure expected. The seller 
expects to realise revenue and profit, economical utilisation of 
his plant and equiprent, return on invested capital and so forth. 
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He adjusts the services he offers and their price in such a way that 

they attract the numbers and type of customer best suited to 

achieving his aims. 

2. National Tourist Organisations and other official organisations 
involved in tourism pursue goals that are complementary to - but 

again not identical with - those sought by the tourist service 

enterprises. Briefly these may be aimed at: 

- creating or expanding business and employment opportunities 
in the destination area, 

- increasing foreign exchange revenue from tourism, thus 

contributing to improvements in the balance of payments, 

- increasing tax and other government revenues, 

- improving the utilisation factor of existing tourism 

facilities, 

- directing investments towards tourism facilities likely to 

produce an overall benefit for the national econcmy. 

3. The interests of the distribution sector of the tourist 
industry, i. e. the 'travel trade' - travel agents, tour operators 
and other travel intermediaries - are not identical to those of 
the travellers, the tourism service enterprises or the official 
tourism organisations. Travel intermediaries seek to attract 

custaners by offering a range of services, destinations, travel 

arrangements, price levels, etc. It is therefore of secondary 
importance to them, all other factors being equal: 

- which destination they sell, 

- which services their customers use, 

- whether their selling practices conform to - or are in 

contradiction with the aims of the National Tourist Organ- 
isation. 
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4. It is stated that an awareness of this absence of identity 

of interests, motivations, and objectives as between tourists, 

suppliers of tourism services, the travel trade and official 
tourism organisations is essential to all, considerations and plans 

about the creation and marketing of travel and tourism. Over- 

looking this essential fact is probably the basic cause for many 

misunderstandings, disputes and less than successful marketing and 

promotion schemes in tourism. 

5. In most other industries, the supplier has full or at least 
decisive control over his product, its pricing, its quality, the 

manner in which it is distributed and promoted. In tourism, 
however, the position of the distribution sector is much stronger. 
Rawat [110] argued that "Trade intermediaries (travel agents, tour 

operators, charter brokers, reservations systems and other travel 
distribution specialists) have a far greater per to influence 

and to direct demand than their counterparts in other industries. 

Since they do, in fact, control demand, they also have increased 

bargaining power in their relations with suppliers of tourist 

services and are in a position to influence their pricing, their 

product policies and their prarotional activities". 

It is reported that most enterprises providing tourist services 
do not sell directly to their custaners. Prospective clients live 

more or less far away and often in another country. In addition, 
they are sanetimes dispersed throughout very large geographical 
areas. This makes 'an integrated' distribution and sales oper- 
ation, as practised by oil carpanies for instance, practically 
impossible. Consequently, tourist service enterprises have to 

rely on sales intermediaries. This does not mean that tourist 
service enterprises do not need to concern themselves with 
distribution and sales. On the contrary, their success and 
profitability depend to a large extent on their ability to find 
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access to the appropriate distribution channels, to provide the 

necessary services and assistance to the sales and distribution 

intermediaries and to support their efforts through promotion 

and advertising. 

The study of the World Tourism Organisation (WI'0) on 

'Distribution Channels' [1111 reported that the role and 

importance of distribution intermediaries is directly linked to 

the benefits they provide for the producers of tourism services 

and to the functions they perform on their behalf: 

1. It is in the producer's interest to be able to concentrate on 

furnishing the services he specialises in, to control and improve 

their quality and to use his marketing expertise first and fore- 

most to make sure that the service he offers corresponds to the 

needs and expectations of his custcxners. 

2. Intermediaries can, through specialisations, achieve better 

results in the field of distribution and selling than the producer 
himself: they have direct contact with the markets and potential 

customers, which would be difficult and more costly for the 

producer. 

3. Intermediaries assemble the heterogeneous services of 
different producers into a 'package' of services that is meaning- 
ful and attractive to the customer. 

4. Intermediaries not only create a ccnplete package of tourist 

services, although this is their most important function. Fran 

the point of view of the tourist, they also serve as sources of 
information about destinations, types of services, their advantages 

and disadvantages, thus confronting the potential tourist with a 

range of choices and alternatives. 
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The primary distribution functions are thus information, 

combination and travel arrangement services. 

1. Information: Travel is a product that does not readily lend 

itself to the selling and merchandising techniques that have proven 

themselves to be highly effective and efficient for standardised, 

mass-produced consumer products. The prospective traveller needs 

a considerable amount of information before he is ready to make a 

decision. He expects to receive this information, complete, 

readily understandable and covering a wide range of travel alter- 

natives, frcm the travel trade. The high degree of 'information 

dependence' of the travel customer is the consequence of three 

factors: 

(i) Travel, especially to far away destinations, involves a 

considerable outlay of money. It is therefore unlikely that the 

custcmer will make a decision before he has compared alternatives 

and made an assessment of the satisfactions likely to be derived 

frcm visiting one destination rather than another. 

(ii) The prospective traveller is nowadays faced with a wide 

range of choices, all of which are presented to him in an attract- 

ive, interesting way and he is able to choose among them only if 

he is provided with a sufficient amount of information. 

(iii) Unlike routine purchases of small items and even major 

purchases of durables (home equipment, automobiles, etc. ), travel 

decisions are considered as 'high risk' decisions: an unsatisfactory 

washing machine can be returned or repaired, a holiday spoiled by bad 

service, illness or other untoward events is irretrievably 'lost'. 

It follows that the quality and quantity of information supplied 
by the travel intermediary - and the reputation for reliability and 
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the objectivity he has created for himself - are essential to his 

long-term success. It also follows that a travel intermediary will 

be more willing to promote and sell a given destination or service, 

if his own information needs are-given due consideration in the 

promotion and sales material provided. 

2. Combination: The traveller requires a wide range of 

different services (transportation, accccm odation, sightseeing, 

entertainment, purchases of souvenirs, etc. ). In his mind, all 

these services together constitute the 'product' he is interested 

in obtaining, but they are usually provided by different enter- 

prises. The task of the travel intermediary therefore is to 

combine these heterogeneous product elements into an entity. 

The 'package tour' organised by a tour operator is, of course, the 

first example of a canbined offer of different services that 

canes to mind. A package tour is, however, only one example of 

the canbination function of the travel trade. Others are (IT) 

inclusive tour arrangements (air transportation plus hotel 

accommodation plus, sometimes, other ground services), or arrange- 

ments for travel and accamodation made by a travel agent or an 

individual basis. 

3. Travel Arrangements: This function includes bookings and 

reservations, issuing travel docuim nts, (tickets, service vouchers, 

etc. ) as well as obtaining visa, travel insurance, foreign currency 

and travellers cheques. Essentially, the travel trade offers a 

convenience to the tourist: he does not have to occupy his time 

with the often complicated technical tasks of obtaining the various 

reservations and documents. 

As mentioned earlier, the travel trade is not primarily 
interested in selling a specific destination or service, the main 
distribution functions being performed for a more or less wide 
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assortment of destinations. The responsibility for creating an 
interest in a destination that can lead to a trip is therefore that 

of the destination organisation and not that of the travel trade. 
Only by assuming this responsibility can the travel trade be brought 
to the position of assisting in the promotion and sale of the 
destination. 

The Structure of the Tourism Distribution System 

Significant changes have occurred in the merchandise 

distribution system of the industrialised countries, especially 
during the last three decades. Self-service stores and super- 
markets have almost entirely replaced conventional 'over the 

counter' stores, discounters and 'cash and carry' outlets have 

achieved significant market shares through a low-price/no service 
policy, large mail order houses have grc»m up, formerly independent 

retail stores have been absorbed into 'chain-stores' and 
co-operatives and shopping centres located at the periphery of 
large cities have drawn trade away from the old established 'down 
town' or 'high street' stores. 

Three trends in particular have had a significant influence on 
developments in the field of merchanidse distribution: 

1. Larger size of the average retailing unit: floor space, 
sales volume and sales per employee have consistently increased. 

2. New forms and methods of retail merchandising; self- 
service, discount stores, shopping centres, rack jobbers, mail 
order selling have to a large extent replaced conventional forms of 
retailing. 

3. Integration: concurrently, retail chains and cooperatives 
have replaced the small, independently operated retail stores. 
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In view of these developments, it is logical to ask whether 

similar changes have occurred in the tourism distribution sector. 
More specifically, the following questions should be explored: 

1. Traditionally, travel agencies used to be the main distribution 

channel for travel services, especially of international travel. 

Mich changes have taken place in the travel agency business? 

Have travel agencies lost market shares to other distribution 

intermediaries? Has the number of travel agencies increased or 
decreased? Is there a significant trend towards concentration in 

the travel agency business? 

2. Has the emergence of large tour operators or 'travel whole- 

salers' been due to significant changes in the distribution system 

and the sales techniques used in the travel business? 

3. What is the real importance of new sales methods (sales by 

correspondence or 'mail order', travel sales counters in super- 

markets and department stores, travel services offered by banks, 

etc. )? 

It is extremely difficult to find clear-cut answers to these 

questions and to arrive at conclusions which apply without quali- 
fication to all the major travel generating markets. On the one 
hand, statistical data are incomplete and not always readily 

comparable over time from one country to another. In addition, 
the market structures and the relative importance of the various 
distribution channels are different fran market to market. In the 

context of these constraints, an extensive discussion will be 

made to explore the above questions. 
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Travel Agencies (Retail Agencies) 

Travel agency is an independent distribution intermediary. 

Travel agencies occupy a leading place in the tourism industry as 
they provide the link with the custaner. Their importance, 
however, is by no means identical in various countries. While in 

sane of the developing countries they play a secondary role because 

of the limited scope of their activities, they are an important 

econanic instrument in developed countries and in particular the 

main generators of tourism in countries like the U. S. A, the U. K., 
France and Germany. 

In the U. K. for example, a look at recent surveys confirms 
that foreign holidays are certainly a major business, with over 
£500 million in holiday tour sales effected by the 4,600 Association 

of British Travel Agents (ABTA) travel agency offices in 1973 [112]. 

Travel agents booked over 68% of all the holidays taken abroad by 
Britons, 84% of all the holidays abroad by air, and 90% of all the 

package holidays (tours) abroad [113]. Travel agents are 
responsible for booking a greater percentage of airline seats, 
cruise reservations, and hotel accarnrx3ation than any other single 
intermediary group. There are well over 35,000 travel agents in 
the world today; 18,712 of them are in the United States. These 

numbers are growing daily [114]. 

To make effective strategic marketing decisions, both travel 

suppliers and intermediaries need a clearer picture of the 
future of the travel agent industry. The study of Bither and 
Boons [115] in 1982 in the United States predicted that: 

- Travel agents would retain their role as the primary 
distribution intermediaries for airline and other 
travel services in the future. 
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- But, the nature of the industry would be different 
in that it would be more canpetitive, more concentrated 
and the role of the individual agent would change. 

Travel agents will not soon be replaced as the primary travel 
distribution channel for several reasons. First, the industry 

is not stagnant. In fact, it is growing substantially [see 

Table 4.1]. Since 1970 the number of agencies in the U. S. has 

risen fran 6,700 to 18,712 in 1981. Sales volume during the 

same period has increased from $5 billion to over $30 billion. 

Table 4.1: U. S. Travel Agencies 1970-1981 

Year Number of Agencies Total Sales Volume ($ billion) 

1970 6,700 5.0 
1972 8,000 7.7 
1974 10,260 11.0 
1976 12,240 14.9 
1978 14,804 19.4 
1979 16,112 26.7 
1980 17,339 31.8 
1981 18,712 - 

Source: Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., "The Character and 
Volume of the U. S. Travel Agency Market", prepared for 
Travel Weekly, 1979. 

Second, travel agents will not be easily replaced because 
many travel suppliers are highly dependent on than for a large 
percentage of bookings. Table 4.2 shows estimates of supplier 
dependence on travel agents. Airlines, cruise companies, and tour 
packagers are highly dependent on travel agents, while others, such 
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as hotels, are just beginning to develop their relationships with 

travel agents. This dependence is gracing, not diminishing. 

Table 4.2: Estimated Supplier Dependence on Travel Agents. 

Supplier 
Estimated percentage of total vo un 

booked_by Travel A ents 

Air 
danestic 50 - 65% 

international 75 - 90% 

Hotel 

domestic 20 - 30% 

international 70% 

Cruises 90 - 95% 

Rail Less than 10% 

Bus Less than 10% 

Car rentals 20 - 30% 

Tour packages 
domestic 66% 

international 95% 

Source: Bither, Mary J. and Bernard H. Boons, "Trends in Travel 
and Tourism Marketing: The Changing Structure of 
Distribution Channels", Journal of Travel Research, 
vol. XX, No. 4, Spring 1982, pp. 39-44. 

Third, under current carmisison rates (5 - 20 per cent), it 

would be too expensive for suppliers to replace travel agents, 

With 75 - 90% of international air bookings passing through the 

hands of travel agents, it is unlikely that the airlines would be 

very anxious to take over the distribution function. 

Finally, in the research conducted into the travel agency 

business by Louis Harris and Associates (116) for Travel Weekly, 

agents report that a majority of travellers do not have a specific 
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destination in mind when they first contact the agency, but have 

only a general idea of desired destinations or no particular idea in 

mind at all. More than half the agents report that it is not 
unusual for clients with a specific destination in mind to choose 

a different destination in the course of consulting with the agency. 
Moreover, agents report that almost three in four of their clients 

seek the agent's advice in guidance for choosing tour packages and 
` hotels, and the majority of the travellers look to the agent for 

guidance in the choice of carriers and car rental companies. 

'While these are the reports from the travel agents, the 
data collected in the Travel Pulse's research [1171 among consumers 
absolutely confirms these reports. 

In the opinion of Wahab [118], "the travel agent profession 
is essentially based on confidence; the confidence of travellers 

who usually pay in advance and on premise for a 'service' which 
they have not seen; and the confidence of suppliers (carriers and 
hoteliers) who provide their services on credit and who accept 

reservations without guarantee of occupancy". "This factor, he 

added, adds to the 'complexity' of their activities and the wide 

variety of services they render to their clients, making their 

profession constitute one of the most delicate and important 

sectors of the tourist industry". 

The complexity of travel agencies' activities stems from the 
varieties of tasks they are seen to perform and the various 
relationships that they usually establish. From the above 
discussion it can be pointed out that a travel agency is an 
independent distribution intermediary which: 
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1. sells tourist services (transportation, acccamodation, etc. ) 

to the public in the name and for the account of the enter- 

prise which provides these services. 
2. is linked to its 'principal'; the service-producing enter- 

prise (hotel-transporter, etc. ) by a contract which specifies 
the services to be provided by the travel agency, the legal 

and commercial obligations of both parties and the methods 

of remuneration. 
3. is obliged to apply the conditions and prices specified by 

the principal. 
4. is remunerated by a commission, usually a percentage of the 

selling price, which ranges from 5 per cent to 20 per cent, 
depending on the type of service and the sales volume. 

5. receives payment from the customer for the services sold on 
behalf of the service producing enterprise and is obliged 
to hand over all such payments received (after deduction of 
the commission earned) to the principal. 

The travel agent - even though he is sometimes, especially 
in the United States, described as a 'travel retailer' - is a true 

agent in the sense that he does not carry an inventory and makes 
travel arrangements (reservations, bookings, issuing tickets and 

vouchers) only on request from a custaner. Because the retailer, 
the travel agent, does not carry a stock of the intangible tourist 

product, he thus lacks the powerful incentive of a full stock to 

prcmote any particular product. There is thus a very low brand 
loyalty at the retail level. The lack of a retail stock which 
in the case of consumer goods protects the manufacturer from the 
immediate and direct effects of minor fluctuations in demand. 

If retail stocks rise or fall temporarily, the consumer goods 
producer does not feel the effect at once. In marketing tourism 
the supplier feels at once a diminution of demand, and hence the 
volatility of demand is faced immediately by him. 
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The absence of brand loyalty at the retail level means that the 

tourist supplier's advertising has to work harder - the final 

consumer will rarely be faced, by a retailer anxious to sell him a 

particular brand. Hciiever, the travel agent may be willing and 

possibly anxious to maintain a supply of brochures and other sales 
help from specific destinations. He does this, however, only to 

help him sell transportation to and accomTcdation at that 

destination. If sales to the destination are neither likely nor 

coamissionable, the agent will have little or no desire for 

destination literature and sales help, regardless of that 

destination's beauty or attractiveness. 

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the travel 

agent is, in a sense, a mirror of the travelling consumer's desires, 

wants and attitudes, and he plays a key role in influencing what 
the traveller does. Therefore, the successful marketer of travel 

should study that aspect of the market as a key part of the study 
of the consumers themselves. 

Fran the above, although the travel agent will not be replaced 
as the primary travel distribution channel, the industry will look 
different in the future. In the past, travel agents operated in a 
very predictable environment. Air fares were fixed by agreement 
among the airlines. Commission rates paid to travel agents were 
also predetermined and fixed, and travel agents enjoyed the 

exclusive right to sell airline tickets. All of this is 

changing [119]. In 1983, air fares were totally deregulated, 

allowing airlines to set prices in response to competition without 
government regulation. Ccmnission negotiation between airlines 
and travel agents is already legal. One already apparent result 
of these changes is more competition in the industry. As Poling 
in 1981 stated [120]: "Travel agents can now negotiate directly with 
the airlines for special seat fares". Presumably this could allow 
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agents with more negotiating power to obtain better prices from 
the airlines and thus carr ete more effectively with other agents. 
Also, as Goodwin [1211 pointed out: "Direct rebating by travel 

agents, especially to corporate accounts, could also beccm a new 
competitive tool; in the past this was illegal". Not only will 
there be new ways to canpete but there will probably be new 
competitors. The most likely new competitors are banks and auto- 
mated ticketing organisations such as Ticketron. However, it is 

unlikely that automated ticketing devices could take a large share 
of the market immediately unless airline fares and routes are 
considerably simplified. 

As the International Tourism Quarterly indicated in 1980 1122]: 
"In 1979,69% of all travel agencies were single locations in the 
United States and travel agent industry concentration in terms of 
sales was much lower than for most service industries". However, 
the new levels of canpetition in the industry will result in some 
increased concentration with larger agencies controlling a greater 
percentage of sales. A certain level of operation will be 

necessary to afford the sophisticated systems and automated 
equipment required to keep up to date with complex and changing 
information. Larger agencies will also be able to exert more 
influence in negotiating fares and co nmissions with airlines. 
Survey data also indicate that larger agencies have higher profit 
margins and are thus in a better position to absorb the costs of 
discounting and rebating [123]. For all these reasons, it is 

probable that some consolidation will occur. 

Given the likelihood of new types of competitors entering 
the system, the role of the successful travel agent in the future 
will shift away from processing and ticket writing towards that 
of a true travel expert and counsellor. As Ferris, Chairman and 
CD) of United Airlines [124) said in 1980 regarding travel agents: 
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"To really succeed in the agency business in the future, you've 
got to give up the idea that the business 10 years from now will 
be the same as it was 10 years ago. Canpetition will intensify, 

efficiency will be rewarded, outlets other than agents will exist 
to issue tickets ... Travel agents who are just distributors of 
travel documents may be made obsolete by advancing technology 

and by other channels of distribution". 

It can also be said that travel agents currently have three 

roles: (1) Counsellor decision maker, in which role he actually 
helps people to decide when, where and how to travel; (2) sales- 
person, in which he reaches out and promotes travel that might 
not otherwise occur; and (3) clerk, in which he simply processes 
requests for specific air tickets or room acccxrmodation without 
substantial interaction with the traveller. New entrants such as 
Ticketron will be able to handle the. clerking function and in time 

may do so for a large share of that market segment that simply 

requires ticket processing. However, it is unlikely that Ticketron 

or any other mechanised system can fulfil that counsellor role, and 
most assuredly not the salesperson role. The successful travel 

agent of the future will thus be one who can take advantage of 
these first two roles and who does not depend on simple ticket 

processing to make a living. To be successful counsellors and 
salespersons, travel agents will need to be sophisticated in: 

1. Use of marketing techniques, including analysis of 
current and potential customer segments and to 

co niunicate with them. 
2. Product line analysis - knowing exactly where and haw 

profits are made within the firm's product line. 
3. Use of sophisticated information systems and auto- 

mated equipment. 
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4. Knowledge of travel destination and requirements for their 

market segments. 
5. Knowledge of suppliers and how to interact and negotiate 

successfully with them. 

The economics of the travel agency are - as is the case in most 

service enterprises - influenced by two, basic factors: 

(i) Personal costs (salaries and related expenses) represent up to 

two thirds of total expenditures: An IATA/JFTA study in 1974 gave 
a figure of 55.8% for the average of 827 agencies in 24 countries. 
In the USA, personnel costs reached 61.5% - and a similar figure 

(64.6%) was indicated in a survey by the German Travel Agencies 

Association. 

(ii) Opportunities for productivity increases are limited, as the 
intensity of demand for travel agency services is highly variable 

over time and only larger agencies and agency chains can economically 

use labour-saving devices and systems such as electronic data 

processing. 

Tour Operators: (Wholesalers) 

In the perspective of the last 30 years, it is the emergence of 
large tour operating companies in the UK, offering for sale on a 
nationwide basis mass produced overseas holiday packages, which is 

a relatively new phenomenon largely responsible for developing 

and shaping the current retail distribution system. Around 50 
per cent of the present retail system owes its existence to the 
emergence of a mass, national market for inclusive tour products 
supplied by tour operating principals. The mass market developed in 
the 1950s, although the period of greatest growth occurred in the 
decade 1963-1973 [125]. 
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At present most tourist receiving countries are dependent 

on foreign tour operators for their tourist supply and the 

arrangements for getting them to their destination. And, 

although tour operators are not direct investors in the host 

economy, they exercise considerable influence over the tourist 

sector and even the country's socio-economic development in general. 

Ann Zammit [126] points out that "Relations with tour operators 
depend very much on the type of tourism being developed. Some 

tour operators are small specialised firms, serving a public which 
is more interested in foreign travel than a sedentary resort 
holiday but which has little knowledge of alternative tourist 
destinations. Other, large tour operators are concerned with mass 
tourism to places which have usually begun to establish a reputation 

as attractive tourist resorts. Each of these two types of tour 

operators has different links with the host country. The small 

oeprators dealing with 'travellers' or those seeking out more 
distant, exotic locations tend to establish links with local, 

host country tour operators, relying on the latter's knowledge of 
the local environment. They do not engage in long term contracts 

with local hotels or with air charter companies. On the other 
hand, large tour operators dealing in mass tourism are much more 
likely to pass over the local operators and tend to establish 
'arms length' contracts with hotels in the recipient country - 
often of two to five years' duration or on long term 15 to 25 

year leases'. 

Tour operators are a central element in modern tourism, 

putting together the various elements of a travel package - from 
transport and ground arrangements to accannodation - but this 
'wholesaling' activity is largely concentrated in the tourist 

generating countries. There is greater familiarity with the 
tastes and needs of potential travellers, economies of scale can 
be realised because of organising for relatively large numbers 
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and connections can more easily be made with airlines and hotel 

chains. Moreover, the activities of tour operators in organising 
travel etc. are almost wholly oriented to the national market. 
Only a few foreign tour operators are based in developing countries 
such as Mexico, Egypt, Venezuela and Korea. 

Tour operators play a much greater role in marketing foreign 

travel in the UK, Japan and the Scandinavian countries, compared 
with France, the USA and West Germany. Also the type of frequency 

of linkages with the other two main providers of services for the 
tourist industry - airlines and hotel chains - varies considerably 
from country to country. Only a couple of cases where there was 
close integration between all three sectors of the business appeared 
in the UN study (1271. The US tour operators are generally 
independent of major airlines and have almost no hotel chain 
connections. In Canada, Japan and the UK, there are four operators 
who own airlines. Tour operators in the UK, Scandinavia and West 
Germany often have hotel interests in the Southern European mass 
tourist resort locations, especially Spain. 

Developing tourist receiving countries are dependent on over- 
seas tour operators in ways that cannot be changed. They are 
particularly dependent on large tour operators dealing in mass 
tourism. Developing countries need than for several reasons. 
Tour operators being in the travel business are equipped with first 
hand knowledge of the market situation. Secondly, they have 

resources at their disposal to promote a destination. One should 
bear in mind that National Tourist Organisations in most developing 

countries are short of funds to promote the country. If promotion 
of the country is done alone without the help of tour operators, 
the image projected of a country would not be effective to reach 
people, which in turn means that money is wasted. Finally, tour 

operators organise package tours aimed at cutting the cost of travel 
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and making holidays easier to be undertaken (especially in the 

case of long-haul travel) for the public. 

The contribution of tour operators in introducing and 
stimulating travel to new destinations, especially in developing 

countries, is well recognised. It is no exaggeration to say that 

without them, new destinations would never be considered by potential 
long-haul travellers. 

As Ann Zammitt [1281 indicates: "The power of transnational 
tour operators to direct considerable flows of tourists to 

particular lacations, to affect hotel capacity and also seasonality 
to some extent, puts such business operations in a powerful bargain- 
ing position with host country providers of tourism services, 

particularly hotels. Operators are able to depress hotel rates 
to levels which hardly provide operating profits and some apply the 

ultimate pressure of 'all or nothing' exclusive deals with host 

country hotels. The involvement of large international tour 

operators in the provision of tourism packages also reduces the 

net foreign exchange benefits to the recipient country. Pre- 

payment of charges, use of customer vouchers, and inter-conpany 

settlement of debts abroad rather than in the tourist receiving 
country facilitates the evasion of exchange controls and reduces 
the amount of foreign exchange accruing to the tourist receiving 
country. Were they are vertically integrated with hotel and 
air travel companies, pricing, and inter-company transfers obey the 

-usual rules of transnational book-keeping in being determined in 

accordance with worldwide corporate requirements rather than 

profitability on a separate national basis". 

Frcm the above discussion, it can be understood that the 
main distinction between travel agents and tour operators lies not 

- as is sometimes thought - in the method of selling and distribution 
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used but rather in their method of purchasing services: 

The travel agent, as described above, purchases tourist 

services from the principals he represents in response to specific 
requests from his customers. There are score large retail chains in 

travel in the UK, such as Thomas Cook, Lunn Poly, Hogg Robinson 

and W. H. Smith. Their shares of the market do not give than the 

power of influence which undoubtedly exists in the retailing of 
groceries. "Supermarket chains have established a strong influence 

and arguably a considerable degree of control over the product and 
pricing policies of the manufacturers of packaged foods whose 
products they purchase and sell". [1291 In grocery outlets, 
of course, the retailers participate in the business risks and engage 
in the marketing process in a highly influential way. There are no 
obvious alternative methods of obtaining supermarket goods other 
than those already being developed by the major chains. By 

contrast, in travel, the retailers play little or no part in the 

product or pricing policies of the major producers. By virtue of 
the principal/agent relationship the travel market still enjoys 
what is in effect a condition of resale price maintenance which 
has long since disappeared in other consumer markets. The prices 
are those which appear in the brochure excepting only the special 
offers which are put out by operators to stimulate last minute 
sales. Once again there is nothing to prevent the retailer from 

sharing his commission with the customer in order to generate more 
sales, but by agreement it very seldom happens and is not a subject 
for sales pranotion campaigns of the sort mounted continuously in 

other forms of retailing. The retailers' role is thus not so much 
to distribute products but essentially to provide access for 
customers to the producers' stock of products, via ccmnunication 
with a computer system which is paid for and controlled by the 
principal. "It has long been argued that the principal role of 
the travel retailer is to 'take orders' and to act in effect as a 
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'filling station' for products supplied and marketed by princi- 

pals". [130] The travel agent may sell a tour or a 'package' 

of ca elementary services, but he does so only on an individual, 

'custom-made' basis. 

The tour operator, on the other hand, endeavours to anticipate 

and predict demand and to 'produce' standardised travel combination 
'package tours' for subsequent sale at a pre-established price and 

on pre-established schedules for departure and return. He 

contracts with hotels, airlines (charter or scheduled, as the case 
may be) in anticipation of demand. He therefore carries the risk 

- otherwise borne by the hotel or air carrier - of filling the 
beds and seats he contracted for. The tour operator thus becomes 

a 'wholesaler' or even a 'manufacturer' of a tourist product; he 

holds an inventory of beds and seats which he must sell to recover 
his cost. The travel agent, in contrast, does not make a reser- 
vation unless and until a prospective tourist requests it. 

A package tour - the 'product' offered by the tour operator - 
is a combination of transport, acccrn dation and ancillary services, 
sold at a stated price as a single service or package. The cost 

of transportation, the hotel charges, the cost of ancillary 

services, the tour operator's expenses for overheads, promotion, 

etc., and his profit cannot be separately distinguished by the 

customer. 

The activities and hence the economics of a tour operator 
enterprise differ in many ways from those of a travel agent: the 
tour operator is involved in 'production'. He must put together 

a combination of services of different kinds and sell than at a 
ccmpetitive price. This requires intensive market research to 
determine what destinations, price ranges and types of tours are 
in demand. The tour operator must also negotiate and contract 
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with the suppliers of services (airlines, hotels, local transporters, 

etc. ). Often substantial advance payments are required to secure 

reservations, especially in destinations for which demand is strong. 

once the tour operator has decided to include a specific 
destination, hotel, carrier, etc. for one or more of his tours 

and has contracted for the anticipated needed rooms and seats, he 

has a financial investment in the tour ... In this respect, he 

differs greatly from the general travel agent. 

In the U. K. tour operating companies grow out of, or are 

closely linked with, charter airlines or - in the case of Thomson - 

out of a large publishing group. The ccmpetition between tour 

operators was intensive - to the point that two major firms 

(Horizon and Clarkson) collapsed in 1974. U. K. tour operators 

rely on extensive distribution, cooperating in principle with all 

member firms of ABTA (Association of British Travel Agents). 

Virtually all U. K. tour operators sell exclusively through 

conventional travel agents, although a few of them own small chains 

of 'retail outlets'. [1311 

In all major markets, the size of the package tour business has 

grown, both in absolute terms (number of bookings per year) and 
in terms of market share: this is shown in the following data 
from the Federal Republic of Germany. 
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Table 4.3: Development of Package Tour Sales - Germany (FR) 
1971/72 to 1974/75 

. MBE Me 
'jrcM'1 rlnbx2r c£ Boddrgs 

(mi. llicns ) 
(in % cf all hblidiýs (in % cf hol. u3: iy5 abrad) 

1971/72 3.15 13.6 74.0 

1972/73 3.25 14.4 82.0 

1973/74 3.41 14.5 80.2 

1974/75 4.00 15.9 80.0 

Source: WtO, Distribution Channels, WPM, Madrid, April 1976, p. 21. 

The significant differences in tour operators' share of total 

travel market vs share of the international travel market leads to 

two conclusions: 

It will be very difficult for the individual tour operator - 
and for tour operators in a market as a whole, further to 
increase their share of international travel. Increases in 

their international business will therefore have to came from 

market growth - or through drawing business away from their 

caupetitors. 

- For tourist receiving countries - especially long-distance 
destinations - tour operators are the main marketing partner. 
This fact will have to be borne in mind in all distribution 

policy decisions by tourist services enterprises as well as 
National Tourist Organisations. 

Organisation for Direct Distribution 

Tourist service enterprises are faced with a dilum : they 
cannot expect to attract a sufficient volume of business which will 
permit economic use of their existing capacity unless they actively 
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engage in selling their services. In this respect, Middleton in 

1980 [1321 identified the marketing advantages which may influence 

tour operators - as producers of inclusive tours (IT) - to 

experiment with direct selling: 

1. Control over the distribution system: If the producer controls 

every stage of the selling effort, he can ensure that prospective 

customers receive his brochure on request with no fears of poor 
display, or out of stock problems. With an efficient telephone 

system, there are less dangers that queuing for service at busy 

times may frustrate potential custcniers. 

2. Customer contact and repeat purchase: The producer has a real 

prospect over time of building up and maintaining on computer files, 

lists of regular travellers who are identified by name and previous 

purchasing characteristics. To these identified customers they can 
be beamed advertising and sales messages. Contact with customers 
is in the hands of the producer's own staff at all times and the 

prospect of quality control in all aspects of the product is enhanced. 
The prospect of efficient and relatively cheap market research, of 

creating clubs and other ways of securing customer contact are 
facilitated by direct selling approaches. 

3. Cost reduction: Controlling rapidly rising brochure costs by 

more efficient distribution methods; reducing the cost of sales 
forces to create and maintain contact and carry out merchandising 

schemes in retail outlets; reducing the number of expensive 
computer links and saving expense on educational and similar retail 
trade incentive schemes, are all possible through direct sell. 

4. Influence of competition: If direct selling approaches anything 
like 25 per cent of inclusive tour (IT) sales in the next two or 
three years, there is reason to suppose that the existing retail 



outlets will be forced to improve the efficiency of their current 

operations and to reduce their costs. In loosening their effect- 

ive monopoly over the bulk of holiday sales, the principals stand 

to strengthen their influence over the retail system. 

Although the above argument represents an advantage of direct 

selling to tour operators as well as tourist service enterprises, 
it is, however, for most of then, not econcmical to assume full 

control and responsibility over their sales to the final custaners 

because: 

- Selling directly to the final customer requires sales 

offices in carefully chosen locations, trained sales 

staff and sales managers. 

- The cost of sales offices, salaries and other selling 

expenses will have to be borne even if the sales volume 
is not sufficient to cover than. 

- It would be necessary to cover a more or less important 

number of markets, often located far away. This creates 

additional problems of planning, coordination, 

carinunication and control. 

- Different market conditions, customer habits and 

carpetitors will have to be taken into account, thus 
further limiting the possibilities of applying a uniform 

sales and distribution policy. 

- Tourist services are ccnplanentary in nature and most 

customers require various services at the same time and 
hence prefer to deal with sales outlets that can meet 
several related needs rather than just one requirement. 

The above represents the obstacles and constraints that exclude 

or at least limit the scope for direct distribution in tourism. 
The fact remains, however, that complete reliance on distribution 

intermediaries seriously weakens the market strength of tourism 
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service enterprises and, by extension, of National Tourism Organ- 

isations. If is therefore necessary to explore how and under 

which conditions direct distribution organisations and methods can 
be used to complement, if not to replace, indirect distribution. 

It should be noted that 'direct distribution' in this context 
does not necessarily mean selling to end-users (which, for the 

reasons given above, is seldom feasible) but also any attanpt to 

extend distribution activities 'downstream', i. e. closer to the 

end-users. Three approaches have been used to achieve this: (134] 

1. Sales Representatives: 

In recent years, tourist service enterprises have begun to use 

sales representatives in order to ensure a better coverage of 
important markets. Their task is not to sell to individual 

travellers but to provide information and various services to sales 
intermediaries, especially travel agents: 

- Market information: Providing regular information on market 

situation, customer demand, prices, carpetitive activity, etc. in 

order to enable the enterprise to adapt its service offer, pricing 

policies, promotion and sales support activities to changing 

conditions and requirements. 

- Promotion Control: Supervision of advertising and public 

relations activities in target markets, organisation of familiar- 
isation visits for travel agents, journalists and travel writers 
and tour operators. 

- Sales service and assistance: Maintaining regular contact 
with travel agencies, distributing promotional material, price 
schedules and timetables and assisting in obtaining reservations 
and information from the firm's headquarters. 
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2. Sales Offices, Service Points: 

Scheduled international airlines, car rental services, 

several international hotel chains and sane of the major shipping 
lines maintain their own networks of sales and ticketing or 

reservations offices in important cities in addition to selling 
their services through travel agents. 

3. Reservation Service Networks: 

Burkart and Medlik [1341 argue that "The reservations procedure 
in some tourist industries, notably hotels, airlines, and some forms 

of entertainment, is analogous to the physical distribution network 
in the case of consumer goods industries. It is the means whereby 
the final consumer via the retailer draws upon the supplier's stock. 
Additionally, as is the case with consumer goods, it is a most 
important source of management information". 

The significance of a reservations system lies in the 
opportunity it gives management to manage demand for individual 

units of production, e. g. at particular hotels or on particular 
flights. The day-to-day management of demand is the proper 
function of a reservations procedure. If several units of 
production, aircraft, or hotels, are involved, the purpose of a 
reservations manager will be to distribute the demand for the seat 
or bed across the whole production in the most profitable way; 
it may be advantageous, for example, to have two aircraft flying 
with each carrying half the traffic than to operate the one with 
all the traffic and the other empty. Virtually all large tour 
operators use computers for the control of their 'inventory' of 
charter aeroplane seats and hotel roans. In sane cases, regional 
service offices have been set up to facilitate and accelerate travel 
agents' reservation requests. In the Federal Republic of Germany, 
an integrated reservation system (START) became operational in 1978. 
START combines the computer system of the major tour operators, 
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Lufthansa and the German Federal Railways. Terminals with visual 
display of information are being installed in travel agents' 
offices. In this way, travel agents can confirm reservations on 
the spot. The system is expanded by adding print-out equipment, 

so that the travel documents (tickets and vouchers) can be issued 

automatically. 

New Types of Distribution Intermediaries 

The conventional travel distribution intermediaries - travel 

agents and tour operators - clearly hold the largest share of 
travel sales overall. There is no evidence at the moment that this 

situation will change to a significant degree in the years to come. 
This does not mean, however, that no attempts are being made and 

will continue to be made to create new forms of distribution in 

the industry that operate in part or entirely outside the established 
channels. 

When considering these new forms of distribution, it must be 

borne in mind, however, that their chances of success depend on 
the ability: 

- to provide services or facilities to the travelling public 
and/or price advantages which the conventional distribution 
intermediaries cannot match, 

- to take advantage of an already existing custrner goodwill 
and to transfer this to the travel sector, 

- to utilise an already existing sales organisation, adding 
travel services to the goods or services already being 

sold to the public, 

- to appeal to special interests or motivations by offering 
travel opportunities for already defined population groups. 

By way of illustration, four new approaches to travel 
distribution are described as follows: [1351 
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(a) Newspaper Travel: In the Federal Republic of Germany, 

several regional newspapers are offering special travel arrange- 

ments, to their readers. 

(b) Health Travel: Travel programmes for health and fitness 
fans are being distributed exclusively through a chain of same 

stores for natural foods and organic health products. 

(c) Selling Travel Door-to-Door: It is reported that a large 

Federal German organisation selling books and magazine subscriptions 

to private households through teams of salesmen is actively consider- 
ing adding a selection of package tours to its range. It is said 

that the organisation is negotiating with several tour operators 

to obtain exclusive rights for certain programmes and destinations. 

(d) Insurance Companies as Travel Distributors: So far, 

insurance companies have not yet become active in the sale of 
travel services (other than travel insurance). It is conceivable, 
however, that sooner or later large insurance coranies with sales 
organisations covering urban or rural areas will offer travel 

services, especially package tours, in canpetition with conventional 
distribution intermediaries. It would seen that rural areas, in 

particular, with low travel agency densities would offer sales 
potential. 

(e) Shop Catmittees: In France, the Comites d'Entreprise - sponsored 
by the Trade Unions - have became active as travel distributors and 
reportedly sold over 100,000 trips within France and abroad in 1975. 
In the Federal Republic of Germany, labour organisations have becct 
involved in travel in a more conventional form: they are financed 
by the Bank Fuer Geneinwirtschaft (owned by DGB, the German Trade 
Unions Federation) a tour operator canpany, (GUT-Reisen). 
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In general, it can be concluded, however, that the new types 

of distribution intermediaries - while offering competition to the 

established travel trade and filling travel needs for certain 

population groups, e. g. in rural areas - have not attained the level 

of market power that was originally expected when they began to 

appear in the late 1960's. 

Distribution Policy Options 

The term distribution policy is used to describe the goals and 

objectives as well as measures and activities decided upon by a 
tourist service enterprise or an official tourism organisation in 

order to ensure that the service or destination is sold effectively 

and efficiently to potential customers. 

For several reasons, tourist service producing enterprises - 
and also official tourist organisations - are attaching growing 
importance to the formulation and execution of distribution policies: 

- Utilisation of Plant and Equipment; The long-term profit- 

ability and hence the continued existence of all enterprises - in 

tourism as in other service industries - depends to a significant 

extent on a sufficient. y high level of utilisation of their capacity. 

- The limitations of Advertising and Promotion Effectiveness: 

To rely exclusively on advertising and other promotion or 
'caimunications' measures to ensure sales would be unrealistic and 
dangerous: even if potential custaners are attracted to a tourist 

service by effective advertising, their eventual decision whether to 

utilise it, to travel by a certain airline, to visit a given 
destination or to stay at a particular hotel, will still be deter- 

mined by the distribution intermediary and his selling ability. 
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- More Intense Competition: Competition between services, 
destinations and different methods of travel is already strong in 

tourism and will certainly further intensify in the future, as 
acccmTcdation, transport and other capacities increase while the 

growth of demand will most likely slow down. The ability to compete 
in this situation depends on choosing the right distribution policy 
almost as much as on the ability to provide service which in quality 

and price corresponds to demand. 

- The ability to adapt to changing circumstances and market 
situations: Certain distribution methods imply long-term caimitments 
for the enterprise and this may create difficulties at sane point. 
For example, a hotel using travel agents specialising in the sale of 
individual bookings may find it is losing sales if market demand for 

group travel or convention and conference travel is increasing. 

- Buying habits of customers: The relative importance of the 

various distribution intermediaries varies considerably fran one 
market to another and also, within each market, by type of service, 
price range, destination and custaner category. 

- The importance of sales and distribution intermediaries: 

In tourism, intermediaries have a far more decisive and controlling 
role than in most other service industries. Banks and insurance 

caipanies can rely on their own sales effort to attract customers, 
but tourist service enterprises usually cannot. It follows that a 
rational and intelligent distribution policy must include measures 
designed to support, motivate and guide the intermediaries chosen. 

- The cost of distribution - mainly in the form of commissions 
paid to intermediaries and in the expenses involved in supplying 
than with sales support material brochures, leaflets, guide books, 

schedules, tariffs, rate tables, etc. ) is far fran negligible. 
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It usually amounts to at least 10% of sales revenue and may rise as 
high as 25%. 

For all these reasons and many others, most of the enter- 
prises providing basic tourist services - and also official tourist 

organisations - choose a distribution policy which: 

- relies on travel trade intermediaries to assure sales to 

the ultimate custaners, users of their services and 

products, 

- concentrates on providing these intermediaries with a 
regular flow of information, sales aids and pranotion 
assistance, 

- motivates these intermediaries to sell their services 
or desginations by offering attractive ccnpensation 
(cc missions, extra bonuses for sales above a certain 

level, special seasonal discounts and incentive rates), 
by organising familiarisation visits, offering special 
arrangements and free tickets to staff tu=bers, etc. 

In most cases, no single distribution channel will be 

exclusively suitable for the sale of a given tourist service. 
Most tourist service enterprises use several channels in 

canbination to ensure that their potential market is adequately 
covered and that the different groups of customers (individual 
travellers, buyers of package tours, convention and conference 
travel, etc. ) are provided with the sales services and information 
they require. 

An enterprise opting for direct distribution will have to 
provide from its own resources the sales staff, organisation, 
control, sales support material, etc. required for an adequate 
coverage of prospective buyers. This does not mean, ho ever, that 
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an enterprise which uses intermediaries has no need for a sales 

organisation and sales support. The intermediaries will actively 

and consistently sell its services only if they are given the 

support information and incentive to do so. Furthermore, the 

tourist enterprise cannot rely on travel trade to prcmote either 

its services or the destination - it will therefore be necessary 

to combine service/destination advertising targeted or prospective 

customers with sales support measures directed towards the travel 

trade. 

Sales support has to be closely related to functions which 

neither advertising nor public relations can be expected to 

fulfil as completely or as effectively: (i) It is the channel of 

cc mnunications between the 'producer' of a tourist service -a 
hotel, airline, etc. - and the 'seller' of the service, (ii) It 

helps the seller to do his job more effectively. Once advertising 

has created demand (in the form of enquiries made by potential 

tourists), travel agents and other intermediaries need not only the 

type of information requested but also material such as brochures, 

booklets, guides, maps and illustrations in order to be able to 

transform demand into definite bookings. Most of this material 
is destined for distribution to potential tourists by sales 
intermediaries either directly or through the mail. 

A 'distribution system' is ccxnposed of the different types 

of intermediaries whose task is to make a product or service 

available to its end-users or consumers. A 'distribution channel' 

can be described as a given ccanbination of intermediaries who 

cooperate in the sale of. a product, It follows that a distribution 

system can be - and in most instances is - ccmposed of more than 

one distribution channel, each of which operates parallel to and in 

competition with other channels. 
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In tourism, three distribution channel types can be 
distinguished: 

1. The Supplier-Customer Channel: This arrangement corresponds 
to 'direct distribution' - without intermediaries. Its limit- 

ations in tourism - and especially international tourism - have 

already been discussed above. 

2. The Supplier-Agent-Customer Channels The agent represents 
the supplier and receives a carmission for sales effected. t-le acts 
on behalf of many - often directly carpeting - suppliers, since 
commission rates are standardised, and he will concentrate his 

selling effort on those suppliers, who offer services which sell 

readily because of strong demand. The travel agent is, however, 

never the representative of a destination. 

3. The Supplier-'tour Operator-Agent-Custaner Channel: While the 
travel agent makes travel arrangements in response to demand, the 
tour operator (or 'travel wholesaler') tries to anticipate demand 

and makes arrangements with the suppliers (block bookings or 
charters) to produce travel 'packages' to be sold through travel 

agents (retailers) or directly to customers. 

Figure 4.1 shows the main types of distribution intermediaries 

and their relationships with the suppliers of tourist services on 
the one hand and with tourists on the other. 

A more concrete view of the tourism distribution system is 

obtained if the main relationships between supply, demand and 
distribution intermediaries are brought into focus. These relation- 
ships are essentially of two types: 
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Figure 4.1: The Distribution System in Tourism. 
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1. Information flaws: Tourist service enterprises camrunicate 
(through advertising, brochures, schedules and rates or tariff 

tables) with travel trade intermediaries and their prospective 

customers. Likewise, travel trade intermediaries at the 

destination (incoming services agencies) and in the travel markets 

carmunicate with the travelling public. 

2. Reservations and bookings: In the opposite direction flow 

requests for reservations and bookings for transportation, 

accannodation and other services. 

These flows are shown in Figure 4.2 overleaf. 

it may be objected that the information activities (advertising, 

public relations, and sales support) undertaken by official tourism 

organisations are not shown in the following chart. The reason 
for this apparent omission lies in the fact that these organisations 
do not - with rare exceptions - participate directly and fully 

themselves in the distribution functions: while they provide 
information to the travel trade and to the prospective travellers, 
they are not themselves involved in the actual process of selling 
travel services. 

This does not mean, however, that their role in tourism 
distribution is negligible or secondary. In fact, one of the 

unique characteristics of tourism marketing is precisely the 
fact that official bodies are involved in travel distribution to 
an extent not found in any other industry. The role and activities 
of NPO's in the distribution activities will be explored later on 
in this section. 
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Figure 4.2: Distribution Activities in Tourism. 
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Factors Determining Distribution Policy 

nen deciding a distribution policy, the leading factors to be 

borne in mind by the seller of the tourist product on its elements 

are: 

1. Location of points of sale (availability of product). 

2. Cost of distribution. 

3. Effectiveness in generating sales. 

- Market Coverage 

- Motivation 

4. Image. 

In the following, sane light will be shed on these factors. 

1. Location of points of sale: As Burkart and Medlik have 

pointed out [136), tourism is a price-sensitive product, and the 

two main ingredients in the packaged tourist product cost are the 

cost of acccmr elation and meals at destination (affected by the 

rate of exchange between country of origin and country of destination), 

and the cost of charter air travel (affected by fuel and labour 

costs). 

Deciding where to put sales outlets will, for an NI'O, normally 
be a factor of the amount of traffic which is expected from the 

generating country concerned. But for NTO's, carriers, or 

channel of distribution, there is not merely the problem of choosing 

countries, but also that of choosing cities, or even locations in 

cities. Carriers tend to becare concentrated in one locality. 

Piccadilly in London or the Gran Via in Madrid; tour operators are 
to be found along the Rue de la Paix in Paris. 
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2. Cost of distribution: Channels of distribution are generally 

used and may include travel agents or retailers, tour operators or 

wholesalers, or individual outlets (such as supermarkets, banks, etc. ), 

In general, the distribution channel is remunerated by means of a 

percentage commission on sales, each link in the chain receiving 

such a carmission. Consequently, the more links there are, the 

bigger the total percentage charge which the sales price bears. 

But each link performs the service of accumulating purchase orders 
for the next link, and the whole chain enables the producer to bring 

his thousands of products (for instance, hotel beds or air tickets) 

closer to the individual purchaser. In other words, there is a 
trade-off between market coverage (in volume of outlets and sales) 

and cost (in percentage on sales price). Alternatively, it is 

possible to suppress the channels of distribution by eliminating 

all intermediaries and selling directly to the consumer. 'Selling 

directly' means reaching the consumer by advertising, direct mailing 

with returnable coupons, and/or a force of salesmen to visit the 

consumer and explain the product. Consequently, direct selling 

also involves costs. 

Since the channels of distribution get a percentage discount 

on sales price, the cost of their services is a 'variable cost' for 

the producer. If they do not sell, they cost nothing. Direct 

selling, on the other hand, involves him in the 'fixed cost' of 

maintaining a sales force, doing direct mailing, renting office 

space, etc. 

3. Effectiveness in generating sales: In distribution, as in all 
other aspects of the marketing mix, effectiveness must be evaluated 
against cost. Effectiveness is, in its turn, dependent on market 
coverage and motivation. 
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Marketing coverage combines three basic elements: [1371 

- Number of points of sale per thousand decision-takers. 

- Cost of time - distance between decision-taker and decision 

point. 

- Sales timetable (opening hours). 

Motivation depends on satisfying the differing wants and needs 

of different people in the distribution chain; tourism producer, 

retailer, wholesaler, and client. Poorly motivated sales staff in 

their turn means ignorance, indifference, or poor treatment of the 

customers. Badly treated customers vote with their feet: they 

take their business elsewhere. 

4. Image: It might be possible to sell 15 days in Acapulco 

through pharmacies. But would one wish to buy the place of one's 
dreams just where on goes to cure sickness, in an atmosphere of 

chemicals and starched white overalls? In this case, would the 

distribution image be right for the tourist product? Distribution 

policy affects a product's image to the extent that the method of 
distribution and point of sale must be designed to coincide with, 

or surpass. the levels of the product offered and the market at which 
it is aimed. 

The study steps forward to discuss the role of the official 
tourism organisations in the distribution policy. 

The Role of the National Tourism Orgnaisation in the Distribution Policy 

It is sometimes proposed that NPOs should beccxne directly 

involved in the sale of their destinations by substituting them- 

selves entirely or for certain market segments or regions in place of 

conventional travel trade. It is argued that direct selling by 

NIos would reduce selling expenses and hence lower the cost of travel 
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by cutting out the catmission due to middlemen, that it would be 

possible to attract a type of visitor better suited to the country's 
tourist facilities and that the M would not have to contend with 

prarotion approaches detrimental to the image the country desires 

to project. 

It is suggested, hmever, that NPOs should consider such a 

policy only in exceptional situations, because: [138] 

- An NIO actively engaged in direct selling - as a tour 

operator - would not only establish itself as a direct 

canpetitor of the conventional travel trade, but also 
lose - or at least weaken - its position as a neutral 

arbiter or moderator between the travel trade on the one 
hand and the tourist service enterprises in its country 

on the other. 

- Furthermore, NPOs as governmental agencies are seldom equipped - 
especially as regards personnel -to engage successfully in 

commercial operations. 

- The initial and ongoing expenses of setting up an NPO 

operated sales organisation are considerable and would - 
assuming the enterprise succeeds in the highly competitive 
market climate - in all likelihood more than cancel out the 
savings on caTmissions and other payments to travel trade 
intermediaries. 

This does not mean, however, that many NPOs could not play a 
more active role in the distribution sector. This could be 

accomplished in three ways: 

A. NPOs could develop, in cooperation with hotels, airlines and 
other service enterprises in their country, carplete travel packages 
and offer these for sale, ready made as it were, to tour operators 
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and/or travel agents. Certain regional tourist organisations 

(for example in Switzerland) have already adopted this policy 

successfully. 

B. NI'Os can cooperate with tour operators at the programme 

planning stage, by suggesting new itineraries and localities where 
tourist facilities are available but underused. The French 
Secretariat of State for Tourism has prepared several programmes 
for tourism in the Massif Central and other regions that were in the 

past largely bypassed by international tourism. 

C. More intensified cooperation between the NPO and the national 
airline is a further avenue towards a more active distribution 

policy. Joint NPO/Airline offices in the major market centres 
would not only result in savings through cocnronly used facilities and 
staff - they would also enable the NPO to becane more directly 

involved with the travel trade. 

Sr 

The discussion in this section revealed that: 

- The interests, aims and operating practices of 1! Ibs and 
the travel trade cannot always be in harmony and that conflict is 

at times inevitable. However, considerable scope exists for an 
intensive and more effective cooperation between NPOs and the 
travel trade. 

-'Conventional' travel trade intermediaries - travel agents 
and tour operators - have a dominant position in the distribution 

and sale of international travel. New distribution channels (e. g. 
banks, insurance ca panies, camiunity associations) have reached a 
significant market position in certain countries, but it is con- 
sidered unlikely that they will make further inroads on the 
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clientele now served by the conventional intermediaries. They 

will, however, probably attract new market segments such as special 
interest groups or potential travellers in areas not sufficiently 

covered by the travel trade, such as rural areas. 

- It can be assumed that the process of concentration in the 

tour operator field - especially in West European countries is 

virtually canpleted. The mergers and take-overs of the late 1960's 

and early 1970's have produced groups that cannot be expanded 
further within the limits set by national and international antitrust 

and antimonopoly legislation. 

- Developing tourist receiving countries are dependent on 

overseas tour operators in ways that cannot be changed in the 

near future. Large tour operators have the power to direct 

considerable flows of tourists to particular locations, especially 
long-haul destinations, by organising package tours aimed at cutting 
the cost of travel and making holidays easier to be undertaken for 

the public. 

- In the travel agency sector, the situation is different: 

The pressure of rising costs and the need for higher productivity 

will favour the creation of travel agency 'chains' through mergers 
and aquisitions as well as the formation of travel agency co- 

operatives and other forms of association and cooperation between 
independent travel agents. In other words, although the travel 

agent will not be replaced as the primary distribution channel, 
the industry will look different in the future. 

- The introduction of operational and technical changes in 

travel trade operations - especially the introduction of automated 
reservation systems for travel agents - is still at an early stage. 
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- Distribution policy in tourism may be depicted as follows: 

The considerations which affect a choice of distribution 

policy are: 

- comparative cost of the channels; 

- comparative efficiency of the channels; 

- proximity of channels to markets, and market coverage; 

- image of the channels in the minds of the purchasing public; 

- power of the channel in relation to the destination country 

and the tourism supply (for instance, the power of leading 

tour operators in relation to hotels and airlines (package 

tours). 
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Section Five: Praxtion Policy in Tourism 

Introduction 

For the layman, more often than not, promotion is marketing. 

Marketing literature places major stress on promotion. There have 

been many statements regarding the role or objectives of promotion. 

However, treatment of promotion within the totality of marketing 
has not been balanced. Consumer goods have received more 

consideration than industrial goods. Within consumer goods, the 

promotion of non-durables has been stressed over durables. In 

terms of media, impersonal means of promotion have received much 

greater recognition than personal approaches. Among the various 
impersonal media, focus has been on mass selling through newspapers, 

magazines, and television at the expense of various forms of sales 

promotion, direct mail, and publicity. And, with reluctance, it 

must be noted once more that the service sector has been included 

in discussions of promotion only implicitly, for the most part. 

It is difficult or meaningless to promote an intangible 

product as a tangible product. An intangible does not lend itself 

to visual presentation. In addition, either the visualisation of 
a service being performed or a word description, whether written or 
spoken, offers only limited opportunity to inform, persuade, or 
remind the service customer or prospect. As a result, the 
intangibility of services leads to the adoption of what many believe 

to be a superior form of promotion; the sale of an idea. As 

mentioned elsewhere, thektourist is sacrificing a tangible benefit 
(money) in return for an intangible benefit (expectation) before the 

event; after the event he has received an experience. In other 
words, the tourist spends money to buy a dream, and the dream later 
becanes converted into reality. 
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Some services promote ideas indirectly through stress on 

surrogates. For example, facilitating goods rather than the 

service itself are emphasised. Both air and surface passenger 

transportation services and hotels often stress amenities. 

The environment of a service is a second surrogate. Various 

recreational travel industries use this promotional theme with 

stress on status symbols. 

For the most part, however, the intangibility of a service 

requires that it be promoted on the basis of a very simple idea - 
an idea which receives universal approbation - consumer, user, client 
benefits. The benefit idea is the major unifying theme of 

equipment leasing and car rentals; and freight transport promotion 

stresses speed and specialised service. 

In this section, an attempt will be made to explore the role 

of NrOs in promotion. The steps of promotion strategy will be 

the subject of an extensive discussion. The need for a coordinated 

and integrated pramotion policy will be touched. 

The Role of a National Tourist Organisation (RIO) in Promotion 

An NPO is the official body of a country which is responsible 
for the development and marketing of tourism. It may be completely 

governmental and part of the civil service, in the form of a Ministry 

of Tourism as the case of Egypt, or it may be a section of some other 

ministry. It could be a semi-govermental or statutory body and 

outside the civil service proper of a country, as in the case of a 
tourist development corporation or board, an authority, or, as it 
is frequently called, a national tourist organisation. The develop- 

mental and marketing functions are sometimes divided between two 

separate bodies. In such cases the tendency is to designate the 
body charged with the marketing function as the NIb. 
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A national tourist office abroad is an extension of a country's 

mo in a particular market. This definition excludes the case of 

an NTO being represented in a particular market by a local 

specialised agency conducting marketing campaigns on its behalf. 

Such an arrangement cannot be described as a national tourist office. 

A national tourist office abroad is, by definition, concerned with 

international as opposed to danestic tourism. 

Most official tourist organisations encounter difficulties 

whenever they care to get approval from the government for the 
budgets they rightly feel are needed to continue their efforts in 

the promotional field from year to year. Public funds are always 
limited and the competing claims of other government departments are 

often more urgent. 

Admittedly, there is general agreement that tourist promotion 
is necessary and even desirable, but considerable argument tends to 

arise over such questions as how much to spend, what to achieve and 

where to achieve it. These arguments do not always lead to 

clarification and agreement, mainly because so far there does not 

yet exist a reliable and generally applicable method to prove a 
direct casual relationship between tourist pranotion spending and 
tourist revenue. 

As Schmoll (1391 argues: "the uncertainty over the relation- 
ship between promotion 'input' and sales 'output' is by no moans 
unique to the tourist industry - but it is perhaps more readily 
apparent". 

In the more traditional manufacturing industries the control 

of the individual producer over the final product put on sale is 

usually quite well assured throughout the distribution system, and 
therefore the control of the effectiveness of sales and promotion 
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or advertising activities is a manageable, although at times 
difficult task. 

In the tourist industry, on the other hand, the end product, 
the satisfaction of people's desire to travel and to see new places, 
depends - as we discussed earlier - not on the efficiency of one 
producer but rather on the performance of numerous enterprises of 
different kinds, with not always identical aims, operating in 
different places and at different times. 

It follows that any pranotional effort no matter how well 
planned and executed may fail if one or more of those involved in 

producing tourist satisfaction fall down on their parts of the job. 

And it also follows that it is virtually impossible to measure 
exactly the contribution of each individual manber of the industry 

to overall result as expressed in national tourist revenue., 

In general, the suppliers of the various services required by 

the traveller in visiting a destination are interested in promotion 
of their own services rather than visits to the destination. As a 
result, most of the advertising undertaken by those businesses is 

not more than indirectly related to destination area development. 
There is, however, an exception - the large airline. 

Wahab et al. (1401 argue that "An airline connecting a travel 
destination with a major market by a long haul will frequently 

undertake considerable promotion of that destination". In fact, 
they catment, "major airlines often invest more in the promotion 
of a destination than do the government tourism offices. " In 
their opinion, this carrier approach is logical. "If an airline 
provides all or a major part of the service between a market and the 
destination, those visiting this destination will probably buy seats 
on this airline. Knowing this the airline can turn its attention 
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to the basic considerations leading to destination decision - 
climate, scenery, recreation and so forth - rather than the quality 

of its own service. 

other suppliers of services required by the travellers are 
less likely to be strong promoters of a destination. The large 

chain hotels tend to invest their promotional budget into 

enhancing the image of their properties. Some may feature 

destinations in which they have hotels; more usually they will 
suggest that since the traveller is going to a certain destination 
he should stay in their hotel. For the small and independent 

properties this is typical, sometimes relying on billboard or high- 

way advertising to get the message to the traveller after he has 

arrived at the destination area. Tour and sightseeing companies 
as well as paid attraction may make limited efforts to encourage 
potential travellers to visit specific destinations, but the bulk 

of their promotion is addressed to the visitor after he has arrived. 
Restaurants, bars and nightclubs as well as tourist shops concentrate 
their promotion primarily upon the visitors who have arrived at the 
destination, thus doing little to increase the number of arrivals. 

As has previously been discussed, the travel agents normally 

not dedicated to any specific destination, will book a passage to 

and accommodation in the destination desired by the potential 
traveller. These agents do advertise in the local press of the 

area in which they are located, often suggesting the availability 
and price of trips to certain destinations. This is done, not 
to promote the destination, but to encourage those interested in 

such destinations to cane to their office for assistance. The 
destinations advertised by these agents are, obviously, the ones 
that the agent thinks will sell. If the travel agents believe 
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that the market they serve is interested in travel to Egypt or 
Jamaica, they will feature Egypt and Jamaica in their advertise- 

ments rather than Hawaii or Japan. Likewise, posters produced 
by the NIOs of Egypt and Jamaica will be displayed in the travel 

agent's windows and on his walls. 

The problem faced by the destination is that of getting the 

customer of the travel agent to go to this agent with an inquiry 

about that destination. To accomplish this, it is necessary for 

the destination tourism organisation to create the interest that 

will lead to this inquiry. This can be done by advertising and 

promotion undertaken by the destination tourism organisation and 

not by the travel agent. Once significant numbers of potential 
travellers begin inquiring about a specific destination, the travel 

agent will became likely to include it in his own advertisements. 

It is suggested that at this time, it would be well if the agent had 

a personal knowledge of the destination and its various facilities, 

to be better able to discuss these with the potential traveller. 

Here the familiarisation tour becomes important. Often airlines 
will invite travel agents from these market areas to fly to a 
destination at little or no cost to the agent; obviously to 

encourage the agent to book seats on this airline when sending 
travellers to this destination. Likewise, major hotels in the 
destination will probably provide such travel agents with roans 
at little or no cost for similar reasons. With the knowledge and 
impressions obtained on these familiarisation tours, the agent will 
be better able to answer the questions of his client and sell the 
destination. But the responsibility of creating the interest that 
leads to the inquiry in the office of the travel agent must rest 
with the destination, specifically the destination tourism organ- 
isation. 
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Much the same can be said of the tour organiser. Here the 

problem is to get the tour organiser to include a visit to the 
destination among the tours that he offers. The tour operator 
is not in the business of developing travel destinations but is, 
instead, in the business of developing tours to destinations 
that will sell. In other words, he is packaging tours for which 
a market exists. Once again, the destination tourism organisation 
has the responsibility of creating the interest in the destination 
that will lead the tour operator to create a package tour that 

will include that destination. 

However, as stated by World Tourism Organisation (1411, for 

obvious reasons of profitability and productivity, a major share 
of mass tourism is often entrusted to tour operators. Being 
familiar and in touch with their clients, they describe the country 
to which they wish to send tourists. And since they can bring 
large numbers of tourists to a country, they sometimes negotiate 
direct with the government of that country. Same countries, 
particularly developing countries, have even decided to sub- 
contract to tour operators all carmunications concerning their 
tourism. 

In general, the responsibility of creating the interest in a 
destination that can lead to a trip is that of a destination 
tourism organisation and not the travel trade. Only by assuming 
this' responsibility can the travel trade be brought to the position 
of assisting in promotion and sale of the destination. 

It might well be asked whether an NPO cannot carry out such 
a campaign just as successfully from its hams base. In fact, as 
it is reported in the International Tourism Quarterly (142], the 
implementation of a comprehensive marketing campaign directed from 
the home base is sometimes possible, althouth never easy. However, 
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it is invariably more expensive and less effective. It is more 

expensive firstly, because of the inevitable dependence on otuside 

professional assistance for a whole range of marketing services 

and, secondly, because of the higher distribution costs involved. 

It is less effective, firstly, because follow-up action is not 

always feasible for sheer logistical reasons, or because efficient 

feedback cannot be conveniently secured in order to monitor 

effectively a campaign. Further, by attempting to organise and 

direct a campaign from its hane base, the NM fails to gain as much 

knowledge of the markets it is trying to cultivate and it can 

through representation in the actual markets. Under the circum- 

stances, it is obvious that NIOs which maintain their own offices 

in the various markets have a competitive advantage over those 

which try to run their campaign from the have base. 

summary 

The task of promoting a travel destination cannot be shifted 

from the destination area organisation to either the suppliers of 

the travel services or the travel trade. The responsibility for 

this market development must rest with the destination itself 

through its offices located in the market of the tourist generating 

countries. Enlightened travel service suppliers should recognise 
the importance of the destination area promotion to their own desire 

to profit from the resulting visits and co-operate in this effort. 
This cooperation is frequently in the form of pooling funds or 

making financial contributions to the destination area programme. 

But the travel trade has no such canton interest and can, therefore, 

not be expected to assist in creating interest in visits to a specific 
destination. Only when sufficient interest to the destination 

exists to provide the trade with profit opportunities can the trade 
be expected to promote a destination. The responsibility for 

successfully marketing a destination must be assumed by the destin- 

ation tourism organisation. However, because of the critical role 
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of large tour operators in directing the demand from one country 
to another, most developing countries have decided to subcontract 
to then all promotion activities concerning their tourism. 

But how a A1PO run a promotion strategy, will be the subject 

of the following discussion. 

The Steps of Promotion Strategy 

Promotion is only one of several marketing forces that lead 

to the ultimate goal of selling the many faceted product 'tourism'. 

Tourism, just, like any other product, needs the right 'marketing 

mix' to sell. It does not make sense, therefore, to praise 

promotion exclusively if things go right - or to conda it if 

tourists don't cane in their numbers as expected. 

Success in tourist marketing depends finally on the right 
blend of marketing forces and activities - from the touristic 
installations (hotels, etc. ) and attractions, to transportation 
facilities, personal services, prices and costs, the selling 
effort of travel agents and other intermediaries all the way to 

promotion through advertising, public relations and other promotion 
activities. 

It is evident that promotion, important as it is, is only 
one of the factors in the marketing mix or marketing programme of 
a government tourist office. 

The available literature - either presented at international 

conferences [1431, or prepared by the International Tourism Organ- 
isation 11441 - provides the base for determining a promotion 
strategy which can be illustrated in the following steps: 
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1. Pranotion objectives 

How should pranotional goals be defined? They should be 

defined in terms that are meaningful in the context of promotion. 

As the function of promotion in the marketing mix is camnunication, 

goals must show what is to municated, to whan and how - and 

what the intended effects arre 
/ 

The general aims of the ATIO are the starting point for 

marketing and the basic factor in defining promotion strategy. 

As a rule these aims, set by the development plan, are not 

sufficient to allow a promotion plan to be defined; they must 
first be stated in camErcial. terms. There is a hierarchy of 

aims, which must be defined in the light of the specific status of 

supply and the opportunities in the tourism market. Defining 

the annual promotion strategy, therefore, requires prior consider- 

ation of the development objectives and their conversion into 

commercial aims; the priority targets to be tackled. 

It takes research, judgement and applied caYmonsense to cane 
to a statement of pranotional goals; but the process is fairly 

straightforward: 

Frame of Reference: 

Product: What are the facilities in accatmodation and 
transport, the natural and cultural attractions which the 

destination has to offer, what are price levels and service 

quality in canparison with caitpet'tion? What factors are 
known to be detrimental to tourism 

Market(s): Who are the right people to be reached by 

promotional efforts, how old, haw rich, how well educated 
are th , where do they live and what do they do to earn a 
living? 
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motives and attitudes: Why do people travel in general, and 
to certain countries and regions in particular, what do they 

expect to do and see there, what well-founded or imagined 

apprehensions, fears and prejudices do they have, how do they 

gather inforn-aticAl on vacation places and how do they arrive 

at their decision 

The purpose of segmenting the market is to find practical 

ways of reaching ccamunications targets at minimum cost for a 

desired result. For example, if the potential market for a 

country's product is virtually the whole population (as might be 

the case with two contiguous econanically-developed countries), 

little may be gained from a detailed segmentation of the market. 

Conversely, if the potential market is only a very small proportion 

of the population but with certain well-defined characteristics, 

it would be wasteful to adopt a ccnulunications mix which is aimed 

at the whole population. 

The question of means of identifying the various market 

segments to which a country's product is likely to appeal, i. e. 
the potential market for the product has been extensively 
discussed in the previous chapter. It is therefore assumed now 
that potential users or purchasers have been described and 
identified in sufficient detail to enable the next steps to be 

made and that adequate information is also available on the 

characteristics and importance of the various intermediaries 

in each market. 

A controversial question faced by many N and other organ- 
isations in the travel industry is "should we concentrate our 
pranotional activities on the travel trade or on the public? " or 
"how should we choose how much to spend on each? " The travel 
trade (i. e. travel agents, tour wholesalers and carriers) is 
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usually a potential target for catmunications about a country's 

tourism product from two main aspects; as part of the distribution 

network through the country's product is supplied to ultimate 

consumers, and as a carcunications channel for passing inform- 

ation about the country's product to potential consumers. These 

two aspects are quite distinct. 

In the first case, if a country wishes to change the 

distribution mix for its product, for example by persuading a 
larger number of wholesalers to include packages to itself in their 

brochures, the wholesalers are the ultimate target of the 

cc nunications. The amount of effort that should be devoted 

to this, activity should be reasonably easy to determine provided 

clear objectives have been set and sufficient information is 

available to determine the best way of putting relevant messages 

over. 

In the second case, it is a question of assessing the cost 
effectiveness in a particular market of the travel trade as a 

communications channel for transmitting messages to potential 

consumers, compared with alternative channels, such as the news 

media, direct mailing and face to face contacts. 

Some guidance on the likely exposure of the public to inform- 

ation through this channel may be derived fran examining the 
importance of the travel trade as a distributor of the product. 
For example, in a market where relatively few pre-bookings of 
holiday arrangements through intermediaries are made, and where 
there is no reason to believe that this situation is likely to 

change over the planning period (perhaps because this market 
is an adjacent country and most visitors travel using their in 
transport, booking direct with hotels etc. ), the travel trade 

would clearly be a low priority cannunications target. In a 
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market where a high proportion of visitors pre-book, the trade 

is clearly of much greater potential importance as a target. 

As a general rule, where retailers are significant in the 

distribution mix, they can be a useful channel for transmitting 

detailed information about a product once the purchaser's interest 

has been aroused, but are rarely likely to be a very cost-effective 

channel for arousing initial interest. 

The major wholesalers and carriers in most markets devote 

considerable sums to consumer advertising and other forms of 
direct promotion to potential consumers. They are often, there- 
fore, fran a particular country's point of view, an important 

possible communications channel for information aimed at consumers. 
This is particularly relevant to developing countries. However, 
like retailers they are usually selling the products of a number 
of countries and, except where they have long-term financial 

commitments to particular countries (e. g. through long-term roam 
allocation commitments or direct investment in hotels), are likely 
to be relatively indifferent between selling similar priced travel 

arrangements to different countries. This tends to place some 
limits on their effectiveness as a cammunications channel for 

any particular country. 

The overall long-term camrunications objective behind all 
communications activities is obviously to induce sales of the 
tourism product. Comparison of tourist arrivals and revenue 
with targets will be one measure of the effectiveness of 
communications activities. However, to draw up a programme 
of camninications activities it is necessary to redefine the 
overall objective in terms less general which are appropriate 
to the particular market and which give a better guide to the 
specific activities to undertake. The communications objectives 
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should be set out as clear statements of the message which one 
wishes to transmit to the selected market segments. 

2. Assessing the 'State of Awareness' of each Segment 

The definition of the aims has indicated what to sell and 
to whom. Measuring the gap between the communications aims 

which have been set for each segment of the market and the present 
'state of awareness' of the segments is an essential preliminary 
to deciding on appropriate messages to be transmitted, the channel 
to be used for transmitting them and resulting costs. The object- 
ive is to establish a measure of the amount of effort required, 
information relevnat to the form of message to adopt and a base 

against which to measure results. 

As costs of measuring the gap inevitably rise with accuracy 
and complexity of the measure used, this process usually needs 
to be undertaken in several stages. Initially a relatively 
low cost analysis based mainly on examining past activities in 

the market and assessing the extent to which the various segments 
have been 'exposed' to past communications activities may provide 
a sufficient guide for establishing the most appropriate cc nrnani- 
cations activities to undertake. This process generally called 
the positioning of the product; the status of product in the 

consumer's mind. 

3. Defining form of message appropriate to each segment 
This stage is concerned with how to sell the product. 

What message should be transmitted to the target customer in 

order to create a desire to purchase? To answer this question 
is to define a promotion concept. This concept is the content 
of the message to be transmitted. It is not possible to lay 
down the precise content and format of messages appropriate for 
each segment. But as the types of messages affect the selection 
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of catmunications channels, an outline is essential. 

Each description should contain the following types of 
informaiton: 

the features of the country's tourist product which are 

likely to be of interest, taking account of previous steps. 

- the number of different features that should be erphasised 

and hence the likely length and ccxnplexity of messages. 

- whether message is to elicit immediate purchasing response 

or is concerned with longer-term image promotion. 

For example, the Tunisian tourism product as previous surveys 
have shown, is well adapted to the needs of the senior citizen 

customer in France. A detailed analysis of this target clientele 

shows that the great majority of such customers know nothing 

at all about Tunisia, in particular the climate or way of life 

there. Moreover, it is known that the senior citizen needs 
to feel secure in two respects, and wishes to be informed on 

all the financial and health aspects of the trip. 

Pranotion should therefore seek to bring about a change 
in this attitude and the concept (message) to be utilised in 

cacnnunication with the target will consist in demonstrating the 

proximity of Tunisia, while laying stress on the aspects that 

enhance the security of the trip. Furthermore, the image of 
Tunisia has to be more specific; the concept to be defined is 

that of the exotic ccmbined with security. 

All the activities aimed at this target will be centred 
around this concept. This approach to the concept (message) 
is essential because it is what will make the various types of 
action - advertising, public relations, etc. - consistent. 
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The promotion strategy should be an integrated whole in order 
to communicate a consistent message to the outside world even 
though a range of promotion activities are used. 

4. Deciding the Activities to undertake 

Once the promotion aims and the related concepts have been 
defined, the next step is to define the activities which will 
be carried out in order to achieve these aims. For each target 

audience there is a wide range of possible ccmrunications channels 
that can be used and a large number of ways of transmitting 

appropriate messages through these channels. The particular 
'mix of activities and the intensity of these activities which 

will be appropriate to any particular product and any particular 
market depends on a very wide range of factors, such as the state 
of development of the market, the general level of awareness 
of the product among potential consumers, and market conditions 
such as competitors' activities, and the distribution network 
for the product. 

Before discussing the various activities and its roles in 

tourism promotion, it may be useful to distinguish conceptually 
and practically between sales aids and promotional aids, between 

promotional aids and facilitation tools, and between general and 
specialised promotional aids. 

Sales aids and Promotional aids 
As indicated by Yacoumis (1451 the term 'sales aids' is 

often loosely used to describe both consumer oriented and trade 
oriented printed and audiovisual tools used by 1IIOs. Strictly 
speaking, sales aids in destination marketing are entirely trade 
oriented while promotional aids are essentially consumer oriented. 
Thus, a sales aid in destination marketing may be defined as a 
tangible element or instrument of sales promotion, e. g. a travel 
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trade manual, a tour planning guide, a confidential tariff, a trade 

film or slide projector, etc., which supports either the NTO pales- 

man in presenting his propositions to the travel wholesaler and 

retailer, or assists the latter in presenting their propositions 
to the final consumer tourists. On the other hand, a promotional 

aid is meant to show consumers the destination's merits, i. e. 

product benefits, or some other cam unications objective of the 

NTO that will ultimately help create demand for the destination 

product. 

Both sales and promotional aids ultimately aim to assist 
the selling process; the former are used in the selling inter- 

view itself, while the latter are more peripheral to the selling 

process and aim to inform and stimulate a potential buyer, giving 
him a positive attitude towards the destination concerned. Thus, 

they rarely do more than try to achieve general caitunications 

objectives, such as creation of awareness of a destination product 

and comprehension of its product benefits in terms of consumer 
satisfaction, creation of goodwill, liking and preference for 

it, etc. 

Different inputs are needed for the design and production 
of the two types of cammnications tools. In order to design 

an effective sales aid, it is necessary to understand exactly 
what happens when an NIO salesman meets a tour operator or travel 

agent, and what happens when the latter meet a potential buyer 

tourist. On the other hand, in order to design an effective 
prcmotional aid, it is necessary to know exactly the catmunications 
objectives of the NM vis-a-vis a specific market segment or target 
audience. 
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Promotional and Facilitation Tools 

In terms of their canrninications objectives and the time 

and place of distribution, Yacoumis (1461 has distinguished between 

promotional aids, and so-called facilitation aids. The latter 

category canprises all publications designed to meet the require- 

ments of tourists in terms of practical or technical information, 

advice and guidance at the destination. 

On the basis of this distinction, he argues that it is clear 
that pranotional aids are needed by tourists during the travel 
decision process and before the canpletion of a sale. As such, 
they are mostly distributed to target groups of potential tourists 
in their home countries through the NTO's field offices and 

representatives. On the other hand, facilitation tools are required 
once the travel decision process has been canpleted, the purchase 
made and the tourist has arrived at his destination. These aids 

are, therefore, mainly used by the NM head office and its local 

tourist information centres. They include publications such 
as city or town street maps, guide maps to attractions, timetables, 

route maps and a list of fares of local public transport, calendars 

or diaries of events, accommodation guides, shopping aids, sight- 
seeing guides, etc. 

As far as planning, design and production are concerned, 
the distinction between promotional and facilitation tools has 

a two-fold practical significance. First, in terms of their 

target audiences, facilitation tools are mostly undifferentiated, 

while promotional tools are differentiated in varying degrees. 
For example, whereas accanrodation guides or city street maps 
are produced for the whole, unsegmented market, a promotional 
aid on the beach resorts of a country should be directed at the 

sun-sea-sand segment of the market. Secondly, and perhaps more 
importantly, promotional aids are considerably more expensive 
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to produce and distribute than facilitation tools, which are usually 

more modest publications in terms of design, quality of paper, 

printing and use of colour, and distributed largely at have and 

over the counter. Effective pray tional tools depend heavily 

on creative design and copy, high quality paper and high standard 
full colour printing, all of which add considerably to production 

costs. They are also mostly distributed abroad, usually by post, 
thus incurring further heavy distribution costs. 

General and Specialised Promotional Tools 

Yacoumis [147] stated that as a rule, general promotional 

aids cover an entire, geographically defined, destination which 

may be either a whole country, or part of one, and usually present 

a ca: tposite tourist product. Promotional tools of the general 
type are characterised by a brief coverage in words and pictures 

of a destination, presenting all the component elements. They 

are normally intended to serve as an initial introduction for 

potential tourists to the destination concerned. They contain 

practical information and advice on matters of general interest, 

e. g. immigration, health and customs formalities, currency 

regulations, climatic conditions, etc., and are directed at the 

total unsegmented market rather than at specific segments. 

On the other hand, a specialised promotional tool concentrates 

exclusively and usually in greater depth on a single product, 

a component part of the total composite destination product, and 
is directed at carefully identified market segments of the whole 
market. Specialised promotional aids are normally based on 
special attractions and activities, for instance, fauna and flora, 

arts and crafts, history and archaeology, festivals, etc. The 

specialisation of promotional aids, therefore, reflects the need 
for market segmentation and involves the production of particular 
promotional aids on specific products which match the special 
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interests and requirements of identifiable market segment. 

In practice, the distinction between general and specialised 

promotional aids is not always clear cut. Combinations of the two 

types are frequent, indeed sometimes necessary, for a variety of 

reasons dictated either by the particular circumstances of a 
destination and its marketing approach, or by budgetary constraints. 
However, apart from its conceptual importance, this distinction 

has a definite practical usefulness in that it provides one with 

an insight into the product and market mix policy systematically 

pursued by an NPO at any one time. Thus, a variety of specialised 

promotional tools will indicate that the NM is pursuing a 

conscious policy of diversified product mix based on appropriate 

segmentation of the market. 

Having distinguished between sales and promotional aids, 

promotional and facilitation tools, and between general and 

specialised promotional tools, as a prerequisite for the discussion 

of prarotional activities, the study steps forward to explore 
these activities. 

As we stressed earlier an N'IO cannot carry out such a campaign 
just as successfully fran its home base. And, under the circum- 
stances, the NTO which maintain their own offices in the various 
markets have a caTpetitive advantage over those which try to run 
their campaign from the have base. Therefore, the functions and 

methods of operation of an NM abroad can best be shown by describing 
in broad outline the main features of a typical campaign. Such 

a campaign, as reported in the International Tourism Quarterly (148], 

can be clearly distinguished into a trade-oriented part and consumer 
oriented one. 
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The Trade-oriented Promotional Activities 

In terms of prarotion and trade relations, it is reported 
that the most important activities, which are normally directed 

at the trade, are the following, which will be briefly discussed. 

Educational or familiarisation tours: In order to inform the 

travel trade about and familiarise it with the tourist product(s) 

of its country, a national tourist office will organise educational 
tours for selected wholesalers and retailers, who can then sell 
the country as a tourist destination more easily. During these 

tours, the foreign travel wholesalers and retailers inspect the 

country's tourist facilities, visit its tourist attractions and, 

generally, have contacts with the local travel trade which acts 

as their partner in channelling tourist traffic to the country. 
Such tours may be conducted in small groups, especially for 

retailers, or individually, especially for wholesalers. 

Tourist workshops: These are normally organised and staged in 

the market itself and are intended to bring together all the main 

components of the tourist industry of both the generating and 

receiving country, i. e. hotels, travel trade, airlines and 

other providers of tourist services. The main objectives of 

such workshops are, firstly, to prate the tourist product mix 
of the receiving country to the travel trade and other principals 

of the generating country and, secondly, to provide a suitable 

opportunity for the travel principals of the receiving and 

generating countries to establish working relationships. 

Sales Seminars: Like educational' tours and tourist workshops, 
sales seminars are organised by the National tourist office in 

order to familiarise the travel trade with the tourist product and 
the latest development in the tourist industry of its country, and 
to motivate it to increase sales of tours and to encourage travel 
there. 
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Sales Calls: Within the framework of the national tourist office's 

activities aimed at servicing the travel'trade, sales calls are 

made by its staff on travel agents and other retail outlets. 
The aim of these calls is to assist the travel retailers in selling 
the country in question by providing these with information, advice 

and promotional material. 

Direct Mailings: In order to keep the travel trade well stocked 

with promotional material on the country, the national tourist 

office carries out regular direct mailing shots of tourist 
literature. The travel trade is, thus,. itself in a better position 
to service more adequately enquiries from its clients and actually 
promote and sell the country. 

Newsletter: As part of the regular supply of information within 
the framework of its promotional efforts, the national tourist 

office normally establishes a permanent channel of communication 
with the travel trade through the regular issue and distribution 

of a newsletter or bulletin. Through such a newsletter or bulletin 
the national tourist office informs the travel trade about all 
relevant developments concerning the tourist product and the 
tourist industry of its country. At the same time, it also attempts 
to promote sales of its product. 

Sales Incentives: In order to increase sales, the national 
tourist office may provide incentives or bonuses, usually in the 
form of free holidays or material gifts. These incentives may 
or may not be linked with so-called retail agents' competitions. 
Incentives and bonuses are invariably offered in conjunction with 
the main tourism principals of the country, i. e. hotel and airline 
ccmpanies. 
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Pramotional Evenings: These may be organised exclusively for 

members of the travel trade and are basically goodwill exercises. 
They are usually staged in hotels or similar establishments and 
combine food, drink and entertainment, often imported from the 

country concerned. 

Mile the national tourist office undertakes all or some of 
the above promotional and trade relations activities in order to 
introduce the tourist product of its country into the appropriate 
distribution channels and to educate and familiarise the travel 
trade about it, as well as to motivate it to increase its sales, 
it also undertakes a whole range of promotional activities, which 
are directed at the potential consumers, similarly with a view to 
informing them about the product and persuading them to buy it. 

Consumer-Oriented Promotional Activities 

Some of the most important consumer-oriented promotional 
activities in which the national tourist office is normally 
engaged, can be sumnarised as follows. 

Servicing of Enquiries from the Public: These enquiries can be 

either in writing, by telephone, or made in person. Tourist 
literature and other promotional material is used for servicing 
of enquiries fran the public but not all enquiries originate from 

potential or prospective holidaymakers. A small proportion 
of enquiries received by a national tourist office originates from 

returning tourists and concerns the widest possible range of 
subjects, including complaints and praise or likes and dislikes. 
Thus, the N. PO abroad has to carry out a kind of 'customer relations' 
or 'after-sales service' function. 
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Sales Incentives: National tourist offices abroad offer various 
kinds of incentives to consumers. These range from free 

holidays given as prizes to petrol coupons, and special discounts 

or concessions for children or family groups. 

Participation in Tourism Fairs and Exhibitions: This is done with 

suitably decorated stands, which present the tourist attractions 

of the country. Here, the tourist office aims at contacting large 

numbers of potential tourists in order to inform them about the 

tourist attractions of its country and persuade them to travel 

there. In doing so, the tourist office distributes relatively 
large quantities of tourist literature to interested people. 

Window Display Campaigns: These specially designed display units 

are exhibited in travel agencies and other retail outlets. Their 

aim is to give promotional exposure to the product, conveniently 

enough, at its point of sale. 

Other Consumer Promotional Events: Various kinds of promotional 

events may be organised and staged by a national tourist office 
abroad, the aims of which are to convert potential into real 

consumer demand, create goodwill towards the product and improve 

its image. Such events are, often, as much public relations 
exercises as they are sales promotional activities. Score of 
the most carrion events of this kind are the following: prcmotional 

evenings, exhibitions of arts and handicrafts and 'national' weeks 

which are held in department stores and hotels. 

Promotional and other material used by NPOs 

The type, quality and quantity of material used by a NM 

abroad are determined by the nature of the tourist product. The 

composite tourist product, as represented by a destination, is 
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essentially intangible and can neither be stored nor transported. 

As a result, it must be promoted and sold at a distance on the 

basis of descriptions and representations of it contained in 

tourist literature. The availability of quantitatively and 

qualitatively adequate tourist literature is a pre-condition of 

any destination marketing campaign. The general prevalence 

of full colour printing and sophisticated design, together with 
the relatively large quantities required, have rendered tourist 
literature a costly marketing tool. 

It is suggested that tourist literature must be adequate in 

terms of range and coverage. In other words, it must be 

sufficiently diversified to meet the particular requirements 

of individual market segments and in sufficiently large volume 
to cover the whole market. 

The range of tourist literature can be distinguished into 

sales aids and promotional aids, prorotional aids and facilitation 

aids, and general aids and specialised aids, as previously 
discussed. 

The Role of Advertising in Tourism Prarotion 

The primary role of advertising is to create in the 

potential customer a desire to purchase the tourist product. 
The means of achieving this goal - the form of advertising - 
should be adapted to the canposite nature of tourist product. 
The message will differ according to whether the product is naa 

or already established; the choice between launching and support 
advertising therefore depends not only on the product but also on 
the target. 
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In this respect, as in the case of promotion, advertising 

campaigns may be trade or consumer oriented. In the former 

case, the NT0 aims to inform and influence the travel trade by 

conducting an advertising campaign through the trade media. 
Consumer advertising campaigns are normally more extensive than 

trade ones. National tourist offices abroad often elect to adopt 

a coupon reply system in their consumer advertising campaigns, 
whereby interested people are invited to return the coupons for 

further information on the country and holidaying possibilities 
there. It is expected that in a fairly extensive and successful 
advertising campaign, to receive several thousand coupons, all of 

which, of course, have to be answered and supplied with tourist 
literature and all relevant information on tourist travel 

possibilities to the country. As advertising campaigns tend to 
have a seasonal character, the workload of a tourist office during 

campaign times can be quite heavy in terms of servicing of 

enquiries. This often leads national tourist offices to farm out 
the task of servicing coupon returns to specialised mailing firms. 

It is also often the case that, once national tourist offices 
have been physically and financially over-stretched by overwhelming 
numbers of coupon returns, they abandon the system in future 

campaigns. 

Advertising is undoubtedly the most expensive function in a 
national tourist office's campaign. Media space and time and the 

prevailing use of colour, in addition to technical costs, are 
notoriously expensive. It is noticed that in practice, few 

national tourist offices have sufficient funds to carry out even 
the minimum of what may be termed a campaign. Traditionally, 

consumer advertising campaigns by national tourist offices abroad 
have been confined to the press media although an increased use of 
commercial television and radio is currently noticeable. 
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The Role of Public Relations in Tourism Promotion 

It is safely claimed that the most important marketing 
function of a national tourist office abroad is public relations. 
Two main reasons are given for this claim. Firstly, the image 

of the composite and most intangible product/destination represented 
by a national tourist office is subject to the influences of 

economic, political and other factors, which often undo the effect 

of expensive promotional and advertising campaigns and jeopardise 

what has been accomplished after years of marketing effort. 
temples are hotels catching fire, aircraft crashing, unrest in 

the area, etc. Public relation activities form an on-going 

campaign, which, in addition to supporting the other marketing 
functions, aims to counteract such adverse influences and create 

goodwill for the country/destination and maintain or improve a 
favourable image. Secondly, national tourist offices inevitably 

have to fall back on public relations, as there never seem to be 

enough funds, even for the richest of them, for advertising and 
promotion. Public relations activities are, therefore, seen as 
holding a distinct promise of greater publicity returns for 

ccmparatively smaller financial investment. 

As in the case of promotion and advertising, public relations 
activities are directed at both the trade and the consumers and are 
often canbined with promotional activities. Nevertheless, the 
target group, be it the trade or the consumers, tend to be approached 
indirectly, i. e. through the media. To a large extent, it is 

convinced that a national tourist office's public relations work is 

essentially media relations and an NTO is therefore very dependent 

on the press and other cc nunications media. It is through than 
that most of the information on the country is channelled to the 
trade and the public at large, and in this way a great deal of the 
publicity about the country as a tourist destination is obtained. 
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Therefore, one of the main concerns of an NM is to establish an 

effective channel of cocmainicätion with the mass media by the 

regular issue of press releases) the periodical publication of a 
bulletin and the staging of press conferences and meetings, whereby 

the press and other media are furnished with editorial, photo- 

graphic and other material on the country. 

It is argued that a central feature in any tourist office's 

public relations campaign is the organisation of educational and 
familiarisation tours for the press and other media, very much in 

the same way as it is done with the travel trade. As a result of 
such so-called press tours, the country receives considerable 
publicity in the form of articles, features, reports, etc. 
In view of the fact that relations with the press and other media 
really means relations with the travel writers, radio and ZV 

producers, a great many personal contacts are necessary. The 

cultivation of such people is a delicate and long term task. 

Having discussed the various activities of promotion that a 
NTO abroad has to carry out, the question nbw is, whether the NMS 

abroad possess the skilled staff who can do the job successfully 
or need the professional services of local agencies who specialise 
in tourism promotion; therefore, the study now turns to discuss 
this matter before moving on to complete the discussion on the 

steps of promotion strategy. 

The Role of Local Specialised Agencies 

It is reported that normally, the marketing campaigns of 
national tourist offices abroad are helped by local agencies 
which specialise in pramtion, trade and public relations and 
advertising. In the case of advertising, the dependence of an 
NPO on a specialised agency is unavoidable for obvious technical 
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reasons. As far as promotion, trade and public relations are 

concerned, the need for the professional services of specialised 

agencies is now almost generally recognised. This need stems from 

the fact that national tourist offices abroad do not always possess 

all the necessary local market know-how, or have easy access to the 

press or other media. It is recognised that NDOs are generally 

staffed and managed by officials of the home National Tourist 

Organisation; they are often transferred from one office to 

another and cannot always be expected to have expert knowledge of 

and extensive contacts in the foreign markets to which they are 

posted. 

Like most professional services, public relations in travel 

and tourism are expensive. Therefore, national tourist offices 

often cannot afford to retain the services of an agency on a 
permanent basis, but have to engage them for specific tasks, as 

and when it is absolutely necessary. There is another approach 

adopted by a few tourist offices; instead of engaging a public 

relations agency, they employ a professional, locally recruited 

PR officer as one of their staff. The reason for this is not only 
the need to econanise - often the salary plus other related costs 

are not much less than a fee of an agency. A PR professional on 
the'staff of an NI'O abroad means more effective management co- 
ordination and continuity of work. On the other hand, working with 
an agency allows an NM a certain degree of flexibility in choosing 
among several carpeting agencies and the possibility of tapping a 

wider sphere of expertise and talent that an agency may possess. 

In the rest of this section, the remaining two steps of 
promotion strategy will be discussed. 
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5. The Overall Prci tion Budget 

The proportion of a promotion budget is difficult and there 

are no methods by which an optimum budget can be defined. 

Most tourism offices abroad - following in this respect the 
World Tourism Organisation (WIO) directives and the practice of 

many industrial enterprises - appear to fix the amount of their 

promotional budget as a percentage of tourism revenue. However, 

this approach should take account of forecast earnings rather than 
the earnings of the past year. Indeed, it is desirable to define 

the tourism promotional budget in terms of future possibilities, 

rather than of available resources. A procedure which is based 

more on the past than on the future, leaves no roan for adjustment. 
The budget depends on the type of promotion that has been chosen 
(support promotion or launching promotion) and on the number of 
new targets that are to be tackled. It therefore seems logical to 
determine the desired promotion appropriations by market and 
product and to reach a total figure on that basis. This amount, 
plus local expenditure, will be the level of the desired budget. 

In practice, each person responsible for a market, i. e. 
depending on the particular case, each representative prepares a 
promotion budget request after specifying the action proposed to 

achieve the objectives that have been set, and estimating the 

expenditure required for the proposed action. 

All the budgets prepared by the representatives will be 

submitted to the NM head office which, before giving its agree- 
ment, will make sure that they are entirely consistent with the 
aims of promotion. 
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6. Monitoring and Evaluation_System 

Monitoring in the broad meaning of the term, operates at all 

levels of the methodology, i. e. definition of the promotion aims, 

elaboration of the prcmotional concept, selection of campaigns, 
determination of budgets and budgetary control. The actual 

results must be observed and canpared with the desired results, 
i. e. with the aims, the discrepancy must be determined and 

explained, and the necessary corrective measures taken. 

Proposing the decisions and monitoring the campaigns pre- 

supposes that all relevant information is available in good time. 

Such data may originate externally (market surveys, for example) 

or internally (level of execution of the contracts in the 

decision process). To that end, a permanent market monitor, 

a tourism data bank, should be devised for use at all decision 

levels. 

To ensure effective processing and analysis of the inform- 

ation, it seems essential for all data to be centralised within 

a single unit in the NM head office. The main purpose. of this 
data unit should be to collect, analyse and supply to the 

national tourist administration (NTA) tide-inforntiation which the 
latter needs in order to prepare its promotion strategies and 

control their implementation. The unit will manage the data bank 

which may include the following seven functions: 

1. In-country surveys of current customers. 
2. Data on the tourism infrastructure, 

3. Data on the generating countries and analysis of brand 
image. 

4. Survey of canpetition. 
5. Follow-up of marketing activities. 
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6. Budgetary follow-up of campaigns. 

7. operational follow-up of campaigns. 

To sum up: Promotion strategy is the end product of operations 

at a number of levels. These operations need not be rigidly 

sequential; some operations may be undertaken simultaneously or 

be combined. However, they can be illustrated as follows: 

1. The general aims of UM are the starting point for marketing 

and the basic factor in defining promotion strategy. As a rule 
these aims, set by the development plan, are not sufficient to 

allow a promotion plan to be defined; they must first be stated 
in ccamercial terms. 

2. The general aims are converted into cam rcial ones in the 
light of the trend of tourism demand, the status of the product 
(product positioning), and past results. Awareness of tourism 

trends, and the recognition of discrepancies between aims and actual 

results, is essential in order to avoid disparities between aims and 
the action programme. This can only be achieved through systematic 
data control, both before the event (supply and demand) and afterwards 
(control and evaluation). 

3. Once the promotion aims have been defined, the next step is 
to choose the terms for conveying the promotion, to define an overall 

promotion concept which is the message to be ccntrninicated, which 
determine the activities to be undertaken by the national tourist 

offices abroad. The two promotion tasks undertaken by the IOS 

abroad - customer promotion and trade. promotion are complementary. 
At the same time, the techniques and methods required for each are 
substantiallly different and require experience and expertise that is 

not always found in the right combination among the staff of my 
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field offices. Therefore, the use of services of the professional 

agencies in promotion is unavoidable. 

4. The following step is to select the means by which the concept 
is to be expressed (selecting campaigns, defining and allocating 
the pranotion budget). This, in fact, is how the message is to 

be communicated. 

5. At the same time, the strategy should be adaptable, not 

rigidly set, because the surrounding conditions change rapidly. 
A system of checking the effectiveness of operations, after the 

event, as a means of regulation, is also an important component of 

pranotion methodology. TO date, this regulating function has 

rarely been used in tourism. 

In the following chapter, the steps of the field research 
will be drawn and explained. 
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